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Abstract
Given an n-vertex graph G and two vertices s and t in G, determining whether there
exists a path and computing the length of the shortest path between s and t are two of
the most fundamental graph problems. In the classical battle of P versus NP or “easy”
versus “hard”, both of these problems are on the easy side. That is, they can be solved in
poly(n) time, where poly is any polynomial function. But what if our input consisted of a
2n-vertex graph? Of course, we can no longer assume G to be part of the input, as reading
the input alone requires more than poly(n) time. Instead, we are given an oracle encoded
using poly(n) bits and that can, in constant or poly(n) time, answer queries of the form
“is u a vertex in G” or “is there an edge between u and v?”. Given such an oracle and
two vertices of the 2n-vertex graph, can we still determine if there is a path or compute
the length of the shortest path between s and t in poly(n) time?
A slightly different, but equally insightful, formulation of the question above is as
follows. Given a set S of n objects, consider the graph R(S) which contains one vertex for
each set in the power set of S, 2S, and two vertices are adjacent in R(S) whenever the size
of their symmetric difference is equal to one. Clearly, this graph contains 2n vertices and
can be easily encoded in poly(n) bits using the oracle described above. It is not hard to
see that there exists a path between any two vertices of R(S). Moreover, computing the
length of a shortest path can be accomplished in constant time; it is equal to the size of
the symmetric difference of the two underlying sets. If the vertex set of R(S) were instead
restricted to a subset of 2S, both of our problems can become NP-complete or even PSPACE-
complete. Therefore, another interesting question is whether we can determine what types
of “restriction” on the vertex set of R(S) induce such variations in the complexity of the
two problems.
These two seemingly artificial questions are in fact quite natural and appear in many
practical and theoretical problems. In particular, these are exactly the types of questions
asked under the reconfiguration framework, the main subject of this thesis. Under the
reconfiguration framework, instead of finding a feasible solution to some instance I of a
search problem Q, we are interested in structural and algorithmic questions related to
the solution space of Q. Naturally, given some adjacency relation A defined over feasible
solutions of Q, size of the symmetric difference being one such relation, the solution space
can be represented using a graph RQ(I). RQ(I) contains one vertex for each feasible
solution of Q on instance I and two vertices share an edge whenever their corresponding
solutions are adjacent under A. An edge in RQ(I) corresponds to a reconfiguration step,
a walk in RQ(I) is a sequence of such steps, a reconfiguration sequence, and RQ(I) is a
reconfiguration graph. Studying problems related to reconfiguration graphs has received
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considerable attention in recent literature, the most popular problem being to determine
whether there exists a reconfiguration sequence between two given feasible solutions; for
most NP-complete problems, this problem has been shown to be PSPACE-complete.
The purpose of our work is to embark on a systematic investigation of the tractability
and structural properties of such problems under both classical and parameterized com-
plexity assumptions. Parameterized complexity is another framework which has become
an essential tool for researchers in computational complexity during the last two decades or
so and one of its main goals is to provide a better explanation of why some hard problems
(in a classical sense) can be in fact much easier than others. Hence, we are interested in
what separates the tractable instances from the intractable ones and the fixed-parameter
tractable instances from the fixed-parameter intractable ones. It is clear from the generic
definition of reconfiguration problems that several factors affect their complexity status.
Our work aims at providing a finer classification of the complexity of reconfiguration prob-
lems with respect to some of these factors, including the definition of the adjacency relation
A, structural properties of the input instance I, structural properties of the reconfigura-
tion graph, and the length of a reconfiguration sequence. As most of these factors can be
numerically quantified, we believe that the investigation of reconfiguration problems under
both parameterized and classical complexity assumptions will help us further understand
the boundaries between tractability and intractability.
We consider reconfiguration problems related to Satisfiability, Coloring, Domi-
nating Set, Vertex Cover, Independent Set, Feedback Vertex Set, and Odd
Cycle Transversal, and provide lower bounds, polynomial-time algorithms, and fixed-
parameter tractable algorithms. In doing so, we answer some of the questions left open
in recent work and push the known boundaries between tractable and intractable even
closer. As a byproduct of our initiating work on parameterized reconfiguration problems,
we present a generic adaptation of parameterized complexity techniques which we believe
can be used as a starting point for studying almost any such problem.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Many classical one-player games can be formulated as reconfiguration problems in which
we are given a collection of configurations together with some transformation rules that
allow us to transform one configuration into another. For example, in the n-puzzle game
(Figure 1.1), n tiles numbered from 1 to n are arranged on an m ×m grid, m2 = n + 1,
leaving one empty square. A tile can only move to the empty square if it is adjacent to it,
i.e. above it, below it, to its left, or to its right. Starting from any source configuration, the
goal is to reach the configuration in which all numbers are in order, the target configuration.
Figure 1.1: Two configurations of the 15-puzzle (source: http://www.bewitchedgames.
com c© 2014 Bewitched Games)
Closely related to the n-puzzle game is Rush Hour. The game is played on an m×m grid,
on which a number of cars are placed, one of them being the car that wishes to escape out
of the grid. The cars occupy two or three squares and can only move forwards or backwards
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(but not sideways) (Figure 1.2). The aim is to move the cars in such a way that the red
car can be driven out of the exit.
Figure 1.2: A 6× 6 Rush Hour instance and solution (source: http://www.puzzles.com/
products/rushhour/rushhourapp.htm c© 2003–2011 ThinkFun Inc.)
Another popular example of a reconfiguration problem originating from one-player games
is Rubik’s cube (Figure 1.3). Here, given any configuration of the cube, the goal is to reach
the configuration in which each of the six sides of the cube is monochromatic, i.e. of the
same color. A transformation of the cube from one configuration into another consists of
a rotation of one of the sides of the cube.
Figure 1.3: Rubik’s cube (source: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/rubik’s_cube c©
2006 Booyabazooka)
More reconfiguration problems emerge from classical computational problems in different
areas such as graph theory, computational geometry, artificial intelligence, and more re-
cently quantum computing. A practical example is network security. Consider a network
graph where each vertex represents an online server and edges correspond to communica-
tion links (Figure 1.4). Knowing that users us and ut are malicious users sending illegal
2
data to each other over the network, a security officer wishes to intercept any transmissions
between the two at all times. To do so, the officer is given access to at most k network
servers to install “firewalls” such that all communication routes between us and ut are
captured. After a while, the security officer realizes that fewer firewalls are needed to in-
tercept all transmissions. And, since firewalls are a major drawback to server performance,
the goal now is to change the locations of the older firewalls (one at a time) without (at
any time) opening an unsecured transmission route between us and ut nor having more
than k firewalls installed. The security problem, as the reader might have guessed, is a
reconfiguration variant of the (us,ut)-cut problem. Note that in the example graph shown
in Figure 1.4, if we assume k = 4 then the security officer is stuck with the initial choice
of servers (gray vertices in Figure 1.4) since both black vertices need to have a firewall
installed before uninstalling any of the other three firewalls.
Figure 1.4: Example of a network graph with servers shown in white and malicious users
shown in light gray. Dark gray servers correspond to the source configuration and black
servers are the target configuration.
Viewing reconfiguration problems from a graph-theoretic perspective, the notion of a
reconfiguration graph naturally arises. The node set of this graph consists of all possible
configurations and two nodes share an edge whenever the corresponding configurations
can each be obtained from the other by the application of a single transformation rule,
a reconfiguration step. Any path or walk in the reconfiguration graph corresponds to a
sequence of such steps, a reconfiguration sequence. Studying reconfiguration graphs is the
main subject of this thesis. In fact, almost any search problem can have a corresponding
reconfiguration variant. That is, instead of finding a feasible solution/configuration to some
instance I of a search problem Q, we are interested in structural and algorithmic questions
related to the solution/configuration space of Q. Generally, defining a reconfiguration
problem requires three ingredients:
(1) A search problem Q,
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(2) an optional range, [rl, ru], bounding some numerically quantifiable property Ψ of
feasible solutions for Q, and
(3) an adjacency relation A, usually symmetric and polynomially-testable, on the set of
feasible solutions of Q.
With this in hand, we can construct the reconfiguration graphRQ(I, rl, ru) for each instance
I of Q. The nodes of RQ(I, rl, ru) correspond to the feasible solutions of Q having rl ≤
Ψ ≤ ru, and there is an edge between two nodes whenever the corresponding solutions are
adjacent under A. RQ(I, rl, ru) provides a structured view of the solution space of Q with
respect to instance I, adjacency relation A, and property Ψ. There are four general types
of questions which arise under the reconfiguration framework:
(1) Q-Reach is the problem of determining whether two given feasible solutions belong
to the same connected component of RQ(I, rl, ru).
(2) Q-Bound is the problem of finding a shortest path or a path of length ` between
two given feasible solutions in RQ(I, rl, ru).
(3) Q-Conn is the problem of determining whether RQ(I, rl, ru) is connected.
(4) Q-Diam is the problem of determining the diameter ofRQ(I, rl, ru) or of its connected
components.
We refer to Q-Reach and Q-Bound as the reachability and bounded reachability vari-
ants/problems of Q, respectively, and we refer to all four problems as reconfiguration
problems for Q. To get a sense of what one might expect when studying reconfiguration
problems, we go back to the n-puzzle example. The number of possible configurations of
the 24-puzzle is 25!
2
≈ 7.76 × 1024. Clearly, constructing the full reconfiguration graph for
solving the reachability or bounded reachability problem is not an option. Already in 1879,
Johnson and Story [88] showed that half of the starting positions for the n-puzzle are im-
possible to solve, irrespective of the number moves. This implies that the reconfiguration
graph of the n-puzzle game is not connected. Since there are at most four configurations
“reachable” from any given configuration in a single step, one possible attempt to solve the
problem is to construct what is known as the breadth-first search-tree [95], or BFS-tree for
short. Initially, the BFS-tree consists of a single root node which corresponds to the source
configuration. Building the rest of the tree is accomplished recursively using a queue as
follows. First, we enqueue the root node, or equivalently the source configuration. While
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the queue is not empty, we dequeue a node. If this node corresponds to the target config-
uration, the construction ends. Otherwise, we generate the (at most four) configurations
reachable from the dequeued configuration and add them to the queue, and respectively the
tree, after making sure they have not been added before. Eventually, we will either reach
the target configuration or exhaust all configurations reachable from the source. However,
there are two crucial requirements for making this approach “computationally feasible”:
the target configuration must be reachable from the source configuration and the number
of steps required to reach it, say `, must be known. If both requirements are guaranteed
and ` is relatively small, then we can bound the size of the BFS-tree, i.e. the number
of configurations to consider, which is at most 4`+1. Unfortunately, even for the simple
n-puzzle game, computing ` (or equivalently solving the bounded reachability problem) is
computationally hard and the BFS-tree approach fails. As we shall see later, reachabil-
ity and bounded reachability problems are, in most cases, “really hard” and sometimes
surprisingly so.
Games and puzzles have been extensively studied in the literature [10, 38, 49, 58, 60,
88, 92] but new types of reconfiguration problems have also recently gained popularity.
We give a detailed overview of some of these results and their motivation in Section 1.2.
Before doing so, we illustrate a few examples in Section 1.1 to familiarize the reader with
the problems considered throughout this work.
1.1 Examples
Graph vertex-subset problems. In a graph vertex-subset problem, given some graph
G, the goal is to find a subset of the vertices of G which satisfies certain properties. Let
us consider the classical Vertex Cover problem, formally defined as follows:
Vertex Cover (VC)
Input: A graph G with vertex set V (G) and edge set E(G) and an integer k.
Question: Is there a set S ⊆ V (G), a vertex cover of G, such that |S| ≤ k and
every edge in E(G) is incident to some vertex in S?
In this case, our search problem Q is VC. We fix Ψ to be the size of a feasible solution
and set [rl, ru] to [0, k]. As a symmetric adjacency relation, A, we let two solutions be
adjacent whenever they differ in exactly one vertex. The resulting reconfiguration graph,
RV C(G, 0, k), has one vertex for every vertex cover of G of size between 0 and k, and two
vertices share an edge in RV C(G, 0, k) whenever the corresponding solutions differ in exactly
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Ss St
Figure 1.5: A reconfiguration sequence of length 6 (shown in solid lines) from Ss to St in
RV C(C5, 0, 4).
one vertex. Figure 1.5 illustrates the reconfiguration graph RV C(C5, 0, 4) for an input graph
G consisting of a cycle on five vertices, a C5, and k = 4. Every feasible solution of size less
than or equal to four is colored gray. Note that since the size of a minimum cardinality
vertex cover of a C5 is 3, RV C(C5, 0, 4) = RV C(C5, 1, 4) = RV C(C5, 2, 4) = RV C(C5, 3, 4).
The fact that RV C(C5, 0, 4) is connected implies that a reconfiguration sequence exists
between any two feasible solutions of this instance. If we set k = 3 instead, RV C(C5, 0, 3)
would consist of five isolated vertices (the top five vertices in Figure 1.5). Note that the
bounds enforced on the size of feasible solutions greatly affect the complexity of both the
reachability and bounded reachability questions. For instance, if we set [rl, ru] to [0, |V (G)|]
in the case of VC then RV C(G, 0, |V (G)|) is always connected and of linear diameter for any
graph G; RV C(G, 0, |V (G)|) would contain a “central” node corresponding to the vertex
cover of size |V (G)|, which is connected to every other vertex cover S by a path of length
|V (G)| − |S|.
There are other natural adjacency relations which can be considered when dealing with
graph vertex-subset problems. If we assume that every vertex in the input graph can be
either occupied by a single token or free, then we can view any solution to such a problem
as a collection of tokens placed on a subset of the vertices of the input graph. When viewed
as such, we can define a change in a solution by either a token jump, a token slide, or a
token addition/removal. Under the token jumping (TJ) model [91], a reconfiguration step
consists of jumping a token from some occupied vertex to some free vertex. Under the
token sliding (TS) model [18, 77, 91], instead of jumping a token to any free vertex of the
input graph, a token is only allowed to slide to some free vertex along the edges incident
to the vertex it occupies. Finally, the token addition/removal (TAR) model [81, 91], which
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corresponds to the Vertex Cover example discussed above, allows for either the addition
of a token on some free vertex or the removal of a token from some occupied vertex. Since
every vertex can be occupied by a single token, the solution size under the TJ and TS
models never changes and hence rl = ru. Unless stated otherwise, we will primarily deal
with the TAR model and sometimes mention the relationships to the other two models.
Coloring. Given a graph G and a set of k colors, a k-color assignment of G maps each
vertex of G to a color in {1, . . . , k}. A k-color assignment is said to be a proper k-coloring,
or k-coloring for short, if no two adjacent vertices receive the same color. The Coloring
problem is formally defined as follows:
Coloring (COL)
Input: A graph G with vertex set V (G) and edge set E(G) and an integer k.
Question: Does G admit a proper k-coloring?
In contrast to the Vertex Cover problem considered above, a feasible solution to
the Coloring problem assigns a color to each vertex of the input graph. Hence, in this
case we let Ψ correspond to the number of colors in a feasible solution, which might be less
than k since any proper k′-coloring, k′ < k, is also a proper k-coloring. The reconfiguration
graph RCOL(G, 0, k) for a graph G therefore contains all proper k-colorings of G as its node
set and two nodes are adjacent whenever the corresponding colorings differ on exactly one
vertex. An example of a reconfiguration sequence between two proper 4-colorings of a
graph is given in Figure 1.6. Even though the first (top-left node in Figure 1.6) and last
(bottom-left node in Figure 1.6) nodes in this sequence only swap the colors of two vertices
of G, six intermediate steps are required to do so.
Satisfiability. A propositional logic formula, also called a Boolean formula or formula
for short, is built from n (Boolean) variables combined into m clauses. Each clause consists
of a subset of the variables combined using the logical operators AND (conjunction, also
denoted by ∧), OR (disjunction, ∨), NOT (negation, ¬), and parentheses. A formula is
said to be satisfiable if it can be made TRUE by assigning appropriate logical values (i.e.
TRUE/1 or FALSE/0) to its variables. The (Boolean) Satisfiability problem is, given
a formula, to check whether it is satisfiable.
Satisfiability (SAT)
Input: A Boolean formula φ.
Question: Is φ satisfiable?
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Figure 1.6: A reconfiguration sequence between two 4-colorings of a graph.
If we consider the graph whose node set consists of the collection of all possible Boolean
vectors on n variables (strings of length n over the alphabet {0, 1}), where two nodes are
adjacent whenever their corresponding vectors differ in exactly one variable (character),
then we obtain what is known as (the graph of) the n-dimensional hypercube. Therefore,
given a formula φ on n variables, the reconfiguration graph RSAT (φ, 0, n) is the subgraph
of the hypercube induced by the assignments which satisfy φ. In other words, if we delete
from the hypercube all the nodes whose corresponding assignments do not satisfy φ along
with the edges incident on them, then the resulting graph is RSAT (φ, 0, n). A hypothet-
ical example for a formula on seven variables is given in Figure 1.7. Note that for this
“unweighted” version of the SAT problem, we do not impose any restrictions on the set
of feasible solutions, i.e. we let Ψ be the Hamming weight (total number of variables set
to 1 in a satisfying assignment) but we let [rl, ru] be [0, n], hence allowing all satisfying
assignments of a formula in its reconfiguration graph.
1.2 Background and motivation
Triangulations and flip distance. Given a triangulation T of a convex polygon P , a
flip of an edge e in T consists of replacing e by the other diagonal of the quadrilateral
formed by the two triangles that share e, provided that this quadrilateral is convex. The
flip distance between two triangulations Ts and Tt of P is the length of a shortest sequence
of flips, or equivalently a shortest reconfiguration sequence, which transforms Ts to Tt. The
Flip Distance problem asks, given Ts, Tt, and k ∈ N, whether the flip distance between
8
Figure 1.7: A hypothetical reconfiguration graph RSAT (φ, 0, 7) (source: http://en.
wikipedia.org/wiki/partial_cube c© 2008 David Eppstein)
Ts and Tt is at most k. It is known that this distance is always well-defined [78], i.e.
the reconfiguration graph induced by the triangulations of a convex polygon is connected.
The Flip Distance problem is one of the oldest reconfiguration problems which does not
originate from one-player games and is still actively studied today. The classical complexity
of the problem has been open since 1987 [129]; it is not known whether finding the shortest
reconfiguration sequence between two triangulations of a convex polygon is in P or is NP-
complete. Sleator et al. [128] showed that for sufficiently large n, the flip distance between
two triangulations of an n-gon is bounded above by 2n−10 and in some cases the bound is
tight. Dyn et al. [47] proved that the reconfiguration graph induced by the triangulations
of a simple polygon or a simple polygon with points inside it is connected, i.e. there exists
a reconfiguration sequence between any two triangulations of such polygons. The diameter
of this reconfiguration graph was shown to be in O(n2) by Lawson [96]. Hurtado et al. [78]
showed that this bound is asymptotically tight. Recently, the problem was shown to be
fixed-parameter tractable parameterized by the flip distance [29].
The reason why this problem has gained particular interest is due to the close rela-
tionship between the flip distance and what is known as the rotation distance between
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rooted labeled binary trees. Binary search trees [95] are one of the most widely used data
structures in computer science. Typically, search trees are more “effective” when they are
balanced, and making a rooted binary tree balanced can be achieved using rotations [127].
As it turns out, there is a bijection between binary trees with n − 1 labeled leaves and
triangulations of convex n-gons. In particular, a rotation in a tree is equivalent to a flip in
some triangulation, making the problems of computing the flip distance and rotation dis-
tance equivalent. Computing the rotation distance is closely related to Sleator and Tarjan’s
famous dynamic optimality conjecture [127]. Several other variants and generalizations of
the problem have also been studied in the literature. Back in 1936, Wagner [132] stud-
ied a variant where he considered triangulated planar graphs instead of convex polygons.
He showed that given any two maximal planar graphs G1 and G2, i.e triangulated planar
graphs, a reconfiguration sequence which transforms G1 into a graph isomorphic to G2 al-
ways exists. The best known upper bound of 5.2n− 24.4 on the length of such a sequence
is due to Bose et al. [22]. Very recently, Lubiw and Pathak showed that the more general
problems of computing the flip distance between two triangulations of a polygon with holes
or a set of points in the plane are NP-complete [100].
We note that the Flip Distance problem can be equivalently formulated as a recon-
figuration problem on graphs. Specifically, given a convex polygon P , it is possible to
construct a graph G such that there is a one-to-one correspondence between triangulations
of P and vertex covers (or independent sets) of G. Therefore, studying reconfiguration
variants of problems such as Vertex Cover (or Independent Set) might provide fur-
ther insights into the complexity of the Flip Distance problem. We refer the reader to
the extensive survey by Bose and Hurtado for more details [21].
Reconfiguration of satisfiability problems. Some key results known under the re-
configuration framework are due to Gopalan et al. [67], who studied reconfiguration of
the Satisfiability problem (Schwerdtfeger [126] later published some corrections to the
work of Gopalan et al. along with other results). Given a formula φ and two satisfying
assignments, the authors studied the complexity of determining whether there exists a se-
quence of single variable flips, i.e. from false to true or true to false, that transforms the
first assignment to the second such that each intermediate assignment still satisfies φ (i.e.
the reachability problem). In 1978, Schaefer [125] introduced a framework for expressing
variants of Satisfiability and proved a remarkable dichotomy theorem: Satisfiability
is in P for certain classes of Boolean formulas, while it is NP-complete for all other classes
in the framework. Schaefer’s theorem states that Satisfiability is in P only for formulas
built from “special” types of Boolean relations, which have since been called Schaefer re-
lations. Gopalan et al. [67] extended this framework by defining tight relations, a superset
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of Schaefer relations. Using this definition, they proved the following dichotomies:
(i) Determining whether there exists a reconfiguration sequence between two satisfying
assignments is in P for formulas built from tight relations and is PSPACE-complete for
all other classes in the extended framework.
(ii) Determining whether the reconfiguration graph is connected is in coNP for formulas
built from tight relations and is PSPACE-complete for all other classes in the extended
framework.
Interestingly, the first dichotomy indicates that the set of Boolean formulas for which
the reachability question is tractable is larger than the set of Boolean formulas for which
the classical satisfiability question is tractable. In addition, Gopalan et al. established a
structural dichotomy for the diameter of the connected components of the solution space
of Boolean formulas. As expected, in the PSPACE-complete case the diameter can be ex-
ponential, but in all other cases it is linear. The work on reconfiguration of satisfying
assignments was also motivated by structural questions regarding the solution space of
random instances of Satisfiability. It has been conjectured that the connectivity of
the solution space has a major impact on the performance of standard satisfiability algo-
rithms [67]. In particular, the success of Survey Propagation algorithms for solving random
Satisfiability instances is believed to be related to the structure of clusters of satisfy-
ing assignments (connected components in the reconfiguration graph) and frozen variables
(variables whose value must remain fixed in any satisfying assignment). We refer the reader
to the work of Achlioptas et al. [2] for more details.
Very recently, Gharibian and Sikora [66] studied the connectivity of ground spaces
of local Hamiltonians, which captures problems in areas ranging from stabilizer codes to
quantum memories. They showed that determining how “connected” the ground space of
a local Hamiltonian is can range from QCMA-complete to NEXP-complete. As a result, they
settled a ten years old open problem which asks for a “natural” QCMA-complete problem. In
some sense, the work of Gharibian and Sikora (which we do not claim to fully understand) is
the “quantum reconfiguration version” of satisfying assignments and they build on/extend
the earlier work of Gopalan et al. [67] and Mouawad et al. [108].
Recoloring. Cereda et al. [25] formally initiated the investigation of the reconfiguration
of graph colorings. As illustrated in Section 1.1, for any graph G and positive integer k,
the reconfiguration graph of G, RCOL(G, 0, k), has the proper k-colorings of G as its node
set, and two k-colorings are joined by an edge if they differ in a color assignment of a single
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vertex. A graph G is said to be k-mixing if RCOL(G, 0, k) is connected. The mixing number
of G is the minimum value of k which guarantees that RCOL(G, 0, k) is connected. The
main result of the work of Cereda et al. was to show that when k = χ(G) ∈ {2, 3}, G is not
k-mixing, where χ(G) denotes the minimum number of colors needed for a proper coloring
of G, i.e. the chromatic number of G. Moreover, for all k ≥ 4, they show that some graphs
with chromatic number k are k-mixing and some are not. The mixing number of a graph
turns out to be closely related to research on rapid mixing of Markov chains [25].
The same authors later considered the complexity of finding a reconfiguration sequence
when two proper k-colorings are given as part of the input, i.e. the reachability problem.
This problem turns out to be solvable in polynomial time whenever k ≤ 3 [27] and PSPACE-
complete for all k ≥ 4, even for bipartite graphs. The latter result was shown by Bonsma
and Cereceda [18]. For any k ≥ 4, examples have been explicitly constructed where any
reconfiguration sequence between two colorings has exponential length [18]. On the other
hand, for k ≤ 3, the diameter of components of the reconfiguration graph is known to
be polynomial [27, 131]. In recent work, Johnson et al. [87] showed that even finding
the shortest reconfiguration sequence, i.e. the bounded reachability question, is solvable
in polynomial time for k ≤ 3. The case k ≤ 3 is, in some sense, surprising since the
underlying decision problem of determining whether a graph is 3-colorable is NP-complete.
Note that a similar situation arises for the reconfiguration of satisfying assignments of
a Boolean formula, as the set of Boolean formulas for which the reachability question is
solvable in polynomial time is larger than the set of Boolean formulas for which the classical
satisfiability question is solvable in polynomial time.
On the structural side, RCOL(G, 0, k) was shown to be connected with diameter in
O(n2) whenever G is chordal (i.e. every cycle on four or more vertices has an edge that
is not part of the cycle but connects two vertices of the cycle) and k is larger than the
size of the largest clique in G [15] (and an infinite class of chordal graphs was described
whose reconfiguration graphs have diameter n2). This was further extended to show that
if k is at least two greater than the treewidth (defined in Section 2.1.3) of G then, again,
RCOL(G, 0, k) is connected with diameter in O(n2) [13]. Feghali et al. [52] showed that if
k is one larger than the maximum degree of G then RCOL(G, 0, k) consists of one “large”
connected component whose diameter is in O(n2) and possibly many isolated vertices.
A natural generalization of coloring problems is the notion of homomorphisms. A
homomorphism from a graph G to a graph H is a mapping from the vertices of G to the
vertices of H which maps each edge of G to an edge of H. When H is a clique on k vertices
this is exactly the problem of finding a proper k-coloring of G. Wrochna [133] initiated
the study of reconfiguration of homomorphisms and showed that when H satisfies certain
properties both the reachability and bounded reachability questions are in P, generalizing
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the results for the coloring case where k ≤ 3. Finally, we also point out that alternative
adjacency relations were also considered in the literature. For instance, Mohar [107] studied
the case where two k-colorings are adjacent if one can be obtained from the other by
swapping all colors in a Kempe chain; given a proper k-coloring of G, with k ≥ 2, a Kempe
chain of G is a maximal connected subgraph of G whose vertices all all assigned one of two
colors. We refer the reader to the recent survey by van den Heuvel for more details [131].
Moving on graphs. Ito et al. [81] were the first to introduce reconfiguration as a “frame-
work”, by considering a host of optimization problems and their corresponding reachabil-
ity/bounded reachability variants. They showed that the reachability question for the NP-
complete problems of Power Supply, Clique, Independent Set, Vertex Cover,
Set Cover, Dominating Set, and Integer Programming are all PSPACE-complete.
On the positive side, the question is shown to be in P for the Minimum Spanning Tree
and Matching problems, which are both in P. It should be noted that not all problems
make use of the same adjacency relation. For example, in the case of Matching, the au-
thors use addition or removal of an edge as a single reconfiguration step while for Clique
they consider vertices.
Almost every PSPACE-hardness proof under the reconfiguration framework makes direct
or indirect use of the Nondeterministic Constraint Logic (NCL) model of computation
introduced by Hearn and Demaine [77]. The model is based on a weighted undirected
graph, the NCL machine, with assignments of positive integer weights to the edges and
vertices of the graph. A feasible configuration of an NCL machine is an orientation of its
edges (in one of two directions) such that the sum of incoming edge weights at each vertex is
at least the weight of that vertex. A reconfiguration step consists of reversing the direction
of a single edge, given that the resulting configuration remains feasible. It is shown, by a
reduction fromQuantified Boolean Satisfiability [77], that determining whether the
direction of a single edge can be reversed while maintaining feasibility is PSPACE-complete.
The authors first used their model to establish the complexity of several one-player games
such as the sliding blocks puzzle. An alternative formulation of NCL, equivalent to sliding
tokens on graphs, is also presented. Given a graph G with tokens placed on a subset of its
vertices such that no two adjacent vertices receive a token, a reconfiguration step consists
of sliding a token from a vertex to one of its neighbors as long as the resulting configuration
remains feasible, i.e. no tokens become adjacent. The corresponding decision problem, also
PSPACE-complete, is to determine whether a token can slide from one vertex to another.
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Related work and applications. While the study of reconfiguration problems is pri-
marily motivated by the need for a better understanding of the solution space of combina-
torial problems, some reconfiguration problems have more practical applications [131]. One
such example is the security problem discussed in Section 1.1. Another popular example
is the Frequency Assignment Problem (FAP). The goal is to assign frequencies to
users of a wireless network such that the interference between them is minimized and the
range of used frequencies is as small as possible. Since the radio spectrum is bounded and
the number of services that rely on it is constantly growing (e.g. mobile systems), it has
become crucial to come up with “efficient” strategies to use it. The FAP problem can
be modeled as a graph coloring problem, where frequencies are discretised appropriately
and viewed as colors [111]. However, this static modeling of the problem does not capture
most of the “real-world” situations, such as decay of radio waves due to distance and other
external factors. Typically, in mobile systems, new transmitters are often added to meet
increasing demand. Hence, optimal or near-optimal assignment of frequencies will in gen-
eral not remain so for long. In addition, because finding optimal assignments is “hard”,
a sub-optimal assignment might need to be replaced with a recently-found better one. It
thus becomes necessary to think of the assignment of frequencies as a dynamic process,
where one assignment is to be replaced with another. In order to avoid interruptions of
service, it becomes necessary to avoid a complete re-setting of the frequencies used on the
whole network [9, 20, 75]; this gives rise to a reconfiguration problem.
Moving tokens on graphs naturally extends to motion planning of objects on a plane.
For instance, in the 3D-printing industry, fused deposition modeling (FDM) is an additive
manufacturing technology [89] which works by laying down material in layers; a “head”
follows a predetermined path laying down material layer by layer. A major drawback
of this technology is the low speed of producing large parts. One possible solution to
the problem is to use multi-head 3D-printers. Planning the movement of multiple heads
to avoid collisions and other unwanted interactions can also be cast as a reconfiguration
problem on graphs. Moreover, to minimize printing time, minimizing the distance traveled
by each head becomes important.
Finally, we also mention an area which is older but very closely related to reconfigura-
tion: local search [3, 55, 65, 72]. Local search is a fundamental strategy used in many areas
such as combinatorial optimization and artificial intelligence. Given some initial solution to
a problem, the goal is to find a “better” solution which is not “too far away” from the given
solution. Typically, the distance between solutions is defined in terms of the k-exchange
neighborhood; a solution S (viewed as a set) is in the k-exchange neighborhood of a solution
S ′ whenever the size of the symmetric difference of S and S ′ is at most k. As a rule of
thumb, the larger the value of k, the better the chances of finding a better solution but the
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longer it takes to find it. For example, in the Traveling Salesman Problem (TSP)
problem, the goal is to find a routing (a set of edges in a weighted graph) for a salesper-
son who starts from a home location (a vertex), visits all cities (vertices), and returns to
the original location such that the total distance traveled (edge weights) is minimized and
each city is visited exactly once. Local search strategies for TSP have been extensively
studied in the literature [3, 72]. In this case, a solution S is said to be in the k-exchange
neighborhood of S ′ whenever S is obtained from S ′ by swapping at most k edges.
1.3 Overview
As more and more reconfiguration problems have been investigated, some general patterns
have started emerging. A list of some of these results is given in Table 1.1 along with the
classical complexity of the decision version of the underlying problem and known upper
bounds on the diameter of the corresponding reconfiguration graphs. At first glance,
Table 1.1 suggests that the reachability and bounded reachability variants of NP-complete
problems are PSPACE-complete, while for problems in P both problems are also in P. However
this is clearly not the case. We know that the relationship between the complexity of the
underlying problem and its reachability/bounded reachability variants is more subtle. Both
the reachability and bounded reachability variants of the 3-Coloring problem, which is
NP-complete, are in P. On the other hand, the 4-Coloring problem is trivially in P for
bipartite or planar graphs but the reachability variant is PSPACE-complete [18].
Recently, Bonsma proved that the reachability variant of Shortest Path, a problem
in P, is in fact PSPACE-complete [16]. The reachability variant of the Shortest Path
problem was first introduced by Kamin´ski et al. [90]. We are given a graph G, two vertices
s and t, and two shortest paths between s and t in G and we are asked whether one path
can be transformed into the other such that every intermediate path is also a shortest
path and differs from the previous one in exactly one vertex. An important motivation
for studying the reachability of shortest paths was an attempt to break a second pattern
that has been observed for reachability problems in general. This pattern relates the com-
plexity of reachability problems and the diameter of the reconfiguration graph (or of its
connected components); for most reachability problems in P [14, 27, 82, 91], the diameter
is polynomially bounded, and for all PSPACE-complete reachability problems, the diame-
ter is exponential [18]. The latter is not surprising since otherwise NP = PSPACE. Even
though the reachability of shortest paths gives another example of a problem in P with
a reachability version which is PSPACE-complete, it is still unknown whether the general
correlation between the complexity of reachability problems and the diameter of the re-
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Table 1.1: Classical complexity classification of some reconfiguration problems.
Problem Decision Reach. Bound. Diam. Ref.
Flip Distance (convex polygons) P P open poly [21]
Flip Distance (point sets) P P NPC poly [100]
4-Coloring NPC PSPACEC PSPACEC exp [18]
3-Coloring NPC P P poly [25, 27, 87]
2-Coloring P P P poly [25, 27, 87]
3-SAT NPC PSPACEC PSPACEC exp [67]
2-SAT P P P poly [67]
Horn-Sat P P open poly [67]
Vertex Cover NPC PSPACEC PSPACEC exp [81]
Independent Set NPC PSPACEC PSPACEC exp [81, 91]
Clique NPC PSPACEC PSPACEC exp [81]
Dominating Set NPC PSPACEC PSPACEC exp [81]
List Edge-Coloring NPC PSPACEC PSPACEC exp [82]
List Edge-Coloring (in trees) P P open poly [82]
List L(2, 1)-Labeling NPC PSPACEC PSPACEC exp [85]
Shortest Path P PSPACEC PSPACEC exp [16, 90]
Matching P P open poly [81]
Minimum Spanning Tree P P open poly [81]
configuration graph holds for all “natural” problems; constructing artificial instances of
reconfiguration problems to break this pattern can be easily accomplished, e.g. 4-colorings
of a bipartite graph [18]. Note that for bounded reachability problems, i.e. finding recon-
figuration sequences of bounded length, this correlation clearly does not hold; the Flip
Distance problem for planar point-sets (Table 1.1) is one example where the reconfigura-
tion graph is connected and of polynomial diameter but the bounded reachability question
is NP-complete.
An important observation is that the results concerning the bounded reachability ques-
tion have been in most cases a direct consequence of the study of reachability, as PSPACE-
completeness of the latter implies PSPACE-completeness of the former. For the tractable
cases, the relationship between reachability and bounded reachability is slightly more sub-
tle, hence we illustrate it using the example of 2-SAT. It was shown by Gopalan et al. [67]
that any reconfiguration sequence from an assignment α to another assignment β can al-
ways flip the variables which are assigned different values in α and β and never flip any of
the remaining variables. Any reconfiguration sequence following this behavior will always
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be of shortest possible length as these flips constitute the minimum set of required flips
to transform α to β. Formally, this behavior, which we call symmetric-difference-only be-
havior, occurs whenever the shortest path between any two satisfying assignments is equal
to the size of their symmetric difference. The symmetric-difference-only behavior was also
observed when considering some of the graph problems listed in Table 1.1 on special types
of instances [91]. As we shall see later, this behavior is strongly related to the complexity of
bounded reachability questions and it has been detected for many of the known problems
for which finding a shortest reconfiguration sequence is solvable in polynomial time.
Reconfiguration problems have so far been studied only under classical complexity as-
sumptions. In fact, most work has been limited to studying the complexity of reachability
questions. Let us consider a typical example. Both the reachability and bounded reach-
ability variants of the Independent Set problem are known to be PSPACE-complete.
Hence, one cannot hope for any efficient algorithm for solving the problem. But should
we lose all hope of solving the problem? What if, for instance, we are given a graph G on
n = 106 vertices and two independent sets each of size k = 10 and are asked to determine
whether there exists a reconfiguration sequence between the two? Is an algorithm running
in 2kn time possible? Note that such an algorithm would be “practical” and can actually
be implemented and used to solve the problem on almost any computer available today.
Another framework that has become an essential tool for researchers in computational
complexity during the last two decades or so and which deals with exactly these types of
questions is parameterized complexity. In classical complexity theory, all NP-complete (or
PSPACE-complete) problems are indistinguishably hard and can have no algorithms with
efficient running times unless P = NP (or P = PSPACE). Unfortunately, a large number
of computational problems we need to solve in practice are hard [63], and reconfiguration
problems are no exception. Several ideas have emerged to cope with this inherent limita-
tion and one of the newest ones, introduced by Downey and Fellows [46], is parameterized
complexity. At the heart of parameterized complexity lies the realization that the descrip-
tion of a large number of hard problems is oblivious to structural properties of both the
input instance and the output solution. For example, graph instances could have bounded
degree, bounded diameter, or bounded treewidth (Section 2.1). Similar restrictions could
apply to the desired output, where constraints such as the maximum acceptable size of a
solution are very common in practice. For properties that can be captured numerically,
we can augment problem definitions to include parameters. This leads to the notion of a
parameterized problem. After more than two decades of research [43, 44, 45, 46, 42, 61],
it is now clear that, depending on the choice of parameter, problems can be very different
from each other in terms of “hardness”. It has been shown that a problem that is otherwise
intractable can have an efficient algorithm as long as the parameter is kept small [46]. For
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other problems, the introduction of a parameter does little to improve the situation, and
the problem remains intractable. In summary, parameterized complexity tries to confine
the exponential explosion in the running time of a problem to the parameter instead of the
input size.
Thus, we believe it is natural to ask about the variations in the complexity landscape
of reachability and bounded reachability problems under the parameterized setting. The
purpose of our work is to embark on a systematic investigation of the tractability and
structural properties of such problems under both classical and parameterized complexity
assumptions. In particular, we are interested in what separates the tractable instances
from the intractable ones. It is clear, from the generic definition of reconfiguration prob-
lems, that several factors affect their complexity status. Our work aims at providing a
“finer” classification of the complexity of reachability and bounded reachability problems
with respect to some of these factors, including the definition of the adjacency relation
A, the choice of property Ψ, the values of rl and ru, structural properties of the input
instance I, structural properties of the reconfiguration graph, and the length of a recon-
figuration sequence. As most of these factors can be numerically quantified, we believe
that the investigation of reconfiguration problems under both parameterized and classical
complexity assumptions will help us further understand the boundaries between tractabil-
ity and intractability. Moreover, such an investigation would provide a finer classification
of problems into one of three categories; the tractable, the fixed-parameter tractable, and
the intractable cases.
The remainder of this document is organized as follows: Chapter 2 outlines the nota-
tion and basic definitions and provides some preliminary results. In Chapter 3, we consider
the reachability and bounded reachability variants of the Dominating Set problem, or
equivalently Unbounded Hitting Set problem, and prove a series of results which help
build up intuition on why such problems can be hard and what types of restrictions or
structural properties can make some instances easy. In Chapter 4, and in contrast to
Chapter 3, we study the reachability and bounded reachability variants of the Bounded
Hitting Set problem in general, and we focus on the Vertex Cover problem in particu-
lar. As we shall see, going from “unbounded” to “bounded” greatly affects the complexity
of reconfiguration problems, especially in the parameterized setting. We formalize and
generalize some of the techniques from earlier chapters in Chapter 5. In particular, we
show how to adapt known techniques from the parameterized complexity “toolkit” such
as bounded search trees, parameterized enumeration, kernelization, irrelevant vertices, and
compact representations, to reachability and bounded reachability problems. In doing so,
we answer some of the questions left open in recent literature. In Chapter 6, we consider
reconfiguration questions related to coloring and, more generally, to constraint satisfac-
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tion problems. Concluding remarks, open problems, and directions for future research are
discussed in Chapter 7. The appendix includes a complete list of problems considered
throughout this work. Most of the results presented in this thesis have appeared in part
or in full in one of the following conference papers and/or manuscripts:
- On the parameterized complexity of reconfiguration problems. In Proceedings of the
8th International Symposium on Parameterized and Exact Computation, IPEC 2013.
Joint work with Naomi Nishimura, Venkatesh Raman, Narges Simjour, and Akira
Suzuki.
- Vertex cover reconfiguration and beyond. In Proceedings of the 25th International
Symposium on Algorithms and Computation, ISAAC 2014. Joint work with Naomi
Nishimura and Venkatesh Raman.
- Reconfiguration of dominating sets. In Proceedings of the 20th International Com-
puting and Combinatorics Conference, COCOON 2014. Joint work with Naomi
Nishimura and Akira Suzuki.
- Reconfiguration over tree decompositions. In Proceedings of the 9th International
Symposium on Parameterized and Exact Computation, IPEC 2014. Joint work with
Naomi Nishimura, Venkatesh Raman, and Marcin Wrochna.
- The complexity of bounded length graph recoloring and CSP reconfiguration. In Pro-
ceedings of the 9th International Symposium on Parameterized and Exact Compu-
tation, IPEC 2014. Joint work with Paul Bonsma, Naomi Nishimura, and Venkatesh
Raman.
- Shortest reconfiguration paths in the solution space of Boolean formulas (manuscript).
Submitted to the Computational Complexity Conference, CCC 2015. Joint work with
Naomi Nishimura, Vinayak Pathak, and Venkatesh Raman.
- The complexity of dominating set reconfiguration (manuscript). Join work with Arash
Hadadan, Takehiro Ito, Naomi Nishimura, Hirotaka Ono, Akira Suzuki, and Youcef
Tebbal.
- Reconfiguration on sparse graphs (manuscript). Joint work with Daniel Lokshtanov,
Fahad Panolan, M.S. Ramanujan, and Saket Saurabh.
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Chapter 2
Preliminaries
2.1 Graph theory
For an in-depth review of general graph theoretic definitions we refer the reader to the
book of Diestel [41]. Unless otherwise stated, we assume that each graph G is a simple,
undirected graph with vertex set V (G) and edge set E(G), where |V (G)| = n and |E(G)| =
m. The open neighborhood, or simply neighborhood, of a vertex v is denoted byNG(v) = {u |
uv ∈ E(G)}, the closed neighborhood by NG[v] = NG(v)∪{v}. Similarly, for a set of vertices
S ⊆ V (G), we define NG(S) = {v | uv ∈ E(G), u ∈ S, v 6∈ S} and NG[S] = NG(S) ∪ S.
The degree of a vertex is |NG(v)|. We drop the subscript G when clear from context. A
subgraph of G is a graph G′ such that V (G′) ⊆ V (G) and E(G′) ⊆ E(G). The induced
subgraph of G with respect to S ⊆ V (G) is denoted by G[S]; G[S] has vertex set S and edge
set {uv ∈ E(G[S]) | u, v ∈ S, uv ∈ E(G)}. We denote by ∆(G) and δ(G) the maximum
and minimum degree of G, respectively.
A walk of length ` from v0 to v` in G is a vertex sequence v0, . . . , v`, such that for
all i ∈ {0, . . . , ` − 1}, vivi+1 ∈ E(G). It is a path if all vertices are distinct. It is a
cycle if ` ≥ 3, v0 = v`, and v0, . . . , v`−1 is a path. A path from vertex u to vertex v
is also called a uv-path. The distance between two vertices u and v of G, distG(u, v),
is the length of a shortest uv-path in G (positive infinity if no such path exists). The
eccentricity of a vertex v ∈ V (G), ecc(v), is equal to maxu∈V (G)(distG(u, v)). The radius
of G, rad(G), is equal to minv∈V (G)(ecc(v)). The diameter of G, diam(G), is equal to
maxv∈V (G)(ecc(v)). For r ≥ 0, the r-neighborhood of a vertex v ∈ V (G) is defined as
N rG[v] = {u | distG(u, v) ≤ r}. We write B(v, r) = N rG[v] and call it a ball of radius r
around v; for S ⊆ V (G), B(S, r) = ⋃v∈S N rG[v].
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A vertex or edge set satisfying a specific condition is minimal (maximal) (with respect
to the condition) if no proper subset (superset) of the set satisfies the condition. A graph
G is connected if there is a path between every pair of vertices. A connected component
of G is an induced subgraph C of G such that V (C) is a maximal subset of V (G) such
that G[V (C)] is connected. A set S ⊂ V (G) is a separator if G[V (G) \ S] is disconnected.
Vertices s and t (vertex sets S and T ) are separated if s 6= t (S ∩ T = ∅) and there is
no edge st ∈ E(G) (no edge st ∈ E(G) for s ∈ S and t ∈ T ). Two subgraphs of G are
separated whenever their corresponding vertex sets are separated.
A matching M ⊆ E(G) in a graph G is a set of edges of G such that no two of them
share a vertex. The largest possible matching on a graph with n vertices consists of
⌊
n
2
⌋
edges, and such a matching is called a perfect matching. We write V (M) to denote the set
of vertices incident to edges in M . A matching M saturates S ⊆ V (G) if S ⊆ V (M).
We adopt known conventions for referring to some special graphs [23]. Pk denotes a
path on k vertices and k − 1 edges. Ck denotes a cycle on k vertices and k edges. Trees
are connected graphs without cycles. A disconnected graph without cycles is a forest. Kk
denotes a clique of size k, i.e. k pairwise adjacent vertices. Kk denotes an independent
set of size k, i.e. k pairwise nonadjacent vertices. A graph G is bipartite if there exists
a partition (A,B) of its vertex set such that G[A] and G[B] are edgeless. Kk1,k2 denotes
a biclique, i.e. a bipartite graph with k1 vertices in the first partition, k2 vertices in the
second, and all edges between them. K1,k denotes a star with k leaves. We say K1,k is a
k-star or a star of size k. A graph G is d-regular if ∆(G) = δ(G) = d. A cactus graph is
a graph in which every edge belongs to at most one cycle. A graph is even-hole-free if it
contains no induced cycle with an even number of vertices. A graph is a split graph if its
vertex set can be partitioned into a clique and an independent set. We sometimes use the
notation G + H to denote the graph obtained by taking the disjoint union of two graphs
G and H.
2.1.1 Graph properties
A graph property Π is a collection of graphs, and is non-trivial if it is non-empty and does
not contain all graphs. A graph property is polynomially decidable if for any graph G, it
can be decided in polynomial (in n) time whether G is in Π. The property Π is hereditary if
for any G ∈ Π, any induced subgraph of G is also in Π. Examples of hereditary properties
include graphs having no edges and graphs having no cycles. It is well-known [97] that
every hereditary property Π has a forbidden set FΠ, in that a graph has property Π if and
only if it does not contain any graph in FΠ as an induced subgraph.
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2.1.2 Graph problems
Most problems we consider in Chapters 3, 4, and 5 fall under the “umbrella” of graph
vertex-subset problems. We say a graph problem Q is a vertex-subset problem whenever
feasible solutions for Q on input G correspond to subsets of V (G). Q is a vertex-subset
minimization (maximization) problem whenever feasible solutions for Q correspond to
subsets of V (G) of size at most (at least) k, for some integer k.
A classical example of a vertex-subset minimization problem, for which we study the
reachability and bounded reachability variants in Chapter 3, is Dominating Set. A set
D ⊆ V (G) is called a dominating set of G if N [D] = V (G). The corresponding decision
problem is defined as follows.
Dominating Set (DS)
Input: A graph G and a positive integer k
Question: Is there D ⊆ V (G) such that |D| ≤ k and N [D] = V (G)?
The property of a graph having a dominating set of size at most k is not hereditary.
However, many classical vertex-subset problems can be expressed using hereditary graph
properties (Section 2.1.1). We exploit the close relationship between such problems to
prove both negative and positive results in Chapters 4 and 5.
Definition 2.1.1. For any polynomially decidable hereditary graph property Π, graph G,
and positive integer k, we define the following decision problems:
Π-Del(G, k): Is there S ⊆ V (G) such that |S| ≤ k and G[V (G) \ S] ∈ Π?
Π-Sub(G, k): Is there S ⊆ V (G) such that |S| ≥ k and G[S] ∈ Π?
Π-Comp(G,S, k): For |S| = k and G[V (G) \ S] ∈ Π, is there S ′ ⊆ V (G) such that
|S ′| < |S| and G[V (G) \ S ′] ∈ Π?
We say that Π-Del and Π-Sub are parametric duals of each other. In the Π-Sub
problem, we seek a set of vertices of size at least k inducing a subgraph in Π, whereas in
Π-Del, we seek a set of vertices of size at most k whose complement set induces a subgraph
in Π. Examples include Vertex Cover, Feedback Vertex Set, and Odd Cycle
Transversal for the latter and Independent Set, Induced Forest, and Induced
Bipartite Subgraph for the former, for Π defined as the collection of all edgeless graphs,
forests, and bipartite graphs, respectively. We introduce Vertex Cover and Indepen-
dent Set below. The appendix contains a complete list of problem definitions.
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Vertex Cover (VC)
Input: A graph G and a positive integer k
Question: Is there S ⊆ V (G) such that |S| ≤ k and G[V (G) \ S] is edgeless?
Independent Set (IS)
Input: A graph G and a positive integer k
Question: Is there I ⊆ V (G) such that |I| ≥ k and G[I] is edgeless?
2.1.3 Bandwidth, pathwidth, and treewidth
We give formal definitions of what constitutes “easy” and “hard” problems in Sections 2.2
and 2.3. For now, we simply note that (under classical complexity assumptions) all prob-
lems mentioned in Section 2.1.2 are hard on general graphs [63]. However, if the input
graph has some “manageable structure”, all of these problems become easy [12, 94]. Three
related graph measures which we define below and imply such manageable structure are
bandwidth, pathwidth, and treewidth.
A tree decomposition of a graph G is a pair T = (T, χ), where T is a tree and χ is a
mapping that assigns to each node i ∈ V (T ) a vertex subset Xi (called a bag) such that:
(1)
⋃
i∈V (T ) Xi = V (G),
(2) for every edge uv ∈ E(G), there exists a node i ∈ V (T ) such that the bag χ(i) = Xi
contains both u and v, and
(3) for every v ∈ V (G), the set {i ∈ V (T ) | v ∈ Xi} forms a connected subgraph
(subtree) of T .
The width of any tree decomposition T is equal to maxi∈V (T ) |Xi| − 1. The treewidth of
a graph G, tw(G), is the minimum width of a tree decomposition of G. For any graph
of treewidth t, we can compute a tree decomposition of width t and transform it into a
nice tree decomposition of the same width in time linear in n [94], where a rooted tree
decomposition T = (T, χ) with root root of a graph G is a nice tree decomposition if each
of its nodes is either
(1) a leaf node (a node i with |Xi| = 1 and no children),
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(2) an introduce node (a node i with exactly one child j such that Xi = Xj ∪ {v} for
some vertex v 6∈ Xj; v is said to be introduced in i),
(3) a forget node (a node i with exactly one child j such that Xi = Xj \ {v} for some
vertex v ∈ Xj; v is said to be forgotten in i), or
(4) a join node (a node i with two children p and q such that Xi = Xp = Xq).
For node i ∈ V (T ), we use Ti to denote the subtree of T rooted at i and Vi to denote the
set of vertices of G contained in the bags of Ti. Thus G[Vroot] = G.
A path decomposition of a graph G is a tree decomposition of G where the underlying
tree T is a path. The pathwidth of G, pw(G), is the minimum width over all possible path
decompositions of G. Intuitively, the pathwidth of a graph is a measure of how “path-like”
the graph is. Similarly, the treewidth of a graph is a measure of how “tree-like” the graph
is. The pathwidth of any graph is greater than or equal to its tree-width.
The bandwidth of a graph is the minimum over all assignments f : V (G) → N of the
quantity maxuv∈E(G)|f(u) − f(v)|. A bucket arrangement of a graph G is a partition of
V (G) into a sequence of buckets, such that the endpoints of any edge in E(G) are either in
one bucket or in two consecutive buckets. If a graph has a bucket arrangement where each
bucket has at most b vertices, then it has bandwidth at most 2b [53]. Hence, a graph of
bandwidth b can easily be seen to have pathwidth and treewidth at most b and maximum
degree at most 2b.
2.1.4 Sparse graphs
Graphs of bounded bandwidth, pathwidth, or treewidth share one common feature: they
are not dense. A dense graph is a graph in which the number of edges is close to the
maximal number of edges, i.e.
(
n
2
)
. A graph with only a few edges is a sparse graph. The
distinction between sparse and dense graphs is rather vague and varies depending on the
context. However, the realization that many graph problems become tractable on sparse
graphs has lead to a long line of research, where the main goal has been to find the largest
graph class on which algorithmic techniques such as dynamic programming, divide and
conquer, and/or graph separators can be adapted to solve problems efficiently [68, 70].
Central to this research is the work of Robertson and Seymour, which ultimately led to
one of the most fundamental results in graph theory, the Graph Minor Theorem [122].
More recently, and in an attempt to settle the dichotomy of what separates sparse graphs
from dense graphs, Nesetril and Ossona De Mendez [114, 112] introduced the class of
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nowhere-dense graphs. Indeed, most familiar examples of sparse graph classes turn out to
be nowhere-dense. We need a few additional definitions before discussing the details.
Contracting an edge uv of a graph G results in a new graph H in which the vertices u
and v are deleted and replaced by a new vertex w that is adjacent to NG(u)∪NG(v)\{u, v}.
If a graph H can be obtained from G by repeatedly contracting edges, H is said to be a
contraction of G. If H is a subgraph of a contraction of G, then H is said to be a minor
of G, denoted by H m G.
Definition 2.1.2. A class of graphs C is said to be H-minor-free, if H is not a minor of
any G ∈ C.
Figure 2.1: A graph G that has the complete graph K4 as a 1-shallow minor (source:
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/shallow_minor c© 2008 David Eppstein)
Subdividing an edge uv of G results in a new graph H in which the edge uv is deleted
and replaced by two edges uw and wv, where w is a new vertex. If a graph H can be
obtained from G by repeatedly subdividing edges, H is said to be a subdivision or an
expansion of G. A contraction of edge uv is topological if either u or v have degree at most
two in G. Such a contraction can be viewed as an inverse operation to the subdivision
operation. H is a topological minor of G, denoted by H tm G, if G contains a subdivision
of H as a subgraph.
Definition 2.1.3. A class of graphs C is said to be H-topological-minor-free, if H is not
a topological minor of any G ∈ C.
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An equivalent characterization of minors states that H is a minor of G if there is a
mapping that associates to each vertex v of H a non-empty connected subgraph Gv of G
such that Gu and Gv are disjoint, for u 6= v, and whenever there is an edge between u and
v in H there is an edge in G between a vertex in Gu and a vertex in Gv. The subgraphs
Gv are called branch sets and vertices of H are called supervertices. H is a minor at depth
r of G or an r-shallow minor of G [120], denoted by H rm G, if H is a minor of G which
is witnessed by a collection of branch sets {Gv | v ∈ V (H)}, each of which induces a
graph of radius at most r. That is, for each v ∈ V (H), there is a w ∈ V (Gv) such that
V (Gv) ⊆ N rGv [w]. Shallow minors with depth n coincide with minors, while the shallow
minors with depth zero are exactly the subgraphs of a graph. Figure 2.1 shows a graph
G that has the complete graph K4 as a 1-shallow minor. Each of the four vertex subsets
indicated by the dashed rectangles induces a connected subgraph with radius one, and
there exists an edge between every pair of subsets.
Definition 2.1.4. A class of graphs C is said to be nowhere-dense if for every r ≥ 0 there
exists a graph Hr such that Hr 6rm G for all G ∈ C. C is effectively nowhere-dense if the
map r 7→ Hr is computable. Otherwise, C is said to be somewhere-dense.
“Nowhere-density” turns out to be a very robust concept with several natural char-
acterizations [69]. We use one such characterization in Section 5.4.2. Although planar
graphs, graphs of bounded treewidth, graphs of bounded degree, H-minor-free graphs, and
H-topological-minor-free graphs are nowhere-dense [114, 112], some “natural” sparse graph
classes fail to satisfy Definition 2.1.4. The most notable example is the class of graphs of
bounded degeneracy.
Definition 2.1.5. A class of graphs C is said to be d-degenerate if there is an integer d
such that every induced subgraph of any graph G ∈ C has a vertex of degree at most d.
Proposition 2.1.6 ([98]). The number of edges in a d-degenerate graph is at most dn and
hence its average degree is at most 2d.
Graphs of bounded degeneracy and nowhere-dense graphs are in fact incomparable [70].
Degeneracy is a hereditary property, hence any induced subgraph of a d-degenerate graph is
also d-degenerate. It is well-known that graphs of treewidth at most d are also d-degenerate.
Moreover a d-degenerate graph cannot contain Kd+1,d+1 as a subgraph, which brings us to
the class of biclique-free graphs. The relationship between bounded degeneracy, nowhere-
dense, and Kd,d-free graphs was shown by Philip et al. and Telle and Villanger [119, 130].
Definition 2.1.7. A class of graphs C is said to be d-biclique-free, for some d > 0, if Kd,d
is not a subgraph of any G ∈ C, and it is said to be biclique-free if it is d-biclique-free for
some d.
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Proposition 2.1.8 ([119, 130]). Any degenerate or nowhere-dense class of graphs is biclique-
free, but not vice-versa.
Figure 2.2 illustrates some of the inclusion relationships among various well-known
graph classes, including all the classes defined above [23, 114, 112].
2.2 Classical complexity
We will assume a random-access machine as the underlying machine model throughout
this work [63, 117]. In the random-access machine any simple operation (arithmetic, if-
statements, memory access, and so on) takes unit time. We define only the classical
complexity classes we will generally encounter. The interested reader can find full details
in the excellent textbooks of, e.g., Garey and Johnson [63] and Papadimitriou [117].
Definition 2.2.1. The time complexity of an algorithm Alg is the function t : N → N,
where t(n) is the maximum number of steps that Alg uses on any input of length n. We
also say that Alg is a t(n)-time algorithm.
Definition 2.2.2. The space complexity of an algorithm Alg is the function s : N→ N,
where s(n) is the maximum amount of memory space that Alg uses on any input of length
n. We also say that Alg is an s(n)-space algorithm.
A system of time and space complexity classes has been devised to classify problems ac-
cording to their time and space complexity. Each of these classes contains problems that
are asymptotically equivalent.
Definition 2.2.3. A problem or a language is a set L of strings of length at most n over
a finite alphabet Σ, that is L ⊆ Σn. A string s ∈ L is a yes-instance of L and a string
s 6∈ L is a no-instance of L. The complement of a problem L is the set Σn \ L.
Definition 2.2.4. For a function t : N → N, the time complexity class TIME(t(n)) is
defined as TIME(t(n)) = {L | L is a language decided by an O(t(n))-time algorithm}.
Definition 2.2.5. For a function s : N→ N, the space complexity class SPACE(s(n)) is
defined as SPACE(s(n)) = {L | L is a language decided by an O(s(n))-space algorithm}.
The class P is the class of problems that are solvable in polynomial time. Historically, P
has been considered as roughly equivalent to the class of “easy” problems, i.e. problems
that are computationally easy to solve, and any problem not in P is considered hard to
solve.
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Figure 2.2: Graph classes [23, 114, 112]. Arrows indicate inclusion.
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Definition 2.2.6. P =
⋃
k∈N TIME(n
k).
The class NP is another major class of decision problems in complexity theory. In NP we
find all the problems that we can verify with polynomial time algorithms. That is, any
yes-instance for a problem in NP has a certificate that can be checked by a verifier in
polynomial time.
Definition 2.2.7. NP = {L | ∃V such that V is a verifier for L and V ∈ P}.
Definition 2.2.8. A language L is NP-complete if it satisfies the following:
(1) L is in NP, and
(2) every language L′ in NP is polynomial time reducible to L.
If a problem satisfies requirement (2), we say that it is NP-hard. A problem is in coNP if
and only if its complement is in NP.
If we denote by SPACE(s(n)) the set of all problems that can be solved by Turing machines
using O(s(n)) space for some function s of the input size n, then we can define PSPACE
formally as:
Definition 2.2.9. PSPACE =
⋃
k∈N SPACE(n
k).
A problem is PSPACE-complete if it can be solved using an amount of memory that is
polynomial in the input length, i.e. polynomial space, and if every other problem that can
be solved in polynomial space can be transformed to it in polynomial time. The related
non-deterministic complexity class NPSPACE is similarly defined as the class of problems
which can be solved by a non-deterministic algorithm that can recognize yes-instances of
the problem using an amount of memory that is polynomial in the size of the input. The
following relations are known between the complexity classes NPSPACE, PSPACE, NP, and P:
Proposition 2.2.10. P ⊆ NP ⊆ PSPACE = NPSPACE
NP ⊆ PSPACE follows from the fact that we can try all possible solutions of a problem in
NP (or coNP) in polynomial space. PSPACE = NPSPACE follows from the celebrated result
of Savitch [124]. It is widely suspected that all set containments in Proposition 2.2.10 are
strict [63, 117].
When analyzing algorithms with exponential running times, we use the standard O
notation and sometimes use the modified O∗ notation which ignores polynomially bounded
factors, i.e. polynomial in the input size.
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Definition 2.2.11. Given a function f(n, k), we write f(n, k) = O∗(g(k)) if there exist
k0, c, and n0 such that f(n, k) ≤ g(k)nc for all k ≥ k0 and n ≥ n0.
Definition 2.2.12. For a function f : N → N, we write f(n) = O(g(n)) if there exist
constants c and n0 such that f(n) ≤ cg(n) for all n ≥ n0.
Definition 2.2.13. For a function f : N → N, we write f(n) = Ω(g(n)) if there exist
constants c and n0 such that f(n) ≥ cg(n) for all n ≥ n0.
Definition 2.2.14. For a function f : N → N, we write f(n) = Θ(g(n)) if there exist
constants c1, c2, and n0 such that c1g(n) ≤ f(n) ≤ c2g(n) for all n ≥ n0.
2.3 Parameterized complexity
Using the framework developed by Downey and Fellows [46], we first define the general
notion of a parameterized problem.
Definition 2.3.1. A parameterized problem or a parameterized language is a set L ⊆
Σ∗ ×N, where Σ is a finite alphabet. The second component is called the parameter of the
problem.
Definition 2.3.2. For a parameterized problem L with inputs of the form (x, p), |x| = n
and p a positive integer:
(i) L is fixed-parameter tractable, or equivalently in FPT, if it can be decided in f(p)nc
time, or equivalently FPT time, where f is an arbitrary computable function on non-
negative integers and c is a constant independent of both n and p.
(ii) L is in the class XP if it can be decided in nf(p) time.
Every problem in FPT has what is known as a kernel [46, 115]. Intuitively, a kernel for a
problem L retains the minimum amount of information from the input L with respect to
the parameter while preserving decidability. Formally:
Definition 2.3.3. Kernelization is a polynomial time transformation that maps an in-
stance (x, p) to an instance (x′, p′), the kernel, such that:
(i) (x, p) is a yes-instance if and only if (x′, p′) is a yes-instance,
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(ii) p′ ≤ p, and
(iii) |x′| ≤ f(p) for some arbitrary computable function on nonnegative integers f(p).
A kernel can be of exponential (or worse) size. If a problem has a kernelization algorithm
(or equivalently a kernel) then it is in FPT and every FPT problem has a kernelization
algorithm [46, 115]. We use this fact to prove the fixed-parameter tractability of several
reconfiguration problems. That is, after reducing the size of an instance, we can solve
the problem using exhaustive enumeration. Since the size of the kernel is bounded by a
function of the parameter, such a procedure, in some cases not optimal, would still run in
FPT time.
Showing NP-hardness of a parameterized problem rules out the existence of an algorithm
solving the problem in nO(1) time, assuming P 6= NP, but it does not rule out an algorithm
running in nf(p) time. In other words, the problem might still be in XP. Many graph vertex-
subset problems admit such algorithms, i.e. we simply enumerate all vertex subsets of size
p and check whether they form a feasible solution. Problems that remain NP-hard even
when the parameter is a fixed integer (above some threshold) are called para-NP-hard. For
such problems, one cannot hope for algorithms running in FPT time, or even in O(nO(f(p)))
time. Hence, establishing whether a problem is in XP can serve as an initial indicator on
whether it might also be in FPT.
However, using the classical notion of NP-hardness, it is not possible to distinguish
between parameterized problems solvable in nf(p) time and parameterized problems solvable
in f(p)nc time. To address this issue, Downey and Fellows [46] introduced the W-hierarchy.
The hierarchy consists of a complexity class W[t] for every integer t ≥ 1 such that W[t] ⊆
W[t + 1] for all t. A parameterized problem L is in the class W[t], t ≥ 1, if every instance
(x, p) can be transformed (in FPT time) to a combinatorial (Boolean) circuit that has
weft at most t such that (x, p) ∈ L if and only if there exists a satisfying assignment (to
the inputs of the circuit) which assigns the value 1 (or true) to at most p inputs of the
circuit [46]. Here, the weft denotes the largest number of logical units (or logical gates)
with unbounded fan-in (i.e. unbounded number of inputs) on any path from an input unit
to the output unit. Moreover, the number of logical units with bounded fan-in on any
path must be bounded by a constant that holds for all instances of the problem. Downey
and Fellows proved that FPT ⊆ W[1] ⊆ W[2] ⊆ . . . ⊆ W[t] and conjectured that strict
containment holds. In particular, the assumption FPT ⊂ W[1] is a natural parameterized
analogue of the conjecture that P 6= NP. Moreover, they showed that the Independent
Set problem parameterized by solution size is W[1]-complete and the Dominating Set
problem parameterized by solution size is W[2]-complete. We sometimes say a problem is
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W-hard, which implies that it is hard for some class in the W-hierarchy. Showing hardness
in the parameterized setting is accomplished using FPT reductions.
Definition 2.3.4. An FPT reduction is an (f(p)|x|O(1))-time transformation that maps an
instance (x, p) to an instance (x′, p′) such that:
(i) (x, p) is a yes-instance if and only if (x′, p′) is a yes-instance, and
(ii) p′ = g(p) for some arbitrary computable function on nonnegative integers g(p).
Finally, we mention that some parameterizations can be “stronger” than others. For
example, given a graph G, if G has a matching M , then the size of any vertex cover
of G is least |M |. Hence, instead of parameterizing the Vertex Cover problem by
the solution size k, we can consider k − |M | as the parameter. Such a parameterization is
called an above-guarantee parameterization and several otherwise fixed-parameter tractable
problems can become W-hard when parameterized above guarantee [101, 105]. The reader is
referred to the excellent books of Niedermeier, Flum, and Grohe for more on parameterized
complexity [62, 115].
2.4 Reconfiguration
For any vertex-subset problem Q, graph G, and positive integers rl and ru, we consider
the reconfiguration graph RQ(G, rl, ru). A set S ⊆ V (G) has a corresponding node in
V (RQ(G, rl, ru)) if and only if S is a feasible solution for Q and rl ≤ |S| ≤ ru. We refer
to vertices in G using lower case letters (e.g. u, v) and to the nodes in RQ(G, rl, ru), and
by extension their associated feasible solutions, using upper case letters (e.g. A,B). If
A,B ∈ V (RQ(G, rl, ru)) then there exists an edge between A and B in RQ(G, rl, ru) if and
only if there exists a vertex u ∈ V (G) such that {A \ B} ∪ {B \ A} = {u}. Equivalently,
for A∆B = {A \ B} ∪ {B \ A} the symmetric difference of A and B, A and B share an
edge in RQ(G, rl, ru) if and only if |A∆B| = 1.
We write A ↔rl ru B if there exists a path in RQ(G, rl, ru), a reconfiguration sequence,
joining A and B. We drop the subscripts when clear from context. Any reconfiguration
sequence from source feasible solution Ss to target feasible solution St, which we sometimes
denote by σ = 〈S0, S1, . . . , S`〉, for some `, has the following properties:
- S0 = Ss and S` = St,
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- Si is a feasible solution for Q for all 0 ≤ i ≤ `,
- |Si∆Si+1| = 1 for all 0 ≤ i < `, and
- rl ≤ |Si| ≤ ru for all 0 ≤ i ≤ `.
We denote the length of σ by |σ|. For 0 < i ≤ `, we say vertex v ∈ V (G) is added
at step/index/position/slot i if v 6∈ Si−1 and v ∈ Si. Similarly, a vertex v is removed at
step/index/position/slot i if v ∈ Si−1 and v 6∈ Si. A vertex v ∈ V (G) is touched in the
course of a reconfiguration sequence if v is either added or removed at least once; it is
untouched otherwise. A vertex is removable (addable) from feasible solution S if S \ {v}
(S∪{v}) is also a feasible solution for Q. For any pair of consecutive solutions (Si−1, Si) in
σ, we say Si (Si−1) is the successor (predecessor) of Si−1 (Si). A reconfiguration sequence
σ′ = 〈S0, S1, . . . , S`′〉 is a prefix of σ = 〈S0, S1, . . . , S`〉 if `′ < `.
Definition 2.4.1. For any vertex-subset problem Q, n-vertex graph G, positive integers
rl, ru, and `, Ss ⊆ V (G), and St ⊆ V (G), we define four decision problems:
- Q-Reach(G,Ss, St, rl, ru): For Ss, St ∈ V (RQ(G, rl, ru)), is there a path between Ss
and St in RQ(G, rl, ru)?
- Q-Bound(G,Ss, St, rl, ru, `): For Ss, St ∈ V (RQ(G, rl, ru)), is there a path of length
at most ` between Ss and St in RQ(G, rl, ru)?
- Q-Conn(G, rl, ru): Is RQ(G, rl, ru) connected?
- Q-Diam(G, rl, ru): What is the diameter of RQ(G, rl, ru) or of its connected compo-
nents?
When Q is a maximization problem, we say rl is the minimum allowed capacity. For mini-
mization problems, ru is the maximum allowed capacity. Proposition 2.4.2 is a consequence
of the fact that two nodes can differ by the removal or addition of a single vertex.
Proposition 2.4.2. For any vertex-subset problem Q and graph G, the degree of each node
in RQ(G, rl, ru) is at most |V (G)|.
Proposition 2.4.3. For any vertex-subset problem Q, n-vertex graph G, positive integers
rl, ru, and `, and Ss, St ∈ V (RQ(G, rl, ru)), any vertex in {Ss \ St} ∪ {St \ Ss} must be
touched an odd number of times and any vertex not in {Ss \St}∪{St \Ss} must be touched
an even number of times in any reconfiguration sequence of length at most ` from Ss to St.
Moreover, any vertex can be touched at most `− |{Ss \ St} ∪ {St \ Ss}|+ 1 times.
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For a hereditary graph property Π, it will be useful to consider two reconfiguration
graphs; the Π-reconfiguration graph of G, RΠ(G, rl, ru), has a node for each S ⊆ V (G)
such that rl ≤ |S| ≤ ru and G[S] has property Π, and the Π-reconfiguration graph of G,
RΠ(G, rl, ru), has a node for each S ⊆ V (G) such that rl ≤ |S| ≤ ru and G[V (G) \ S]
has property Π. Given RΠ(G, k, n), we can obtain RΠ(G, 0, n − k) by replacing the set
corresponding to each node in RΠ(G, k, n) by its (set-wise) complement.
Definition 2.4.4. For any polynomially decidable hereditary graph property Π, n-vertex
graph G, positive integers k and `, Ss ⊆ V (G), and St ⊆ V (G), we define the following
decision problems:
- Π-Del-Reach(G,Ss, St, k): For Ss, St ∈ V (RΠ(G, 0, k)), is there a path between Ss
and St in RΠ(G, 0, k)?
- Π-Del-Bound(G,Ss, St, k, `): For Ss, St ∈ V (RΠ(G, 0, k)), is there a path of length
at most ` between Ss and St in RΠ(G, 0, k)?
- Π-Sub-Reach(G,Ss, St, k): For Ss, St ∈ V (RΠ(G, k, n)), is there a path between Ss
and St in RΠ(G, k, n)?
- Π-Sub-Bound(G,Ss, St, k, `): For Ss, St ∈ V (RΠ(G, k, n)), is there a path of length
at most ` between Ss and St in RΠ(G, k, n)?
In the parameterized setting, when dealing with the Π-Del-Reach or Π-Sub-Reach
(or more generally Q-Reach) problems, a natural parameter to consider is the maximum
allowed capacity, i.e. the value k. Similarly, for Π-Del-Reach and Π-Sub-Reach (or
Q-Reach) problems, we shall consider k, now the minimum allowed capacity, as one
possible parameter (since ru will usually be equal to n for such problems, parameterizing
by n provides no further insights). On the other hand, there are two natural parameters
that come into play when studying bounded reachability variants: k and `. Therefore,
any combination of these two values can be considered as a parameter, i.e. k, `, or k + `.
Although these are not the only possible parameterizations that we will consider for the
problems in question, they are the most “natural” ones. For example, when parameterizing
the reachability problem by k, we are interested in whether there exists an algorithm
which can solve the problem in O(f(k)nO(1)) time, for some computable function f . When
parameterizing the bounded reachability problem by k alone or by ` alone, the goal is an
algorithm running in O(h(k)(n`)O(1)) time or O(h′(`)(nk)O(1)) time, respectively, for some
computable functions h and h′. Finally, when parameterizing the bounded reachability
problem by k+`, we seek an algorithm running inO(g(k, `)nO(1)) time, for some computable
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function g. If such algorithms exist, then depending on the problem and instance at hand,
it is very likely for one to be much more “efficient” than the others in practice. For instance,
an algorithm running in 2kn` time would terminate much faster than a 2`nk time algorithm
if n = 100, k = 10, and ` = 5. Note that if a problem is W-hard parameterized by k + `,
then it remains W-hard parameterized by k alone or by ` alone; the converse is however not
true.
In most cases, the definitions of the reachability and bounded reachability variants of
a problem follow naturally from the definition of the problem itself (appendix). We use
Vertex Cover as an example below, which corresponds to Π-Del for Π the collection
of all edgeless graphs.
VC-Reach
Input: A graph G, positive integer k, and two vertex covers
Ss and St of G of size at most k
Question: Is there a path from Ss to St in RV C(G, 0, k)?
VC-Bound
Input: A graph G, positive integers k and `, and two vertex covers
Ss and St of G of size at most k
Question: Is there a path of length at most ` from Ss to St in RV C(G, 0, k)?
We first observe that for any polynomially decidable graph property, Π-Del-Bound
and Π-Sub-Bound are in XP when parameterized by `; we conduct breadth-first search
on the reconfiguration graph starting at Ss, stopping either upon discovery of St or upon
completing the exploration of ` levels. Proposition 2.4.2 implies a bound of at most n`
vertices to explore in total.
Proposition 2.4.5. For any polynomially decidable graph property Π, Π-Del-Bound
∈ XP and Π-Sub-Bound ∈ XP when parameterized by `.
The situation is different for Π-Del-Reach and Π-Sub-Reach parameterized by k, as
the latter is a maximization problem while the former is a minimization problem. In other
words, we can enumerate all feasible solutions of size at most k in O(nk) time to solve
Π-Del-Reach (or Π-Del-Bound) parameterized by k but the same “easy” argument
does not hold for Π-Sub-Reach (or Π-Sub-Bound) parameterized by k.
Proposition 2.4.6. For any polynomially decidable graph property Π, Π-Del-Reach
∈ XP and Π-Del-Bound ∈ XP when parameterized by k.
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Already, Proposition 2.4.6 implies that, in some sense, dealing with reachability and
bounded reachability variants of maximization problems might be “harder” in the pa-
rameterized setting.
For a graph G, and Ss, St ⊆ V (G), we partition V (G) into the sets Cst = Ss ∩ St
(vertices common to Ss and St), Ss\t = Ss \ St (vertices to be removed from Ss in the
course of a reconfiguration sequence), St\s = St \ Ss (vertices to be added to form St), and
Ost = V (G) \ (Ss ∪ St) (all other vertices). Furthermore, we can partition Cst into two
sets CF and CM = C \ CF , where a vertex is in CF if and only if it is in every feasible
solution of size bounded by k. A vertex v ∈ CF is said to be fixed or frozen. The following
proposition is a consequence of the definitions above, the fact that Π is hereditary, and the
observations that G[Ss\t] and G[Ost] are both subgraphs of G[V (G) \ St], and G[St\s] and
G[Ost] are both subgraphs of G[V (G) \ Ss].
Proposition 2.4.7. For any hereditary property Π, graph G, and Ss, St ⊆ V (G) such that
G[V (G) \ Ss], G[V (G) \ St] ∈ Π, the graphs G[Ost], G[Ss\t], and G[St\s] are all in Π.
In any reconfiguration sequence, each vertex in Ss\t must be removed and each vertex
in St\s must be added. In fact, since ` implies a bound on the total number of vertices
that can be touched in a reconfiguration sequence, setting ` = |Ss\t| + |St\s| drastically
simplifies the bounded reachability problem.
Proposition 2.4.8. For any polynomially decidable hereditary graph property Π, if ` =
|Ss\t|+ |St\s|, then Π-Del-Bound and Π-Sub-Bound can be solved in O∗(2`) time, and
hence are fixed-parameter tractable when parameterized by `.
Proof. Since each vertex in St\s must be added and each vertex in Ss\t removed, in ` steps
we can touch each vertex in Ss\t ∪ St\s exactly once; all vertices in V (G) \ (Ss\t ∪ St\s)
remain untouched.
Any node in the path between Ss and St in RΠ(G, k, n) represents a set S∪B, where B
is a subset of Ss\t∪St\s. As |Ss\t|+ |St\s| = `, there are only 2` choices for B. Our problem
then reduces to finding the shortest path between Ss and St in the subgraph of RΠ(G, k, n)
induced on the 2` relevant nodes; the bound follows from the fact that the number of edges
is at most 2`|V (G)|, a consequence of Proposition 2.4.2. The same argument holds for
RΠ(G, 0, k).
As we shall see in subsequent chapters, this relationship between ` and the size of Ss\t∪St\s
can have major impact on the parameterized complexity of bounded reachability problems.
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Intuitively, the larger the (absolute) difference between the two, the harder the problem
becomes.
We conclude with a proposition which relates the parameterized complexity of Π-Del-
Bound and Π-Sub-Bound when both are parameterized by `; proving fixed-parameter
tractability of either problem on some graph class will be enough to imply fixed-parameter
tractability of the other.
Proposition 2.4.9. Given Π and a collection of graphs C, Π-Del-Bound parameterized
by ` is fixed-parameter tractable on C if and only if Π-Sub-Bound is.
Proof. Given an instance (G,Ss, St, k, `) of Π-Sub-Bound, where G ∈ C, we solve the
Π-Del-Bound instance (G, V (G) \ Ss, V (G) \ St, n − k, `). Note that the parameter `
remains unchanged.
It is not hard to see that there exists a path between the nodes corresponding to Ss and
St in RΠ(G, k, n) if and only if there exists a path of the same length between the nodes
corresponding to V (G) \ Ss and V (G) \ St in RΠ(G, 0, n − k). The same argument holds
for the other direction.
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Chapter 3
A case study in domination
In this chapter, we consider the reachability and bounded reachability variants of the
Dominating Set problem, formally defined below:
DS-Reach
Input: A graph G, positive integer k, and two dominating sets
Ds and Dt of G of size at most k
Question: Is there a path from Ds to Dt in RDS(G, 0, k)?
DS-Bound
Input: A graph G, positive integers k and `, and two dominating sets
Ds and Dt of G of size at most k
Question: Is there a path of length at most ` from Ds to Dt in RDS(G, 0, k)?
The Dominating Set problem is a central problem with numerous applications in
many areas and has been extensively studied from both the classical and parameterized
complexity viewpoints. The problem is known to be NP-complete and W[2]-complete on
general graphs [46, 63]. In Section 3.1, we show, using “standard” reductions, that both
DS-Reach and DS-Bound are PSPACE-complete, even when restricted to planar graphs
of degree at most six, bipartite graphs, and split graphs. Having established hardness, the
next natural step is to investigate the complexity of both problems when restricted to other
sparse graph classes, e.g. graphs of bounded bandwidth (hence pathwidth and treewidth).
We show, again, that both problems remain PSPACE-complete. We then consider the
DS-Reach problem parameterized by k as well as the DS-Bound problem parameter-
ized by k + ` and show, once more, that both problems are W[2]-hard. Unfortunately,
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these results very likely rule out the existence of algorithms solving the former problem in
O(f(k)nO(1)) or O(f ′(tw(G))(nk)O(1)) time and the latter problem in O∗(h(k, `)nO(1)) or
O∗(h′(tw(G))(nk`)O(1)) time, for any computable functions f , f ′, h, and h′. An interesting
aspect of our W-hardness reduction is that it suggests, in some sense, that solving either
the DS-Reach problem or the DS-Bound problem is at least as hard as solving the DS
problem itself; we formalize this notion in Chapter 4 and show that it holds for a large
number of graph problems.
To better understand the source of hardness, we tackle the structure of the reconfig-
uration graph in Section 3.2. We show that there exists an infinite family Fbw of graphs
of bounded bandwidth such that for each graph G in the family there exists a value of k,
namely the size of a minimum dominating set of G plus one, for which the corresponding
reconfiguration graph has exponential diameter. In previous work, Haas and Seyffarth [73]
demonstrated that the reconfiguration graph RDS(G, 0, k) is connected when k = n − 1
and G has at least two non-adjacent edges (the graph is trivially connected for k = n),
or when k is one greater than the maximum cardinality of any minimal dominating set
of G and G is non-trivially bipartite or chordal. They left as an open question whether
the latter results could be extended to all graphs. We extend their work by showing that
the reconfiguration graph is connected and of linear diameter for k = n− µ for any input
graph with a matching of size least µ + 1, for any nonnegative integer µ. We also answer
their open question negatively by giving a series of counterexamples demonstrating that,
when k is one greater than the maximum cardinality of any minimal dominating set of the
input graph, the reconfiguration graph is not guaranteed to be connected, even if the input
graph is restricted to be planar, of bounded treewidth, or b-partite for b ≥ 3.
One crucial observation that follows from both the construction of the infinite family
Fbw (Section 3.2) as well as the PSPACE-hardness proof for graphs of bounded bandwidth
(Lemma 3.1.6) is that in both cases, the size of the dominating sets are “quite large”
compared to n, the size of the input graph. That is, every bucket in a bucket arrangement
of G (or bag in a tree decomposition) contains at least one vertex of any dominating set
of the graph. This suggests that adding the bandwidth (or treewidth) of the graph to our
parameter might make the problem fixed-parameter tractable. We show, in Section 3.3,
that this is indeed the case. What we will prove is in fact much more general. We show
fixed-parameter tractability of both problems on biclique-free graphs, a class of graphs
which includes a large number of known sparse graph classes (Figure 2.2) and is the largest
class on which the Dominating Set problem is known to be fixed-parameter tractable
parameterized by k. Finally, we also consider polynomial-time solvable instances. In
contrast to the fixed-parameter tractability result of Theorem 3.3.11, where the graph
class under consideration is “quite large”, we are only able to prove DS-Reach solvable
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in polynomial time on paths and trees. Even the (classical) complexity of solving DS-
Bound on paths remains open. Our polynomial-time algorithms make use of what we
call a canonical solution, i.e. a well-defined node in the reconfiguration graph which is
connected by a path to any other node in the reconfiguration graph. Hence, solving the
DS-Reach problem is simplified to proving the existence of a canonical solution.
3.1 Hardness
We use γ(G) to denote the minimum cardinality of any dominating set of a graph G.
Similarly, Γ(G) is the maximum cardinality of any minimal dominating set of G. For a
vertex u ∈ V (G) and a dominating set D of G, we say u is dominated by v ∈ D if u 6∈ D and
u is adjacent to v. For a vertex v in a dominating set D, a private neighbor of v is a vertex
dominated by v and not dominated by any other vertex in D; the private neighborhood of
v is the set of all private neighbors of v.
A close relative to the Dominating Set problem which will be useful in proving
some of our results is known as the Red-Blue Dominating Set (RBDS) problem. We
define this problem and its reachability and bounded reachability variants below. Given a
bipartite graph G with V (G) partitioned into two sets R (red) and B (blue), a set D ⊆ R
is a red-blue dominating set of G if N(D) = B.
Red-Blue Dominating Set (RBDS)
Input: A bipartite graph G with bipartition (R,B) and a positive integer k
Question: Is there D ⊆ R such that |D| ≤ k and N [D] = B?
RBDS-Reach
Input: A bipartite graph G with bipartition (R,B), positive integer k, and
two red-blue dominating sets Ds and Dt of G of size at most k
Question: Is there a path from Ds to Dt in RRBDS(G, 0, k)?
RBDS-Bound
Input: A bipartite graph G with bipartition (R,B), positive integers k and `, and
two red-blue dominating sets Ds and Dt of G of size at most k
Question: Is there a path of length at most ` from Ds to Dt in RRBDS(G, 0, k)?
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DS and RBDS are in fact equivalent. In the following lemma, we show that the
reachability and bounded reachability variants of both problems are also equivalent.
Lemma 3.1.1. DS-Reach is equivalent to RBDS-Reach and DS-Bound is equivalent
to RBDS-Bound.
Proof. Given an instance (G,Ds, Dt, k) of DS-Reach, where V (G) = {v1, . . . , vn}, we
construct a bipartite graph G′ with bipartition (R,B) as follows: We let R = {r1, . . . , rn},
B = {b1, . . . , bn}, and we make a red vertex ri ∈ R, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, adjacent to all blue vertices
bj, 1 ≤ j ≤ n, such that vj ∈ N [vi]. We let D′s = {ri | vi ∈ Ds ∧ 1 ≤ i ≤ n} and
D′t = {ri | vi ∈ Dt ∧ 1 ≤ i ≤ n}, i.e. the red copies of vertices in Ds and Dt, respectively.
It is not hard to see that (G,Ds, Dt, k) is a yes-instance of DS-Reach if and only if
(G′, D′s, D
′
t, k) is a yes-instance of RBDS-Reach. Moreover, the length of reconfiguration
sequences is preserved and hence (G,Ds, Dt, k, `) is a yes-instance of DS-Bound if and
only if (G′, D′s, D
′
t, k, `) is a yes-instance of RBDS-Bound.
For the other direction, given an instance (G,Ds, Dt, k) of RBDS-Reach, where
V (G) = R ∪ B, R = {r1, . . . , r|R|}, and B = {b1, . . . , b|B|}, we construct a graph G′ as
follows. We let V (G′) = R1 ∪B1 ∪ . . . ∪Bk+2 ∪ {v1, . . . , vk+3}, where:
- R1 is a copy of R,
- Bi is a copy of B for all i, 1 ≤ i ≤ k + 1 ((k + 2) copies in total), and
- {v1, . . . , vk+3} are k + 3 new vertices.
We make every vertex in R1 adjacent to the k+ 2 copies of its neighbors in G. Finally,
we make v1 adjacent to all vertices in R1 ∪ {v2, . . . , vk+3}. We let D′s = Ds ∪ {v1} and
D′t = Dt∪{v1}. We claim that (G,Ds, Dt, k) is a yes-instance of RBDS-Reach if and only
if (G′, D′s, D
′
t, k+1) is a yes-instance of DS-Reach. Since v1 has k+2 degree-one neighbors,
it must be part of any dominating set of G′ of size k+ 1 or less, i.e. v1 is frozen. Hence, all
vertices in R1 are dominated by v1. Moreover, any shortest reconfiguration sequence from
D′s to D
′
t does not add a vertex u ∈ B1 ∪ . . . ∪ Bk+2. Since the remaining k + 1 copies of
u have to be dominated by a vertex w in R1 which also dominates u, we can ignore the
addition of u and obtain a shorter reconfiguration sequence which touches only vertices in
R1. Therefore, the length of shortest reconfiguration sequences is preserved which implies
that (G,Ds, Dt, k, `) is a yes-instance of RBDS-Bound if and only if (G
′, D′s, D
′
t, k, `) is a
yes-instance of DS-Bound.
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In Lemmas 3.1.2, 3.1.3, 3.1.4, and 3.1.6, we show PSPACE-completeness of DS-Reach
and DS-Bound on various graph classes by simply proving PSPACE-hardness of DS-Reach
on the corresponding class. Clearly, both DS-Reach and DS-Bound are in NPSPACE, and
hence in PSPACE by Savitch’s theorem. Moreover, setting ` = 2n, where ` is assumed to be
encoded in binary, gives a trivial reduction from DS-Reach to DS-Bound.
Lemma 3.1.2. DS-Reach and DS-Bound are PSPACE-complete on planar graphs of
degree at most six.
Proof. The fact that DS-Reach is PSPACE-hard on planar graphs of degree at most six
follows from the classical reduction from VC to DS [63]. That is, given an instance
(G,Ss, St, k) of VC-Reach, for every edge uv in E(G) we add a new vertex euv and two
edges ueuv and euvv to obtain the graph G
′. We let (G′, Ds = Ss, Dt = St, k) denote the
corresponding DS-Reach instance. Any reconfiguration sequence from Ds to Dt which
adds a vertex euv can be modified not to do so; we can replace the addition of euv by one
of its two neighbors and obtain a (possibly shorter) reconfiguration sequence which only
touches vertices in G. As VC-Reach is PSPACE-hard on planar graphs of degree at most
three [77], we obtain the desired result.
Lemma 3.1.3. DS-Reach and DS-Bound are PSPACE-complete on split graphs.
Proof. We again give a reduction from VC-Reach. Given an instance (G,Ss, St, k) of VC-
Reach, where V (G) = {v1, . . . , vn} and E(G) = {e1, . . . , em}, we construct a split graph
G′ as follows. We let V (G′) = A∪B1∪ . . .∪Bk+2∪{c1, . . . , ck+2}, where A = {a1, . . . , an+1}
and Bi = {bi1, . . . , bim}, 1 ≤ i ≤ k + 2. We add all edges between vertices in A (i.e. A
is a clique). For each vertex bij ∈ Bi, 1 ≤ i ≤ k + 2 and 1 ≤ j ≤ m, we add two edges
connecting bij to the two vertices in A which correspond to the endpoints of the edge ej
in G. Finally, we add an edge an+1ci, for all 1 ≤ i ≤ k + 2. In the resulting DS-Reach
instance (G′, Ds = Ss ∪ {an+1}, Dt = St ∪ {an+1}, k + 1), any dominating set of G′ of
size at most k + 1 must include an+1, i.e. an+1 is frozen. Hence, all vertices in A are
dominated. Moreover, any reconfiguration sequence from Ds to Dt which adds a vertex
u ∈ B1 ∪ . . . ∪ Bk+2 can be modified not to do so. Since the remaining k + 1 copies of u
have to be dominated by some vertex w in A which also dominates u, we can ignore the
addition of u and obtain a shorter reconfiguration sequence which only touches vertices in
A, as needed.
Lemma 3.1.4. DS-Reach and DS-Bound are PSPACE-complete on bipartite graphs.
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Proof. To show PSPACE-hardness on bipartite graphs, we can use a reduction from VC-
Reach to RBDS-Reach, which by Lemma 3.1.1 implies PSPACE-hardness of DS-Reach.
Given an instance (G,Ss, St, k) of VC-Reach, where V (G) = {v1, . . . , vn} and E(G) =
{e1, . . . , em}, we construct a bipartite graph G′ with partitions R and B as follows. We
let R = {r1, . . . , rn} and B = {b1, . . . , bm}. Every vertex bi ∈ B, 1 ≤ i ≤ m, has two
neighbors in R which correspond to the endpoints of the edge ei in G, 1 ≤ i ≤ m. It is
not hard to see that we have a one-to-one correspondence between vertex covers of G and
red-blue dominating sets of G′.
To show PSPACE-hardness on graphs of bounded bandwidth, we first define a very
useful problem, introduced by Wrochna [133], whose simplicity allows for easy reductions
to various reachability and bounded reachability problems. Given a pair H = (Σ,R), where
Σ is an alphabet and R ⊆ Σ2 a binary relation between symbols, we say that a word over
Σ is an H-word if every pair of consecutive symbols is in the relation. If one looks at H
as a digraph (possibly with loops), a word is an H-word if and only if it is a walk in H.
The H-Word Reach problem asks whether two given H-words of equal length n can be
transformed into one another (in any number of steps) by changing one symbol at a time
so that all intermediary steps also result in H-words.
Lemma 3.1.5 ([110, 133]). There exists a pair H = (Σ,R) for which H-Word Reach
is PSPACE-complete.
Lemma 3.1.6. DS-Reach and DS-Bound are PSPACE-complete on graphs of bounded
bandwidth, pathwidth, or treewidth.
Proof. We let H = (Σ,R) be the pair whose existence was shown in Lemma 3.1.5, Σ =
{s1, . . . , s|Σ|}, and R ⊆ Σ2. We give a reduction from H-Word Reach, for H-words of
size n, to DS-Reach by constructing a graph Gn as follows.
The vertex set of Gn consists of the disjoint union of n vertex-disjoint cliques C1, . . . , Cn,
each of size |Σ|, and n − 1 vertex-disjoint independent sets R1, . . . , Rn−1, each of size at
most 2|Σ|2. That is, for every symbol in Σ there is a corresponding vertex in each Ci,
1 ≤ i ≤ n, and we let Ci = {ci1, . . . , ci|Σ|}. Given a vertex cij ∈ Ci and a vertex ci+1p ∈ Ci+1,
1 ≤ i < n and 1 ≤ j, p ≤ |Σ|, we say cij and ci+1p are related if (sj, sp) ∈ R; they are
unrelated otherwise. For every pair of sets Ci and Ci+1, 1 ≤ i < n, we will add a set of at
most 2|Σ|2 vertices, denoted by Ri. The number of vertices in Ri is equal to two times the
number of unrelated pairs of vertices in Ci and Ci+1. That is, if c
i
j and c
i+1
p are unrelated,
we have two vertices aijp, b
i
jp ∈ Ri and there is an edge between aijp (bijp) and every vertex in
Ci∪Ci+1 \{cij, ci+1p }. In other words, aijp and bijp dominate all but two vertices in Ci∪Ci+1,
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namely cij and c
i+1
p . The construction of Gn for Σ = {s1, s2, s3}, R = Σ2 \ {(s1, s1)}, and
n = 4 is illustrated in Figure 3.1. The sets Ci ∪ Ri give a bucket arrangement where each
bucket has size |Σ|+ 2|Σ|2.
c13
c12
c11
a111
b111
c23
c22
c21
a211
a211
c33
c32
c31
a311
b311
c43
c42
c41
Figure 3.1: Example of a reduction from H-Word-Reach to DS-Reach.
We start by proving the following claims.
Claim 3.1.7. For 1 ≤ i < n and 1 ≤ p1, p2 ≤ |Σ|, any two vertices cp1 ∈ Ci and cp2 ∈ Ci+1
form a dominating set of Gn[Ci ∪Ri ∪ Ci+1] if and only if they are related.
Proof. When cp1 and cp2 are related, every vertex in Ri is adjacent to cp1 , cp2 , or both.
Moreover, Ci and Ci+1 are cliques and hence the claim follows.
Conversely, if cp1 and cp2 are not related then, by construction, there exist at least two
vertices in Ri which are dominated by neither cp1 nor cp2 .
Claim 3.1.8. The cardinality of any dominating set of Gn is at least n.
Proof. We prove the claim by induction on n, for H = (Σ,R) fixed. When n = 1, G1 = C1
is a clique of size |Σ| and the statement trivially holds. For G2, we note that every pair
of vertices a1jp, b
1
jp ∈ R1, 1 ≤ j, p ≤ |Σ|, dominates all but two vertices in C1 ∪ C2, namely
c1j and c
2
p. Hence any dominating set of G2 that does not include one vertex from C1 and
one vertex from C2 must be of size three or more. Moreover, since there are no edges
between vertices in C1 and vertices in C2, any dominating of G2 must be of cardinality at
least two, which exists whenever there is at least one pair of related vertices in C1 and C2
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(Claim 3.1.7). Now consider the graph Gn+1. By the inductive hypothesis, the minimum
cardinality of any dominating set of G[V (Gn+1) \ {Rn ∪ Cn+1}] is n. Since there are no
edges between vertices in Cn and vertices in Cn+1, at least one additional vertex is required
to dominate vertices in Rn ∪ Cn+1, as needed.
Claim 3.1.9. For n ≥ 2, a set D ⊆ V (Gn) of size n is a dominating set of Gn if and only
if the following conditions holds:
(1) D ∩ Ci = cpi, for 1 ≤ i ≤ n and 1 ≤ pi ≤ |Σ|.
(2) The vertices cpi = D ∩ Ci and cpi+1 = D ∩ Ci+1 are related, for 1 ≤ i < n and
1 ≤ pi ≤ |Σ|.
Proof. If conditions (1) and (2) hold, then by Claim 3.1.7, every two vertices cpi and cpi+1
in D, 1 ≤ i < n, are related and are therefore a dominating set of Gn[Ci ∪ Ri ∪ Ci+1].
Hence, D is a dominating of Gn.
We prove the other direction by induction on n using arguments similar to those made
in the proof of Claim 3.1.8. When n = 2, the statement follows by combining Claims 3.1.7
and 3.1.8 with the fact that no two vertices of R1 can dominate V (G2). Now consider the
graph Gn+1. By the inductive hypothesis, D must include exactly one vertex from each
set Ci, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, and cpi = D ∩ Ci and cpi+1 = D ∩ Ci+1 must be related. Since there
are no edges between vertices in Cn and vertices in Cn+1, the additional vertex required to
dominate the non-dominated vertices in Rn ∪ Cn+1 must be in Cn+1 and must be related
to the vertex in Cn (Claim 3.1.7). This completes the proof.
An immediate consequence of Claim 3.1.9 is that any subset of V (Gn) of size n is a
dominating set of Gn if and only if its vertices correspond to an H-word, giving a bijection
between dominating sets of Gn of size n and H-words of length n. Formally, if D is a
dominating set of size n, then D picks exactly one vertex from each Ci, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, and
we can therefore write it as D = {cp1 , . . . , cpn}, where 1 ≤ p1, . . . , pn ≤ |Σ|. Moreover, the
vertices cpi and cpi+1 are related, for all 1 ≤ i < n. Hence, sp1 . . . spn is an H-word of length
n.
Given an instance ofH-Word Reach, whereH = (Σ,R), ws, wt ∈ Σ∗ are twoH-words
and |ws| = |wt| = n, we construct the instance (Gn, Ds, Dt, n+1) of DS-Reach, where Ds
and Dt are the dominating sets of size n that correspond to ws and wt, respectively. Any
reconfiguration sequence between such dominating sets starts by adding a vertex (since
Gn has no dominating set of size n− 1) and then removing another (since dominating sets
larger than n+1 are not allowed), which corresponds to changing one symbol of an H-word.
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This gives a one-to-one correspondence between reconfiguration sequences of H-words and
reconfiguration sequences (of exactly twice the length) between dominating sets of size n.
The instances are thus equivalent.
The reachability and bounded reachability variants of the SAT problem are PSPACE-
complete [67]. And, as mentioned by Ito et al. [81], many reachability and bounded reach-
ability problems can be shown to be PSPACE-complete via extensions, often complicated, of
the original NP-completeness proofs. This was exemplified in some of our earlier hardness
proofs (e.g. Lemma 3.1.2). Moreover, the simplicity of the H-Word Reach problem
introduced by Wrochna [133] makes it, we believe, another central problem to add to the
“toolbox” of problems to consider when attempting to prove PSPACE-completeness of reach-
ability or bounded reachability problems on sparse graph classes. As we shall see next,
the nature of reductions changes when viewing such problems from a parameterized com-
plexity perspective. A major difference when considering bounded reachability problems
parameterized by the length ` of reconfiguration sequences is that we often need to give
reductions from “static” to “dynamic” problems, while keeping this parameter bounded.
Lemma 3.1.10. DS-Reach parameterized by k and DS-Bound parameterized by k + `
are W[2]-hard.
Proof. We give a reduction from Dominating Set; for (G, t) an instance of Dominating
Set, we form G′ as the disjoint union of two graphs G′1 and G
′
2.
We form G′1 from t+ 2 (t+ 1)-cliques C0 (the outer clique) and C1, . . . , Ct+1 (the inner
cliques); V (C0) = {o1, . . . , ot+1} and V (Ci) = {w(i,0), w(i,1), . . . w(i,t)} for 1 ≤ i ≤ t + 1.
The edge set of G′1 contains not only the edges of the cliques but also {{oj, w(i,j)} | 1 ≤
i ≤ t + 1, 0 ≤ j ≤ t}; the graph to the left in Figure 3.2 illustrates G′1 for t = 2. Any
dominating set that does not contain all vertices in the outer clique must contain a vertex
from each inner clique.
To create G′2, we first define G
+ to be the graph formed by adding a universal vertex
to G, where we assume without loss of generality that V (G) = {v1, . . . , v|V (G)|}. We let
V (G′2) = ∪0≤i≤tV (Hi), where H0, . . . , Ht are t + 1 copies of G+; we use ui to denote the
universal vertex in Hi and v(i,j) to denote the copy of vj in Hi, 1 ≤ j ≤ |V (G)|, 0 ≤ i ≤ t.
The edge set consists of edges between each non-universal vertex v(0,j) in H0 and, in each
Hi, the universal vertex, its image, and the images of its neighbours in G, or more formally
E(G′2) = {{v0,j, ui} | 1 ≤ j ≤ |V (G)|, 1 ≤ i ≤ t} ∪ {{v0,j, vi,j} | 1 ≤ j ≤ |V (G)|, 1 ≤ i ≤
t} ∪ {{(v0,j, vi,k} | 1 ≤ j ≤ |V (G)|, 1 ≤ i ≤ t, (vj, vk) ∈ E(G)}. The graph to the right
in Figure 3.2 illustrates part of G′2, where universal vertices are shown in white and, for
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o1
o2 o3
C1 C2 C3
H0
H1 H2 H3
Figure 3.2: Graphs used for the dominating set reduction
the sake of readability, the only edges outside of G+ shown are those adjacent to a single
vertex in H0.
We form an instance (G′, Ds, Dt, 3t + 2, 6t + 4) of DS-Bound, where Ds = {ui | 0 ≤
i ≤ t} ∪ V (C0) and Dt = {ui | 0 ≤ i ≤ t} ∪ {wi,i−1 | 1 ≤ i ≤ t + 1}. Both Ds and Dt
are dominating sets, as each universal vertex ui dominates Hi as well as H0 and V (G
′
1) is
dominated by the outer clique in S and by one vertex from each inner clique in T . Clearly
|Ds| = |Dt| = 2t+ 2.
We claim that G has a dominating set of size t if and only if there is a path of length
6t + 4 from Ds to Ds in RDS(G, 0, 3t + 2). In G
′
1, to remove any vertex from the outer
clique, we must first add a vertex from each inner clique, for a total of t+1 additions; since
k = 3t+2 and |Ds| = 2t+2, this can only take place after G′2 has been dominated using at
most t vertices. In G′2, a universal vertex ui cannot be deleted until Hi has been dominated.
If G can be dominated with t vertices, then it is possible to add the dominating set in H0
and remove all the universal vertices, thus making the required capacity available. If not,
then none of the universal vertices, say ui, can be removed without first adding at least
t + 1 vertices to dominate Hi, for which there is not enough capacity. Therefore, there
exists a reconfiguration sequence from Ds to some D
′
s such that D
′
s ∩ G′2 has t vertices
if and only if G has a dominating set of size t. Moreover, the existence of a dominating
set D of size t in G implies a path of length 6t + 4 from Ds to Dt; we add D in H0,
remove all universal vertices, reconfigure G′1, add all universal vertices, and then remove
D. Consequently, there exists a reconfiguration sequence from Ds to Dt in 6t + 4 steps if
and only if G has a dominating set of size t.
In the Hitting Set (HS) problem, given a finite universe U , a family of sets F ⊆ 2U ,
and an integer k, the goal is to find a set H ⊆ U such that |H| ≤ k and for every set
F ∈ F we have F ∩ U 6= ∅. H is said to be hitting set of F . When every set in F
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has unbounded cardinality (not bounded by some constant), the problem is known as
Unbounded Hitting Set (UHS). Combining Lemmas 3.1.1 and 3.1.10 with the fact
that Red-Blue Dominating Set is equivalent to Unbounded Hitting Set, we get
the following:
Corollary 3.1.11. UHS-Reach parameterized by k and UHS-Bound parameterized by
k + ` are W[2]-hard.
Unbounded Hitting Set is a classical problem which generalizes many “hitting-type”
problems in graphs and so the hardness result is not very surprising. However, we shall
see in subsequent chapters that if we consider Bounded Hitting Set (BHS) instead,
more positive results become possible.
3.2 Structural Results
In this section, we shift our attention to structural properties of the reconfiguration graph
RDS(G, 0, k).
Proposition 3.2.1. Given a graph G and a dominating set D of G, a vertex v ∈ V (G) is
removable if and only if v has at least one neighbour in D and v has no private neighbour.
Proposition 3.2.2. For dominating sets A and B of graph G, if A ⊆ B, then A ↔0 k B
and B ↔0 k A.
3.2.1 On the diameter of RDS(G, 0, k)
We show that there exists an infinite family Fbw of graphs of bounded bandwidth such that
for each graph Gn in the family there exists a value of k, namely the size of a minimum
dominating set of G plus one, for which the corresponding reconfiguration graph has expo-
nential diameter. We describe Gn in terms of several component subgraphs, each playing
a role in forcing the reconfiguration of dominating sets.
A linkage gadget (part (a), Figure 3.3) consists of five vertices, the external vertices (or
endpoints) e1 and e2, and the internal vertices i1, i2, and i3. The external vertices are
adjacent to each internal vertex as well as to each other; the following results from the
internal vertices having degree two:
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Proposition 3.2.3. In a linkage gadget, the minimum dominating sets of size one are
{e1} and {e2}. Any dominating set containing an internal vertex must contain at least
two vertices. Any dominating set in a graph containing x vertex-disjoint linkage gadgets
with all internal vertices having degree exactly two must contain at least one vertex in each
linkage gadget.
e1 e2
i2
i1
i3
r1
r2
r3
r4
r5
r6
Lj Lj+1
gj, 1
gj, 2
gj, 3
gj, 4
gj, 5
gj, 6
G5
L1 L2 L3 L4 L5
(a) (b) (c)
(d)
l1
l2
l3
l4
l5
l6
Figure 3.3: Parts of the construction.
A ladder (part (b) of Figure 3.3, linkage gadgets shown as double edges) is a graph
consisting of twelve ladder vertices paired into six rungs, where rung i consists of the
vertices `i and ri for 1 ≤ i ≤ 6, as well as the 45 internal vertices of fifteen linkage gadgets.
Each linkage gadget is associated with a pair of ladder vertices, where the ladder vertices
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are the external vertices in the linkage gadget. The fifteen pairs are as follows: ten vertical
pairs {`i, `i+1} and {ri, ri+1} for 1 ≤ i ≤ 5, and five cross pairs {`i+1, ri} for 1 ≤ i ≤ 5. For
convenience, we refer to vertices `i, 1 ≤ i ≤ 6, and the associated linkage gadgets as the
left side of the ladder and to vertices ri, 1 ≤ i ≤ 6, and the associated linkage gadgets as
the right side of the ladder, or collectively as the sides of the ladder.
The graph Gn consists of n ladders L1 through Ln and n − 1 sets of gluing vertices,
where each set consists of three clusters of two vertices each. For `j,i and rj,i, 1 ≤ i ≤ 6,
the ladder vertices of ladder Lj, and gj,1 through gj,6 the gluing vertices that join ladders
Lj and Lj+1, we have the following connections for 1 ≤ j ≤ n− 1:
- Edges connecting the bottom cluster to the bottom two rungs of ladder Lj and the
top rung of ladder Lj+1: {`j,1, gj,1}, {`j,1, gj,2}, {rj,2, gj,1}, {rj,2, gj,2}, {`j+1,6, gj,1},
{rj+1,6, gj,2}.
- Edges connecting the middle cluster to the middle two rungs of ladder Lj and the
bottom rung of ladder Lj+1: {`j,3, gj,3}, {`j,3, gj,4}, {rj,4, gj,3}, {rj,4, gj,4}, {`j+1,1, gj,3},
{rj+1,1, gj,4}.
- Edges connecting the top cluster to the top two rungs of ladder Lj and the top rung
of ladder Lj+1: {`j,5, gj,5}, {`j,5, gj,6}, {rj,6, gj,5}, {rj,6, gj,6}, {`j+1,6, gj,5}, {rj+1,6, gj,6}.
Figure 3.3 parts (c) and (d) show details of the construction of Gn; they depict, respec-
tively, two consecutive ladders and G5, both with linkages represented as double edges.
When clear from context, we sometimes use single subscripts instead of double subscripts
to refer to the vertices of a single ladder.
We let D = {{`(j,2i−1), `(j,2i)}, {r(j,2i−1), r(j,2i)} | 1 ≤ i ≤ 3, 1 ≤ j ≤ n} denote a set of 6n
pairs in Gn; the corresponding linkage gadgets are vertex-disjoint. Then Proposition 3.2.3
implies the following:
Proposition 3.2.4. Any dominating set D of Gn must contain at least one vertex of each
of the linkage gadgets for vertical pairs in the set D and hence is of size at least 6n; if D
contains an internal vertex, then |D| > 6n.
Choosing an arbitrary external vertex for each vertical pair does not guarantee that
all vertices on the side of a ladder are dominated; for example, the set {`i | i ∈ {1, 4, 5}}
does not dominate the internal vertices in the vertical pair {`2, `3}. Choices that do not
leave such gaps form the set C = {Ci | 1 ≤ i ≤ 4} where C1 = {1, 3, 5}, C2 = {2, 3, 5},
C3 = {2, 4, 5}, and C4 = {2, 4, 6}.
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Proposition 3.2.5. In any dominating set D of size 6n and in any ladder L in Gn, the
restriction of D to L must be of the form Si for some 1 ≤ i ≤ 7, as illustrated in Figure 3.4.
S1 S2 S3 S4 S5 S6 S7
Figure 3.4: Minimum dominating sets for G1.
Proof. Proposition 3.2.4 implies that the only choices for the left (right) vertices are {`i |
i ∈ Cj} ({ri | i ∈ Cj}) for 1 ≤ j ≤ 4. The sets Si, 1 ≤ i ≤ 7, are the only combinations of
these choices that dominate all the internal vertices in the cross pairs.
We say that ladder Lj is in state Di if the restriction of the dominating set to Lj is of the
form Si, for 1 ≤ j ≤ n and 1 ≤ i ≤ 7.
The exponential lower bound on the length of reconfiguration sequences in Theo-
rem 3.2.10 is based on counting how many times each ladder is modified from D1 to
D7 or vice versa; we say ladder Lj undergoes a switch for each such modification. We first
focus on a single ladder.
Proposition 3.2.6. For D a dominating set of G1, a vertex v ∈ D is removable if and
only if either
- v is the internal vertex of a linkage gadget one of whose external vertices is in D, or
- for every linkage gadget containing v as an external vertex, either the other external
vertex is also in D or all internal vertices are in D.
Lemma 3.2.7. In RDS(G1, 0, γ(G1) + 1) there is a single reconfiguration sequence between
D1 and D7, of length 12.
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Proof. We define P to be the path in RDS(G1, 0, γ(G1) + 1) corresponding to the re-
configuration sequence from D1 to D7, i.e. P = 〈D1, D1 ∪ {`2}, D2, D2 ∪ {r2}, D3, D3 ∪
{`4}, D4, D4 ∪ {r4}, D5, D5 ∪ {`6}, D6, D6 ∪ {r6}, D7〉 and demonstrate that there is no
shorter path between D1 and D7.
By Propositions 3.2.5 and 3.2.4, G1 has exactly seven dominating sets of size six, and
any dominating set D of size seven contains two vertices from one vertical pair d in D and
one from each of the remaining five. The neighbours of D in RDS(G1, 0, γ(G1) + 1) are the
vertices corresponding to the sets Di, 1 ≤ i ≤ 7, obtained by deleting a single vertex of D.
The number of neighbours is thus at most two, depending on which, if any, vertices in d
are removable.
If at least one of the vertices of D in d is an internal vertex, then at most one vertex
satisfies the first condition in Proposition 3.2.6. Thus, for D to have two neighbours, there
must be a ladder vertex that satisfies the second condition of Proposition 3.2.6, which by
inspection of Figure 3.4 can be seen to be false.
If instead d contains two ladder vertices, in order for D to have two neighbours, the
four ladder vertices on the side containing d must correspond to the union of two of the
sets in C. There are only three such unions, C1 ∪ C2, C2 ∪ C3, and C3 ∪ C4, which implies
that the only pairs with common neighbours are {Di, Di+1} for 1 ≤ i ≤ 6, as needed to
complete the proof.
For n > 2, we cannot reconfigure ladders independently from each other, as we need
to ensure that all gluing vertices are dominated. For consecutive ladders Lj and Lj+1, any
cluster that is not dominated by Lj must be dominated by Lj+1; the bottom, middle, and
top clusters are not dominated by any vertex in S2, S4, and S6, respectively.
Proposition 3.2.8. In any dominating set D of Gn of size 6n, for any 1 ≤ j < n,
- if Lj is in state D2, then Lj+1 is in state D7;
- if Lj is in state D4, then Lj+1 is in state D1; and
- if Lj is in state D6, then Lj+1 is in state D7.
Lemma 3.2.9. For any reconfiguration sequence in RDS(Gn, 0, γ(Gn)+1) in which Lj and
Lj+1 are initially both in state D1, if Lj undergoes p switches then Lj+1 must undergo at
least 2p+ 1 switches.
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Proof. We use a simple counting argument. When p = 1, the result follows immediately
from Proposition 3.2.8 since Lj can only reach state D7 if Lj+1 is reconfigured from D1 to
D7 to D1 and finally back to D7. After the first switch of Lj, both ladders are in state D7.
For any subsequent switch of Lj, Lj starts in state D7 because for Lj to reach D1 from
D2 or to reach D7 from D6, by Proposition 3.2.8 Lj+1 must have been in state D7. Since
by definition Lj starts in D1 or D7, to enable Lj to undergo a switch, Lj+1 will have to
undergo at least two switches, namely D7 to D1 and back to D7.
Theorem 3.2.10. For Ds a dominating set of Gn such that every ladder of Gn is in state
D1 and Dt a dominating set of Gn such that every ladder of Gn is in state D7, the length
of any reconfiguration sequence between Ds and Dt in RDS(Gn, 0, γ(Gn) + 1) is at least
12(2n+1 − n− 2).
Proof. We first observe that Lemma 3.2.7 implies that the switch of any ladder requires
at least twelve reconfiguration steps; since the vertex associated with a dominating set
containing a gluing vertex will have degree at most one in RDS(Gn, 0, γ(Gn) + 1), there are
no shortcuts formed.
To reconfigure from Ds to Dt, ladder L1 must undergo at least one switch. By
Lemma 3.2.9, ladder L2 will undergo at least 3 = 2
2− 1 switches, hence 2j − 1 switches for
ladder Lj, 1 ≤ j ≤ n. Since each switch requires twelve steps, the total number of steps is
thus at least
12
n∑
i=1
(2i − 1) = 12(2n+1 − n− 2)
as claimed.
Corollary 3.2.11. There exists an infinite family Fbw of graphs of bounded bandwidth
such that for each graph Gn in the family, the diameter of some connected component of
RDS(Gn, 0, γ(Gn) + 1) is in Ω(2
n).
Proof. The bound on the diameter of RDS(Gn, 0, γ(Gn) + 1) follows from Theorem 3.2.10.
The fact that each graph in Fbw has bounded bandwidth follows from our construction;
taking every two consecutive ladders along with their corresponding gluing vertices gives
a bucket arrangement where each bucket has constant size.
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3.2.2 Graphs with a matching of size µ+ 1
Intuitively, and in contrast to Corollary 3.2.11, the diameter of RDS(G, 0, k) should decrease
as the value of k increases; the diameter is in fact linear in V (G) when k = n. But can
we do any better? In other words, can we find a small constant c that guarantees either
connectivity or bounds on the diameter of RDS(G, 0, k = γ(G)+c)? Haas and Seyffarth [73]
already tackled this question and showed that RDS(G, 0, k) is connected when k = n − 1
and G has at least two non-adjacent edges, or when k ≥ Γ(Gn) + 1 and G is non-trivially
bipartite or chordal. We push this boundary even further.
Theorem 3.2.12. For any nonnegative integer µ, if G has a matching of size at least
µ + 1, then RDS(G, 0, n − µ) is connected for n = |V (G)|. Moreover, the diameter of
RDS(G, 0, n− µ) is in O(n).
Proof. For G a graph with matching M = {{ui, wi} | 0 ≤ i ≤ µ}, we define U = {ui | 0 ≤
i ≤ µ}, W = {wi | 0 ≤ i ≤ µ}, and the set of outsiders R = V (G) \ (U ∪W ).
Using any dominating set D of G, we classify edges in M as follows: edge {ui, wi},
0 ≤ i ≤ µ, is
- clean if neither ui nor wi is in D,
- u-odd if ui ∈ D but wi /∈ D,
- w-odd if wi ∈ D but ui /∈ D,
- odd if {ui, wi} is u-odd or w-odd, and
- even if {ui, wi} ⊆ D.
We use clean(D) and odd(D), respectively, to denote the numbers of clean and odd
edges for D. Similarly, we let u-odd(D) and w-odd(D) denote the numbers of u-odd and
w-odd edges for D. In the example graph shown in Figure 3.5, µ + 1 = 7 and R = ∅.
There is a single clean edge, namely {u1, w1}, three w-odd edges {u2, w2}, {u4, w4}, and
{u6, w6}, two u-odd edges {u3, w3} and {u5, w5}, and a single even edge {u0, w0}.
It suffices to show that for D an arbitrary dominating set of G such that |D| ≤ n− µ,
D ↔ S for S = V (G)\W ; S is clearly a dominating set as each vertex wi ∈ W = V (G)\S
is dominated by ui.
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u1 u2 u3 u4 u5 u6
w1 w2 w3 w4 w5 w6
u0
w0
Figure 3.5: Vertices in D are marked with squares.
The reconfiguration sequence from D to S can be broken down into four stages. In the
first stage, if |D| < n − µ, we arbitrarily add vertices to D in order to obtain D′, where
|D′| = n − µ. Clearly, D′ is a dominating set of G since D′ ⊇ D. By Proposition 3.2.2,
since D′ is a superset of D, then D ↔ D′. In the second stage, for a dominating set D0
with no clean edges, we show D′ ↔ D0 by repeatedly decrementing the number of clean
edges (ui or wi is added to the dominating set for some 0 ≤ i ≤ µ). In the third stage, for
Tµ with µ u-odd edges and one even edge, we show D0 ↔ Tµ by repeatedly incrementing
the number of u-odd edges. Finally, we observe that deleting the single remaining element
in Tµ ∩W yields Tµ ↔ S. Putting all together, we obtain D ↔ D′ ↔ D0 ↔ Tµ ↔ S, as
needed.
In the second stage, for x = clean(D′), we show that D′ = Dx ↔ Dx−1 ↔ Dx−2 ↔
. . . ↔ D0 where for each 0 ≤ j ≤ x, Dj is a dominating set of G such that |Dj| = n − µ
and clean(Dj) = j. To show that Da ↔ Da−1 for arbitrary 1 ≤ a ≤ x, we prove that there
is a removable vertex in some even edge and hence a vertex in a clean edge can be added
in the next reconfiguration step. For b = odd(Da), the set E of vertices in even edges is of
size 2((µ+ 1)− a− b).
Since each vertex in E has a neighbour in Da, if at least one vertex in E does not
have a private neighbour, then E contains a removable vertex (Proposition 3.2.1). The
n − (n − µ) = µ vertices in V (G) \ Da are the only possible candidates to be private
neighbours. Of these, the b vertices of V (G)\Da in odd edges cannot be private neighbours
of vertices in E, as each is the neighbour of a vertex in Da \ E (the other endpoint of the
edge). The number of remaining candidates, µ− b, is smaller than the number of vertices
in E. To see why, first we note that µ ≥ 2a+ b as the vertices of V (G) \Da must contain
both endpoints of any clean edge and one endpoint for any odd edge. Hence, we get:
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|E| = 2((µ+ 1)− a− b) = 2µ+ 2− 2a− 2b
≥ (µ+ 2a+ b) + 2− 2a− 2b
= µ− b+ 2
> µ− b
Applying Proposition 3.2.1, we know that that there exists at least one removable vertex
in E. When we remove such a vertex and add an arbitrary endpoint of a clean edge, the
clean edge becomes an odd edge and the number of clean edges decreases. We can therefore
reconfigure from Da to the desired dominating set, and by applying the same argument a
times, to D0.
In the third stage we show that for y = u-odd(D0), D0 = Ty ↔ Ty+1 ↔ Ty+2 ↔
. . . ↔ Tµ where for each y ≤ j ≤ µ, Tj is a dominating set of G such that |Tj| = n − µ,
clean(Tj) = 0, and u-odd(Tj) = j. To show that Tc ↔ Tc+1 for arbitrary y ≤ c ≤ µ − 1,
we use a counting argument to find a vertex in an even edge that is in W and removable;
in one reconfiguration step the vertex is removed, increasing the number of u-odd edges,
and in the next reconfiguration step an arbitrary vertex in R or in a w-odd edge is added
to the dominating set. We let d = w-odd(Tc) (i.e. the number of w-odd edges for Tc) and
observe that since there are c u-odd edges, d w-odd edges, and no clean edges, there exist
(µ + 1) − c − d even edges. We define Ew to be the set of vertices in W that are in the
even edges, and observe that each has a neighbour in Tc; a vertex in Ew will be removable
if it does not have a private neighbour.
Of the µ vertices in V (G)\Tc, only those in R are candidates to be private neighbours
of vertices in Ew, as each vertex in an odd edge has a neighbour in Tc. As there are c
u-odd edges and d w-odd edges, the total number of vertices in R ∩ V (G)\Tc is µ− c− d.
Since this is smaller than the number of vertices in Ew, at least one vertex in Ew must be
removable. When we remove such a vertex from Tc and in the next step add an arbitrary
vertex from the outsiders or w-odd edges, the even edge becomes a u-odd edge and the
number of u-odd edges increases. Note that we can always find such a vertex since there
are µ− c− d outsiders, d w-odd edges, and c ≤ µ− 1. Hence, we can reconfigure from Tc
to Tc+1, and by µ− c repetitions, to Tµ.
Using stages 1, 2, and 3, we can reconfigure from D to D′ to Tµ. Finally, we reconfigure
from Tµ to S by removing the sole vertex in W ∩ Tµ. Reconfiguring to D′ can be achieved
in at most n− µ steps and stages 1 and 2 require at most 2µ steps each, as µ ∈ O(n) is at
most the numbers of clean and u-odd edges.
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Theorem 3.2.13 shows, in some sense, that Theorem 3.2.12 is tight. The proof of
Theorem 3.2.13 uses a result of Haas and Seyffarth [73, Lemma 3] which states that for
any graph G with at least one edge, any dominating set of G of size Γ(G) is an isolated
node in RDS(G, 0,Γ(G)) and therefore RDS(G, 0,Γ(G)) is not connected.
Theorem 3.2.13. For any nonnegative integer µ, there exists a graph Gµ with a matching
of size µ such that RDS(Gµ, 0, n− µ) is not connected.
Proof. Let Gµ be a path on n = 2µ vertices. Clearly, Gµ has µ disjoint edges, n − µ =
2µ− µ = µ, and RDS(Gµ, 0, n− µ) = RDS(Gµ, 0, µ). We let D be a dominating set of Gµ
such that |D| ≥ µ + 1. At least one vertex in D must have all its neighbors in D and is
therefore removable. It follows that Γ(Gµ) = µ and RDS(Gµ, 0, µ) = RDS(Gµ, 0,Γ(Gµ)),
which is not connected by the result of Haas and Seyffarth [73, Lemma 3].
3.2.3 RDS(G, 0,Γ(G) + 1) may not be connected
Haas and Seyffarth [73] left as an open question whether RDS(G, 0,Γ(G) + 1) is connected
for any graph G, where Γ(G) is the maximum cardinality of any minimal dominating set
of G. In this section, we demonstrate that RDS(G, 0,Γ(G) + 1) is not connected for an
infinite family of graphs G(d,b) for all positive integers b ≥ 3 and d ≥ 2, where graph G(d,b)
is constructed from d+ 1 cliques of size b. We demonstrate this fact using the graph G(4,3)
as shown in part (a) of Figure 3.6, consisting of fifteen vertices partitioned into five cliques
of size 3: the outer clique C0, consisting of the top, left, and right outer vertices o1, o2,
and o3, and the four inner cliques C1 through C4, ordered from left to right. We use v(i,1),
v(i,2), and v(i,3) to denote the top, left, and right vertices in clique Ci, 1 ≤ i ≤ 4. More
generally, a graph G(d,b) has d + 1 b-cliques Ci for 0 ≤ i ≤ d. The clique C0 consists of
outer vertices oj for 1 ≤ j ≤ b, and for each inner clique Ci, 1 ≤ i ≤ d and each 1 ≤ j ≤ b,
there exists an edge {oj, v(i,j)}. The graph G(d,b) has some interesting properties which we
already made use of in Lemma 3.1.10 to prove our W-hardness result.
For any 1 ≤ j ≤ b, if a dominating set does not contain oj, then the vertices v(i,j) of the
inner cliques must be dominated by vertices in the inner cliques (hence Proposition 3.2.14).
In addition, the outer vertex oj can be dominated only by another outer vertex or some
vertex v(i,j), 1 ≤ i ≤ d (hence Proposition 3.2.15).
Proposition 3.2.14. Any dominating set that does not contain all of the outer vertices
must contain at least one vertex from each of the inner cliques.
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Figure 3.6: Counterexamples for (a) general and (b) planar graphs.
Proposition 3.2.15. Any dominating set that does not contain any outer vertex must
contain at least one vertex of the form v(·,j) for each 1 ≤ j ≤ b.
Lemma 3.2.16. For each graph G(d,b) as defined above, Γ(G(d,b)) = d+ b− 2.
Proof. We first demonstrate that there is a minimal dominating set of size d + b − 2,
consisting of {v(1,j) | 2 ≤ j ≤ b} ∪ {v(i,1) | 2 ≤ i ≤ d}. The first set dominates b − 1 of
the outer vertices and together the first inner clique and the second set dominate o1 and
the rest of the inner cliques. The dominating set is minimal, as the removal of any vertex
v(1,j), 2 ≤ j ≤ b, would leave vertex oj with no neighbour in the dominating set and the
removal of any v(i,1), 2 ≤ i ≤ d, would leave {v(i,j) | 1 ≤ j ≤ b} with no neighbour in the
dominating set.
By Proposition 3.2.14, any dominating set that does not contain all outer vertices must
contain at least one vertex in each of the d inner cliques. Since the outer vertices form
a minimal dominating set, any other minimal dominating set must contain at least one
vertex from each of the inner cliques.
We now consider any dominating set D of size at least d+ b− 1 containing one vertex
for each inner clique and show that it is not minimal. If D contains at least one outer
vertex, we can find a smaller dominating set by removing all but the outer vertex and one
vertex for each inner clique, yielding a total of d + 1 < d + b − 1 vertices (since b ≥ 3).
Now suppose that D consists entirely of inner vertices. By Proposition 3.2.15, D contains
at least one vertex of the form v(·,j) for each 1 ≤ j ≤ b. Moreover, for at least one value
1 ≤ j′ ≤ b, there exists more than one vertex of the form v(·,j′) as d + b − 1 > b. This
allows us to choose b vertices of the form v(·,j) for each 1 ≤ j ≤ b that dominate at least
two inner cliques as well as all outer vertices. By selecting one member of D from each of
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the remaining d− 2 inner cliques, we form a dominating set of size d+ b− 2 < d+ b− 1,
proving that D is not minimal.
Theorem 3.2.17. There exists an infinite family of graphs such that for each G in the
family, RDS(G, 0,Γ(G) + 1) is not connected.
Proof. For any positive integers b ≥ 3 and d ≥ 2, we show that there is no path between
dominating sets A to B in RDS(G(d,b), 0, d+ b− 1), where A consists of the vertices in the
outer clique and B consists of {v(i,`) | 1 ≤ i ≤ d, 1 ≤ ` ≤ b, i ≡ ` (mod b)}.
By Proposition 3.2.14, before we can remove any of the vertices in A, we need to add
one vertex from each of the inner cliques, resulting in a dominating set of size d + b =
Γ(G(d,b)) + 2. As there is no such vertex in our graph, there is no way to connect A and
B.
Each graph G(d,b) constructed for Theorem 3.2.17 is a b-partite graph; we can partition
the vertices into b independent sets, where the jth set, 1 ≤ j ≤ b, is defined as {v(i,j) | 1 ≤
i ≤ d} ∪ {oi | 1 ≤ i ≤ d, i ≡ j + 1 (mod b)}. Moreover, we can form a tree decomposition
of width 2b − 1 of G(d,b), for all positive integers b ≥ 3 and d ≥ b, by creating bags with
the vertices of the inner cliques and adding all outer vertices to each bag.
Corollary 3.2.18. For every positive integer b ≥ 3, there exists an infinite family of
graphs of treewidth 2b − 1 such that for each G in the family, RDS(G, 0,Γ(G) + 1) is not
connected, and an infinite family of b-partite graphs such that for each G in the family,
RDS(G, 0,Γ(G) + 1) is not connected.
Theorem 3.2.17 does not preclude the possibility that when restricted to planar graphs
or any other graph class that excludes G(d,b), RDS(G, 0,Γ(G) + 1) is connected. However,
the next corollary follows directly from the fact that G(2,3) is planar (part (b) of Figure 3.6).
Corollary 3.2.19. There exists a planar graph G for which RDS(G, 0,Γ(G) + 1) is not
connected.
In answering Haas and Seyffarth’s question, we have demonstrated infinite families of
planar, bounded treewidth, and b-partite graphs for which the reconfiguration graph is not
connected. Interestingly, all of our proofs break if we consider RDS(G, 0,Γ(G)+2). Hence,
it remains to be seen whether RDS(G, 0,Γ(G) + 2) is connected for all graphs.
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3.3 Tractability
In the last section of this chapter, our goal is to design “efficient” algorithms for both
DS-Reach and DS-Bound. We first tackle polynomial-time algorithms and show that
DS-Reach is in fact solvable in polynomial time on paths and trees. However, and
maybe surprisingly, determining whether DS-Bound is in P remains open, even for paths.
We conclude the chapter with a fixed-parameter tractable algorithm for both DS-Reach
and DS-Bound on graphs which exclude Kd,d as a subgraph, a class of graphs which
contains many well-known sparse graph classes such as graphs of bounded degree, bounded
treewidth, and bounded degeneracy (Figure 2.2).
3.3.1 Polynomial-time algorithms
Given a path P , we will assume, without loss of generality, that |V (P )| = x + 3n + y ≥
5, where x = 2 and y ∈ {0, 1, 2}. Moreover, we assume that V (P ) = {v1, v2, v3, . . .}
and that the vertices are ordered on the path based on their indices (from smallest to
largest). We decompose P into subpaths {P x, P1, P2, . . . , Pn, P y}, where |V (P x)| = 2,
|V (Pi)| = 3 for 1 ≤ i ≤ n, and |V (P y)| = y. In other words, P x consists of the first two
vertices in P , Pi consists of the i
th triplet (of vertices) in P , and P y consists of the last y
(possibly zero) vertices in P . A path with 2 + 3× 2 + 2 vertices is shown in Figure 3.7. A
decomposition of this path gives the set of subpaths {P x, P1, P2, P y}. We now construct a
minimum dominating set D∗ of P , which we call a canonical dominating set (red vertices
in Figure 3.7). D∗ consists of the last (highest index) vertex in Px, the last vertex in each
Pi for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n, and the last vertex in Py if y = 2 and no vertex in Py otherwise.
v1 v2 v3 v4 v5 v6 v7 v8 v9 v10
Figure 3.7: Example of a canonical dominating set (red vertices) of a path.
For an instance (P,Ds, Dt, k) of DS-Reach, we will show that either we have a trivial
no-instance or Ds ↔ D∗ and Dt ↔ D∗. In other words, either we can easily conclude
that there is no reconfiguration sequence from Ds to Dt in RDS(P, 0, k) or we can find
a reconfiguration sequence from both Ds and Dt to the canonical dominating set, which
implies Ds ↔ Dt. We will show that for any dominating set D of a path P , we can in time
polynomial in V (P ) determine whether D ↔ D∗.
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Proposition 3.3.1. Given any path P such that |V (P )| = x + 3 × n + y ≥ 5, x = 2,
and y ∈ {0, 1, 2}, the canonical dominating set D∗ of P is a minimum dominating set, i.e.
γ(P ) = |D∗|.
Proposition 3.3.2. Given an instance (G,Ds, Dt, k) of DS-Reach, if any of the following
conditions is true then we have a no-instance:
(i) Ds 6= Dt and k = γ(G),
(ii) Ds 6= Dt, Ds is minimal and k = |Ds|, or
(iii) Ds 6= Dt, Dt is minimal and k = |Dt|.
Proof. Since k = γ(G) in case (i), both Ds and Dt must be minimum dominating sets of
G. Hence, no vertex in either dominating set is removable and both Ds and Dt are isolated
nodes in RDS(G, 0, k). The same argument holds when Ds (Dt) is minimal and k = |Ds|
(k = |Dt|).
Theorem 3.3.3. DS-Reach is solvable in time polynomial in |V (P )| for any path P .
Moreover, the diameter of every connected component of RDS(P, 0, k) is polynomial in
|V (P )|.
Proof. Given an instance (P,Ds, Dt, k) of DS-Reach, we first construct the subpath de-
composition and the canonical dominating set D∗ of P . If Ds and Dt are not minimal
dominating sets, we remove arbitrary vertices to obtain minimal dominating sets D′s and
D′t. Then, we check whether any of the conditions from Proposition 3.3.2 hold, in which
case we report a no-instance. Otherwise, we have a yes-instance.
To show that we have a yes-instance, we show that when none of the conditions from
Proposition 3.3.2 hold, then D′s ↔ D∗, D′t ↔ D∗, and therefore Ds ↔ D′s ↔ D∗ ↔ D′t ↔
Dt. We describe only the reconfiguration sequence from D
′
s to D∗, as the same arguments
hold for D′t.
Our reconfiguration sequence will proceed in stages based on the subpath decomposition
of P . We know that V (Px) ∩ D∗ = {v2}. Moreover, |V (Px) ∩ D′s| ≥ 1 (this statement in
fact holds for any dominating set of P ). We have the following cases to consider:
(1) V (Px) ∩D′s = {v2},
(2) V (Px) ∩D′s = {v1}, or
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(3) V (Px) ∩D′s = {v1, v2}.
In case (1), we ignore Px and move on to the next subpath P1. In case (3), we remove v1,
which remains dominated by v2. In case (2), we know by Proposition 3.3.2 that k ≥ |D′s|+1
and we can therefore add v2, then remove v1. Let D
′′
s denote the new dominating set
obtained after applying the above reconfiguration steps. We say D′′s and D∗ agree on Px.
We now consider the subpath P1. We know that V (P1) ∩ D∗ = {v5}. Moreover,
|V (P1) ∩D′′s | ≥ 1. The cases to consider are:
(1) V (P1) ∩D′′s = {v5},
(2) V (P1) ∩D′′s = {v5, v4},
(3) V (P1) ∩D′′s = {v5, v3},
(4) V (P1) ∩D′′s = {v5, v4, v3},
(5) V (P1) ∩D′′s = {v4},
(6) V (P1) ∩D′′s = {v4, v3}, or
(7) V (P1) ∩D′′s = {v3}.
In cases (1), (2), (3), and (4), we remove all vertices except v5; as v2 ∈ D′′s , all vertices
remain dominated. Since |D′′s | ≤ |D′s|, we know (again from Proposition 3.3.2) that k ≥
|D′′s |+ 1 and we can therefore add v5, then remove all other vertices in cases (5), (6), and
(7). Repeating the same argument for every remaining subpath completes the proof.
We can generalize the idea of canonical dominating sets to trees; we describe how to do
so in what follows. Given a tree T , where V (T ) = {v1, . . . vn}, we pick any vertex in V (T )
and mark it as the root of T ; we denote this vertex by vroot. Given a vertex v ∈ V (T ),
we let parent(v) and children(v) denote the parent and the children of v, respectively, in
the rooted tree. Moreover, we let depth(v) denote the length of the unique path from v to
vroot. Tv denotes the subtree of T rooted at vertex v. We say two dominating sets D1 and
D2 agree on Tv if D1 ∩ V (Tv) = D2 ∩ V (Tv).
To build a canonical dominating set D∗ of T (now a rooted tree), we first compute a
minimum dominating set D of T (which can be accomplished in linear time using standard
dynamic programming). We say a vertex v ∈ D can be pushed up in T if and only
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if {D \ {v}} ∪ parent(v) is also a minimum dominating set of T . We then adjust this
minimum dominating set using the following procedure: While D contains a vertex v that
can be pushed up, we set D = D \ {v} ∪ parent(v).
We let D∗ denote the canonical dominating set of T obtained after applying the above
procedure, which can also be accomplished in time polynomial in |V (T )|. An example of
a canonical dominating set is shown in Figure 3.8.
Figure 3.8: Example of a canonical dominating set (red vertices) of a tree.
Theorem 3.3.4. DS-Reach is solvable in time polynomial in |V (T )| for any tree T .
Moreover, the diameter of every connected component of RDS(T, 0, k) is polynomial in
|V (T )|.
Proof. Given an instance (T,Ds, Dt, k) of DS-Reach, we first compute a minimum domi-
nating set of D of T and then transform D into a canonical dominating set D∗, after fixing
a root of T . If Ds and Dt are not minimal dominating sets, we remove arbitrary vertices to
obtain minimal dominating sets D′s and D
′
t. Then, we check whether any of the conditions
from Proposition 3.3.2 hold, in which case we report a no-instance. Otherwise, we show
that we have a yes-instance.
Similarly to the case of paths, we will show that when none of the conditions from
Proposition 3.3.2 hold, then D′s ↔ D∗, D′t ↔ D∗, and therefore Ds ↔ D′s ↔ D∗ ↔ D′t ↔
Dt. We only describe the reconfiguration sequence from D
′
s to D∗.
Intuitively, instead of dealing with subpaths, we will now apply reconfiguration steps
on subtrees starting from the bottom of our rooted tree. Let v be a deepest vertex in T
such that v ∈ D∗ and v 6∈ D′s, i.e. there exists no other vertex w ∈ T such that w ∈ D∗,
w 6∈ D′s, and depth(w) > depth(v). By our choice of v, we know that {D∗∩V (Tv)}\{v} ⊆
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{D′s∩V (Tv)}\{v}. In other words, we only have to add v to D′s and remove some vertices
(possibly none) from D′s∩V (Tv) so that D∗ and D′s agree on Tv. We claim that the addition
of v to D′s will make some vertex in D
′
s∩V (Tv)\{v} removable, and we can therefore apply
the same procedure repeatedly to reconfigure D′s to D∗; every addition will be followed by
a removal and therefore every dominating set will consist of at most |D′s|+ 1 vertices.
The fact that we can add v follows from Proposition 3.3.2, i.e. k ≥ |D′s| + 1. The
fact that there exists a vertex w ∈ D′s ∩ V (Tv) \ {v} that becomes removable after the
addition of v follows from our construction of D∗; we prove the claim by contradiction. If
we assume that w does not exist, it follows by our choice of v that {D∗ ∩ V (Tv)} \ {v} =
{D′s∩V (Tv)}\{v}, i.e. D∗ and D′s∪{v} agree on Tv. Moreover, as v 6∈ D′s, every vertex in
children(v) must either be in D∗ or dominated by some vertex other than v (in D∗). But
this implies that either v can be pushed up in D∗ or D∗ is not a minimum dominating set
of T , a contradiction.
3.3.2 Fixed-parameter tractable algorithms
The parameterized complexity of the Dominating Set problem (parameterized by k) on
various classes of graphs has been studied extensively in the literature; the main goal has
been to push the tractability frontier as far as possible. The problem was shown fixed-
parameter tractable on planar graphs by Alber et al. [5], on bounded genus graphs by Ellis
et al. [48], on H-minor-free graphs by Demaine et al. [39], on bounded expansion graphs by
Nesetril and Ossona de Mendez [112], on nowhere-dense graphs by Dawar and Kreutzer [36],
on degenerate graphs by Alon and Gutner [6], and finally on Kd,d-free graphs by Philip
et al. [119] and Telle and Villanger [130]. Figure 2.2 illustrates the inclusion relationship
among these classes of graphs, which all fall under the category of sparse graphs. Our
fixed-parameter tractable algorithm relies on many of these earlier results. Interestingly,
and since the class of Kd,d-free graphs includes all those other graph classes, our algorithm
(Theorem 3.3.11) implies that the diameter of the reconfiguration graph RDS(G, 0, k) (or
of its connected components), for G in any of the aforementioned classes, is bounded above
by f(k, c), where f is a computable function and c is constant which depends on the graph
class at hand.
We give a single fixed-parameter tractable algorithm for both DS-Reach and DS-
Bound parameterized by k + d on graphs which exclude Kd,d as a subgraph. We start
with some definitions and known results.
Definition 3.3.5 ([119, 123, 130]). Given a graph G, the domination core of G is a set
C ⊆ V (G) such that any set D ⊆ V (G) is a dominating set of G if and only if D dominates
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C. In other words, D is a dominating set of G if and only if C ⊆ NG[D].
Theorem 3.3.6 ([119, 123, 130]). If G is a graph which excludes Kd,d as a subgraph and
G has a dominating set of size at most k then the size of the domination core C of G is at
most dkd and C can be computed in O∗(dkd) time.
Definition 3.3.7. A bipartite graph G with bipartition (A,B) is B-twinless if there are no
vertices u, v ∈ B such that N(u) = N(v).
Theorem 3.3.8 ([123]). If G is a bipartite graph with bipartition (A,B) such that G is
B-twinless and excludes Kd,d as a subgraph then
|B| ≤ 2(d− 1)( |A|e
d
)2d.
Since Theorem 3.3.6 implies a bound on the size of the domination core and allows
us to compute it efficiently, our main concern is to deal with vertices outside of the core,
i.e. vertices in V (G) \C. To that end, we introduce the notions of irrelevant and strongly
irrelevant vertices for reconfiguration. Since these notions apply to problems other than
Dominating Set and will be used in subsequent chapters, we give general definitions.
Definition 3.3.9. For any vertex-subset problem Q, n-vertex graph G, positive integers
rl and ru, and Ss, St ∈ V (RQ(G, rl, ru)) such that there exists a reconfiguration sequence
from Ss to St in RQ(G, rl, ru), we say a vertex v ∈ V (G) is irrelevant (with respect to Ss
and St) if and only if v 6∈ Ss ∪ St and there exists a reconfiguration sequence from Ss to
St in RQ(G, rl, ru) which does not touch v. We say v is strongly irrelevant (with respect
to Ss and St) if it is irrelevant and the length of a shortest reconfiguration sequence from
Ss to St which does not touch v is no greater than the length of a shortest reconfiguration
sequence which does (if the latter sequence exists).
At a high level, it is enough to consider irrelevant vertices when solving DS-Reach, but
strongly irrelevant vertices must be considered if we wish to solve DS-Bound. The next
lemma shows that we can in fact find strongly irrelevant vertices outside of the domination
core of a graph.
Lemma 3.3.10. For G an n-vertex graph, C the domination core of G, and Ds and Dt
two dominating sets of G, if there exist u, v ∈ V (G)\{C ∪Ds∪Dt} such that NG(u)∩C =
NG(v) ∩ C then u (or v) is strongly irrelevant.
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Proof. Given a reconfiguration sequence σ = 〈D0 = Ds, D1, . . . , D` = Dt〉 from Ds to
Dt which touches u, we will show how to obtain a reconfiguration sequence σ
′ such that
|σ′| ≤ |σ| and σ′ touches v but not u.
We construct σ′ in two stages. In the first stage, we construct the sequence α =
〈D′0, D′1, . . . , D′`〉 of dominating sets, where for all 0 ≤ i ≤ `
D′i =
{
Di ∪ {v} \ {u} if u ∈ Di
Di if u 6∈ Di.
Note that α is not necessarily a reconfiguration sequence from Ds to Dt. In the second
stage, we repeatedly delete from α any dominating set D′i such that D
′
i = D
′
i+1, 0 ≤ i < `.
We let σ′ = 〈D′0, D′1, . . . , D′`′〉 denote the resulting sequence, in which there are no two
consecutive sets that are equal, and we claim that σ′ is in fact a reconfiguration sequence
from Ds to Dt.
To prove the claim, we need to show that the following conditions hold:
(1) D′0 = Ds and D
′
`′ = Dt,
(2) D′i is a dominating set of G for all 0 ≤ i ≤ `′,
(3) |D′i∆D′i+1| = 1 for all 0 ≤ i < `′, and
(4) |D′i| ≤ k for all 0 ≤ i ≤ `′.
Since u, v 6∈ Ds ∪Dt, condition (1) clearly holds. Moreover, since replacing u by v in any
set does not increase the size of the corresponding set, |D′i| ≤ k (condition (4) holds) and
|D′i∆D′i+1| ≤ 1. As there are no two consecutive sets in σ′ that are equal, |D′i∆D′i+1| > 0
and therefore |D′i∆D′i+1| = 1 (condition (3) holds). The fact that D′i is a dominating
set of G follows from the definition of a domination core. Since Di is a dominating set
of G, C ⊆ NG[Di]. Moreover, since NG(u) ∩ C = NG(v) ∩ C and u, v 6∈ C, we know
that C ⊆ NG[D′i]. By the definition of the domination core, it follows that D′i (which
still dominates C) is also a dominating set of G. Therefore, all four conditions hold, as
needed.
Theorem 3.3.11. DS-Reach and DS-Bound parameterized by k+d are fixed-parameter
tractable for graphs that exclude Kd,d as a subgraph.
Proof. Given a graph G, integer k, and two dominating sets Ds and Dt of G of size at
most k, we first compute the domination core C of G, which by Theorem 3.3.6 can be
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accomplished in O∗(dkd) time. Next, and due to Lemma 3.3.10, we can delete strongly
irrelevant vertices from V (G) \ {C ∪ Ds ∪ Dt}, i.e. as long as there exist u, v ∈ V (G) \
{C ∪Ds ∪Dt} such that NG(u)∩C = NG(v)∩C, we delete either u or v. We denote this
new graph by G′.
Now consider the bipartite graph G′′ with bipartition (A = C \ {Ds∪Dt}, B = V (G′) \
{C ∪Ds ∪Dt}), i.e. we ignore all edges between vertices in C \ {Ds ∪Dt} and all edges
between vertices in V (G′) \ {C ∪Ds ∪Dt}. This graph is B-twinless, since for every pair
of vertices u, v ∈ V (G) \ {C ∪ Ds ∪ Dt} such that NG(u) ∩ C = NG(v) ∩ C either u or
v is strongly irrelevant and is therefore not in V (G′) nor V (G′′). Moreover, since every
subgraph of a Kd,d-free graph is also Kd,d-free, G
′′ is Kd,d-free. Hence, by Theorems 3.3.6
and 3.3.8, we have
|B| ≤ 2(d− 1)( |A|e
d
)2d
≤ 2d(3|A|)2d ≤ 2d(3dkd)2d.
Putting it all together, we know that after deleting strongly irrelevant vertices, the
number of vertices in the resulting graph G′ is at most
|V (G′)| = |V (C)|+ |Ds ∪Dt|+ |V (G′) \ {C ∪Ds ∪Dt}|
≤ dkd + 2k + 2d(3dkd)2d
Hence, we can solve DS-Reach and DS-Bound by exhaustively enumerating all
2|V (G
′)| subsets of V (G′) and building the reconfiguration graph RDS(G′, 0, k).
Corollary 3.3.12. If G excludes Kd,d as a subgraph then the diameter of each connected
component of RDS(G, 0, k) is at most f(k, d), for some computable function f .
Theorem 3.3.11 implies the existence of an algorithm which solves both the DS-Reach
and DS-Bound problems in O(f(k, d)nO(1)) time on graphs excluding Kd,d as a subgraph,
for some computable function f . The reason why both problems turned out to be solvable
within the same asymptotic running time is because the most computationally expensive
section of the algorithm is the construction of a full reconfiguration graph of an auxiliary
graph G′, where the number of vertices in G′ is also bounded by some function of k and
d. Once this reconfiguration graph has been constructed, finding a path or a shortest
path between any two nodes can be accomplished in time polynomial in the size of the
reconfiguration graph. Hence, to improve the running time of the presented algorithm
this construction has to be avoided. On the other hand, another problem which we have
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not considered here is DS-Bound with parameter ` + d. In other words, can we solve
the problem in O(g(`, d)(nk)O(1) time, for some computable function g? We consider this
question, with a slightly different parameter, in Chapter 5. For now we only note that
none of the techniques presented above apply in this case, as computing the domination
core crucially depends on the parameter k.
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Chapter 4
Vertex cover reconfiguration and
beyond
In Chapter 3, we considered the reachability and bounded reachability variants of the
Dominating Set problem, which as we have seen in Corollary 3.1.11 can be equivalently
formulated as the Unbounded Hitting Set problem. We now turn our attention to a
special case of the Bounded Hitting Set problem, namely 2-Hitting Set or Vertex
Cover. Formally, given an instance (G, k) of Vertex Cover, we can construct the
corresponding 2-Hitting Set instance (U ,F , k), where U = {eu | u ∈ V (G)} and F =
{{eu, ev} | uv ∈ E(G)}. Every set in F has size exactly two. We say an element eu ∈ U
hits a set F ∈ F if eu ∈ F . Hence, the goal is to hit every set in F using at most k elements
from U .
Under classical complexity assumptions, VC-Reach and VC-Bound are, in some
sense, very similar to DS-Reach and DS-Bound when viewed from the hard side of the
spectrum. That is, all four problems are PSPACE-complete on planar graphs of bounded
degree and graphs of bounded bandwidth; it is an easy exercise to show the latter result
using a reduction from the H-Word Reach problem, as we did in Lemma 3.1.6. However,
the tractable side seems more generous for VC-Reach and VC-Bound and the fixed-
parameter tractable side even more so.
We start by introducing the notions of edit sequences and nice reconfiguration sequences
in Section 4.1, and show that any reconfiguration sequence between two vertex covers of
a graph can be converted into a nice one. Intuitively, a nice reconfiguration sequence can
be split into smaller “pieces” where the added/removed vertices in the first and last piece
induce independent sets in the input graph G and the added/removed vertices in all other
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pieces induce bicliques in G. For graphs of degree at most d, each biclique has at most d
vertices on each side. The structure of nice reconfiguration sequences will help us prove
some of the results in the remainder of the chapter.
We present lower bounds in Sections 4.2, 4.3, and 4.4. The W[2]-hardness proof of
DS-Reach and DS-Bound in Lemma 3.1.10 implied that solving either problem is as
hard as solving the DS problem itself. We show that a similar relationship holds for a
large number of graph problems defined using hereditary graph properties. That is, our
first lower bound, which we present in Section 4.2, is a meta-theorem which relates the
parameterized complexity of Π-Sub to the parameterized complexity of Π-Del-Bound,
Π-Sub-Reach, and Π-Sub-Bound. In particular, we show that for hereditary graph
properties satisfying some structural conditions, Π-Del-Bound parameterized by `, Π-
Sub-Reach parameterized by k, and Π-Sub-Bound parameterized by k + ` are at least
as hard as Π-Del parameterized by k. If we consider Π as the collection of all edgeless
graphs, then our meta-theorem implies that VC-Bound parameterized by `, IS-Reach
parameterized by k, and IS-Bound parameterized by k + ` are at least as hard as IS
parameterized by k, which is W[1]-hard. An interesting but not surprising aspect of this
meta-theorem is that it shows, more or less, that reconfiguration problems parameterized
by `, or equivalently finding reconfiguration sequences of length at most ` in O(f(`)nO(1))
time, is “almost always” hard.
In Section 4.3 we prove another general theorem, this time showing that both Π-Del-
Reach and Π-Del-Bound are at least as hard as Π-Comp (Section 2.1). In the context
of Vertex Cover, an equivalent statement of the theorem states that given a graph G
and a vertex cover S of G of size k, it is possible to construct an instance of VC-Reach
which is a yes-instance if and only if G has a vertex cover of size k − 1. That is, we
can do “compression via reconfiguration”. We illustrate the usefulness of this result by
providing a general framework to prove NP-hardness of VC-Reach and VC-Bound on
restricted graph classes. As an example, we show that both problems remain NP-hard on 4-
regular graphs. To complete the hardness results, we show in Section 4.4 that VC-Bound
parameterized by ` remains W[1]-hard on bipartite graphs. There are several reasons for
considering the parameterized complexity of the problem on bipartite graphs. On the one
hand, we know from Proposition 2.4.8 that the problem becomes fixed-parameter tractable
whenever ` = |Ss\t ∪ St\s|. When n = |Ss\t ∪ St\s|, we know from Proposition 2.4.3 that
` ≥ n, since every vertex in Ss\t ∪ St\s must be touched at least once. Therefore, even
though the problem is fixed-parameter tractable, any algorithm solving an instance of
the VC-Bound problem where |Ss\t ∪ St\s| = ` = n would run in time exponential in
n. Moreover, Proposition 2.4.7 implies that whenever |Ss\t ∪ St\s| = n the input graph
must be bipartite. It is thus natural to ask about the complexity of the problem when
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|Ss\t ∪ St\s| = ` < n and the input graph is restricted to be bipartite. On the other hand,
since the Vertex Cover problem is known to be solvable in time polynomial in n on
bipartite graphs, this result is, to the best of our knowledge, the first example of a problem
solvable in polynomial time whose bounded reachability variant is W[1]-hard.
Section 4.5 is dedicated to our positive results. As the reader might have noticed, none of
the hardness results mentioned above consider VC-Reach or VC-Bound parameterized
by k. In fact, both problems are fixed-parameter tractable and even admit a simple O(k2)
kernel in that case. Having established the existence of an algorithm solving both problems
in O(f(k)nO(1)) time on general graphs, for some computable function f , we then focus on
the VC-Bound problem parameterized by ` in an attempt to find some graph classes on
which the problem becomes fixed-parameter tractable. We show that this is indeed possible
for graphs of bounded degree, graphs of bounded treewidth, and planar graphs. Finally,
on the polynomial side, we show that VC-Reach and VC-Bound are both in P for even-
hole-free and cactus graphs. All of our positive results exhibit interesting relationships
with either the size or the structure of the graph induced by the symmetric difference of
two vertex covers of a graph. In particular, for our polynomial-time algorithms, it turns
out that the structure is rather simple and the number of vertices we need to touch outside
of the symmetric difference is bounded by a very small constant c; c ≤ 2 for even-hole-free
graphs and c ≤ 4 for cactus graphs. For fixed-parameter tractable algorithms on graph
class C, with ` as the parameter, we already have a bound on the size of the symmetric
difference; it is at most `. Hence, the main technical challenge in this case is to show that
(i) the number of vertices to consider outside of the symmetric difference is bounded by
some function of ` and (ii) we can find those vertices “efficiently”.
4.1 Nice reconfiguration sequences
There are multiple ways of representing a reconfiguration sequence σ between two vertex
covers Ss and St of a graph G. So far, we have been representing σ as a sequence of sets
or vertex covers, i.e. σ = 〈S0, S1, . . . , S`〉. Alternatively, we can view σ as a sequence of
added/removed vertices, which brings us to the notion of edit sequences. For any sequence
σ, we let σ[p], 1 ≤ p ≤ |σ|, denote the element at position p in σ. Moreover, we use the
notation σ[p1, p2], 1 ≤ p1, p2 ≤ |σ|, to denote the subsequence (with no gaps) starting at
position p1 and ending at position p2.
Given a graph G, we assume all vertices of G are labeled from 1 to n, i.e. V (G) =
{v1, v2, . . . , vn}. We let {v1, . . . , vn}, {∅}, {+}, {−}, and {+,−} (or equivalently {+1,−1})
denote the set of vertex markers, the blank marker, the addition marker, the removal
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+ − − + − − + + − − − + − + +
1 15 3 ∅ 5 10 9 8 7 6 11 ∅ 13 14 2
Figure 4.1: Example of an edit sequence.
marker, and the set of sign markers, respectively. An edit sequence σ is a pair of ordered
sequences (sign-σ, vertex-σ) of the same length, where sign-σ ⊆ {+,−}` and vertex-σ ⊆
{v1, . . . , vn,∅}`. Alternatively, an edit sequence can be viewed as a 2 × ` matrix, where
the first row corresponds to the sign-sequence sign-σ and the second row corresponds to
the vertex-sequence vertex-σ. An example is given in Figure 4.1.
For any edit sequence σ, we say σ is unlabeled if vertex-σ only contains the element
∅, σ is partial if vertex-σ contains at least one element from each of the sets {v1, . . . , vn}
and {∅}, and σ is labeled if vertex-σ does not contain the element ∅. The length of edit
sequence σ is denoted by |σ|, where |σ| = |sign-σ| = |vertex-σ|. Proposition 4.1.1 will be
particularly useful when designing fixed-parameter tractable algorithms with the length of
a reconfiguration sequence as the parameter.
Proposition 4.1.1. The total number of possible unlabeled edit sequences of length at most
` is
∑`
i=1 2
i < 2`+1.
By a slight abuse of notation, we let σ[p] = vertex-σ[p]sign-σ[p] ∈ {v+i | 1 ≤ i ≤ n}∪{v−i |
1 ≤ i ≤ n} ∪ {∅+,∅−}, 1 ≤ p ≤ |σ|, denote the marker at position p in σ. That is, when
vertex-σ[p] ∈ {v1, . . . , vn}, σ[p] either corresponds to a vertex addition marker or a vertex
removal marker depending on whether sign-σ[p] ∈ {+} or sign-σ[p] ∈ {−}, respectively.
When vertex-σ[p] ∈ {∅}, σ[p] ∈ {∅+} (σ[p] ∈ {∅−}) is a blank addition (removal) marker.
Given an edit sequence σ = (sign-σ, vertex-σ) and two positive integers 1 ≤ p1 < p2 ≤
|σ|, we say β = (sign-σ[p1, p2], vertex-σ[p1, p2]) is a segment of σ. Two segments β and β′ of
σ are consecutive whenever β′ occurs later than β in σ and there are no gaps between β and
β′. A piece is a group of zero or more consecutive segments. For any pair of consecutive
segments β and β′ in σ, we say β′ (β) is the successor (predecessor) of β (β′). Given an
edit sequence σ, a segment β of σ is an add-remove segment if sign-β contains addition
markers followed by removal markers and no removal marker is followed by an addition
marker. We say β is a d-add-remove segment, d > 0, if β is an add-remove segment and
sign-β contains 1 to d addition markers followed by 1 to d removal markers.
Definition 4.1.2. Given a positive integer d > 0, an edit sequence σ is d-well-formed if it
is subdivided into three consecutive pieces σs, σc, and σe, such that:
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− − + + − − + + − − + + − + +
1 15 3 ∅ 5 10 9 8 7 6 11 ∅ 13 14 2
Figure 4.2: Example of a 2-well-formed edit sequence.
(1) In the starting piece, σs, sign-σs consists of zero or more removal markers,
(2) the central piece, σc, consists of zero or more d-add-remove segments, and
(3) in the ending piece, σe, sign-σe consists of zero or more addition markers.
An example of a 2-well-formed edit sequence σ is given in Figure 4.2, where the starting
piece of σ consists of two vertex removal markers, the central piece consists of three 2-add-
remove segments, and the ending piece consists of two vertex addition markers.
We introduce some useful operations on edit sequences. The concatenation of two edit
sequences σ1 and σ2, denoted by concat(σ1, σ2), results in an edit sequence σ3. The length
of σ3 is |σ1| + |σ2|, σ3[p] = σ1[p] for all 1 ≤ p ≤ |σ1|, and σ3[p] = σ2[p − |σ1|] for all
|σ1| + 1 ≤ p ≤ |σ1| + |σ2|. Given an edit sequence σ and two positive integers p1 and p2,
1 ≤ p1, p2 ≤ |σ|, the cut operation, denoted by cut(σ, p1, p2), results in a new edit sequence
σ′ = concat(σ[1, p1 − 1], σ[p2 + 1, |σ|]). We write cut(σ, p1) whenever p1 = p2. The clean
operation, denoted by clean(σ), results in a new edit sequence σ′ which is obtained by
repeatedly applying cut(σ, p) as long as σ[p] ∈ {∅+,∅−}. Given a partial edit sequence
σp and a labeled edit sequence σf , the merging operation consists of replacing the pth
blank marker in vertex-σp with the pth vertex marker in vertex-σf . We say σf is a filling
edit sequence of σp if merge(σp, σf ) produces σ, where σp is partial and σ and σf are not.
Hence, |clean(σp)|+ |σf | must be equal to |σ|. Finally, given t ≥ 2 labeled edit sequences
σ1, . . ., σt, the mixing of those sequences, mix(σ1, . . . , σt), produces the set of all labeled
edit sequences of length |σ1|+ . . .+ |σt|. Each σ ∈ mix(σ1, . . . , σt) consists of all markers in
each σi, 1 ≤ i ≤ t. However, the respective orderings of markers from each σi is maintained,
i.e. if we cut from σ the markers of all sequences except σ1, we get σ1.
We now discuss how edit sequences relate to reconfiguration sequences. Given a graph
G and an edit sequence σ, we use V (σ) to denote the set of vertices touched in σ, i.e.
V (σ) = {vi | vi ∈ vertex-σ}. Similarly, we let V +(σ) and V −(σ) denote the (not necessarily
disjoint) sets of added and removed vertices in σ, respectively. Formally, V +(σ) = {vi |
v+i ∈ σ} and V −(σ) = {vi | v−i ∈ σ}.
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When σ is labeled, we let V (S, σ) denote the set of vertices obtained after executing all
reconfiguration steps in σ on G starting from some vertex cover S of G. We say σ is valid
whenever every set V (S, σ[1, p]), 1 ≤ p ≤ |σ|, is a vertex cover of G, S 6= V (S, σ[1]), and
V (S, σ[1, q−1]) 6= V (S, σ[1, q]), 1 < q ≤ |σ|; we say σ is invalid otherwise. Note that even if
|S| ≤ k, σ is not necessarily a walk inRV C(G, 0, k), as σ might violate the maximum allowed
capacity constraint k. Hence, we let cap(σ) = max1≤p≤|σ|(|V (S, σ[1, p])|) and we say σ is
tight whenever it is valid and cap(σ) ≤ k. For σ a partial or unlabeled edit sequence, we
can still compute cap(σ) using only sign-σ, i.e. cap(σ) = max1≤p≤|σ|(|S|+
∑|p|
i=1 sign-σ[i]).
A partial edit sequence σ is valid or tight if clean(σ) is valid or tight.
Proposition 4.1.3. Given a graph G and two vertex covers Ss and St of G, an edit
sequence σ is a reconfiguration sequence from Ss to St if and only if σ is a tight edit
sequence from Ss to St.
Given a graph G, a vertex cover S of G, an unlabeled edit sequence σ, and an ordered
sequence L = 〈l1, . . . , l|σ|〉 of (not necessarily distinct) vertex labels in {v1, . . . , vn}, the
label operation, denoted by label(σ, L), returns a labeled edit sequence σ′ = (sign-σ, L).
We say an unlabeled edit sequence σ can be applied to G and S if there exists an L such
that label(σ, L) is valid starting from S.
Definition 4.1.4. Given a graph G, a vertex cover S of G, and t ≥ 2 valid labeled edit
sequences σ1, . . ., σt (starting from S), we say σ1, . . ., σt are compatible if every σ ∈
mix(σ1, . . . , σt) is a valid edit sequence starting from S. They are incompatible otherwise.
Recall that vertices s and t (vertex sets S and T ) are said to be separated if s 6= t
(S ∩ T = ∅) and there is no edge st ∈ E(G) (no edge st ∈ E(G) for s ∈ S and t ∈ T ).
Proposition 4.1.5. Given a graph G, a vertex cover S of G, and t ≥ 2 valid labeled edit
sequences σ1, . . ., σt (starting from S), if V (σi) and V (σj) are separated, for all 1 ≤ i, j ≤ t
and i 6= j, then σ1, . . ., σt must be compatible.
Proof. If σ1, . . ., σt are not compatible, then there exists a σ ∈ mix(σ1, . . . , σt) which is
not valid starting from S. That is, for some p, 1 ≤ p ≤ |σ|, V (S, σ[1, p]) is not a vertex
cover of G. But since V (σi) and V (σj) are separated, for all 1 ≤ i, j ≤ t and i 6= j, V (σi)
and V (σj) are vertex disjoint and there exists no edge uv ∈ E(G) such that u ∈ V (σi) and
v ∈ V (σj). Therefore, if V (S, σ[1, p]) is not a vertex cover of G then one of σ1, . . ., σt is
not valid, a contradiction.
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Edit sequences have certain special properties, which we capture using the notion of
nice edit sequences. Moreover, we present the ConvertToNice algorithm (Algorithm 1)
which transforms any valid edit sequence σ from Ss to St into a nice edit sequence σ
′ from
Ss to St, such that |V (Ss, σ′[1, p])| ≤ |V (Ss, σ[1, p])| for all 1 ≤ p ≤ |σ|. Hence, if σ is tight
then so is σ′.
Definition 4.1.6. Given a graph G, a vertex cover S of G, and a valid edit sequence σ
starting from S, we say σ is a nice edit sequence if it is valid, ∆(G)-well-formed, and
satisfies the following invariants:
(i) Connectivity invariant: For S(σ) = {σ1, . . . , σt} the ordered set of ∆(G)-add-
remove segments in σ, G[V (σi)] is connected for all i between 1 and t. Moreover,
G[V (σi)] is a biclique where the added vertices in σi belong to one partition and the
removed vertices to the other.
(ii) Early removal invariant: For 1 ≤ p1 < p2 < p3 ≤ |σ|, if σ[p1] ∈ {v+1 , . . . , v+n },
σ[p2] ∈ {v+1 , . . . , v+n }, and σ[p3] ∈ {v−1 , . . . , v−n }, then V (σ[p3]) and V (σ[p1 +1, p3−1])
are not separated.
Intuitively, the early removal invariant states that every vertex removal marker in a nice
edit sequence must occur “as early as possible”. In other words, a vertex is removed right
after its neighbors (and possibly itself) are added. The next definition and propositions
will be useful in proving the correctness of the ConvertToNice algorithm.
Definition 4.1.7. Given a graph G, a vertex cover S of G, and a valid edit sequence
σ starting from S, we say a vertex removal marker at position p > 1 in σ satisfies the
non-separation condition if there exists a position q between 1 and p − 1 such that σ[q] ∈
{v+1 , . . . , v+n } and σ[p] cannot occur before σ[q].
Proposition 4.1.8. Given a graph G, a vertex cover S of G, and a valid edit sequence σ
starting from S, if some vertex removal marker at position p > 1 in σ violates the non-
separation condition, then either all markers in σ[1, p] are vertex removal markers or σ is
not nice. Moreover, if σ[p] violates the non-separation condition then concat(σ[p], cut(σ, p))
remains a valid edit sequence starting from S.
Proof. We let σ[p] = v−i , 1 ≤ i ≤ n, denote a vertex removal marker violating the non-
separation condition. Hence, either σ[q] ∈ {v−1 , . . . , v−n }, for all positions q between 1 and
p− 1, or for all positions q′ < p such that σ[q′] = v+j , 1 ≤ j ≤ n, σ[p] can occur before σ[q′]
(Definition 4.1.7). In the former case, all markers in σ[1, p] are vertex removal markers. In
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the latter case, we show that the connectivity invariant must be violated and therefore σ
cannot be nice (Definition 4.1.6).
If σ[1, p − 1] contains at least one vertex addition marker, then for one such marker,
say σ[p′], σ[p′] and σ[p] must belong to the same add-remove segment in the central piece
of σ. We let σ[p′] = v+j , 1 ≤ j ≤ n. Since σ[p] can occur before σ[p′], vj 6= vi, vjvi 6∈ E(G),
and the connectivity invariant is violated.
Finally, we note that if any segment β of an edit sequence σ consists of two or more
consecutive vertex removal markers, then any reordering of those markers within β results
in a valid edit sequence. Combining this observation with the fact that σ[p] can occur
before all vertex addition markers in σ[1, p] (if any), it follows that concat(σ[p], cut(σ, p))
remains a valid edit sequence starting from S, as needed.
Proposition 4.1.9. Given a graph G, a vertex cover S of G, and a valid edit sequence σ
starting from S, we let σ[p] = v−i , where p > 1 and 1 ≤ i ≤ n. Then, {vi} and V (σ[1, p−1])
are not separated if and only if σ[p] satisfies the non-separation condition.
Proof. If σ[p] satisfies the non-separation condition, then by Definition 4.1.7, there exists
a position q between 1 and p − 1 such that σ[q] = v+j , 1 ≤ j ≤ n, and σ[p] cannot occur
before σ[q]. Hence, either vj = vi or vj ∈ NG(vi). In both cases, {vi} and V (σ[1, p − 1])
are not separated.
Conversely, if {vi} and V (σ[1, p− 1]) are not separated, one of the following conditions
must hold:
(1) v+i ∈ σ[1, p− 1],
(2) v−i ∈ σ[1, p− 1],
(3) {v+j | vj ∈ NG(vi)} ∩ σ[1, p− 1] 6= ∅, or
(4) {v−j | vj ∈ NG(vi)} ∩ σ[1, p− 1] 6= ∅.
We let q < p denote the closest position to p such that σ[q] satisfies one of the conditions
above. If σ[q] satisfies condition (2), then vertex vi is removed at positions q and p. By our
choice of q, this is not possible since vi is not added in σ[q + 1, p− 1] and σ is assumed to
be valid. Similarly, if σ[q] satisfies condition (4), then some vertex w ∈ NG(vi) is removed
at position q and vi is removed at position p. By our choice of q, neither w nor vi is added
in σ[q + 1, p− 1], leaving the edge wvi uncovered. Consequently, if {vi} and V (σ[1, p− 1])
are not separated, then either condition (1) or (3) must hold and therefore σ[q] satisfies
the non-separation condition.
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Given a graph G, vertex covers Ss and St of G, and a valid edit sequence σ from Ss to
St, the ConvertToNice algorithm (Algorithm 1) constructs a new edit sequence σ
′ from
Ss to St that is nice. Algorithm 1 can be divided into three stages. In the first stage (Lines
1–5), the starting piece of σ′ is formed by copying all possible vertex removal markers in
σ that violate the non-separation condition. By Proposition 4.1.8, we know that for σ′ to
be nice, all such markers must belong to its starting piece. Each copied marker is replaced
with a ∅− in σ, which is then cut by applying the clean operation. If after the first stage
clean(σ) consists only of vertex addition markers, then we copy all remaining markers to
the ending piece of σ′, which will be a nice edit sequence with an empty central piece. This
is handled in the third stage of the algorithm (Lines 25–27). Otherwise, we know that
each remaining vertex removal marker in σ must satisfy the non-separation condition and
is therefore preceded by at least one vertex addition.
The second stage of the algorithm (Lines 6–24) handles the central piece of σ′. The
while loop is repeated as long as clean(σ) contains at least one vertex removal marker. Each
iteration handles the first occurrence of a vertex removal marker in σ and copies a ∆(G)-
add-remove segment from σ to σ′ as follows. We find the first remaining vertex removal
marker in σ, say σ[p] = v−i , 1 ≤ p ≤ |σ| and 1 ≤ i ≤ n. Hence, all markers in σ[1, p−1] are
vertex addition markers. We then compute the set of pairs M+ consisting of all markers in
σ[1, p− 1] that have to occur before σ[p] along with their respective positions in σ (Lines
7–9). Formally, M+ = {(v+j , q) | (vj ∈ NG(vi) ∨ i = j) ∧ v+j ∈ σ[1, p − 1] ∧ σ[q] = v+j }.
Each marker in M+ corresponds to the addition of some vertex in NG[vi]. Although all
markers in M+ have to occur before σ[p], executing only a subset of them might be enough
for some vertex removal markers in σ[p+ 1, |σ|] to become “executable”. Hence, for every
subset N+ of M+ in increasing order of size (Lines 10–12), we try executing all possible
vertex addition markers in N+ and form a ∆(G)-add-remove segment in σ
′ as soon as
some vertex removal markers become executable (possibly excluding σ[p]). We “simulate”
the execution of vertex addition markers in N+ by replacing their corresponding positions
in σ with blank addition markers. If after these replacements we can find one or more
vertex removal markers which no longer satisfy the non-separation condition in clean(σ)
(Lines 13–15), then such markers can be executed right after the addition markers in N+
(Propositions 4.1.8 and 4.1.9). Hence, the markers in N+ are copied to σ
′ followed by the
(newly found) executable removal markers. Lines 16–18 guarantee that each remaining
vertex removal in σ must again satisfy the non-separation condition and the process is
repeated. Otherwise, the changes done to σ during the simulation are “reversed” (Lines
21–22) and we proceed to the next subset of M+. As an example, consider a graph G
where {v1, . . ., v6} ⊆ V (G) and {v5v1,v5v2,v5v3,v5v4,v6v1,v6v3 } ⊆ E(G) (Figure 4.3).
In addition, assume σ = 〈v+1 , v+2 , v+3 , v+4 , v−5 , v−6 〉. The ConvertToNice algorithm will
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Algorithm 1 ConvertToNice
Input: A graph G, vertex covers Ss and St, and a valid edit sequence σ from Ss to St.
Output: A nice edit sequence σ′ from Ss to St.
1: p = 1; β = σ;
2: for (1 ≤ i ≤ |σ|)
3: if (σ[i] = v−x , for 1 ≤ x ≤ n, and {vx} is separated from V (β[1, i− 1]))
4: σ′[p] = σ[i]; σ[i] = ∅−; p = p+ 1;
5: σ = clean(σ);
6: while (σ contains at least one element from {v−1 , . . . , v−n })
7: for (1 ≤ i ≤ |σ|)
8: if (σ[i] = v−w , for 1 ≤ w ≤ n)
9: M+ = {(v+x , q) | (vx ∈ NG(vw) ∨ w = x) ∧ v+x ∈ σ[1, i− 1] ∧ σ[q] = v+x };
10: for each N+ ⊆M+ (in increasing size order)
11: for each (v+x , q) ∈ N+, 1 ≤ x ≤ n and 1 ≤ q ≤ i− 1
12: σ[q] = ∅+;
13: if (∃j s.t. σ[j] = v−y , 1 ≤ y ≤ n, and {vy} is separated from V (σ[1, j − 1]))
14: for each (v+x , q) ∈ N+
15: σ′[p] = v+x ; p = p+ 1;
16: for (1 ≤ l ≤ |σ|)
17: if (σ[l] = v−z , 1 ≤ z ≤ n, and {vz} is separated from V (σ[1, l − 1]))
18: σ′[p] = σ[l]; σ[l] = ∅−; p = p+ 1;
19: break;
20: else
21: for each (v+x , q) ∈ N+
22: σ[q] = v+x ;
23: σ = clean(σ);
24: end while
25: for (1 ≤ i ≤ |σ|)
26: σ′[p] = σ[i]; p = p+ 1;
27: return σ′;
produce σ′ = 〈v+1 , v+3 , v−6 , v+2 , v+4 , v−5 〉. That is, v−6 can occur right after v+1 and v+3 have
been executed.
Lemma 4.1.10. Given a graph G and two vertex covers Ss and St of G, the Convert-
ToNice algorithm transforms any valid edit sequence σ from Ss to St into a nice edit
sequence σ′ from Ss to St. Moreover, |V (Ss, σ′[1, p])| ≤ |V (Ss, σ[1, p])| for all 1 ≤ p ≤ |α|.
That is, if σ is tight then so is σ′.
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Figure 4.3: A graph G illustrating the ConvertToNice algorithm.
Proof. We divide the proof into three parts. Since σ′ will contain exactly one copy of each
marker in σ, we know that if σ′ is valid starting from Ss then it is a valid edit sequence
from Ss to St. Hence, we first show that σ
′ is a valid edit sequence (starting from Ss). We
then show that σ′ is a nice edit sequence. Finally, we prove that if σ is tight then so is σ′.
Claim 4.1.11. The ConvertToNice algorithm produces a valid edit sequence σ′.
Proof. We show that every time we copy a vertex deletion marker from σ to σ′ and replace
it with ∅− in σ, concat(σ′, clean(σ)) remains a valid edit sequence. Since the third stage
of the algorithm copies any remaining vertex addition markers to σ′ in the same order they
appear in clean(σ), the claim follows.
A vertex deletion marker at position p, 1 ≤ p ≤ |σ|, is copied from σ to σ′ only when
V (σ[p]) and V (σ[1, p − 1]) are separated (Lines 3–4 and 17–18). Consequently, Proposi-
tion 4.1.9 implies that σ[p] violates the non-separation condition. Therefore, by Propo-
sition 4.1.8, concat(σ[p], cut(σ, p)), and hence concat(concat(σ′, σ[p]), cut(σ, p)), remains a
valid edit sequence.
Claim 4.1.12. The ConvertToNice algorithm produces a nice edit sequence σ′.
Proof. We start by showing that σ′ is in fact ∆(G)-well-formed. If the central piece of σ′
is empty, the first and third stages of the algorithm guarantee that σ′ will be ∆(G)-well-
formed. When σ′ has a non-empty central piece, we show that every iteration of the while
loop will copy exactly one ∆(G)-add-remove segment from σ to σ′.
First we note that Lines 2–4 and 16–18 guarantee that every vertex removal marker in σ
must satisfy the non-separation condition prior to every iteration of the while loop. Hence,
the first marker in σ must be a vertex addition marker at this point in the algorithm.
We let v−w , 1 ≤ w ≤ n, denote the first vertex removal marker in σ (Line 8). Combining
Proposition 4.1.9 with the fact that G has degree at most ∆(G), we know that |M+| ≤
∆(G). Note thatM+ cannot consist of all the vertices in the closed neighborhood of vw since
this would leave some edge in G uncovered. If we replace all vertex addition markers in M+
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by ∅+ in σ, then v−w will satisfy all the conditions on line 13. Thus, in every iteration of the
while loop, lines 14–19 will execute exactly once. We let N+ ⊆ M+ denote the set which
results in the conditions on line 13 being true. Since we iterate over the subsets of M+ in
increasing order of size, we know that for the first vertex removal marker v−z satisfying the
conditions on line 17, vz is not separated from any of the vertices in {vx | {v+x , q} ∈ N+}.
Thus, for every vx ∈ {vx | {v+x , q} ∈ N+}, either x = z or vxvz ∈ E(G). Moreover, if v−z
is at position q1, 1 ≤ q1 ≤ |σ|, any other vertex removal marker v−y at position q2 > q1,
q2 ≤ |σ|, which now satisfies the conditions on line 17 is also not separated from any of
the vertices in {vx | {v+x , q} ∈ N+}; otherwise |NG[vy] ∩ {vx | {v+x , q} ∈ M+}| < |N+|,
contradicting the fact that N+ is the smallest subset of M+, which results in the conditions
on line 13 being true. Finally, we note that since we iterate over the subsets of M+ in
increasing order of size, at most ∆(G) vertex removal markers will satisfy the conditions
on line 17. Putting it all together, Lines 14–19 will execute exactly once and copy at most
∆(G) vertex addition markers followed by at most ∆(G) vertex removal markers.
We now show that every ∆(G)-add-remove segment in σ′ satisfies the connectivity
invariant. We let β denote such a segment. The fact that G[V (β)] is connected and
induces a biclique follows from the observation that every removed vertex in β is not
separated from any of the added vertices in β. Moreover, as σ′ is valid, there can be no
edges between two added vertices or two removed vertices in β.
Finally, the early removal invariant is satisfied because vertex removal markers are
copied from σ to σ′ as soon as they no longer satisfy the non-separation condition (lines
2–4 and 16–18). We conclude that σ′ is a nice edit sequence from Ss to St.
Claim 4.1.13. If σ is tight then so is σ′.
Proof. To prove |V (Ss, σ′[1, p])| ≤ |V (Ss, σ[1, p])|, for all 1 ≤ p ≤ |σ|, we show that the
number of vertex removal markers in σ′[1, p] is greater than or equal to the number of
vertex removal markers in σ[1, p]. We assume without loss of generality that σ[1] is a
vertex addition marker, as all vertex removal markers which are not preceded by a vertex
addition marker in σ will be copied to σ′ in the first stage of the algorithm. In lines 13–19
of the algorithm, the number of vertex addition markers copied from σ to σ′ is equal to
|N+| ≤ |M+|. Moreover, whenever any marker is shifted from position q1 in σ to position
q2 > q1 in σ
′, it must be the case that some vertex removal marker was shifted from position
q3 > q1 in σ to some position q4 < q2 in σ
′. In other words, if any marker is “shifted to the
right” when copied from σ to σ′ it must be the case that a removal marker was “shifted”
to the left. Hence, there exists no p such that σ[1, p] contains more vertex removal markers
than σ′[1, p].
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G G′ = G+Kk,k
A B
Figure 4.4: The graph G′ consisting of the disjoint union of a graph G and a biclique Kk,k.
The statement of the lemma follows by combining Claims 4.1.11, 4.1.12, and 4.1.13.
4.2 A meta-theorem
Before we define the collection of hereditary properties for which our meta-theorem applies,
we consider Π to be the set of all edgeless graphs and prove the following lemma, which is
a building block of the meta-theorem.
Lemma 4.2.1. VC-Bound parameterized by `, IS-Reach parameterized by k, and IS-
Bound parameterized by k + ` are at least as hard as Independent Set parameterized
by k.
Proof. Given an instance (G, k) of Independent Set, we construct a graph G′ by taking
the disjoint union of G and a Kk,k (Figure 4.4). Formally, we let V (G
′) = A ∪ B ∪ VG,
where A = {ai | 1 ≤ i ≤ k}, B = {bi | 1 ≤ i ≤ k}, and VG = {gi | vi ∈ V (G)}. The
edge set of G′ is therefore defined as E(G′) = {gigj | vivj ∈ E(G)} ∪ {aibj | 1 ≤ i, j ≤ k}.
We let (G′, Ss = VG ∪ A, St = VG ∪ B, |VG|+ k, ` = 4k) be an instance of VC-Bound. In
Figure 4.4, Ss consists of the union of black and dark gray vertices and St consists of the
union of black and light gray vertices.
If there is a reconfiguration sequence from Ss to St, such a sequence cannot remove
a vertex from A before adding all vertices in B, as otherwise some edge would be left
uncovered. In other words, whether we start from Ss and attempt to reach St or vice-
versa, one node, say Sf , along any reconfiguration sequence between the two must consist
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of a vertex cover containing all vertices in A∪B. However, our maximum allowed capacity
is |VG|+k and |A∪B| = 2k. Therefore, |Sf ∩VG| ≤ |VG|−k. Moreover, since Sf must be a
vertex cover of G′, we know that Sf ∩VG must be a vertex cover of G′[VG] (or equivalently
G) of size at most |VG| − k. Consequently, If = VG \ {Sf ∩ VG} is an independent set of
size at least k.
For the converse, we let I be an independent set in G (or equivalently in G′[VG]) of size
at least k and show how to obtain a reconfiguration sequence of length at most 4k from Ss
to St. The following sequence of 4k steps transforms Ss to St: Remove k vertices from I,
add all vertices in B, remove all vertices in A, and finally add back the k vertices in I.
We have shown that G has an independent set of size at least k if and only if there
is a path of length at most 4k from Ss to St in RV C(G
′, 0, |V (G)| + k). Since |V (G′)| −
(|V (G)|+ k) = k, this implies that G has an independent set of size at least k if and only
if there is a path of length at most 4k from V (G′) \Ss to V (G′) \St in RIS(G′, k, |V (G′)|).
Therefore, IS-Reach parameterized by k and IS-Bound parameterized by k + ` are also
at least as hard as Independent Set parameterized by k.
To generalize Lemma 4.2.1, we make use of the forbidden set characterization of heredity
properties (Section 2.1.1). A Π-critical graph H is a (minimal) graph in the forbidden set
FΠ that has at least two vertices; we use the fact that H /∈ Π, but the deletion of any
vertex from H results in a graph in Π. For convenience, we will refer to two of the vertices
in a Π-critical graph as terminals and the rest as internal vertices. We construct graphs
from multiple copies of H. For a positive integer c, we let H∗c be the star graph obtained
from each of c copies Hi of H by identifying an arbitrary terminal vi, 1 ≤ i ≤ c, from
each Hi; in H
∗
c vertices v1 through vc are replaced with a vertex w, the gluing vertex
of v1 to vc, to form a graph with vertex set ∪1≤i≤c(V (Hi) \ {vi}) ∪ {w} and edge set
∪1≤i≤c{{u, v} ∈ E(Hi) | vi /∈ {u, v}} ∪ ∪1≤i≤c{{u,w} | {u, vi} ∈ E(Hi)}. A terminal is
non-identified if it is not used in forming a gluing vertex.
In Figure 4.5, H is a K3 with terminals marked black and gray; H
∗
4 is formed by
identifying all the gray terminals to form w.
Theorem 4.2.2. Let Π be any hereditary property satisfying the following:
- For any two graphs G1 and G2 in Π, the graph obtained by their disjoint union is in
Π.
- There exists an H ∈ FΠ such that if H∗c is the graph obtained from identifying a
terminal from each of c copies of H, then the graph R = H∗c [V (H
∗
c ) \ {u1, u2, . . . uc}]
is in Π, where u1, u2, . . . uc are the non-identified terminals in the c copies of H.
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v1 v2 v3 v4
H∗4
Figure 4.5: An example H∗c and its components.
Then each of the following is at least as hard as Π-Sub(G, k) parameterized by k:
1. Π-Del-Bound(G,Ss, St, k, `) parameterized by `,
2. Π-Sub-Reach(G,Ss, St, k) parameterized by k, and
3. Π-Sub-Bound(G,Ss, St, k, `) parameterized by k + `.
Proof. Given an instance (G, k) of Π-Sub and a Π-critical graph H satisfying the hypothe-
sis of the theorem, we form an instance (G′, Ss, St, |V (G)|+ k, 4k) of Π-Del-Bound, with
G′, Ss, and St defined below. The graph G′ is the disjoint union of G and a graph W formed
from k2 copies of H, where Hi,j has terminals `i,j and ri,j. We let ai, 1 ≤ i ≤ k, be the glu-
ing vertex of `i,1 through `i,k, and let bj, 1 ≤ j ≤ k, be the gluing vertex of r1,j through rk,j,
so that there is a copy of H joining each ai and bj. An example W is shown in Figure 4.6,
where copies of H are shown schematically as gray ovals. We let A = {ai | 1 ≤ i ≤ k},
B = {bi | 1 ≤ i ≤ k}, C = {c | c ∈ V (W ) \ {A ∪ B}}, and VG = {gi | vi ∈ V (G)}.
The vertex and edge sets of G′ are therefore defined as V (G′) = A ∪ B ∪ C ∪ VG and
E(G′) = {gigj | vivj ∈ E(G)} ∪ E(W ). We fix Ss = A ∪ VG and St = B ∪ VG. Clearly,
|V (G′)| = |V (G)| + 2k + k2(|V (H)| − 2) and |Ss| = |St| = |V (G)| + k. Moreover, each of
V (G′) \ Ss and V (G′) \ St induce a graph in Π, as each consists of k disjoint copies of H∗k
with one of the terminals removed from each H in H∗k .
Suppose the instance (G′, Ss, St, |V (G)|+k, 4k) of Π-Del-Bound is a yes-instance. As
there is a copy of H joining each vertex of A to each vertex of B, before removing a ∈ A
from Ss, the reconfiguration sequence must add all of B to ensure that the complement
of each intermediate set induces a graph in Π. Otherwise, the complement will contain
at least one copy of H as a subgraph and is therefore not in Π. The capacity bound of
|V (G)|+ k implies that the reconfiguration sequence must have removed from Ss a subset
S ′ ⊆ VG of size at least k such that V (G′) \ (Ss \ S ′) = S ′ ∪ B induces a subgraph in Π.
Thus, G[S ′] ∈ Π, and hence Π-Sub(G, k) is a yes-instance.
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Figure 4.6: An example W
Conversely, if the instance (G, k) of Π-Sub is a yes-instance, then there exists S ′ ⊆
V (G) such that |S ′| = k andG[S ′] ∈ Π. We form a reconfiguration sequence between Ss and
St by first deleting all vertices in S
′ from Ss to yield a set of size |V (G)|. G′[V (G′)\(Ss\S ′)]
consists of the union of G′[V ′(G) \ Ss] and G′[S ′] = G[S ′], both of which are in Π. Next
we add one by one all vertices of B, then delete one by one all vertices of A and then add
back one by one each vertex in the set S ′ resulting in a reconfiguration sequence of length
k + k + k + k = 4k. It is clear that in every step, the complement of the set induces a
graph in Π.
Thus we have showed that Π-Sub(G, k) is a yes-instance if and only if there is a
path of length at most 4k between Ss and St in RΠ(G
′, 0, |V (G)| + k). Since |V (G′)| −
(|V (G)| + k) = k + k2(|V (H)| − 2)), this implies that Π-Sub(G, k) is a yes-instance if
and only if there is a path of length at most 4k between V (G′) \ Ss and V (G′) \ St in
RΠ(G
′, k + k2(|V (H)| − 2), |V (G′)|). Therefore, Π-Sub-Reach parameterized by k and
Π-Sub-Bound parameterized by k + ` are at least as hard as Π-Sub parameterized by
k
Corollary 4.2.3. FVS-Bound and OCT-Bound are W[1]-hard parameterized by `. IF-
Reach and IBS-Reach are W[1]-hard parameterized by k. IF-Bound and IBS-Bound
are W[1]-hard parameterized by k + `.
Proof. It is known that for any hereditary property Π that consists of all edgeless graphs
but not all cliques [93], Π-Sub parameterized by k is W[1]-hard. It is clear that the
collections of all bipartite graphs and of all forests satisfy this condition for hardness, as
well as the hypothesis of Theorem 4.2.2; we let H ∈ FΠ be a triangle. When we identify
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multiple triangles at a vertex, and remove another vertex of each of the triangles, we obtain
a tree, which is in Π.
We obtain further results for interesting properties not covered by Theorem 4.2.2.
Lemma 4.2.4 handles the collection of all cliques, which does not satisfy the first condition
of the theorem, and the collection of all cluster graphs (disjoint unions of cliques), which
satisfies the first condition but not the second. Moreover, as Π-Sub parameterized by k
is fixed-parameter tractable for Π the collection of all cluster graphs [93], Theorem 4.2.2
provides no lower bounds. It remains open whether Theorem 4.2.2 can be generalized even
further to cover such properties.
Lemma 4.2.4. Clique-Reach and Cluster Subgraph-Reach parameterized by k are
W[1]-hard. Clique-Bound and Cluster Subgraph-Bound parameterized by k+` are
W[1]-hard.
Proof. We first give an FPT reduction from Clique, known to be W[1]-hard, to Cluster
Subgraph-Bound. For (G, k) an instance of Clique, V (G) = {v1, . . . , vn}, we form a
graph consisting of four Kk’s (with vertex sets A, B, C, and D) and a subgraph mimicking
G (with vertex set X), where there is an edge from each vertex in X to each vertex in
each Kk, and each of the subgraphs on the following vertex sets induce a K2k: A ∪ B,
A∪C, B ∪D, C ∪D. Formally, V (G′) = X ∪A∪B ∪C ∪D and E(G′) = EX ∪ET ∪EC ,
where X = {x1, . . . , xn}, |A| = |B| = |C| = |D| = k, EX = {{xi, xj} | {vi, vj} ∈ E(G)}
corresponds to the edges in G, ET = {{a, a′} | a, a′ ∈ A, a 6= a′} ∪ {{b, b′} | b, b′ ∈ B, b 6=
b′} ∪ {{c, c′} | c, c′ ∈ C, c 6= c′} ∪ {{d, d′} | d, d′ ∈ D, d 6= d′} forms the Kk cliques, and
EC = {{x, a}, {x, b}, {x, c}, {x, d}, {a, b}, {a, c}, {b, d}, {c, d} | a ∈ A, b ∈ B, c ∈ C, d ∈
D, x ∈ X} forms the connections among the vertex sets.
We let (G′, Ss, St, 2k, 6k) be an instance of Cluster Subgraph-Bound, where Ss =
A ∪ B and St = C ∪ D. Clearly |Ss| = |St| = 2k and both Ss and St induce cluster
graphs (in fact cliques). We claim that G has a clique of size k if and only if there is a
reconfiguration sequence of length 6k from Ss to St.
If G has a clique of size k, then there exists a subset Y ⊆ X forming a clique of size
k. We form a reconfiguration sequence of length 6k as follows: Add the vertices in Y ,
remove the vertices in A, add the vertices in D, remove the vertices in B, add the vertices
in C, and remove the vertices in Y , one by one. It is not hard to see that at every step in
this sequence we maintain an induced clique in G′ of size greater than or equal to 2k (and
hence a cluster subgraph).
If there exists a reconfiguration sequence of length 6k from Ss to St, we make use of
the fact that no cluster subgraph contains an induced path of length three to show that G
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has a clique of size k. Observe that before adding any vertex of C, we first need to remove
(at least) all of B since otherwise we obtain an induced path of length three containing
vertices in C, A, and B, respectively. Similarly, we cannot add any vertex of D until we
have removed all of A. Therefore, before adding any vertex from St, we first need to delete
at least k vertices from Ss. To do so without violating our minimum capacity of 2k, at
least k vertices must be added from X. Since every vertex in X is connected to all vertices
in Ss and St, if any pair of those k vertices do not share an edge, we obtain an induced
path on three vertices. Thus X, and hence G, must have a clique of size k.
Since in our reduction Ss and St are cliques and every reconfiguration step maintains
an induced clique in G′ of size greater than or equal to 2k, it follows that Clique-Reach
and Cluster Subgraph-Reach parameterized by k and Clique-Bound and Cluster
Subgraph-Bound parameterized by k + ` are all W[1]-hard.
4.3 Compression via reconfiguration
In this section, we prove the following theorem and give an example of how it can be applied
to prove NP-hardness of reachability and bounded reachability problems when restricted to
certain graph classes.
Theorem 4.3.1. Let Π be any hereditary property satisfying the following:
- For any two graphs G1 and G2 in Π, the graph obtained by their disjoint union is in
Π.
- There exists an H ∈ FΠ such that if H∗c is the graph obtained from identifying a
terminal from each of c copies of H, then the graph R = H∗c [V (H
∗
c ) \ {u1, u2, . . . uc}]
is in Π, where u1, u2, . . . uc are the non-identified terminals in the c copies of H.
Then Π-Del-Reach and Π-Del-Bound are at least as hard as Π-Comp.
Proof. We give a reduction from Π-Comp to Π-Del-Bound. Given an instance (G,S, k)
of Π-Comp and a Π-critical graph H satisfying the hypothesis of the theorem, we construct,
as we did in the proof of Theorem 4.2.2, a graph G′ as follows.
The graph G′ is the disjoint union of G and a graph W formed from k2 copies of H,
where Hi,j has terminals `i,j and ri,j. We let ai, 1 ≤ i ≤ k, be the gluing vertex of `i,1
through `i,k, and let bj, 1 ≤ j ≤ k, be the gluing vertex of r1,j through rk,j, so that there
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is a copy of H joining each ai and bj. We let A = {ai | 1 ≤ i ≤ k}, B = {bi | 1 ≤ i ≤ k},
C = {c | c ∈ V (W ) \ {A ∪B}, and VG = {gi | vi ∈ V (G)}. The vertex and edge sets of G′
are therefore defined as V (G′) = A∪B∪C∪VG and E(G′) = {gigj | vivj ∈ E(G)}∪E(W ).
We let (G′, Ss, St, 3k−1, 6k−2) be an instance of Π-Del-Bound, where Ss = A∪{si |
vi ∈ S} and St = B ∪ {si | vi ∈ S}. Clearly, |V (G′)| = |V (G)| + 2k + k2(|V (H)| − 2)
and |Ss| = |St| = k + |S| = 2k. Moreover, each of V (G′) \ Ss and V (G′) \ St induce a
graph in Π, as each consists of k disjoint copies of H∗k with one of the terminals removed
from each H in H∗k . We claim that there exists a set S
′ ⊆ V (G) such that |S ′| < S and
G[V (G) \ S ′] ∈ Π if and only if there is a reconfiguration sequence of length 6k − 2 or less
from Ss to St.
As there is a copy of H joining each vertex of A to each vertex of B, before removing
a ∈ A from Ss the reconfiguration sequence must add all ofB to ensure that the complement
of each intermediate set induces a graph in Π. But 2k + k = 3k > 3k − 1, which violates
the maximum allowed capacity. Therefore, if there is a reconfiguration sequence from Ss
to St, then one of the sets in the sequence must contain at most 2k − 1 vertices. Of those
2k − 1 vertices, k vertices correspond to the vertices in A and cover only the forbidden
subgraphs in W . Thus, the remaining k−1 vertices must be in VG and should cover all the
forbidden subgraphs in G[VG]. By our construction of G
′, these k − 1 vertices correspond
to a set S ′ ⊆ V (G) such that |S ′| < S and G[V (G) \ S ′] ∈ Π, as needed.
Similarly, if there exists a set S ′ ⊆ V (G) such that |S ′| ≤ k − 1 and G[V (G) \ S ′] ∈ Π,
then the following reconfiguration sequence transforms Ss to St: add all vertices of S
′,
remove all vertices of S, add all vertices of B, remove all vertices from A, and finally add
back all vertices of S and remove those of S ′. The length of this sequence is equal to 6k−2
whenever S ∩ S ′ = ∅ and is shorter otherwise.
4.3.1 An application: NP-hardness on 4-regular graphs
An immediate consequence of Theorem 4.3.1 is that both VC-Reach and VC-Bound are
at least as hard as VC-Comp. Moreover, the graph G′ resulting from our reduction consists
of the disjoint union of the input graph G and a biclique Kk,k. Since any algorithm which
solves VC-Comp can be used to solve the VC problem itself (by running the algorithm at
most n times), we know that VC-Comp is at least as hard as VC. Therefore, if we know
that VC is NP-hard on a graph class C then VC-Comp is also NP-hard on C. Hence, to
show that VC-Reach and VC-Bound are also NP-hard on C, we only need to replace the
biclique Kk,k by a graph which is also in C. Needless to say, constructing such a graph is not
always an easy task. We give one example which shows that VC-Reach and VC-Bound
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are NP-hard on 4-regular graphs. That is, we construct a 4-regular gadget Wk (which will
replace Kk,k) on 6k
2 vertices with the following property: There exist two minimum vertex-
disjoint vertex covers Ss and St of Wk, each of size 3k
2, such that there exists a path of
length 6k2 between the nodes corresponding to Ss and St in RV C(Wk, 0, 3k
2 + g(k)) but
no such path exists in RV C(Wk, 0, 3k
2 + g(k) − 1), for some computable function g and
k − 2 ≤ g(k) ≤ k + 3. The existence of graphs with properties similar to Wk has played
an important role in determining the complexity of other reconfiguration problems [25].
For instance, and since VC is NP-hard on both 3-regular and 4-regular graphs [64], the
existence of a 3-regular version of Wk, combined with Theorem 4.3.1, would immediately
imply that VC-Reach and VC-Bound are NP-hard on 3-regular graphs.
We describe Wk (Figure 4.7) in terms of several component subgraphs, each playing
a role in forcing the reconfiguration of vertex covers. A k-necklace, k ≥ 4, is a graph
obtained by replacing each edge in a cycle on k vertices by two vertices and four edges. For
convenience, we refer to every vertex on the original cycle as a bead and every new vertex
in the resulting graph as a sequin. The resulting graph has k beads each of degree four and
2k sequins each of degree two. Every two sequins that share the same neighborhood in a
k-necklace are called a sequin pair. We say two beads are adjacent whenever they share
exactly two common neighbors. Similarly, we say two sequin pairs are adjacent whenever
they share exactly one common neighbor. Every two adjacent beads (sequin pairs) are
linked by a sequin pair (bead).
The graph Wk consists of 2k copies of a k-necklace. We let U = {U1, . . . Uk} and
L = {L1, . . . Lk} denote the first and second k copies respectively; for convenience, we use
the terms “upper” and “lower” to mean “in U” and “in L”, respectively. We let bui,j and b
l
i,j
denote the jth beads of necklace Ui and Li respectively, where 1 ≤ i ≤ k and 1 ≤ j ≤ k.
Beads on each necklace in Wk are numbered consecutively in clockwise order from 1 to k.
For every two adjacent beads bxi,j and b
x
i,j+1, where x ∈ {u, l}, we let pxi,j denote the sequin
pair which links both beads.
For each sequin pair pli,j, we add four edges to form a K2,2 (a joining biclique) with
the pair puj,i, for all 1 ≤ i, j ≤ k (Figure 4.7); we say that sequin pairs pli,j and puj,i are
joined. All k2 joining bicliques in Wk are vertex disjoint. The total number of vertices
in Wk is 6k
2. Every vertex has degree exactly four; every bead is connected to four
sequins from the same necklace and every sequin is connected to two beads from the
same necklace and two other sequins from a different necklace. We let Ss be the set
containing all upper beads and lower sequins, whereas St contains all lower beads and
upper sequins. Formally, Ss = {bui,j | 1 ≤ i, j ≤ k} ∪ {v ∈ pli,j | 1 ≤ i, j ≤ k} and
St = {bli,j | 1 ≤ i, j ≤ k} ∪ {v ∈ pui,j | 1 ≤ i, j ≤ k}. Each set contains 3k2 vertices, that is,
half the vertices in Wk.
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Figure 4.7: The graph W4 (the edges of one out of the k
2 joining bicliques are shown).
Proposition 4.3.2. St and St are minimum vertex covers of Wk.
Proof. We need at least 2k2 vertices to cover the edges in the k2 vertex disjoint joining
bicliques contained in Wk. Moreover, any minimal vertex cover S of Wk which includes a
vertex v from a sequin pair pxi,j = {v, w}, where x ∈ {u, l}, must also include w. Otherwise,
the two beads linking pxi,j to its adjacent sequin pairs must be in S to cover the edges
incident on w, making v removable. Hence, any minimal vertex cover S of Wk must
include either one or both sequin pairs in a joining biclique.
We let x denote the number of joining bicliques from which two sequin pairs are included
in S. Similarly, we let y denote the number of joining bicliques from which only one sequin
pair is included in S. Hence, x + y = k2 and |S| ≥ 4x + 2y. When y = 0, |S| ≥ 4k2 and
S cannot be a minimum vertex cover, as Ss (and St) are both vertex covers of Wk of size
3k2. When y ≥ 1, we are left with at least y uncovered edges incident to the sequin pairs
not in S. Those edges must be covered using at least y beads and hence |S| ≥ 4x + 3y.
If we assume 4x + 3y < 3k2, we get a contradiction since 4x + 4y = 4k2 < 3k2 + y and
k2 < y. Therefore, Ss and St must be minimum vertex covers of Wk.
To prove the next two lemmas, we consider the representation of reconfiguration se-
quences as nice edit sequences. We know from Lemma 4.1.10 that any reconfiguration
sequence of length 6k2 from Ss to St can be converted into a nice edit sequence σ of the
same length. Since Ss is a minimal vertex cover of Wk, σ cannot start with a vertex re-
moval and hence the starting piece of σ must be empty. Since V (Ss, σ[1, |σ|−1]) is a vertex
cover of Wk, |Ss| = |St|, and Ss and St are minimum vertex covers of Wk, σ cannot end
with a vertex addition and hence the ending piece of σ must also be empty. Moreover,
|σ| = 6k2 = |V (Wk)| implies that σ must touch every vertex in Wk exactly once. Since
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Wk is a 4-regular graph, each d-add-remove segment in the central piece of σ consists of
at most four additions followed by at most four removals. Hence, we know σ = σ1σ2 . . . σj,
where each σi is a 4-add-remove segment in σ.
Lemma 4.3.3. Any nice edit sequence σ of length 6k2 from Ss to St either adds or removes
both vertices u and v in a sequin pair in the same 4-add-remove segment β.
Proof. The two vertices in a sequin pair share the same neighborhood. Hence, when u is
removed, all of its neighbors must have been added, also making v removable. Moreover,
since every vertex is touched exactly once in σ, none of the neighbors of both u and v will
be touched in σ after the removal of u. Therefore, if v is not removed in the same segment
β as u, the early removal invariant of Definition 4.1.6 will be violated since v is separated
from any vertex that gets added after β (all neighbors of v are added either in β or prior
to β).
For the case of additions, if only u is added in β then none of its neighbors can be
removed. It follows that u is not connected to any vertex in V (β), hence violating the
connectivity invariant of Definition 4.1.6.
Lemma 4.3.4. There exists a function of k, f(k), such that (Wk, Ss, St, 3k
2 + f(k), `) is a
yes-instance and (Wk, Ss, St, 3k
2 +f(k)−1, `) is a no-instance of VC-Bound, for ` = 6k2.
Moreover, k − 2 ≤ f(k) ≤ k + 3.
Proof. To show that such an f(k) exists, we first prove the k − 2 lower bound by showing
that any nice edit sequence σ = σ1σ2 . . . σj of length 6k
2 from Ss to St must have some
prefix with exactly 5k vertex removals and at least 6k − 2 additions. We let position x,
1 ≤ x ≤ |σ|, be the smallest position such that σ[1, x] contains exactly 5k vertex removals.
Those 5k vertices correspond to a set S ⊂ Ss, as σ touches every vertex exactly once. The
claim is that σ[1, x] must contain at least 6k − 2 vertex additions. We let T ⊂ St denote
the set of added vertices in σ[1, x]. Since NWk(S) ⊆ T , we complete the proof of the lower
bound by showing that
|T | ≥ |NWk(S)| ≥
6
5
|S| − 2 ≥ 6k − 2.
To do so, we show that for any S ⊂ Ss of size 5k, NWk(S) ⊆ T contains at least
6
5
|S| − 2 = 6k − 2
vertices.
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In what follows, we restrict our attention to the bipartite graph Z = Wk[S ∪ T ] and
we let S and T denote the two partitions of Z. We subdivide S into two sets: Su contains
upper beads and Sl contains lower sequins. Since every vertex in Su has four neighbors in
T and adjacent beads share exactly two neighbors, we have |NZ(Su)| ≥ 2|Su| and equality
occurs whenever Su contains 2k beads from the same two upper necklaces. Whenever Su
contains fewer than 2k beads and Z[Su∪NZ(Su)] consists of tu ≥ 1 connected components,
at least one bead from each component (except possibly the first) will be adjacent to at
most one other bead in the same component. Therefore, |NZ(Su)| ≥ 2|Su|+ 2(tu − 1).
Lemma 4.3.3 implies that T will always contain both vertices of any sequin pair. Since
we are only considering vertices in V (σ[1, x]), some sequins in Sl might be missing the
other sequin in the corresponding pair. However, all the neighbors of the sequin pair have
to be in T so we assume without loss of generality that vertices in Sl can be grouped into
sequin pairs. Every sequin pair in Sl has four neighbors in T . Adjacent sequin pairs share
exactly one neighbor. Hence, |NZ(Sl)| ≥ 32 |Sl| and equality occurs whenever Sl contains
k sequin pairs of a single lower necklace. Whenever Sl contains fewer than k sequin pairs
and Z[Sl ∪NZ(Sl)] consists of tl ≥ 1 connected components, at least one sequin pair from
each component will be adjacent to at most one other sequin pair in the same component.
Therefore, |NZ(Sl)| ≥ 32 |Sl|+ tl.
Combining the previous observations, we know that when either Su or Sl is empty,
|NZ(S)| ≥ 65 |S|, as needed. When both are not empty, we let I = NZ(Su)∩NZ(Sl). Hence,|NZ(Su)|+ |NZ(Sl)| − |I| ≥ 2|Su|+ 2(tu − 1) + 32 |Sl|+ tl − |I| and we rewrite it as:
|NZ(S)|+ 2 ≥ 100
50
|Su|+ 75
50
|Sl|+ 2(tu − 1) + tl − (|I| − 2) (4.1)
We now bound the size of I. Note that I can only contain upper sequin pairs joined
with sequin pairs in Sl. As every sequin pair in Sl has either zero or two neighbors in I,
|Sl| ≥ |I|. Moreover, for every two sequin pairs in Sl having two neighbors in I, there
must exist at least one vertex in Su, which implies |Su| ≥ |I|4 . Finally, whenever a sequin
pair p ∈ Sl has two neighbors in I, then tu, tl ≥ 1 as at least one bead neighboring
the sequin pair joined with p must be in Su. Every other sequin pair p
′ ∈ Sl, p′ 6= p,
with two neighbors in I will force at least one additional connected component in either
Z[Su∪NZ(Su)] or Z[Sl∪NZ(Sl)] since Wk contains a single joining biclique between any two
necklaces. Therefore, the total number of connected components is tu + tl ≥ |I|2 . Putting
it all together, we obtain:
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40
50
|Su|+ 15
50
|Sl|+ 2(tu − 1) + tl ≥ 2
10
|I|+ 3
10
|I|+ 5
10
|I|+ tu − 2
≥ |I| − 2 (4.2)
Combining Equations 4.1 and 4.2, we get:
|NZ(S)|+ 2 ≥ 6
5
|S|+ 40
50
|Su|+ 15
50
|Sl|+ 2(tu − 1) + tl − (|I| − 2)
≥ 6
5
|S| (4.3)
Therefore, V (S, σ[1, x]) is a vertex cover of Wk of size at least 3k
2 + k − 2, as needed.
To show the f(k) ≤ k+ 3 upper bound, we show that (Wk, Ss, St, 3k2 + k+ 3, 6k2) is a
yes-instance by providing an actual reconfiguration sequence (that is not nice):
(1) Add all k beads in L1. Since S is a vertex cover of Wk, we know that the additional
k beads will result in a vertex cover of size 3k2 + k.
(2) Add both vertices in pu1,1 and remove both vertices in p
l
1,1. The removal of both
vertices in pl1,1 is possible since we added all their neighbors in L1 (step (1)) and U1.
The size of a vertex cover reaches 3k2 + k + 2 after the additions and then reduces
to 3k2 + k.
(3) Repeat step (2) for all sequin pairs pui,1 and p
l
1,i for 2 ≤ i ≤ k. The size of a vertex
cover is again 3k2 + k once step (3) is completed. Step (2) is repeated a total of k
times. After every repetition, we have a vertex cover of Wk since all beads in L1 were
added in step (1) and the remaining neighbors of each sequin pair in Ui are added
prior to the removals.
(4) Add both vertices in pu1,2 and remove vertex b
u
1,2.
(5) Add bl2,1 and b
l
2,2. At this point, the size of a vertex cover is 3k
2 + k + 3.
(6) Remove both vertices in pl2,1.
(7) Repeat steps (4), (5), and (6) until all beads in L2 have been added and all sequin
pairs removed. When we reach the last sequin pair in L2, b
l
2,1 was already added and
hence we gain a surplus of one which brings the vertex cover size back to 3k2 + k.
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(8) Repeat steps (4) to (7) for every remaining necklace in L.
Since every vertex in Wk is touched exactly once, we know that ` = 6k
2. In the course of
the described reconfiguration sequence, the maximum size of any vertex cover is 3k2 +k+3.
Hence, f(k) ≤ k + 3. This completes the proof.
It would be interesting to close the gap on f(k), but the existence of such a value is
enough to prove the main theorem of this section.
Theorem 4.3.5. VC-Reach and VC-Bound are NP-hard on 4-regular graphs.
Proof. We give a reduction from VC-Comp to VC-Reach where the input graph is re-
stricted to be 4-regular in both cases. For (G,S, k) an instance of VC-Comp, we construct
a graph G′ by taking the disjoint union of G and Wk. We let (G′, Ss, St, 3k2 +k+f(k)−1)
be an instance of VC-Reach, where Ss = {eui,j | 1 ≤ i, j ≤ k} ∪ {pli,j | 1 ≤ i, j ≤ k} ∪ S
and St = {eli,j | 1 ≤ i, j ≤ k} ∪ {pui,j | 1 ≤ i, j ≤ k} ∪ S and f(k) is the value whose
existence was shown in Lemma 4.3.4. Clearly |Ss| = |St| = 3k2 + k and both Ss and St are
vertex covers of G′. We claim that G has a vertex cover of size k − 1 if and only if there
is a reconfiguration sequence from Ss to St.
We know from Lemma 4.3.4 that the reconfiguration of Wk requires at least f(k) avail-
able capacity. But 3k2 + k + f(k) > 3k2 + k + f(k) − 1, which violates the maximum
allowed capacity. Therefore, if there is a reconfiguration sequence from Ss to St, then
one of the vertex covers in the sequence must contain at most 3k2 + k − 1 vertices. By
Proposition 4.3.2, we know that 3k2 of those 3k2 + k − 1 vertices are needed to cover the
edges in E(Wk). Thus, the remaining k− 1 vertices must be in V (G) and should cover all
the edges in E(G). By our construction of G′, these k − 1 vertices correspond to a vertex
cover of G.
Similarly, if G has a vertex cover S ′ such that |S ′| = k− 1, then the following reconfig-
uration sequence transforms Ss to St: add all vertices of S
′, remove all vertices of S, apply
the reconfiguration sequence whose existence was shown in Lemma 4.3.4 to G′[V (Wk)],
and finally add back all vertices of S and remove those of S ′. The length of this sequence
is equal to 6k2 + 4k − 2 whenever S ∩ S ′ = ∅ and is shorter otherwise.
4.4 Hardness on bipartite graphs
For a graph G, a crown [1, 28] is a pair (W,H) satisfying the following properties:
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(i) W 6= ∅ is an independent set of G,
(ii) NG(W ) = H, and
(iii) there exists a matching in G[W ∪H] which saturates H.
H is called the head of the crown and the width of the crown is |H|. Crown structures
have played a central role in the development of efficient kernelization algorithms for the
Vertex Cover problem [1, 28]. We define the closely related notion of (k, d)-constrained
crowns and show in the remainder of this section, via a problem of independent interest,
that the complexity of finding such structures in a bipartite graph plays an important role
in determining the complexity of the bounded reachability problem.
For a graph G, we define a (k, d)-constrained crown as a pair (W,H) satisfying all
properties of a regular crown with the additional constraints that |H| ≤ k and |W |−|H| ≥
d ≥ 0. We are now ready to introduce the (k, d)-Bipartite Constrained Crown
problem, or (k, d)-BCC, which is formally defined as follows:
(k, d)-Bipartite Constrained Crown
Input: A bipartite graph G with bipartition (A,B) and two positive
integers k and d
Question: Does G have a (k, d)-constrained crown (W,H) such
that W ⊆ A and H ⊆ B?
Lemma 4.4.1. (k, d)-Bipartite Constrained Crown parameterized by k+d is W[1]-
hard even when the input graph G is C4-free and all vertices in one partition of G have
degree at most two.
Proof. We give an FPT reduction from Clique to (k,
(
k
2
)
)-Bipartite Constrained
Crown. For (G, k) an instance of Clique, we let V (G) = {v1, . . . , vn} and E(G) =
{e1, . . . , em}.
We first form a bipartite graph G′ with bipartition (X ∪ Z, Y ) and edge set E1 ∪ E2,
where vertex sets X and Y contain one vertex for each vertex in V (G) and Z contains one
vertex for each edge in E(G). Formally, we set X = {x1, . . . , xn}, Y = {y1, . . . , yn}, and
Z = {z1, . . . , zm}. The edges in E1 join each pair of vertices xi and yi for 1 ≤ i ≤ n and
the edges in E2 join each vertex z in Z to the two vertices yi and yj corresponding to the
endpoints of the edge in E(G) to which z corresponds. Since each edge either joins vertices
in X and Y or vertices in Y and Z, it is not difficult to see that the vertex sets X ∪Z and
Y form a bipartition.
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By our construction, G′ is C4-free; vertices in X have degree 1, and since there are no
double edges in G (i.e. two edges between the same pair of vertices), no pair of vertices in
Y can have more than one common neighbor in Z.
For (G′, k,
(
k
2
)
) an instance of (k,
(
k
2
)
)-BCC, A = X ∪ Z, and B = Y , we claim that G
has a clique of size k if and only if G′ has a (k,
(
k
2
)
)-constrained crown (W,H) such that
W ⊆ A and H ⊆ B.
If G has a clique K of size k, we set H = {yi | vi ∈ V (K)}, namely the vertices in Y
corresponding to the vertices in the clique. To form W , we choose {xi | vi ∈ V (K)} ∪ {zi |
ei ∈ E(K)}, that is, the vertices in X corresponding to the vertices in the clique and the
vertices in Z corresponding to the edges in the clique. Clearly H is a subset of size k of B
and W is a subset of size k +
(
k
2
)
of A; this implies that |W | − |H| ≥ d = (k
2
)
, as required.
To see why NG′(W ) = H, it suffices to note that every vertex xi ∈ W is connected to
exactly one vertex yi ∈ H and every degree-two vertex zi ∈ W corresponds to an edge in
K whose endpoints {vi, vj} must have corresponding vertices in H. Moreover, due to E1
there is a matching between the vertices of H and the vertices of W in X, and hence a
matching in G′[W ∪H] that saturates H.
We now assume that G′ has a (k,
(
k
2
)
)-constrained crown (W,H) such that W ⊆ X ∪Z
and H ⊆ Y . It suffices to show that |H| must be equal to k, |W ∩ Z| must be equal to(
k
2
)
, and hence |W ∩ X| must be equal to k; from this we can conclude the vertices in
{vi | yi ∈ H} form a clique of size k in G as |W ∩ Z| =
(
k
2
)
, requiring that edges exist
between each pair of vertices in the set {vi | yi ∈ H}. Moreover, since |W ∩ X| = k and
NG′(W ) = H, a matching that saturates H can be easily found by simply picking all edges
{xi, yi} for yi ∈ H.
To prove the sizes of H and W , we first observe that since |H| ≤ k, NG′(W ) = H,
and each vertex in Y has exactly one neighbour in X, we know that |W ∩X| ≤ |H| ≤ k.
Moreover, since |W | = |W ∩X|+ |W ∩ Z| and |W | − |H| ≥ (k
2
)
, we know that |W ∩ Z| =
|W | − |W ∩X| ≥ (k
2
)
+ |H| − |W ∩X| ≥ (k
2
)
. If |W ∩Z| = (k
2
)
our proof is complete since,
by our construction of G′, H is a set of at most k vertices in the original graph G and the
subgraph induced by those vertices in G has
(
k
2
)
edges. Hence, |H| must be equal to k.
Suppose instead that |W ∩ Z| > (k
2
)
. In this case, since each vertex of Z has degree two,
the number of neighbours of W ∩Z in Y is greater than k, violating the assumptions that
NG′(W ) = H and |H| ≤ k.
We can now show the main result of this section:
Theorem 4.4.2. VC-Bound parameterized by ` and restricted to bipartite graphs is W[1]-
hard.
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Proof. We give an FPT reduction from (t, d)-Bipartite Constrained Crown to VC-
Bound in bipartite graphs. For (G, t, d) an instance of (t, d)-Bipartite Constrained
Crown and A = {a1, . . . , a|A|} and B = {b1, . . . , b|B|} the bipartition of G, we form G′
with vertex set X ∪ Y ∪ U ∪ V and edge set E1 ∪ E2 such that X and Y correspond
to the vertex sets A and B, E1 connects vertices in X and Y corresponding to vertices
in A and B joined by edges in G, and U , V , and E2 form a bipartite clique Kd+t,d+t.
Formally, X = {x1, . . . , x|A|}, Y = {y1, . . . , y|B|}, U = {u1, . . . , ud+t}, V = {v1, . . . , vd+t},
E1 = {{xi, yj} | {ai, bj} ∈ E(G)} and E2 = {{ui, vj} | 1 ≤ i ≤ d+ t, 1 ≤ j ≤ d+ t}.
We let (G′, Ss, St, k = |A| + d + 2t, ` = 4d + 6t) be an instance of VC-Bound, where
Ss = X ∪ U and St = X ∪ V . Clearly |Ss| = |St| = |A| + d + t. We claim that G has
a (k, d)-constrained crown (W,H) such that W ⊆ A and H ⊆ B if and only if there is a
path of length less than or equal to 4d+ 6t from Ss to St.
If G has such a pair (W,H), we form a reconfiguration sequence of length at most
4d+ 6t as follows:
1. Add each vertex yi such that bi ∈ H. The resulting vertex cover size is |A|+d+t+|H|.
2. Remove d + |H| vertices xi such that ai ∈ W . The resulting vertex cover size is
|A|+ t.
3. Add each vertex from V . The resulting vertex cover size is |A|+ d+ 2t.
4. Remove each vertex from U . The resulting vertex cover size is |A|+ t.
5. Add each vertex removed in phase 2. The resulting vertex cover size is |A|+d+t+|H|.
6. Remove each vertex added in phase 1. The resulting vertex cover size is |A|+ d+ t.
The length of the sequence follows from the fact that |H| ≤ t: phases 1 and 6 consist of
at most t steps each and phases 2, 3, 4, and 5 of at most d + t steps each. The fact that
each set forms a vertex cover is a consequence of the fact that NG(W ) = H.
For the converse, we observe that before removing any vertex ui, 1 ≤ i ≤ d + t, from
U , we first need to add all d+ t vertices from V . Therefore, if there is a path of length at
most 4d+ 6t from Ss to St, then we can assume without loss of generality that there exists
a node Q (i.e. a vertex cover) along this path such that:
(1) |Q| ≤ |A|+ t and,
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(2) all vertices that were touched in order to reach node Q belong to X ∪ Y .
In other words, at node Q, the available capacity is greater than or equal to d+ t and all
edges in G[U ∪ V ] are still covered by U . We let QIN = Q \ Ss and QOUT = Ss \Q. Since
Ss = X ∪ U , QIN ⊆ Y and QOUT ⊆ X. Moreover, since |Q| = |Ss| + |QIN| − |QOUT| =
|A| + d + t + |QIN| − |QOUT| ≤ |A| + t, we know that |QOUT| − |QIN| must be greater
than or equal to d. Given that ` ≤ 4d + 6t and we need exactly 2d + 2t steps to add all
vertices in V and remove all vertices in U , we have 2d + 4t remaining steps to allocate
elsewhere. Therefore, |QOUT| + |QIN| ≤ d + 2t as QIN ⊆ Y , QOUT ⊆ X, and every vertex
in QIN ∪QOUT must be touched at least twice (i.e. added and then removed). Combining
those observations, we get:
|QOUT|+ |QIN| ≤ d+ 2t
|QIN| − |QOUT| ≤ −d
|QIN| ≤ t
We have just shown that G has a pair (QOUT, QIN) such that QOUT ⊆ X, QIN ⊆ Y ,
|QIN| ≤ t, |QOUT| − |QIN| ≥ d ≥ 0, and NG(QOUT) = QIN as otherwise some edge is not
covered. The remaining condition for (QOUT, QIN) to satisfy is for G[QOUT∪QIN] to have a
matching which saturates QIN. Hall’s Marriage Theorem [74] states that such a saturating
matching exists if and only if for every subset P of QIN, |P | ≤ |NG[QOUT∪QIN](P )|. By a sim-
ple application of Hall’s theorem, if no such matching exists then there exists a subgraph
Z of G[QOUT ∪QIN] such that |V (Z) ∩QOUT| < |V (Z) ∩QIN|. By deleting this subgraph
from QOUT ∪ QIN we can get a new pair (Q′OUT, Q′IN) which must satisfy Q′OUT ⊆ X,
Q′IN ⊆ Y , |Q′IN| ≤ t, |Q′OUT| − |Q′IN| ≥ d ≥ 0, and NG(Q′OUT) = Q′IN since we delete more
vertices from QIN than we do from QOUT and NG[QOUT∪QIN](V (Z) ∩QIN) = V (Z) ∩QOUT.
Finally, if (Q′OUT, Q
′
IN) does not have a matching which saturates Q
′
IN, we can repeatedly
apply the same rule until we reach a pair which satisfies all the required properties. Since
|QOUT| ≥ |QIN|, such a pair is guaranteed to exist as otherwise every subset P of QIN
would satisfy |P | > |NG[QOUT∪QIN](P )| and hence |QOUT| < |QIN|, a contradiction.
4.5 Tractability
There are two different but closely related approaches one can take to show that VC-
Reach and VC-Bound are fixed-parameter tractable when parameterized by k. We
present one approach in this section and defer the second to the next chapter (Section 5.1),
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where we show that it applies to other types of problems. For now, we show in Theo-
rem 4.5.2 that both VC-Reach and VC-Bound admit an O(k2) kernel and can therefore
be solved in O∗(kk) time by exhaustive enumeration. Stated differently, Theorem 4.5.2
implies that all but O(k2) vertices of the input graph are (strongly) irrelevant (Defini-
tion 3.3.9).
There are two classical rules [46] used in kernelization algorithms for the Vertex
Cover problem. Given a graph G, the first rule, called the high-degree rule, states that
any vertex of degree k + 1 or more must be in any vertex cover of size k or less. From a
reconfiguration point of view, such a vertex is frozen and every vertex cover corresponding
to a node in RV C(G, 0, k) contains this vertex. A simplified version of the low-degree rule
states that any vertex of degree zero need not be part of any vertex cover of G. That is,
vertices of degree zero are clearly strongly irrelevant for reconfiguration. Combining these
two rules with the following proposition is enough to prove Theorem 4.5.2.
Recall that for a graph G and two vertex covers Ss and St of G, we partition V (G)
into the sets Cst = Ss ∩ St (vertices common to Ss and St), Ss\t = Ss \ St (vertices to be
removed from Ss in the course of a reconfiguration sequence), St\s = St \Ss (vertices to be
added to form St), and Ost = V (G) \ (Ss ∪ St) (all other vertices).
Proposition 4.5.1. For a graph G and two vertex covers Ss and St of G, G[Ss\t ∪St\s] is
bipartite, and there is no edge uv for u ∈ Ss\t ∪ St\s and v ∈ Ost.
Proof. Since Ss\t ∩ St = ∅ and St is a vertex cover of G, each edge of G must have an
endpoint in St, and hence G[Ss\t] must be an independent set. Similar arguments apply to
G[St\s] and to show that there is no edge uv ∈ E(G) for u ∈ Ss\t ∪ St\s and v ∈ Ost.
Theorem 4.5.2. VC-Reach and VC-Bound parameterized by k admit an O(k2) kernel
on general graphs.
Proof. We let (G,Ss, St, k, `) be an instance of VC-Bound. Due to Proposition 4.5.1, we
know that G[Ss\t∪St\s] is a bipartite graph and there are no edges between vertices in Ost
and vertices in Ss\t ∪ St\s. Figure 4.8 illustrates a hypothetical graph G with vertices in
Ss\t shown in black, vertices in St\s shown in dark gray, vertices in Cst shown in light gray,
and vertices in Ost shown in white.
As G[Ost] is an independent set, all the neighbors of a vertex v ∈ Ost must be in Cst.
If there is a vertex v ∈ Ost with no neighbors in Cst then such a vertex has degree zero
in G and we can therefore delete it, as it is clearly strongly irrelevant. Hence, we assume
that every vertex in Ost has at least one neighbor in Cst. Because vertices of degree k + 1
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Figure 4.8: An instance of VC-Bound.
or more in G are frozen, all such vertices must be in Cst. For a vertex v ∈ Ost, if every
neighbor of v in Cst is frozen then v is also strongly irrelevant; any reconfiguration sequence
which adds v cannot remove any neighbor of v. Again, we assume that all such vertices
are deleted.
Putting it all together, we know that the number of vertices in the graph (after deleting
all strongly irrelevant vertices) is at most 2k + k2, as |Ss| + |St| ≤ 2k and the number of
vertices in Ost with at least one neighbor in Cst of degree k or less is at most k
2.
4.5.1 Even-hole-free and cactus graphs
In this section, we present a characterization of instances of VC-Reach and VC-Bound
solvable in time polynomial in the size of the input graph, and apply this characteriza-
tion to even-hole-free graphs and cactus graphs (Section 2.1). Interestingly, as shown in
Theorem 4.4.2, excluding odd cycles does not seem to make the VC-Bound problem any
easier, whereas excluding (induced or non-induced) even cycles puts both VC-Reach and
VC-Bound in P. We show that we can in fact obtain polynomial-time algorithms when-
ever the graph induced by the symmetric difference of two vertex covers has some “nice”
properties. We show that for even-hole-free graphs the symmetric difference of any two
vertex covers of the graph induces a forest. The structure is slightly more complex for
cactus graphs. Moreover, in both cases, the number of vertices we need to consider outside
of the symmetric difference is bounded by a constant. We note that a similar polynomial-
time algorithm for even-hole-free graphs was also recently, and independently, obtained by
Kamin´ski et al. for solving several variants of the IS-Bound problem [91]. Unless stated
otherwise, reconfiguration sequences are represented as ordered sequences of vertex covers
or nodes in the reconfiguration graph.
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Definition 4.5.3. Given two vertex covers of G, A and B, a reconfiguration sequence β
from A to some vertex cover A′ is a c-bounded prefix of a reconfiguration sequence α from
A to B, if and only if all of the following conditions hold:
(1) |A′| ≤ |A|.
(2) For every node A′′ in β, |A′′| ≤ |A|+ c.
(3) For every node A′′ in β, A′′ is obtained from its predecessor by either the removal or
the addition of a single vertex in the symmetric difference of the predecessor and B,
which implies that no vertex is touched more than once in the course of β.
We write A
c, B←−→ A′ when such a c-bounded prefix exists.
Proposition 4.5.4. Given two vertex covers A and B of G, if G has a vertex cover S
such that A
c, B←−→ S, then A d,B←−→ S for all d > c.
Lemma 4.5.5. Given two vertex covers Ss and St of G and two positive integers k and c
such that |Ss|, |St| ≤ k, a reconfiguration sequence α of length |Ss∆St| from Ss to St exists
if:
(1) |Ss| ≤ k − c,
(2) |St| ≤ k − c, and
(3) For any two vertex covers A and B of G, A 6= B and |A|, |B| ≤ k − c, either there
exists A′ such that A
c, B←−→ A′ or there exists B′ such that B c, A←−→ B′, where A′ and
B′ are vertex covers of G.
Moreover, if c-bounded prefixes (i.e. if A′ or B′) can be found in time polynomial in n,
then α can be found in time polynomial in n.
Proof. We prove the lemma by induction on |Ss∆St|. When |Ss∆St| = 0, Ss is equal to
St, and the claim holds trivially since |α| = 0.
When |Ss∆St| > 0, and since Ss 6= St and |Ss|, |St| ≤ k − c, we know that either there
exists S ′s such that Ss
c, St←−→ S ′s or there exists S ′t such that St c, Ss←−→ S ′t, where S ′s and S ′t are
vertex covers of G. Without loss of generality, we assume Ss
c, St←−→ S ′s and let β denote the
c-bounded prefix from Ss to S
′
s. From Definition 4.5.3, we know that the size of every node
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in β is no greater than |Ss|+ c ≤ k. Therefore, the maximum allowed capacity constraint
is never violated.
Since |S ′s| ≤ |Ss| and |S ′s∆St| ≤ |Ss∆St|, as we only touch vertices in Ss∆St to reach
S ′s (Definition 4.5.3), by the induction hypothesis there exists a reconfiguration sequence
from S ′s to St whose length is |S ′s∆St|. By appending the reconfiguration sequence from S ′s
to St to the reconfiguration sequence from Ss to S
′
s, we obtain a reconfiguration sequence
α from Ss to St.
To show that |α| = |Ss∆St|, it suffices to show that |β|+ |S ′s∆St| = |Ss∆St|. We know
that no vertex is touched more than once in β and every touched vertex belongs to Ss∆St
(Definition 4.5.3). We let H ⊆ Ss∆St denote the set of touched vertices in β and we
subdivide H into two sets Hs = H ∩Ss = H ∩Ss\t and Ht = H ∩St = H ∩St\a. It follows
that |β| = |Hs| + |Ht| and |S ′s∆St| = |Ss\t \Hs| + |St\s \Ht|. Therefore, |β| + |S ′s∆St| =
|Hs|+ |Ht|+ |Ss\t \Hs|+ |St\s \Ht| = |Ss\t|+ |St\s| = |Ss∆St|, as needed.
When c-bounded prefixes can be found in time polynomial in n, the proof gives an al-
gorithm for constructing the full reconfiguration sequence from Ss to St in time polynomial
in n.
Theorem 4.5.6. VC-Reach and VC-Bound restricted to trees can be solved in time
polynomial in n.
Proof. We let (G,Ss, St, k, `) be an instance of VC-Bound. The proof proceeds in two
stages. We start by showing that when G is a tree and Ss and St are of size at most k− 1,
we can always find 1-bounded prefixes Ss
1, St←−→ S ′s or St 1, Ss←−→ S ′t in time polynomial in
n. Therefore, we can apply Lemma 4.5.5 with c = 1 to find a reconfiguration sequence of
length |Ss∆St| from Ss to St in time polynomial in n. In the second part of the proof, we
show how to handle the remaining cases where Ss, St, or both Ss and St are of size greater
than k − 1.
First, we note that every forest either has a degree-zero or a degree-one vertex. Hence,
trees and forests are 1-degenerate graphs. Since G is a tree, G[Ss\t ∪ St\s] is a forest and
is therefore 1-degenerate. To find 1-bounded prefixes in G[Ss\t ∪ St\s], it is enough to find
a vertex v of degree at most one, which can clearly be done in time polynomial in n. The
existence of v guarantees the existence of a 1-bounded prefix from either Ss to some vertex
cover S ′s or from St to some vertex cover S
′
t. When v ∈ Ss\t and |NG[Ss\t∪St\s](v)| = 0, we
have Ss
0, St←−→ S ′s since S ′s is obtained from Ss by simply removing v. When v ∈ Ss\t and
|NG[Ss\t∪St\s](v)| = 1, we have Ss
1, St←−→ S ′s since S ′s is obtained from Ss by first adding the
unique neighbor of v and then removing v. Similar arguments hold when v ∈ St\s.
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Therefore, combining Lemma 4.5.5 and the fact that G[Ss\t ∪ St\s] is 1-degenerate, we
know that if |Ss| ≤ k− 1 and |St| ≤ k− 1, a reconfiguration sequence of length |Ss\t∪St\s|
from Ss to St can be found in time polynomial in n. Furthermore, since the length of a
reconfiguration sequence can never be less than |Ss\t ∪ St\s|, the reconfiguration sequence
given by Lemma 4.5.5 is a shortest path from Ss to St in the reconfiguration graph.
When Ss (respectively, St) has size k and is minimal, then we have a no-instance since
neither removing nor adding a vertex results in a vertex cover of size k, and hence Ss
(respectively, St) will be an isolated node in the reconfiguration graph, with no path to St
(respectively, Ss).
Otherwise, there always exists a reconfiguration sequence from Ss to St, since Ss and
St can be reconfigured to solutions S
′
s and S
′
t, respectively, of size less than k, to which
Lemma 4.5.5 can be applied. The only reconfiguration steps from Ss (or St) of size k are
to subsets of Ss of size k−1 (or to subsets of St of size k−1); the reconfiguration sequence
obtained from Lemma 4.5.5 is thus a shortest path. Therefore, we can obtain a shortest
path from Ss to St through a careful selection of S
′
s and S
′
t. There are two cases to consider:
Case (1): |Ss| = k, |St| = k, Ss is non-minimal, and St is non-minimal. When both Ss
and St are of size k and are non-minimal, then each must contain at least one removable
vertex. Hence, by removing such vertices, we can transform Ss and St into vertex covers
S ′s and S
′
t, respectively, of size k − 1. We let u and v be removable vertices in Ss and St
respectively, and we set S ′s = Ss \ {u} and S ′t = St \ {v}. Note that there are at most k2
pairs of removable vertices in Ss and St and we can exhaustively try all pairs to choose one
that minimizes the length of a reconfiguration sequence.
1. If u ∈ Ss\t and v ∈ St\s, then the length of a shortest reconfiguration sequence from
S ′s to S
′
t will be |S ′s∆S ′t| = |Ss∆St| − 2. Therefore, accounting for the two additional
removals, the length of a shortest path from Ss to St will be equal to |Ss∆St|.
2. If u ∈ Ss\t and v ∈ Cst, then the length of a shortest reconfiguration sequence from
S ′s to S
′
t will be |S ′s∆S ′t| = |Ss∆St| − 1. Since v is in Cst, it must be removed and
added back. Therefore, the length of a shortest path from Ss to St will be equal to
|Ss∆St|+ 2. The same is true when u ∈ Cst and v ∈ St\s or when u = v and u ∈ Cst.
3. Otherwise, when u ∈ Cst, v ∈ Cst, and u 6= v, the length of a shortest path from Ss
to St will be |Ss∆St| + 4 since we have to touch two vertices in Cst (i.e. two extra
additions and two extra removals).
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Case (2): |Ss| = k, |St| = k − 1, and Ss is non-minimal. Since |St| = k − 1, we only need
to reduce the size of Ss to k − 1 in order to apply Lemma 4.5.5. Since Ss is non-minimal,
it must contain at least one removable vertex. We let u be a removable vertex in Ss and
we set S ′s = Ss \ {u}.
1. If u ∈ Ss\t, then the length of a shortest reconfiguration sequence from S ′s to St will
be |S ′s∆St| = |Ss∆St| − 1. Therefore, accounting for the additional removal, the
length of a shortest path from Ss to St will be equal to |Ss∆St|.
2. If u ∈ Cst, then the length of a shortest reconfiguration sequence from S ′s to St will be
|S ′s∆St| = |Ss∆St|. Since v is in Cst, it must be removed and added back. Therefore,
the length of a shortest path from Ss to St will be equal to |Ss∆St|+ 2.
Similar arguments hold for the symmetric case where |Ss| = k − 1, |St| = k, and St is
non-minimal. As there are at most k2 pairs of removable vertices in Ss and St to check
for Case (1), we can exhaustively try all pairs and choose one that minimizes the length of
a reconfiguration sequence. Similarly, there are at most k removable vertices to check in
Case (2). Consequently, VC-Reach and VC-Bound restricted to trees can be solved in
time polynomial in n.
Recall that a cactus graph G is a graph in which every edge belongs to at most one cycle.
We let C(G) denote the set of all cycles in G. The following proposition is a consequence of
the fact that for any cactus graph G, we can construct a maximal matching of G containing
at least one edge from each cycle in C(G).
Proposition 4.5.7. For a cactus graph G, the number of cycles in G is bounded above by
the size of any maximal matching MG, i.e. |C(G)| ≤ |MG|.
The next proposition is a consequence of the fact that for any cactus graph G, we can
obtain a spanning tree of G by removing a single edge from every cycle in G.
Proposition 4.5.8. For a cactus graph G and TG a spanning tree of G, the total number
of edges in G is equal to the number of edges in TG plus the total number of cycles in G,
i.e. |E(G)| = |E(TG)|+ |C(G)| = |V (TG)| − 1 + |C(G)|.
Any graph with no even cycles is a cactus graph (but the converse is not always true). For
a graph G with no even cycles and any two vertex covers, Ss and St, of G, we know that
G[Ss\t∪St\s] must be a forest, i.e. a bipartite graph with no even cycles (Proposition 4.5.1).
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Corollary 4.5.9 follows from the fact that in the proof of Theorem 4.5.6, the fact that G is
a tree is used only to determine that G[Ss\t ∪ St\s] must be a forest. Therefore, using the
same proof as in Theorem 4.5.6, we get:
Corollary 4.5.9. VC-Reach and VC-Bound restricted to even-hole-free graphs can be
solved in time polynomial in n.
The goal now is to generalize Corollary 4.5.9 to all cactus graphs. To do so, we first
show, in Lemmas 4.5.10 and 4.5.11, that the third condition of Lemma 4.5.5 is satisfied
for cactus graphs with c = 2. In Lemma 4.5.12, we show how 2-bounded prefixes can be
found in time polynomial in n, which leads to Theorem 4.5.13.
Lemma 4.5.10. Given two vertex covers Ss and St of G, there exists a vertex cover S
′
s
(or S ′t) of G such that Ss
2, St←−→ S ′s (or St 2, Ss←−→ S ′t) if one of the following conditions holds:
(1) G[Ss\t ∪ St\s] has a vertex v ∈ Ss\t (v ∈ St\s) such that |NG[Ss\t∪St\s](v)| ≤ 1, or
(2) there exists a cycle Y in G[Ss\t ∪ St\s] such that all vertices in Y ∩ Ss\t (Y ∩ St\s)
have degree exactly two in G[Ss\t ∪ St\s].
Moreover, both conditions can be checked in time polynomial in n and when one of them
is true the corresponding 2-bounded prefix can be found in time polynomial in n.
Proof. First, we note that checking for condition (1) can be accomplished in time polyno-
mial in n by inspecting the degree of every vertex in G[Ss\t ∪ St\s]. The total number of
cycles satisfying condition (2) is linear in the number of degree-two vertices in G[Ss\t∪St\s].
Therefore, we can check for condition (2) in time polynomial in n by a simple breadth-first
search starting from every degree-two vertex in G[Ss\t ∪ St\s].
If G[Ss\t ∪ St\s] has a vertex v ∈ Ss\t of degree zero, we let S ′s denote the vertex cover
obtained by removing v from Ss. It is easy to see that the reconfiguration sequence from
Ss to S
′
s is a 0-bounded prefix and can be found in time polynomial in n.
Similarly, if G[Ss\t∪St\s] has a vertex v ∈ Ss\t of degree one, we let S ′s denote the node
obtained by the addition of the single vertex in NG[Ss\t∪St\s](v) followed by the removal of
v. The reconfiguration sequence from Ss to S
′
s is a 1-bounded prefix and can be found in
time polynomial in n.
For the second case, we let Y be a cycle in G[Ss\t∪St\s] and we partition the vertices of
the cycle into two sets; YS = Y ∩Ss\t and YT = Y ∩St\s. Since G[Ss\t∪St\s] is bipartite, we
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know that |YS| = |YT |. Since all vertices in YS have degree exactly two in G[Ss\t ∪ St\s], it
follows that NG[Ss\t∪St\s](YS) ⊆ YT . Therefore, a reconfiguration sequence from Ss to some
vertex cover S ′s that adds all vertices in YT (one by one), and then removes all vertices in
YS (one by one) will satisfy conditions (1), (3), and (4) from Definition 4.5.3 for any value
of c. For c = 2, such a sequence will not satisfy condition (2) if the cycle has at least six
vertices (i.e. |YT | ≥ 3). However, using the fact that every vertex in YS has degree exactly
two in G[Ss\t ∪ St\s], we can find a reconfiguration sequence from Ss to S ′s in which no
vertex cover has size greater than |Ss|+2. To do so, we restrict our attention to G[YS∪YT ].
Since Y is an even cycle, we can label all the vertices of Y in clockwise order from 0 to
|Y | − 1 such that all vertices in YS receive even labels. The reconfiguration sequence from
Ss to S
′
s starts by adding the two vertices labeled 1 and |Y | − 1. After doing so, the vertex
labeled 0 is removed. Next, to remove the vertex labeled 2, we only need to add the vertex
labeled 3. The same process is repeated for all vertices with even labels up to |Y | − 4.
Finally, when we reach the vertex labeled |Y | − 2, both of its neighbors will have already
been added and we can simply remove it. Hence, we have a 2-bounded prefix from Ss to
S ′s and it is not hard to see that finding this reconfiguration sequence can be accomplished
in time polynomial in n.
When the appropriate assumptions hold, we can show the symmetric case St
2, Ss←−→ S ′t
using similar arguments.
Lemma 4.5.11. If G is a cactus graph and Ss and St are two vertex covers of G, then
there exists a vertex cover S ′s (or S
′
t) of G such that Ss
2, St←−→ S ′s (or St 2, Ss←−→ S ′t).
Proof. We assume that |Ss\t| ≥ |St\s|, as we can swap the roles of Ss and St whenever
|Ss\t| < |St\s|. We observe that every connected component of G[Ss\t ∪ St\s] is a cactus
graph since every induced subgraph of a cactus graph is also a cactus graph. Since we
assume |Ss\t| ≥ |St\s|, at least one connected component X of G[Ss\t ∪ St\s] must satisfy
|V (X) ∩ Ss\t| ≥ |V (X) ∩ St\s|.
To prove the lemma, we show that if neither condition of Lemma 4.5.10 applies to X,
it must be the case that |V (X) ∩ Ss\t| < |V (X) ∩ St\s|, contradicting our assumption. To
simplify notation, we assume without loss of generality that G[Ss\t ∪ St\s] is connected, as
we can otherwise set G[Ss\t ∪ St\s] = X. The proof proceeds in two steps. First, we show
that if condition (1) of Lemma 4.5.10 is not satisfied, then G[Ss\t∪St\s] must have at least
one vertex u ∈ Ss\t of degree at most two in G[Ss\t ∪ St\s]. In the second step, we show
that if both conditions (1) and (2) of Lemma 4.5.10 are not satisfied, then |Ss\t| < |St\s|,
which completes the proof by contradiction.
Since G[Ss\t ∪ St\s] is a cactus graph, we can apply Propositions 4.5.7 and 4.5.8 to get:
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|E(G[Ss\t ∪ St\s])| = |Ss\t|+ |St\s| − 1 + |C(G[Ss\t ∪ St\s])|
≤ |Ss\t|+ |St\s| − 1 + |MG[Ss\t∪St\s]| (4.4)
Moreover, since G[Ss\t∪St\s] is bipartite (Proposition 4.5.1), the size of a maximum match-
ing in G[Ss\t ∪ St\s] is less than or equal to min(|Ss\t|, |St\s|). Therefore:
|C(G[Ss\t ∪ St\s])| ≤ |MG[Ss\t∪St\s]| ≤ |Ss\t|. (4.5)
Combining (4.4) and (4.5), we get:
|E(G[Ss\t ∪ St\s])| = |Ss\t|+ |St\s| − 1 + C(G[Ss\t ∪ St\s])
≤ 2|Ss\t|+ |St\s| − 1. (4.6)
If the minimum degree in G[Ss\t∪St\s] of any vertex in Ss\t is three or more, then 3|Ss\t| ≤
|E(G[Ss\t ∪ St\s])| ≤ 2|Ss\t| + |St\s| − 1 and thus |Ss\t| ≤ |St\s| − 1, contradicting our
assumption that |Ss\t| ≥ |St\s|. Hence, G[Ss\t ∪ St\s] must have at least one vertex of
degree two in Ss\t.
Next, we show that if G[Ss\t∪St\s] has no vertex v ∈ Ss\t such that |NG[Ss\t∪St\s](v)| ≤ 1
and no cycle Y such that all vertices in Y ∩Ss\t have degree exactly two in G[Ss\t∪St\s], then
|Ss\t| < |St\s|. We let Sx denote the set of vertices in Ss\t having degree x in G[Ss\t∪St\s].
Since G[Ss\t ∪ St\s] has no vertex v ∈ Ss\t such that |NG[Ss\t∪St\s](v)| ≤ 1, we know that
S2 cannot be empty. In addition, since there is no cycle Y in G[Ss\t ∪ St\s] such that all
vertices in Y ∩ Ss\t have degree exactly two in G[Ss\t ∪ St\s], any cycle involving a vertex
in S2 must also include a vertex from
⋃
i≥3 S
i. It follows that
⋃
i≥3 S
i is a feedback vertex
set of G[Ss\t ∪ St\s] and G[S2 ∪ St\s] is a forest.
We let ms denote the maximum degree in G[Ss\t ∪ St\s] of any vertex in Ss\t. Since
each edge in G[Ss\t ∪ St\s] has one endpoint in Ss\t,
ms∑
i=2
i|Si| ≤ |E(G[Ss\t ∪ St\s])| (4.7)
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and since each vertex in Ss\t is in some Si, and using (4.4), we can rewrite (4.7) as
ms∑
i=2
i|Si| ≤
(
ms∑
i=2
|Si|
)
+ |St\s| − 1 + |C(G[Ss\t ∪ St\s])|. (4.8)
To bound |C(G[Ss\t∪St\s])|, we note that since no edge can belong to more than one cycle
in a cactus graph, any vertex v ∈ Sx can be involved in at most bx
2
c cycles. Combining
this observation with the fact that any cycle involving a vertex in S2 must also include a
vertex from
⋃
i≥3 S
i, we have:
ms∑
i=2
i|Si| ≤
(
ms∑
i=2
|Si|
)
+ |St\s| − 1 +
(
ms∑
i=3
b i
2
c|Si|
)
≤ |S2|+
(
ms∑
i=3
(1 + b i
2
c)|Si|
)
+ |St\s| − 1 (4.9)
Finally, by rewriting
∑ms
i=2 i|Si| as 2|S2| +
∑ms
i=3 i|Si| and given that i − (1 + b i2c) ≥ 1 for
i ≥ 3, we obtain the desired bound:
2|S2|+
ms∑
i=3
i|Si| ≤ |S2|+
(
ms∑
i=3
(1 + b i
2
c)|Si|
)
+ |St\s| − 1
|S2|+
ms∑
i=3
i|Si| ≤
(
ms∑
i=3
(1 + b i
2
c)|Si|
)
+ |St\s| − 1
|S2|+
ms∑
i=3
(i− (1 + b i
2
c))|Si| ≤ |St\s| − 1
|Ss\t| =
ms∑
i=2
|Si| ≤ |St\s| − 1 (4.10)
This completes the proof.
Lemma 4.5.12. If G is a cactus graph and Ss and St are vertex covers of G, then finding
a 2-bounded prefix from Ss to a vertex cover S
′
s (or from St to a vertex cover S
′
t) of G can
be accomplished in time polynomial in n.
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Proof. To find a 2-bounded prefix from Ss to a vertex cover S
′
s (or from St to a vertex
cover S ′t) we simply need to satisfy one of the conditions of Lemma 4.5.10, which can both
be checked in time polynomial in n. Since G[Ss\t ∪ St\s] is a cactus graph, we know from
Lemma 4.5.11 that one of them must be true.
Theorem 4.5.13. VC-Reach and VC-Bound restricted to cactus graphs can be solved
in time polynomial in n.
Proof. From Lemma 4.5.11, we know that for any cactus graph G and two vertex covers
Ss and St of G, then either Ss
2, St←−→ S ′s or St 2, Ss←−→ S ′t, where S ′s and S ′t are some vertex
covers of G. In addition, Lemma 4.5.12 shows that such 2-bounded prefixes can be found
in time polynomial in n. By combining these facts, we can now apply Lemma 4.5.5. That
is, if |Ss| ≤ k− 2 and |St| ≤ k− 2, a reconfiguration sequence of length |Ss\t|+ |St\s| from
Ss to St can be found in time polynomial in n.
When Ss (or St) has size k and is minimal, then we have a no-instance since neither
removing nor adding a vertex results in a vertex cover of size k, and hence Ss (or St) will
be an isolated node in the reconfiguration graph, with no path to St (or Ss).
The remaining cases to consider are listed in Table 4.1. Some of these cases are sym-
metric since the roles of Ss and St can be interchanged.
Table 4.1: Case Analysis. A Xdenotes a yes-instance and a X denotes a no-instance.
St non-minimal St minimal
k − 2 k − 1 k k − 2 k − 1 k
Ss non-minimal
k − 2 X (1) (5) X (3) X
k − 1 (1) (1) (5) (3) (3) X
k (5) (5) (5) (4) (4) X
Ss minimal
k − 2 X (3) (4) X (2) X
k − 1 (3) (3) (4) (2) (2) X
k X X X X X X
Case (1): |Ss| = k − 1, |St| = k − 1, Ss is non-minimal, and St is non-minimal. When
both Ss and St are of size k − 1 and are non-minimal, then each must contain at least
one removable vertex. Hence, by removing such vertices, we can transform Ss and St into
vertex covers S ′s and S
′
t, respectively, of size k − 2. Finding a reconfiguration sequence
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of shortest length from S ′s to S
′
t can be accomplished in time polynomial in n by Lemma
4.5.5. To guarantee a shortest path from Ss to St, we have to carefully select S
′
s and S
′
t.
We let u and v be removable vertices in Ss and St respectively, and we set S
′
s = Ss \ {u}
and S ′t = St \ {v}.
1. If u ∈ Ss\t and v ∈ St\s, then the length of a shortest reconfiguration sequence from
S ′s to S
′
t will be |S ′s\t| + |S ′t\s| = |Ss\t| + |St\s| − 2. Therefore, accounting for the
two additional removals, the length of a shortest path from Ss to St will be equal to
|Ss\t|+ |St\s|.
2. If u ∈ Ss\t and v ∈ Cst, then the length of a shortest reconfiguration sequence from
S ′s to S
′
t will be |S ′s\t|+ |S ′t\s| = |Ss\t|+ |St\s|−1. Since v is in Cst, it must be removed
and added back. Therefore, the length of a shortest path from Ss to St will be equal
to |Ss\t|+ |St\s|+ 2. The same is true when u ∈ Cst and v ∈ St\s or when u = v and
u ∈ Cst.
3. Otherwise, when u ∈ Cst, v ∈ Cst, and u 6= v, the length of a shortest path from Ss
to St will be |Ss\t| + |St\s| + 4 since we have to touch two vertices in Cst (i.e. two
extra additions and two extra removals).
As there are at most (k−1)2 pairs of removable vertices in Ss and St to check for Case (1),
we can exhaustively try all pairs and choose one that minimizes the length of a reconfigu-
ration sequence. Similar arguments can be applied when one of Ss or St is of size k− 2, in
which case we only need to check at most k − 1 removable vertices.
Case (2): |Ss| = k − 1, |St| = k − 1, Ss is minimal, and St is minimal. If both Ss
and St are minimal, of size k − 1, and the minimum degree in G[Ss\t ∪ St\s] is two, then
we have a no-instance; any removal will require at least two additions, therefore violating
the maximum allowed capacity constraint. If G[Ss\t ∪ St\s] has a vertex u ∈ Ss\t such that
NG[Ss\t∪St\s](u) = {v}, we let S ′s be the vertex cover obtained by adding v and removing
u as well as all vertices in NG[Ss\t∪St\s](v) that become removable after the addition of v.
Since St is also minimal, we can apply the same transformation starting from St to get
some vertex cover S ′t. These transformations correspond to 1-bounded prefixes. If both S
′
s
and S ′t are still minimal and of size k− 1, we can exhaustively repeat this process until we
either find a reconfiguration from Ss to St of length |Ss\t|+ |St\s|, reach a state similar to
Case (1), or determine a no-instance (i.e. minimum degree two in G[S ′s∆S
′
t]). To see why
Case (2) can be handled in time polynomial in n, we note that the described process is
repeated at most |Ss\t|+ |St\s| times. At every iteration, we simply inspect the neighbor-
hood of every vertex in the graph induced by the symmetric difference of the corresponding
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vertex covers. Finally, when one of Ss or St is of size k − 1 and the other of size k − 2, we
only need to apply the transformations described above starting from the vertex cover of
size k − 1.
Case (3): |Ss| = |St| = k − 1, Ss (St) is minimal, and St (Ss) is non-minimal. Case
(3) can be handled by combining the arguments from Cases (1) and (2); we apply 1-
bounded prefixes to the minimal vertex cover (Case (2)) and select a removable vertex
from the non-minimal vertex cover which minimizes the total number of reconfiguration
steps (Case (1)). Since |Ss| = |St| = k − 1, we need to remove at most one vertex from Ss
and one from St to obtain vertex covers of size k − 2 to which we can apply Lemma 4.5.5
to obtain a reconfiguration sequence of shortest possible length. Hence, the length of a
reconfiguration sequence from Ss to St will be at most |Ss\t| + |St\s| + 4, which occurs
whenever we have to touch two vertices in Cst. Whenever one of Ss or St is of size k − 2,
we only need to apply the described arguments to the vertex cover of size k − 1.
Case (4): |Ss| = k, |St| = k − 1, Ss is non-minimal, and St is minimal. Case (4)
can be broken down into at most k instances which can be solved as in Cases (2) and (3).
In each instance, we let S ′s = Ss \{v} where v is a removable vertex in Ss. If S ′s is minimal,
we apply Case (2). Otherwise, we apply Case (3). Since |Ss| = k and |St| = k − 1, we
need to remove at most 2 vertices from Ss and 1 from St to obtain vertex covers of size
k− 2 to which we can apply Lemma 4.5.5 to obtain a reconfiguration sequence of shortest
possible length. Hence, the length of a reconfiguration sequence from Ss to St will be
at most |Ss\t| + |St\s| + 6, which occurs whenever we have to touch three vertices in Cst.
Similarly to previous cases, whenever one of Ss or St is of size k− 2, we only need to apply
the described arguments to the vertex cover of size k.
Case (5): |Ss| = k, |St| = k, Ss is non-minimal, and St is non-minimal. Similarly,
Case (5) can be broken down into at most k instances which can be solved as in Case (4).
In each instance, we let S ′t = St \ {v}, where v is a removable vertex in St. The length of a
reconfiguration sequence will be at most |Ss\t|+|St\s|+8, which occurs whenever we have to
touch four vertices in Cst. When one of Ss or St is of size k−2 or k−1 and the other is of size
k, Case (5) can be broken down into at most k instances which can be solved as in Case (3).
It is not hard to see that in all cases, VC-Reach and VC-Bound restricted to cactus
graphs can be solved in time polynomial in n. This completes the proof.
We conclude this section with a few remarks. As we have seen, VC-Reach and VC-
Bound are solvable in polynomial time when we can guarantee the existence as well
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as efficiently find c-bounded prefixes, for c ≤ 2. Is it possible to identify the class of
graphs where the problems become solvable in polynomial-time using 3-bounded prefixes?
Note that this cannot be the class of graphs of degree at most three since both problems
are already PSPACE-complete on this class. Could this class be that of 3-regular graphs?
Alternatively, can we show NP-hardness (or PSPACE-hardness) for 3-regular graphs? We
suspect the answer to the last question to be yes but a proof eludes us thus far.
4.5.2 Graphs of bounded degree
In this section, we present a fixed-parameter tractable algorithm for VC-Bound parame-
terized by ` + ∆(G). The algorithm is rather technical, as it involves reductions to three
intermediary problems, uses a structural decomposition of the input graph, and exploits
the properties of nice reconfiguration sequences.
As previously noted, there is a close relation between the fixed-parameter tractability
of the VC-Bound problem parameterized by ` and the size of the symmetric difference of
the two vertex covers in question. In particular, when the size of the symmetric difference
is greater than `, we have a trivial no-instance. When the size is equal to `, the problem
is solvable by a simple O(`!) time enumeration algorithm. Even when the size of the
symmetric difference is ` − c, for any constant c, we can solve the problem in O(``(n
c
)
)
time. These observations imply that the problem becomes “harder” as the number of
“choices” we have to make “outside” of the symmetric difference increases. At a very high
level, our result on graphs of bounded degree relates to the symmetric difference as follows:
In any yes-instance of the VC-Bound problem on graphs of degree at most d, one can
easily bound the size of the symmetric difference and the set of vertices “not too far away”
from it, i.e. the distance is some function of ` and d. However, to guarantee that the
capacity constraint k, i.e. the maximum size of a vertex cover, is never violated, it may
be necessary to add/remove vertices which are ”far” from (maybe not even connected to)
the symmetric difference. Hence, the main technical challenge is to show that finding such
vertices can be accomplished “efficiently”.
Before we discuss the technical details, we give a few additional definitions, propositions,
and lemmas. We also introduce the intermediary problems, which we will use to develop
our FPT algorithm. We extensively use the different kinds of edit sequences defined in
Section 4.1. Given a (labeled) graph G, we say two subgraphs of G are vertex-differing
whenever they differ in at least one vertex. Recall that for r ≥ 0, the r-neighborhood of a
vertex v ∈ V (G) is defined as N rG[v] = {u | distG(u, v) ≤ r}, B(v, r) = N rG[v] is a ball of
radius r around v and for A ⊆ V (G), B(A, r) = ⋃v∈AN rG[v]. The following propositions
will be useful for determining an upper bound on the running time of our algorithm.
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Proposition 4.5.14. For any graph G of degree at most d, v ∈ V (G), and A ⊆ V (G),
|B(v, r)| ≤ dr+1 and |B(A, r)| ≤ |A|dr+1.
Proposition 4.5.15. Given a graph G of degree at most d, every vertex v ∈ V (G) can
appear in at most ds
2(r+1) vertex-differing connected subgraphs of G having at most s vertices
and diameter at most r.
Proof. Since G has degree at most d and the diameter of every connected subgraph must be
at most r, the number of vertices which can belong to the same connected subgraph as v is
at most dr+1 (Proposition 4.5.14). Of those dr+1 vertices, there are at most
∑s
i=1
(
dr+1
i
)
<
ds
2(r+1) possible connected subgraphs on at most s vertices which include v and have
diameter at most r.
Proposition 4.5.16. Given a set S of vertices, |S| ≥ r, the number of ways we can order
at most r vertices from S into a sequence of length exactly r is less than |S|2r.
Proof. There are
(|S|
r
)
possible subsets of size r in S. For each subset, there are at most
rr ways we can order the vertices into a sequence of length exactly r. Since |S| ≥ r, we
establish the desired bound.
Proposition 4.5.17. Given a set S of vertices, the total number of possible labeled edit
sequences of length at most ` touching only vertices in S is at most 2`+1|S|2`+2. The total
number of possible partial edit sequences of length at most ` touching only vertices in S is
at most 3`+1|S|2`+2.
Proof. There are at most 2r possible unlabeled edit sequences of length exactly r. In ad-
dition, Proposition 4.5.16 states that there are at most |S|2r ways we can order at most r
vertices from S into a sequence of size exactly r. Therefore, combining the two observations,
we obtain the desired bound of at most
∑`
i=1 2
i|S|2i < 2`+1|S|2`+2 possible labeled edit se-
quences of length at most `. Using similar arguments, we get the
∑`
i=1 3
i|S|2i < 3`+1|S|2`+2
bound on the total number of partial edit sequences of length at most `.
Intermediary problems
Recall that an unlabeled edit sequence σ can be applied to graph G and vertex cover S of
G if there exists a sequence of vertex labels L such that label(σ, L) is valid starting from
S. The Vertex Cover Walk problem is formally defined as follows:
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Vertex Cover Walk (VC-Walk)
Input: A graph G, a vertex cover S of G, and an
unlabeled edit sequence σ of length ` ≥ 1
Question: Can we apply σ to G and S?
As an aside, we note that using an algorithm for the VC-Walk problem one can easily
solve the Independent Set problem, i.e., finding an independent set of size ` in a graph
G, by simply setting S = V (G) and σ = (∅−)`, where (∅−)` is an unlabeled edit sequence
consisting of ` blank removal markers. In the parameterized setting, VC-Walk is at least
as hard as Vertex Cover Local Search [57], defined as:
Vertex Cover Local Search (VC-Local-Search)
Input: A graph G, a vertex cover S of G, and integer ` ≥ 1
Question: Does G have a vertex cover S ′ such that |S ′| < |S| and |S ′∆S| ≤ `?
Lemma 4.5.18. VC-Walk parameterized by ` is at least as hard as VC-Local-Search
parameterized by `.
Proof. By Proposition 4.1.1, any algorithm that can solve the VC-Walk problem in
O∗(f(`)) time, for a computable function f , can solve the VC-Local-Search problem
in O∗(f(`)2`+1) time by enumerating all possible unlabeled edit sequences of size at most
`, where the number of blank removal markers is at least one greater than the number of
blank addition markers.
VC-Local-Search is known to be W[1]-hard on graphs of bounded degeneracy and
fixed-parameter tractable on graphs of bounded degree [57]. We also make use of the
Multicolored Independent Set problem:
Multicolored Independent Set (MIS)
Input: A graph G, a positive integer `, and a
vertex-coloring c : V (G)→ {c1, . . . , c`} for G
Question: Does G have an independent set of size `
including exactly one vertex of each color?
Note that edges in E(G) need not have endpoints assigned different colors. The MIS
problem is W[1]-hard in general graphs as we can reduce the W[1]-hard Multicolored
Clique problem to it by complementing all edges in the input graph [56]. For a vertex
v ∈ V (G), we denote by c(v) the color assigned to v. We let Vi(G) denote the set of vertices
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assigned colored ci in G, i.e. Vi(G) = {v ∈ V (G) | c(v) = ci}. We say vertex v belongs to
color class ci if c(v) = ci.
Lemma 4.5.19. The Multicolored Independent Set problem parameterized by ` is
fixed-parameter tractable if for every vertex v ∈ V (G) such that c(v) = ci, |NG(v)∩Vj(G)| ≤
d, for some fixed integer d, i 6= j, and 1 ≤ i, j ≤ `. Moreover, there is an algorithm which
solves the problem in O∗((d`)2`) time.
Proof. Since every vertex v ∈ V (G) assigned color ci has at most d neighbors assigned
color cj for all j 6= i, v has at most d` neighbors not in Vi(G).
If |Vi(G)| > d` for all i between one and `, we can pick d`+ 1 vertices from each Vi(G)
and delete all remaining vertices from G to obtain G′. By exhaustively enumerating all
possible subsets of ` vertices assigned different colors in G′, we are guaranteed to find an
independent set of size `. For v1 a vertex in V1(G), since v1 has at most d neighbors in V2(G),
there must exist a vertex v2 ∈ V2(G) such that {v1, v2} /∈ E(G′). Similarly, v1 and v2 have at
most d neighbors in V3(G), for a total of at most 2d neighbors. Since |V3(G)| = d`+1 > 2d,
there must exist a vertex v3 ∈ V3(G) such that {v1, v3}, {v2, v3} /∈ E(G′). By repeating the
same argument, we know that once we reach V`(G), all the previously selected vertices can
have at most (`− 1)d < d`+ 1 distinct neighbors in V`(G). Therefore, we know that there
must exist an independent set of size ` in G′ that includes exactly one vertex of each color.
Moreover, we can exhaust all possibilities in O∗((d`2+`
`
)
) time.
Otherwise, we know that the size of some Vi(G) is at most d`. In this case, we can
generate d` new instances of the problem, where in each instance we delete all but one of
the vertices in Vi(G) to obtain G
′. If G′ has some Vi(G) with at most d` vertices, we repeat
the process. Otherwise, we apply the exhaustive search described above. It is not hard to
see that this algorithm runs in O∗((d`)2`) time.
High level description
Our algorithm for VC-Bound relies on a combination of exhaustive enumeration and
reductions to the problems VC-Walk and MIS. We make use of instances of AVC-
Bound, i.e. the bounded reachability variant of Annotated Vertex Cover, in which
the vertex set of the input graph is partitioned into sets X, W , and R such that X and R
are separated, Ss\t ∪ St\s ⊆ X, and no vertex in W is touched during reconfiguration.
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AVC-Bound
Input: A graph G, positive integers k and `,
two vertex covers Ss and St of G of size at most k,
and a partition (X, W , R) of V (G) such that X and R are separated.
Question: Is there a reconfiguration sequence from Ss to St
of length at most ` touching no vertex in W?
The algorithm implicit in the proof of Lemma 4.5.20 generates 2` instances {I1, . . . , I2`}
of AVC-Bound such that the original instance is a yes-instance of VC-Bound if and only
if some Ix is a yes-instance of AVC-Bound.
In each instance I, solved by the Solve-AVC-Bound algorithm (Algorithm 2), there
is a subset W of Cst separating a superset X of Ss\t ∪ St\s from a vertex set R such
that no vertex in W is touched during reconfiguration. We use exhaustive enumeration
to generate all partial edit sequences that touch only vertices in X; if (after cleaning) any
produces a tight sequence that transforms Ss to St, we have a yes-instance. Otherwise, we
consider all such sequences, say σ, which are valid and transform Ss to St but exceed the
maximum allowed capacity constraint. By finding an appropriate labeled filling sequence
β that touches vertices in R, we can free up capacity so that merge(σ, β) is tight.
We can find such a β trivially if there is a sufficiently large independent set in the
vertices of Ss ∩ R with no neighbours in Ost, as our reconfiguration sequence will consist
of removing the vertices in the independent set to free up capacity, applying σ, and then
adding back the vertices in the independent set. Otherwise, we reduce the problem of
finding β to one instance of VC-Walk for each suitable unlabeled edit sequence γ of
size the number of blank markers in σ. The walk must correspond to a walk from the
node corresponding to Ss ∩R in RV C(G[R], 0, k) back to the node itself. Any labeled edit
sequence β returned by the Solve-VC-Walk algorithm (Algorithm 3) is nice, and hence
we have a yes-instance if merge(σ, β) is tight and transforms Ss into St.
To try all possible ways of generating β, we start by enumerating all d-well-formed
unlabeled edit sequences γ of the appropriate size, and for each try all possible choices
for the starting piece; as any reconfiguration sequence can be converted to a nice one, it
suffices to restrict our examination to nice sequences (and correspondingly, unlabeled d-
well-formed sequences). Given γ and a starting piece, we create t instances of VC-Walk,
where instance Jy corresponds to the graph induced by the labeled central piece having y
connected components. To solve instance Jy, we consider all ways of assigning the d-add-
remove segments to connected components. This allows us to create a sequence for each
component, where γh touches only vertices in component h, and all vertices touched by γ
′
h
can be found in a ball of radius |γ′h|.
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We can reduce each subproblem to an instance of MIS, where a color ch corresponds to
component h. In our auxiliary graph GA (Algorithm 4), we create vertices for each labeled
edit sequence λ, where G[V (λ)] is connected and λ can be derived by adding labels to γh.
There is an edge between two vertices in GA if they have different colors and sets of vertices
associated with their edit sequences are not separated. Thus, a solution to MIS, i.e. an
independent set of size y, indicates that there are y labeled edit sequences with separated
vertex sets, as required to complete the central piece of γ. As the ending piece of γ′ will
be determined by the starting and central pieces, this completes the algorithm.
Technical details
We now discuss the technical details of our algorithms and give a bound on the overall
running times. We make use of Ramsey Numbers: for any positive integers p and q, there
exists a minimum number R(p, q) (Ramsey Number), such that any graph on at least
R(p, q) vertices contains either a clique of size p or an independent set of size q. Moreover,
R(p, q) ≤ (p+q−2
q−1
)
[76].
Lemma 4.5.20. For any instance of VC-Bound, there exists a set of 2` instances
{I1, . . . , I2`} of AVC-Bound such that the original instance is a yes-instance for VC-
Bound if and only if at least one Ix is a yes-instance for AVC-Bound, 1 ≤ x ≤ 2` and
for each Xx, Ss\t ∪ St\s ⊆ Xx.
Proof. For an instance (G,Ss, St, k, `) of VC-Bound, we consider the partition of V (G)
into the sets Cst, Ss\t, St\s, and the independent set Ost. We further subdivide some of
these sets (Figure 4.9). We let Ci be the set of vertices in Cst that are at distance i from
Ss\t∪St\s. That is, we set Ci = {B(Ss\t∪St\s, i) \B(Ss\t∪St\s, i− 1)}∩Cst, for i ≥ 1. By
Proposition 4.5.1, there can be no edges between vertices in Ss\t ∪St\s and vertices in Ost.
Therefore, we let Oi = {B(Ss\t ∪ St\s, i) \B(Ss\t ∪ St\s, i− 1)} ∩Ost be the set of vertices
in Ost that are at distance i from Ss\t ∪ St\s, for i ≥ 2. We let C∞ and O∞ be the sets of
vertices in Cst and Ost, respectively, which are not in the r-neighborhood of Ss\t ∪ St\s for
any value of r. Note that C∞ ∪O∞ is not necessarily connected.
By our definition of Ci, every vertex v ∈ Ci, i ≥ 1, must be at distance i from some
vertex in Ss\t∪St\s. Similarly, every vertex v ∈ Oi, i ≥ 2, must be at distance i from some
vertex in Ss\t∪St\s. Therefore, since Oi is an independent set, for any vertex v ∈ Oi, i ≥ 2,
all the neighbors of v must be in Ci−1∪Ci∪Ci+1. Since there are no edges between Ost and
Ss\t ∪ St\s, the set C1 separates Ss\t ∪ St\s from the rest of the graph. Moreover, for any
i ≥ 2, the vertices in Ci ∪ Ci+1 separate Xi = Ss\t ∪ St\s ∪
⋃
1≤j<iCj ∪
⋃
2≤j≤iOj from the
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Figure 4.9: The subdivision of the sets Cst and Ost along with the sets X2 and R2.
rest of the graph Ri = V (G)\{Xi∪Ci∪Ci+1} (Figure 4.9). We say Wi = V (G)\{Xi∪Ri}
is a wall-set. The separation of Xi from Ri plays a crucial role in our algorithm. Since Xi
is a subset of B(Ss\t ∪ St\s, i), it follows from Proposition 4.5.14 that:
Proposition 4.5.21. |Xi| ≤ |Ss\t ∪ St\s|di+1 ≤ `di+1.
In the first instance I1, the inputs to the Solve-AVC-Bound algorithm consist of the
sets X = Ss\t ∪ St\s, W = C1, and R = V (G) \ {X1 ∪ C1}. For the 2` − 1 remaining
instances, X = Xx, W = Cx ∪ Cx+1, and R = Rx, for 2 ≤ x ≤ 2`. In all instances, the
vertices in X are separated from the vertices in R. This separation allows us to “divide” the
problem into two “subproblems”, where the first can be solved by brute-force enumeration
(Algorithm 2, lines 3–11) and the second can be solved via the Solve-VC-Walk algorithm
(Algorithm 2, lines 12–18). In each instance Ix, 1 ≤ x ≤ 2`, we force the vertices in
the wall-set W to remain in every vertex cover throughout any reconfiguration sequence,
i.e. we do not allow any of those vertices to be touched. Recall that all vertices in the
wall-set must be in Cst. Assume that the Solve-AVC-Bound algorithm (Algorithm 2)
can solve each of those 2` instances in FPT time without touching the vertices in the
wall-set. If any of those instances is a yes-instance we are done, since we have found a
reconfiguration sequence of length at most ` from Ss to St. Otherwise, we know from
the first no-instance that if a reconfiguration sequence of length at most ` from Ss to St
exists, then it must touch some vertex in W = C1. Generally, we know from the xth
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Algorithm 2 Solve-AVC-Bound
Input: A graph G of degree at most d, a positive integer k, two vertex covers Ss and St
of G of size at most k, a positive integer `, and partition X, W , and R of V (G).
Output: A reconfiguration sequence of length at most ` from Ss to St if one exists and ∅
otherwise.
1: Enumerate every partial labeled edit sequence σ of length at most ` that only touches
vertices in X;
2: for each σ
3: if (clean(σ) is tight and transforms Ss into St)
4: return clean(σ);
5: if (clean(σ) is valid and transforms Ss into St and cap(clean(σ))− k ≤ `)
6: c = cap(clean(σ))− k;
7: S ′s = {Ss ∩R} \ {v | v ∈ Ss ∩R ∧ |NG(v) ∩Ost| = 0};
8: if (|S ′s| > R(d+ 2, c))
9: Find an independent set of size c in S ′s;
10: Let L be the set of vertex labels (in any order) in the independent set;
11: return concat(concat(label((∅−)c, L), clean(σ)), label((∅+)c, L));
12: Generate every d-well-formed unlabeled γ of size |σ| − |clean(|σ|)|;
13: for each γ
14: β = Solve-VC-Walk(G[R], Ss ∩R, γ);
15: if (β touches some vertex an odd number of times)
16: continue;
17: if (merge(σ, β) is tight and transforms Ss into St)
18: return merge(σ, β);
19: return ∅;
no-instance, for x > 1, that if a reconfiguration sequence of length at most ` from Ss
to St exists, then it must touch some vertex in W = Cx ∪ Cx+1. When all 2` instances
are no-instances, we know that any reconfiguration sequence from Ss to St must touch
a vertex from each of the following sets: C1, C2 ∪ C3, C3 ∪ C4, . . . , C2` ∪ C2`+1. However,
C1∩{C2∪C3}∩{C4∪C5}∩ . . .∩{C2`∪C2`+1} = ∅ and therefore at least ` vertices from Cst
must be touched, which implies that our original VC-Bound instance is a no-instance.
Lemma 4.5.22. If VC-Walk is solvable in O∗(f(d, `)) time, for some computable func-
tion f , on a graph G of degree at most d, then VC-Bound is solvable in O∗(g(d, `)f(d, `))
time on G, for some computable function g.
Proof. Assuming an algorithm which solves the VC-Walk in O∗(f(d, `)) time, the worst
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case running time of the Solve-AVC-Bound algorithm (Algorithm 2) is in O∗(3`+1
(`d2`+1)2`+2 (d + `)` 2` f(d, `)); the size of X is bounded above by `d2`+1 in the worst
case (Proposition 4.5.21). Hence, we have a total of at most 3`+1(`d2`+1)2`+2 partial edit
sequences to enumerate (Proposition 4.5.17). Since G[S ′s] has degree at most d, it cannot
contain a clique of size d + 2. Hence, if |S ′| > R(d + 2, c) (Algorithm 2, line 8), then
G[S ′s] must contain an independent set of size c < `, which we can find in O∗(
(
R(d+2,`)
`
)
) or
O∗((d+ `)`) time [93]. When |S ′s| ≤ R(d+ 2, c), the unlabeled edit sequences we consider
must be of size at most ` − 1. By Proposition 4.1.1, there are at most 2` such sequences
to check for each σ (Algorithm 2, lines 12–18). Merging, cleaning, and concatenating se-
quences as well as checking whether they are valid or tight can be accomplished in time
polynomial in the size of the sequences and n. Since there are at most 2` instances of
AVC-Bound to solve, we obtain the desired bound.
Lemma 4.5.23. The Solve-VC-Walk algorithm (Algorithm 3) returns a labeled edit
sequence label(γ, L) that is nice starting at Ss ∩R, if one exists.
Proof. The inputs to the Solve-VC-Walk algorithm will consist of the graph G[R], the
vertex cover Ss ∩R of G[R], and a d-well-formed unlabeled edit sequence γ. We let γs, γc,
and γe denote the starting, central, and ending pieces of γ respectively. Moreover, we let
γc = {s1, . . . , st} where each si, 1 ≤ i ≤ t, is a d-add-remove segment in γc. The end-goal
of the algorithm is to find an ordered set of vertex labels L such that γ′ = label(γ, L) is
nice starting from Ss ∩R. We let γ′s, γ′c = {s′1, . . . , s′t}, and γ′e denote the starting, central,
and ending pieces of γ′ respectively. Since every valid edit sequence can be converted into
a nice edit sequence (Lemma 4.1.10) and given that the Solve-AVC-Bound algorithm
tries all possible γ’s, we can assume without loss of generality that γ′ will be nice. To find
γ′, we consider each of the pieces of γ separately. Note that if γ′ exists, then we know
from Definition 4.1.6 that the graph induced by V (s′i), 1 ≤ i ≤ t, must be a connected
subgraph of G[R]. If V (s′i) and V (s
′
j) are separated for all 1 ≤ i, j ≤ t and i 6= j, then
G[V (γ′c)] is a graph with t < |γ| connected components. The number of vertices in and
the diameter of each connected component is at most 2d. However, V (s′i) and V (s
′
j) need
not be separated. In fact, it might be the case that G[V (γ′c)] is connected.
The Solve-VC-Walk algorithm starts by building the set S ′, which is equal to the
set S ′s of Algorithm 2 and whose size cannot be “too large” due to line 9 of Algorithm 2.
Whenever |γs| > 0, V (γ′s) must be an independent set in S ′. Therefore, we enumerate all
the possible independent sets of size |γs| in S ′. Each such set will result in a set of |γs| vertex
labels we can assign to the removal markers in γs (in any order) to get γ
′
s (Algorithm 3,
lines 5–8). For each γ′s, we then attempt to label γc. To do so, we generate t instances
{J1, . . . ,Jt} to cover all possible scenarios in which G[V (γ′c)] has anywhere between 1 and
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Algorithm 3 Solve-VC-Walk
Input: A graph G of degree at most d, a vertex cover S of G, and a unlabeled edit sequence
γ (assumed to be d-well-formed).
Output: A labeled edit sequence label(γ, L) which is nice starting from S if one exists
and ∅ otherwise, where L is some ordered set of vertex labels.
1: Let γs be the starting piece of γ;
2: Let γc = {s1, . . . , st} be the central piece of γ;
3: Let γe be the ending piece of γ;
4: S ′ = {v | v ∈ S ∧ |NG(v) ∩ {V (G) \ S}| = 0};
5: Enumerate all independent sets of size |γs| in S ′;
6: for each independent set
7: Let L be the set of vertex labels (in any order) in the independent set;
8: γ′s = label(γs, L);
9: for each instance Jy, 1 ≤ y ≤ t
10: S ′′ = V (S, γ′s);
11: Create the connected components CC1, . . . , CCy (initially empty sets);
12: Generate all mappings between components and d-add-remove segments;
13: for each mapping
14: Split γc into y pieces γ1, . . . , γy;
15: GA = Const-Aux-Graph(G,S
′′, γ1, . . . , γy);
16: Find a multicolored independent set in GA of size y;
17: if (GA does not contain such a set)
18: continue;
19: else
20: Let Q = {u, . . . , v} be such a set;
21: for each λ ∈ mix(seq(u), . . . , seq(v))
22: Let L be the set of ordered labels in λ;
23: if (λ is nice starting from S ′′ and λ = label(γc, L))
24: γ′c = label(γc, L);
25: Complete the ending piece γ′e;
26: γ′ = concat(concat(γ′s, γ
′
c), γ
′
e);
27: if (γ′ is labeled and nice starting from S)
28: return γ′;
29: return ∅;
t connected components. Note that we construct the set S ′′ = V (S ∩ R, γ′s) on line 10 of
Algorithm 3 so that γ′c starts from S
′′ and we can ignore γ′s for now. With each instance Jy,
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1 ≤ y ≤ t, we associate y initially empty sets {CC1, . . . , CCy}. Each set will correspond to
a connected component in G[V (γ′c)]. Then for each instance Jy, 1 ≤ y ≤ t, we enumerate
all possible mappings between {CC1, . . . , CCy} and the segments of γc, i.e. every segment
of γ′c will be forced to touch vertices from a single connected subgraph of G[R] which will
correspond to some component CCi of G[V (γ′c)], 1 ≤ i ≤ y. Every connected component
CCi, 1 ≤ i ≤ y, has at most 2dt < |γc| vertices (at most t d-add-remove segments) and
therefore its diameter is bounded above by 2dt. Hence, for every CCi there exists a center
vertex v ∈ V (G[R]), such that CCi ⊆ B(v, 2dt). Lines 13–28 of the Solve-VC-Walk
algorithm exploit this fact to construct an auxiliary graph GA used to find a set L of
ordered labels such that γ′c = label(γc, L) is nice starting from S
′′.
After mapping each segment of γc to a component CCi in line 12 of Algorithm 3, we
split γc into y pieces γ1, . . . , γy, where each piece γi is obtained from γc by cutting all
segments which were not mapped to CCi, 1 ≤ i ≤ y. Each piece corresponds to a d-
well-formed unlabeled edit sequence. Hence, if we call the Const-Aux-Graph algorithm
(Algorithm 4) with inputs the graph G[R], the vertex cover S ′′ (or V (S ∩R, γ′s)) of G[R],
and the y pieces of γc, the resulting auxiliary graph GA will satisfy Lemma 4.5.24. That
is, the existence of a multicolored independent set of size y in GA implies the existence
of L1, . . . , Ly such that γ
′
1 = label(γ1, L1), . . . , γ
′
y = label(γy, Ly) are nice starting from
S ′′, each subgraph G[V (γ′1)], . . . , G[V (γ
′
y)] is connected, and γ
′
1, . . . , γ
′
y are compatible.
Therefore, γ′c ∈ mix(γ′1, . . . , γ′y) is valid (Definition 4.1.4) and nice; as γ′c consists only
of d-add-delete segments all satisfying the connectivity and early removal invariants of
Definition 4.1.6. If we have a no-instance of theMIS problem, then either our mapping from
segments to connected components was incorrect or the number of connected components
was incorrect. The former case is handled by the fact that we are trying all possible
mappings and the latter case is handled by one of the t generated instances.
To complete the ending piece of γ′, we simply iterate over concat(γ′s, γ
′
c) and add an
addition marker for every vertex touched an odd number of times in concat(γ′s, γ
′
c); as γ
′
must be a walk from S ∩ R in RVC(G[R], 0, k) back to S ∩ R. If the concatenation of all
three sequences γ′s, γ
′
c, and γ
′
e produces a nice labeled edit sequence starting from S ∩ R
then we return it. Otherwise, Algorithm 3 proceeds to the next iteration. If all t instances
are no-instances, then we know that the original VC-Walk is a no-instance.
Lemma 4.5.24. Given a graph G of degree at most d, a vertex cover S of G, and t d-well-
formed unlabeled edit sequences γ1, . . . , γt each of size at most `, the Const-Aux-Graph
algorithm (Algorithm 4) generates a graph GA with at most t color classes in FPT time.
Each vertex v ∈ V (GA) has at most (d+ 1)`2``!d`2(`+1) neighbors in every color class other
than c(v). Each color class of GA has at most |V (G)|2`+1(d`+1)2`+2 vertices. Moreover,
the existence of a multicolored independent set of size t in GA implies the existence of
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L1, . . . , Lt such that γ
′
1 = label(γ1, L1), . . . , γ
′
t = label(γt, Lt) are nice starting from S, each
subgraph G[V (γ′1)], . . . , G[V (γ
′
t)] is connected, and γ
′
1, . . . , γ
′
t are compatible.
Proof. We construct a graph GA such that a multicolored independent set of size t in GA
implies the existence of γ′1, . . . , γ
′
t where:
(1) γ′1, . . . , γ
′
t are labeled,
(2) G[V (γ′1)], . . . , G[V (γ
′
t)] are all connected,
(3) V (γ′1), . . . , V (γ
′
t) are all separated, and
(4) γ′1, . . . , γ
′
t are all nice starting from S.
When conditions (1), (3), and (4) are satisfied, we know from Proposition 4.1.5 that
γ′1, . . . , γ
′
t are compatible. Conditions (2) and (3) are enforced by our mapping from
components to segments in the Solve-VC-Walk algorithm (Algorithm 3, lines 11–14)
and line 8 of Algorithm 4. If there exists γ′1, . . . , γ
′
t satisfying conditions (1) to (4),
we know that there must exist a set of distinct vertices {u1, . . . , ut} ∈ V (G) such that
V (γ′1) ⊆ B(u1, |γ′1|), . . . , V (γ′t) ⊆ B(ut, |γ′t|).
GA will contain a vertex assigned color ci, 1 ≤ i ≤ t, for each C ⊆ V (G) satisfying the
following properties:
(1) G[C] is connected,
(1) |C| ∈ {|γ1|, . . . , |γt|}, and
(2) label(γi, L) is nice starting from S, for L the set of vertex labels in C.
For every γi, 1 ≤ i ≤ t, we attempt to assign each v ∈ V (G) the role of a center and
enumerate every possible labeled edit sequence λ of size |γi| touching vertices in B(v, |γi|)
only. For each λ satisfying the conditions on line 8 of Algorithm 4, we add a vertex in V (GA)
and assign it color ci. Each vertex in V (GA) will be associated with a corresponding λ, i.e.
for every vertex u ∈ V (GA) we let seq(u) = λ (Algorithm 4, lines 6–11). After repeating
the same process for every γi, V (GA) will have at most t color classes. The edges of GA
are added as follows: For every two vertices u, v ∈ V (GA) such that c(u) 6= c(v), there is
an edge {u, v} if V (seq(u)) and V (seq(v)) are not separated (Algorithm 4, lines 12–14).
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Algorithm 4 Const-Aux-Graph
Input: A graph G of degree at most d, a vertex cover S of G, and t unlabeled edit
sequences γ1, . . . , γt that are d-well-formed.
Output: A graph GA.
1: GA = (V,E);
2: V (GA) = E(GA) = ∅;
3: for each γi, 1 ≤ i ≤ t
4: for each v ∈ V (G)
5: Enumerate every labeled edit sequence λ of size |γi| that only touches vertices in
B(v, |γi|);
6: for each λ
7: Let L be the set of ordered labels in λ;
8: if (λ is nice starting from S and λ = label(γi, L) and G[V (λ)] is connected)
9: V (GA) = V (GA) ∪ {v};
10: c(v) = ci (v is assigned color ci)
11: Store λ in seq(v);
12: for each (u, v) ∈ V (GA) such that c(u) 6= c(v)
13: if (V (seq(u)) and V (seq(v)) are not separated)
14: E(GA) = E(GA) ∪ {{u, v}} (no double edges);
15: return GA;
The running time of the Const-Aux-Graph algorithm follows from the description.
For each γi, 1 ≤ i ≤ t, and each v ∈ V (G), |B(v, |γi|)| ≤ d|γi|+1 ≤ d`+1 by Proposi-
tion 4.5.14. Hence, there are at most 2`+1(d`+1)2`+2 possible labeled edit sequences λ of
size |γi| ≤ ` to enumerate (Proposition 4.5.17). Whenever λ is a nice edit sequence starting
from S and G[V (λ)] is connected, a corresponding vertex u assigned color ci is added to
V (GA) and seq(u) is set to λ (Algorithm 4, lines 3–11). Hence, every color class of GA will
have at most |V (G)|2`+1(d`+1)2`+2 vertices.
Note that some color classes in GA could be empty. To prove the bound on the degree of
each vertex, we assume that at least two color classes are non-empty. By Proposition 4.5.15,
each vertex v ∈ V (G) can appear in at most d`2(`+1) vertex-differing connected subgraphs
of G of size at most `. For each of those vertex-differing subgraphs of G, there are at
most `! ways we can order their corresponding vertex labels. Therefore, there are at most
2``!d`
2(`+1) distinct labeled edit sequences λ such that λ touches vertex v, |λ| ≤ `, and
G[V (λ)] is connected.
We let Vi(GA) and Vj(GA) be any two non-empty color classes in GA, where 1 ≤
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i, j ≤ t. We let u be a vertex in Vi(GA) and we count the number of possible neigh-
bors of u in Vj(GA). For any vertex w ∈ Vj(GA), an edge {u,w} in E(GA) implies that
{V (seq(u))∪NG(V (seq(u)))}∩{V (seq(w))∪NG(V (seq(w)))} 6= ∅, as otherwise V (seq(u))
and V (seq(w)) are separated. Moreover, we know that G[V (seq(u)) ∪ NG(V (seq(u)))] is
a connected subgraph of G of size at most (d + 1)|V (seq(u))| ≤ (d + 1)`. Hence, there
are at most (d + 1)`2``!d`
2(`+1) labeled edit sequences λ such that λ touches some vertex
in V (seq(u))∪NG(V (seq(u))), |λ| ≤ `, and G[V (λ)] is connected. Therefore, there can be
at most (d+ 1)`2``!d`
2(`+1) vertices w ∈ Vj(GA) such that {V (seq(u)) ∪NG(V (seq(u)))} ∩
{V (seq(w)) ∪NG(V (seq(w)))} 6= ∅, as needed.
Lemma 4.5.25. Every instance of the VC-Walk problem generated in the Solve-AVC-
Bound algorithm (Algorithm 2) can be solved in FPT time on graphs of degree at most
d.
Proof. We know from Algorithm 2 (line 8) that the size of S ′ (Algorithm 3, line 10) is less
than R(d+ 2, `). Hence enumerating all independent sets of fixed size ` (or less) in S ′ can
be accomplished in O∗((R(d+2,`)
`
)
) time. For each instance Jy, 1 ≤ y ≤ t ≤ `, there are at
most yt possible mappings. So in the worst case, we have
∑t
y=1 y
t < tt+1 < ``+1 mappings
to consider. Constructing GA can be done in FPT time (Lemma 4.5.24) and the vertices of
GA will satisfy the properties needed to apply Lemma 4.5.19 and solve the MIS problem
in FPT time. Every remaining operation can be accomplished in time polynomial in n and
`. Therefore, every instance of the VC-Walk problem can be solved in FPT time.
Combining Lemmas 4.5.22 and 4.5.25, we know that there exists an algorithm which
solves the VC-Bound problem in FPT time on graphs of degree at most d. Hence:
Theorem 4.5.26. VC-Bound parameterized by ` is fixed-parameter tractable on graphs
of bounded degree.
Combining Theorem 4.5.26 with Proposition 2.4.9, we get:
Corollary 4.5.27. IS-Bound parameterized by ` is fixed-parameter tractable on graphs
of bounded degree.
4.5.3 Graphs of bounded treewidth
In this section, we present a dynamic programming algorithm solving VC-Bound in
O(f(`, tw(G))nO(1)) time on graph G, for some computable function f . Throughout, we
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will consider one fixed instance (G,Ss, St, k, `) of VC-Bound and a nice tree decomposi-
tion T = (T, χ) of G. Recall that for node i ∈ V (T ), we use Ti to denote the subtree of T
rooted at i and Vi to denote the set of vertices of G contained in the bags of Ti. Moreover,
similarly to the previous section, we will ask, for a fixed unlabeled edit sequence σ, whether
there is a reconfiguration sequence which at the ith step, 1 ≤ i ≤ |σ| = `, removes a vertex
when σ[i] = ∅− and adds a vertex when σ[i] = ∅+. The final algorithm then asks such a
question for every unlabeled edit sequence σ that does not violate the maximum allowed
capacity constraint: cap(σ) = max1≤p≤|σ|(|Ss|+
∑|p|
i=1 sign-σ[i]) ≤ k. This will add a factor
of at most 2`+1 to the overall running time.
Signatures as equivalence classes
To obtain a more succinct representation of edit sequences, we observe that in order to
propagate information up from the leaves to the root of a nice tree decomposition, we can
ignore vertices outside of the currently considered bag (Xi for i ∈ V (T )) and indicate only
whether a slot in an edit sequence has been used by a vertex in any previously processed
bags, i.e. a vertex in Vi \Xi, i ∈ V (T ). To do so, we introduce the notion of signatures,
which are edit sequences with only one minor modification.
Definition 4.5.28. A signature over a set X ⊆ V (G) is an edit sequence τ such that
vertex-τ [i] ∈ X ∪ {used, unused}, 1 ≤ i ≤ |τ |.
In other words, instead of allowing vertex-τ [i] ∈ V (G)∪{∅}, we restrict vertex markers
to a set X ⊆ V (G) and introduce the used and unused markers. An example of a signature
is given in Figure 4.10, where used markers are shown in black and unused markers in
white. The total number of signatures over a bag X of at most t vertices is (t + 3)`.
Our dynamic programming algorithm starts by considering a signature with only unused
markers in each leaf node, specifies when a vertex may be added/removed in introduce
nodes by replacing unused markers with vertex markers (τ [i] = unused+ becomes τ [i] = v+
and τ [i] = unused− becomes τ [i] = v− for the introduced vertex v and 1 ≤ i ≤ `), merges
signatures in join nodes, and replaces vertex markers with used markers in forget nodes.
Figure 4.10: Example of a signature.
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A feasible signature must ensure that no step deletes a vertex that is absent or adds a
vertex that is already present, and that the set of vertices obtained after applying recon-
figuration steps to Ss ∩X is the set St ∩X. Additionally, because the property of a graph
being edgeless is hereditary, we can check whether this property is at least locally satisfied
(in G[X]) after each step of the sequence. More formally, we have the following definition.
Definition 4.5.29. A signature over X ⊆ V (G) is feasible if for all 1 ≤ i ≤ `
- V (τ [i]) ∈ V (Ss ∩X, τ [1, i− 1]) whenever V (τ [i]) ∈ X and sign-τ [i] = −1,
- V (τ [i]) 6∈ V (Ss ∩X, τ [1, i− 1]) whenever V (τ [i]) ∈ X and sign-τ [i] = +1,
- V (Ss ∩X, τ) = St ∩X, and
- G[X \ V (Ss ∩X, τ [1, i])] is an independent set.
It is not hard to see that a signature τ over X is feasible if and only if Ss ∩X, V (Ss ∩
X, τ [1, 1]), V (Ss ∩ X, τ [1, 2]), . . . , V (Ss ∩ X, τ [1, `]) is a well-defined path between Ss ∩ X
and St ∩ X in RV C(G[X], 0, n). We will consider only feasible signatures. The dynamic
programming algorithm will enumerate exactly the signatures that can be extended to
feasible signatures over Vi, i ∈ V (T ), in the following sense:
Definition 4.5.30. A signature τ over Y ⊆ V (G) extends a signature τ ′ over X ⊆ V (G)
if it is obtained by replacing some used markers with vertex markers from Y \X.
For many problems, the fact that Ss is a solution for G[X], for each bag X, does not
imply that Ss is a solution for G, and checking this ‘local’ notion of feasibility will not be
enough – the algorithm will have to maintain additional information. One such example
is the Odd Cycle Transversal problem, which we discuss in Chapter 5.
To process nodes of the tree decomposition, we now define ways of generating signatures
from other signatures. The introduce operation determines all ways that an introduced
vertex can be represented in a signature, replacing unused markers in the signature of its
child.
Definition 4.5.31. Given a signature τ over X and a vertex v 6∈ X, the introduce op-
eration, introduce(τ, v), returns the following set of signatures over X ∪ {v}: For every
subset I of indices i for which vertex-τ [i] = unused, consider a copy τ ′ of τ where for all
i ∈ I we set vertex-τ ′[i] = v, check if it is feasible, and if so, add it to the set.
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In particular τ ∈ introduce(τ, v) and |introduce(τ, v)| ≤ 2`. All signatures obtained
through the introduce operation are feasible, because of the explicit check.
Definition 4.5.32. Given a signature τ over X and a vertex v ∈ X, the forget operation
returns a new signature τ ′ = forget(τ, v) over X \ {v} such that for all 1 ≤ i ≤ `, we have
vertex-τ ′[i] = used if vertex-τ [i] = v and vertex-τ ′[i] = vertex-τ [i] otherwise.
Since V (Ss ∩X \ {v}, τ ′[1, i]) = V (Ss ∩X, τ [1, i]) \ {v} for 1 ≤ i ≤ `, it is easy to check
that the forget operation preserves feasibility.
Definition 4.5.33. Given two signatures τ1 and τ2 over X ⊆ V (G), we say τ1 and τ2 are
joinable if for all 1 ≤ i ≤ `:
- vertex-τ1[i] = vertex-τ2[i] = unused,
- vertex-τ1[i] = vertex-τ2[i] = v for some v ∈ X, or
- one of vertex-τ1[i] or vertex-τ2[i] is equal to used and the other is equal to unused.
For two joinable signatures τ1 and τ2, the join operation returns a new signature τ
′ =
join(τ1, τ2) over X such that for all 1 ≤ i ≤ ` we have, respectively:
- vertex-τ ′[i] = unused,
- vertex-τ ′[i] = v, and
- vertex-τ ′[i] = used.
Since τ ′ = join(τ1, τ2) is a signature over the same set as τ1 and differs from τ1 only by
replacing some unused markers with used markers, the join operation preserves feasibility,
that is, if two joinable signatures τ1 and τ2 are feasible then so is τ
′ = join(τ1, τ2). An
example of the join operation is given in Figure 4.11, where the top two signatures are
joined to obtain the bottom one.
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Figure 4.11: The join operation.
Dynamic programming algorithm
Let us now describe the algorithm. For each i ∈ V (T ) we assign an initially empty table
Ai. All tables corresponding to internal nodes of T will be updated by simple applications
of the introduce, forget, and join operations.
Leaf nodes. Let i be a leaf node, that is Xi = {v} for some vertex v. We let Ai =
introduce(τ, v), where τ is the signature with only unused markers.
Introduce nodes. Let j be the child of an introduce node i, that is Xi = Xj ∪ {v} for some
v 6∈ Xj. We let Ai =
⋃
τ∈Aj introduce(τ, v).
Forget nodes. Let j be the child of a forget node i, that is Xi = Xj \ {v} for some v ∈ Xj.
We let Ai = {forget(τ, v) | τ ∈ Aj}.
Join nodes. Let j and h be the children of a join node i, that is Xi = Xj = Xh. We let
Ai = {join(τj, τh) | τj ∈ Aj, τh ∈ Ah, and τj is joinable with τh}.
The algorithm accepts, i.e. we have a yes-instance, when Aroot contains a signature τ
with no unused markers. We now prove correctness of our dynamic programming algorithm
in the following lemmas. First, we note that all signatures in the algorithm are obtained
through join, forget, or introduce operations, which preserve feasibility and thus for each
i ∈ V (T ), the table Ai contains only feasible signatures over Xi.
Lemma 4.5.34. If a signature τ over X is obtained from a feasible signature by replacing
all vertex markers not in X by used or unused markers, then τ is feasible.
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Proof. Let τ be obtained from a feasible signature τ ′ over X ′ by replacing all vertex markers
inX ′\X by used or unused markers. First note that V (Ss∩X, τ [1, i]) = V (Ss∩X ′, τ ′[1, i])∩
X. The first three conditions of Definition 4.5.29 follow immediately. As G[X ′ \ S] being
an independent set implies that G[X \ (S ∩ X)] is also an independent set, the fourth
condition also follows.
Lemma 4.5.35. Let G be a graph S, X1, and X2 be subsets of V (G) such that every edge
of G[X1 ∪ X2] is contained in G[X1] or G[X2]. If S ∩ X1 is a vertex cover of G[X1] and
S ∩X2 is a vertex cover of G[X2], then S is a vertex cover of G[X1 ∪X2].
Proof. Let uv be an edge of G[X1 ∪X2]. Then it is an edge of G[Xi] for some i ∈ {1, 2}.
Hence one of u, v must be a member of S ∩ Xi. Thus every edge of G[X1 ∪ X2] has an
endpoint in S.
Corollary 4.5.36. Let τ , τ1, and τ2 be signatures over X, X1, and X2, respectively, such
that X = X1 ∪ X2 and every edge of G[X] is contained in G[X1] or G[X2]. Assume
furthermore that for all 1 ≤ i ≤ `:
- vertex-τ [i] = vertex-τ1[i] whenever vertex-τ [i] ∈ X1 or vertex-τ1[i] ∈ X1 and
- vertex-τ [i] = vertex-τ2[i] whenever vertex-τ [i] ∈ X2 or vertex-τ2[i] ∈ X2.
Then if τ1 and τ2 are feasible, then so is τ .
Proof. The assumption means that τ and τ1 agree over all changes within X1, i.e. V (Ss ∩
X1, τ1[1, i]) = V (Ss ∩ X, τ [1, i]) ∩ X1 (and similarly for τ2), for all 1 ≤ i ≤ `. The first
two conditions of Definition 4.5.29 for τ follow immediately: If vertex-τ [i] ∈ X then
vertex-τ [i] ∈ X1 or vertex-τ [i] ∈ X2, so the statement is equivalent to the first two
conditions for τ1 or for τ2. To show that the third condition holds for τ , observe that,
for 1 ≤ i ≤ `, V (Ss ∩ X, τ [1, i]) = (V (Ss ∩X, τ [1, i]) ∩X1) ∪ (V (Ss ∩X, τ [1, i]) ∩X2) =
V (Ss ∩ X1, τ1[1, i]) ∪ V (Ss ∩ X2, τ2[1, i]) = (St ∩X1) ∪ (St ∩X2) = St ∩ X. For the last
condition, it suffices to use Lemma 4.5.35 for S = V (Ss ∩X, τ [1, i]).
Lemma 4.5.37. For i ∈ V (T ) and a signature τ over Xi, τ ∈ Ai if and only if τ can be
extended to a signature over Vi that is feasible.
Proof. We prove the statement by induction over the tree T . That is, we prove the state-
ment to be true at i ∈ V (T ) assuming we have already proved it for all other nodes in the
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subtree of T rooted at i. Depending on whether i is a leaf, forget, introduce, or join node,
we have the following cases.
Leaf nodes. Let v be the only vertex of Xi, i.e. Vi = Xi = {v}. Since Vi = Xi, a signature
τ over Xi can be extended to a feasible signature over Vi if and only if τ is feasible and
contains no used markers, i.e. if and only if τ has only unused and v markers and is
feasible (over Xi), which happens if and only if τ ∈ Ai.
Forget nodes. Let j be the child of i, thus Xi = Xj \ {v} for some v ∈ Xj and Vi = Vj.
For one direction, suppose τ ∈ Ai over Xi. Then there is a τj in Aj over Xj such that
τ = forget(τj, v). By the inductive assumption, τj has a feasible extension pi over Vj = Vi.
Since τj is be obtained from τ by replacing some used markers with v markers, pi is also
an extension of τ . Thus τ has a feasible extension over Vi.
For the other direction, suppose τ has a feasible extension pi over Vi. Then pi is obtained
from τ by replacing some used markers with vertex markers from Vi \Xi. Since Vi \Xi =
(Vj \Xj)∪ {v}, we can consider the signature τj over Xj ∪ {v} obtained by only using the
replacements with v steps. This signature τj can be extended to pi by using the remaining
replacements, so by the inductive assumption τj ∈ Aj. Furthermore, forget(τj, v) = τ .
Thus τ ∈ Ai.
Introduce nodes. Let j be the child of i, thus Xi = Xj ∪ {v} for some v ∈ Xi and
Vi = Vj ∪ {v}.
For one direction, suppose τ ∈ Ai is a signature over Xi. Then there is a τj ∈ Aj such
that τ can be obtained from τj by replacing some unused markers with v markers. By the
inductive assumption τj has a extension pij over Vj that is feasible. As pij can be obtained
from τj by replacing used markers with vertex markers from Vj\Xj and τ has used markers
at the same positions, we can use the same replacements to obtain an extension pi over
Vj ∪ {v} of τ . As pi agrees with pij over Vj and with τ over Xi, it is thus valid over Vi by
Corollary 4.5.36. Therefore τ has an extension over Vi that is feasible.
For the other direction, suppose τ has an extension pi over Vi that is feasible. Let pij
be the signature over Vj = Vi \ {v} obtained by replacing all v markers of pi with unused
markers. By Lemma 4.5.34, pij is feasible. Let τj be the signature over Xj = Xi \ {v}
obtained by replacing all v markers of τ with unused markers. Then since pij is an extension
of τj, τj ∈ Aj by the inductive assumption. Since pi is feasible, so is τ (Lemma 4.5.34), and
thus τ ∈ introduce(τj, v) and τ ∈ Ai.
Join nodes. Let j, h be the children of i, thus Vi = Vj ∪ Vh and we will write X for
Xi = Xj = Xh.
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For one direction suppose τ ∈ Ai is feasible over X. Then there are two joinable
signatures τj ∈ Aj, τh ∈ Ah such that τ = join(τj, τh). By the inductive assumption, they
have feasible extensions, pij over Vj and pih over Vh, respectively. Let Ii, Ij, and Ih be the
sets of indices of used markers in τ , τj, and τh, respectively. By Definition 4.5.33, Ii is
the sum of disjoint sets Ij and Ih. Since pij is obtained from τj by replacing markers at
indices Ij with vertex markers from Vj \X and similarly for pih, we can define a signature
pi obtained from τ over X ∪ (Vj \X) ∪ (Vh \X) = Vi by using both sets of replacements.
Signature pi is an extension of τ . Moreover, pi agrees with pij over Vj and with pih over Vh,
so by Corollary 4.5.36, pi is feasible over Vj ∪ Vh = Vi. Therefore τ has a extension over Vi
that is feasible.
For the other direction, suppose τ has an extension pi over Vi that is feasible. Let Ij be
the set of indices of vertex markers from Vj \X in pi and define Ih accordingly. Let τj and
pij be obtained from τ and pi by replacing all markers at indices Ih by unused markers.
Since Vj ∩ Vh = X, pij is an extension of τj over Vj. By Lemma 4.5.34 pij is feasible, thus
by the inductive assumption τj ∈ Aj. We define τh and pih accordingly and observe that
τh ∈ Ah. It is easy to see that τ has used markers exactly at the indices Ij ∪ Ih and τj and
τh have used markers exactly at the disjoint sets of indices Ij and Ih, respectively. This
implies τj and τh are joinable and τ = join(τj, τh), so τ ∈ Ai.
Lemma 4.5.38. Given a signature τ of length exactly `, there exists a reconfiguration
sequence σ of length exactly ` from Ss to St such that sign-τ = sign-σ if and only if Aroot
contains a signature over Xroot that contains no unused markers.
Proof. From Lemma 4.5.37, we know that Aroot contains a signature τ over Xroot with no
unused markers if and only if there is a signature pi over Vroot = V that is feasible and such
that pi contains no unused markers. This means that pi contains only vertex markers and
by definition of feasibility, the corresponding sequence Ss, V (Ss, pi[1, 1]), V (Ss, pi[1, 2]), . . . ,
V (Ss, pi[1, `]) is a reconfiguration sequence of length exactly ` from Ss to St such that the
ith step, 1 ≤ i ≤ `, is a vertex removal marker if sign-σ[i] = sign-τ [i] = −1 and a vertex
addition marker if sign-σ[i] = sign-τ [i] = +1.
Theorem 4.5.39. VC-Bound parameterized by ` is fixed-parameter tractable on graphs
of bounded treewidth. Moreover, there exists an algorithm which solves the problem in
O∗(4`(t+ 3)`) time for graphs of treewidth t.
Proof. The correctness of our algorithm follows from Lemma 4.5.38. We now prove the
bound on the running time of our algorithm. The number of nodes in T is in O(n). Check-
ing the joinability and feasibility of signatures can be accomplished in time polynomial in
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`, t, and n. For each node i ∈ V (T ), the table Ai contains at most (t + 3)` signatures.
Updating tables at the leaf nodes requires O∗(2`) time, since we check the feasibility of 2`
signatures obtained from one introduce operation. In the worst case, updating the table
of an introduce node requires O∗(2`(t+ 3)`) time, i.e. applying the introduce operation on
each signature in a table of size (t+ 3)`. For forget nodes, the time spent is polynomial in
the maximum size of a table, i.e. O∗((t + 3)`). Finally, updating the table of a join node
can be implemented in O∗(2`(t + 3)`) time by checking for each of the (t + 3)` possible
signatures all possible ways to split used steps among the two children. The algorithm
needs to be run for every signature of length at most ` that does not violate the maximum
allowed capacity constraint, giving in total the claimed O∗(4l(t+ 3)`) time bound.
Combining Theorem 4.5.39 with Proposition 2.4.9, we get:
Corollary 4.5.40. IS-Bound parameterized by ` is fixed-parameter tractable on graphs
of bounded treewidth. Moreover, there exists an algorithm which solves the problem in
O∗(4`(t+ 3)`) time for graphs of treewidth t.
4.5.4 Planar graphs
Using an adaptation of Baker’s approach for decomposing planar graphs [7], also known
as the shifting technique [12, 40, 50], we show, using Theorem 4.5.39, that VC-Bound
(and hence IS-Bound) parameterized by ` remains fixed-parameter tractable on planar
graphs. The general idea is that at most ` vertices of the input graph will be touched, and
thus if we divide the graph into `+ 1 parts, one of these parts will contain only untouched
vertices. The shifting technique allows the definition of the `+1 parts so that removing one
(and replacing it with simple gadgets to preserve all needed information) yields a graph of
treewidth at most 3`− 1.
Given a plane embedding of a planar graph G, the vertices of G are divided into layers
{L1, . . . , Lr} as follows: Vertices incident to the exterior face are in layer L0. For i ≥ 0,
we let G′ be the graph obtained by deleting all vertices in L0 ∪ . . . ∪ Li from G. All the
vertices that are incident to the exterior face in G′ are in layer Li+1 in G. Lr is thus the
last non-empty layer. A planar graph that has an embedding where the vertices are in r
layers is called r-outerplanar. The following result is due to Bodlaender [11].
Lemma 4.5.41 (Bodlaender [11]). The treewidth of an r-outerplanar graph G is at most
3r− 1. Moreover, a tree decomposition of width at most 3r− 1 can be constructed in time
polynomial in |V (G)|.
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From Lemma 4.5.41, we have the following corollary.
Corollary 4.5.42 ([11, 12]). For a planar graph G, we let E be an arbitrary plane embed-
ding of G and {L1, . . . , Lr} be the collection of layers corresponding to E. Then for any
i, ` ≥ 1, the treewidth of the subgraph G[Li+1 ∪ . . . ∪ Li+`] is at most 3`− 1.
We now summarize the main ideas behind how we use the shifting technique. Note
that every vertex in Ss∆St must be touched at least once in any reconfiguration sequence
σ from Ss to St. In other words, Ss∆St ⊆ V (σ). Moreover, we know that |V (σ)| is at most
`, as otherwise the corresponding VC-Bound instance is a no-instance. For an arbitrary
plane embedding of a planar graph G and every fixed j ∈ {0, . . . , `}, we let Gj be the
graph obtained by deleting all vertices in Li(`+1)+j, for all i ∈ {0, 1, . . . , bn/(`+ 1)c}. Note
that tw(Gj) ≤ 3`− 1.
Proposition 4.5.43. If there exists a reconfiguration sequence σ of length at most ` between
two vertex covers Ss and St of a planar graph G, then for some fixed j ∈ {0, . . . , `} we
have V (σ) ⊆ V (Gj).
We still need a few gadgets before we can apply Theorem 4.5.39 on each graph Gj
and guarantee correctness. In particular, we need to handle deleted vertices and “border”
vertices correctly, i.e. vertices incident to the exterior face in Gj.
We solve at most bn/(`+ 1)c + 1 instances of the VC-Bound problem as shown in
Algorithm 5. We use DP-VC-Bound to denote the dynamic programming algorithm
whose existence was shown in Theorem 4.5.39.
On lines 5 and 6, we make sure that no vertices from the symmetric difference of Ss
and St lie in the deleted layers of G, as otherwise G
∗
j can be ignored, by Proposition 4.5.43.
Hence, we know that D∗j can only include vertices common to both Ss and St (vertices
in Ss ∩ St) and we can partition D∗j into two sets accordingly (line 7). In the remaining
steps, we add gadgets to account for the capacity used by vertices in A∗j and the fact that
the neighbors of any vertex in B∗j must remain untouched. In other words, we assume
that there exists a reconfiguration sequence σ of length at most ` from S∗s,j to S
∗
t,j in
RV C(G
∗
j , 0, k). Then σ is a reconfiguration sequence of length at most ` from Ss to St in
RV C(G, 0, k) only if:
(1) |S∗s,j|+ cap(α) ≤ k − |A∗j | and
(2) no vertex deletion in α leaves an edge uncovered in G.
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Algorithm 5 Planar-VC-Bound
Input: A planar graph G, positive integers k and `, and two vertex covers Ss and St of G
of size at most k.
Output: A “yes-instance” if and only if there exists a reconfiguration of length at most `
from Ss to St and a “no-instance” otherwise.
1: Find an arbitrary plane embedding of G;
2: for each j ∈ {0, . . . , `}
3: Let G∗j = Gj;
4: Let D∗j denote the set of vertices deleted from G to obtain G
∗
j ;
5: if ({Ss∆St} ∩D∗j 6= ∅)
6: continue (move on to the next value of j);
7: Partition D∗j into A
∗
j = D
∗
j ∩ {Ss ∩ St} and B∗j = D∗j \ A∗j ;
8: Let S∗s,j = Ss ∩ V (G∗j) and S∗t,j = St ∩ V (G∗j);
9: if ({v ∈ S∗s,j∆S∗t,j | |NG(v) ∩B∗j | > 0} 6= ∅)
10: continue (move on to the next value of j);
11: for each v ∈ A∗j
12: Add an (`+ 1)-star centered at u to G∗j ;
13: Add u to S∗s,j and S
∗
t,j;
14: for each {v ∈ {S∗s,j ∩ S∗t,j} | |NG(v) ∩B∗j | > 0}
15: Add `+ 1 degree-one neighbors to v in G∗j ;
16: temp = DP-VC-Bound(G∗j , S
∗
s,j, S
∗
t,j, k, `);
17: if (temp = “yes-instance”)
18: return “yes-instance”;
19: return “no-instance”;
To guarantee property (1), we add an (`+1)-star to G∗j for every vertex in A
∗
j and then
add the center of the star to both S∗s,j and S
∗
t,j (lines 11, 12, and 13). Therefore, for every
value of j we have |S| = |S∗s,j|, |T | = |S∗t,j|, and |S∗s,j|+ cap(α) ≤ k−|A∗j |. For property (2),
we add `+ 1 degree-one neighbors to every vertex in {v ∈ {S∗s,j ∩ S∗t,j} | |NG(v)∩B∗j | > 0}
(lines 14 and 15). Those vertices, as well as the centers of the stars, will have to remain
untouched in σ, as otherwise deleting any such vertex would require more than ` additions.
Since adding degree-one vertices and (` + 1)-stars to a graph does not increase its
treewidth, we have tw(G∗j) ≤ 3`− 1 for all j (Corollary 4.5.42). Hence, for each graph G∗j
we can now apply Theorem 4.5.39 and solve the VC-Bound instance (G∗j , S
∗
s,j, S
∗
t,j, k, `)
in O∗(4`(3` + 1)`) time. We prove in Lemma 4.5.44 that our original instance on planar
G is a yes-instance if and only if (G∗j , S
∗
s,j, S
∗
t,j, k, `) is a yes-instance for some fixed j ∈
{0, 1, . . . , bn/(`+ 1)c}.
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Lemma 4.5.44. (G, Ss, St, k, `) is a yes-instance of VC-Bound if and only if (G
∗
j , S
∗
s,j,
S∗t,j, k, `) is a yes-instance for some fixed j ∈ {0, 1, . . . , bn/(`+ 1)c}.
Proof. For (G,Ss, St, k, `) a yes-instance of VC-Bound, there exists a reconfiguration
sequence σ of length at most ` from Ss to St. Then by Corollary 4.5.43, we know that for
some fixed j ∈ {0, 1, . . . , bn/(`+ 1)c} we have V (σ) ⊆ V (G∗j) and V (σ) ∩NG(B∗j ) = ∅, as
otherwise V (σ) ∩B∗j 6= ∅. By our construction of G∗j , the maximum capacity constraint is
never violated. Therefore, σ is also a reconfiguration sequence from S∗s,j to S
∗
t,j.
For the converse, suppose that (G∗j , S
∗
s,j, S
∗
t,j, k, `) is a yes-instance for some fixed j ∈
{0, 1, . . . , bn/(`+ 1)c} and let σ denote the corresponding reconfiguration sequence from
S∗s,j to S
∗
t,j. Since the maximum capacity constraint will not be violated, we only need to
make sure that (i) no reconfiguration step in σ leaves an uncovered edge in G and that
(ii) none of the degree-one gadget vertices are in V (σ). For (ii), it is not hard to see that
any such vertex must be touched an even number of times and hence we can delete those
reconfiguration steps to obtain a shorter reconfiguration sequence. For (i), assume that σ
leaves an uncovered edge in G. By our construction of G∗j , such an edge must have one
endpoint in B∗j . But since we added ` + 1 degree-one neighbors to every vertex in the
neighborhood of B∗j , this is not possible.
Theorem 4.5.45 follows by combining Proposition 2.4.9, Lemma 4.5.41, Lemma 4.5.44,
Theorem 4.5.39, and the fact that tw(G∗j) ≤ 3`− 1, for all j ∈ {0, 1, . . . , bn/(`+ 1)c}.
Theorem 4.5.45. VC-Bound and IS-Bound are fixed-parameter tractable on planar
graphs when parameterized by `. Moreover, there exists an algorithm which solves both
problems in O∗(4`(3`+ 2)`) time.
We note that, by a simple application of the following result of Demaine et al. [37],
Theorem 4.5.45 generalizes to H-minor-free graphs (Figure 2.2) and only the constants of
the overall running time of the algorithm are affected.
Theorem 4.5.46. [37] For a fixed graph H, there exists a constant cH such that for any
integer ` > 1 and for every H-minor-free graph G, the vertices of G can be partitioned into
` + 1 sets such that any ` of the sets induce a graph of treewidth at most cH`. Moreover,
such a partition can be found in time polynomial in |V (G)|.
Corollary 4.5.47. VC-Bound and IS-Bound are fixed-parameter tractable on H-minor-
free graphs when parameterized by `.
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Chapter 5
Identifying tractable instances
In this last chapter on reachability and bounded reachability variants of subset problems,
we generalize some of the earlier techniques we have seen and provide additional examples
of how they can be applied. Moreover, we present a set of “tools” which can serve as
a starting point for studying the parameterized complexity of almost any reconfiguration
problem where feasible solutions correspond to subsets of a finite domain D.
In Section 5.1, we introduce the notion of a reconfiguration kernel and apply it to
show that both BHS-Reach and BHS-Bound parameterized by k are fixed-parameter
tractable. This provides an alternative proof of Theorem 4.5.2 and states that whenever we
can enumerate all minimal solutions “efficiently”, then we can solve the reachability and
bounded reachability problems efficiently. In other words, we can do reconfiguration via
enumeration. For some problems, Feedback Vertex Set being one example, although
the problem is fixed-parameter tractable parameterized by solution size, the number of
solutions could still be exponential in the input size (not the parameter) and no “efficient”
enumeration algorithms are possible. In this case, we show how to use the notion of
compact representations of minimal solutions in order to solve the reachability and bounded
reachability variants of Feedback Vertex Set. What we show is in fact more general.
We show that we can efficiently solve the reachability and bounded reachability variants of
any subset problem which satisfies certain properties and admits a compact representation
that can be computed efficiently. We present this result in Section 5.2.
As the reader might have noticed, our dynamic programming algorithm for VC-Bound
from Section 4.5.3 makes very little use of the fact that feasible solutions correspond to
vertex covers of the graph. We formalize this phenomenon in Section 5.3 by showing that
a host of known dynamic programming algorithms can be modified to solve the bounded
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reachability version of a problem. We use the Odd Cycle Transversal problem as
an example. Moreover, we provide another meta-theorem, this time a positive one, which
clearly captures the relationship between finding a single solution for a problem and finding
a sequence of at most ` solutions such that the size of the symmetric difference of every two
consecutive solutions is small. That is, we show, using Courcelle’s celebrated result [30],
that Q-Bound parameterized by ` is fixed-parameter tractable on graphs of bounded
treewidth for any vertex-subset problem Q expressible in monadic second-order logic.
In Section 5.4 we revisit irrelevant vertices and prove that the reachability variant of
Independent Set is fixed-parameter tractable on graphs of bounded degeneracy and
nowhere-dense graphs, generalizing recent results of Ito et al. [83, 84] who showed that
the problem is fixed-parameter tractable on graphs of bounded degree, planar graphs, and
K3,d-free graphs, for some constant d (Figure 2.2). The complexity of the problem remains
open for biclique-free graphs, which we believe to be an interesting problem to study for the
following reason. The results we have seen so far suggest a pattern relating a problem and
its reachability variant: whenever a problem that is W-hard in general is fixed-parameter
tractable parameterized by solution size on a graph class C, then the reachability version
of the problem (with the same parameter) is also fixed-parameter tractable on C. We think
that either proving or disproving this pattern would be quite interesting; IS-Reach on
biclique-free graphs is the best contender we know of so far.
5.1 Reconfiguration via enumeration
Recall that a problem is in FPT if and only if it has a kernel (Definition 2.3.3). We
introduce the related notion of a reconfiguration kernel; it follows from the definition that
a reconfiguration problem that has such a kernel is in FPT.
Definition 5.1.1. A reconfiguration kernel of an instance (x, p) of a parameterized reach-
ability or bounded reachability problem, where x is the input and p the parameter, is a set
of f(p) instances, for a computable function f , such that for 1 ≤ i ≤ f(p):
- for each instance (xi, pi) in the set, pi can be computed in polynomial time,
- the size of each xi is bounded by g(p), for a computable function g, and
- (x, p) is a yes-instance if and only if at least one (xi, pi) is a yes-instance.
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We prove the parameterized tractability of reachability and bounded reachability vari-
ants of certain superset-closed k-subset problems when parameterized by k; a k-subset
problem is a parameterized minimization problem Q whose solutions for an instance (I, k)
are all subsets of size at most k of a finite domain set D. We say Q is superset-closed if any
superset of size at most k of a solution of Q is also a solution of Q. For example, Vertex
Cover is a superset-closed problem but Independent Set is not.
Theorem 5.1.2. If a k-subset problem Q is superset-closed and has an FPT algorithm
to enumerate all its minimal solutions of cardinality at most k, the number of which is
bounded by a function of k, then Q-Reach and Q-Bound parameterized by k are in FPT.
Proof. By enumerating all minimal solutions of Q of cardinality at most k, we compute
the set M of all elements v of the domain set such that v is in a minimal solution to Q.
For (I, Ss, St, k, `) an instance of Q-Bound, we show that there exists a reconfiguration
sequence from Ss to St if and only if there exists a reconfiguration sequence from Ss ∩M
to St ∩M that touches only elements of M .
Each set U in the reconfiguration sequence from Ss to St is a solution, and hence
contains at least one minimal solution in U ∩ M ; U ∩ M is a superset of the minimal
solution and hence also a solution. Moreover, since any two consecutive solutions U and
U ′ in the sequence differ by a single element, U ∩ M and U ′ ∩ M differ by at most a
single element. By replacing each subsequence of identical sets by a single set, we obtain
a reconfiguration sequence from Ss ∩M to St ∩M that uses only subsets of M .
The reconfiguration sequence from Ss ∩M to St ∩M using only subsets of M can be
extended to a reconfiguration sequence from Ss to St by transforming Ss to Ss ∩ M in
|Ss \ M | steps and transforming St ∩ M to St in |St \ M | steps. Note that this might
not be a shortest reconfiguration sequence from Ss to St. In this sequence, each vertex in
Cst \M is removed from Ss to form Ss \M and then readded to form St from St \M . For
each vertex v ∈ Cst \M , we can choose instead to add v to each solution in the sequence,
thereby decreasing ` by two (the steps needed to remove and then readd v) at the cost of
increasing by one the capacity used in the sequence from Ss ∩M to St ∩M .
This choice can be made independently for each of these E = |Cst \M | vertices. Con-
sequently, (I, Ss, St, k, `) is a yes-instance for Q-Bound if and only if one of the E + 1
reduced instances (I, Ss ∩M,St ∩M,k − e, `− 2(E − e)), for 0 ≤ e ≤ E and E = |Cst\M |,
is a yes-instance for Q′-Bound, where we define Q′ as a k-subset problem whose solutions
for an instance (I, k) are solutions of instance (I, k) of Q that are contained in M .
To show that Q′-Bound is in FPT, we observe that the number of nodes in the recon-
figuration graph for Q′ is bounded by a function of k. Each solution of Q′ is a subset of
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M , yielding at most 2|M | nodes, and |M | is bounded by a function of k.
Corollary 5.1.3. BHS-Reach and BHS-Bound parameterized by k are in FPT.
Proof. Bounded Hitting Set is superset-closed. Furthermore, standard techniques give
an FPT algorithm to enumerate all minimal solutions of a Bounded Hitting Set in-
stance, and the number of minimal solutions is bounded by a function of k, as required by
Theorem 5.1.2. We include the proof for completeness.
We can devise a search-tree algorithm that gradually constructs minimal hitting sets,
producing all minimal hitting sets of size at most k in its leaves. Consider an instance of
Bounded Hitting Set, where the cardinality of each set is bounded by a constant c.
At each non-leaf node in the search tree, the algorithm chooses a set that is not hit, and
branches on all possible ways of hitting this set, including one of the (at most c) elements
in the set in each branch. Since we are not interested in solutions of cardinality more than
k, we do not need to search beyond depth k in the tree, proving an upper bound of ck on
the number of leaves, and an upper bound of O∗(ck) on the enumeration time.
If we restrict our attention to only Bounded Hitting Set, the proof of Theorem 5.1.2
can be strengthened to develop a polynomial reconfiguration kernel. In fact, we use the
ideas in Theorem 5.1.2 to adapt a special kernel that retains all minimal hitting sets of
size at most k in the reduced instances [33].
Theorem 5.1.4. BHS-Reach and BHS-Bound parameterized by k admit a polynomial
reconfiguration kernel.
Proof. We let (G,Ss, St, k, `) be an instance of BHS-Bound: Here G is a family of sets of
vertices of size at most c and each of Ss and St is a hitting set of size at most k, that is, a
set of vertices intersecting each set in G. In other words, G is a hypergraph.
We form a reconfiguration kernel using the polynomial-time reduction algorithm A of
Damaschke and Molokov [33]: G′ = A(G) contains all minimal hitting sets of size at most
k, and is of size at most (c− 1)kc + k.
V (G′) includes all minimal k-hitting sets, and the k-hitting sets for G′ are actually
those k-hitting sets for G that are completely included in V (G′). Therefore, as in the proof
of Theorem 5.1.2, (G,Ss, St, k, `) is a yes-instance for BHS-Bound if and only if one of
the E + 1 reduced instances (G′, Ss ∩ V (G′), St ∩ V (G′), k− e, `− 2(E − e)), for 0 ≤ e ≤ E ,
is a yes-instance.
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Notice that unlike in the proof of Theorem 5.1.2, here the set containing all minimal
solutions can be computed in polynomial time, whereas Theorem 5.1.2 guarantees only a
fixed-parameter tractable procedure.
Bounded Hitting Set generalizes any deletion (minimization) problem for a hered-
itary property with a finite forbidden set:
Corollary 5.1.5. If Π is a hereditary graph property with a finite forbidden set, then Π-
Del-Reach and Π-Del-Bound parameterized by k admit a polynomial reconfiguration
kernel.
5.2 Reconfiguration via compact representations
The Feedback Vertex Set problem is a k-subset problem that is superset closed.
However, Theorem 5.1.2 does not apply since the number of minimal feedback vertex sets
of a graph of size at most k could be exponential in n. Moreover, the forbidden set is infinite
for Π the collection of all forests, as it consists of all cycles. Hence, neither Theorem 5.1.4
nor Corollary 5.1.5 apply in this case.
Guo et al. [71], who showed that FVS is fixed-parameter tractable parameterized by
solution size, introduced the notion of compact representations of minimal feedback ver-
tex sets. We generalize this notion to k-subset problems and show that we can in fact
replace the enumeration of minimal solutions in Theorem 5.1.2 with the use of compact
representations.
c
v1v2v3v4
v5v6v7v8
v9u1
w1 w2 w3 w4
w5 w6 w7 w8
w9 u2
Figure 5.1: Example of a graph with no minimal feedback vertex set of size three.
Before introducing the formal definitions, we illustrate an example of a compact rep-
resentation of minimal feedback vertex sets of size at most k = 2 of the graph G shown
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in Figure 5.1. Clearly, the only minimal feedback vertex set of size one is the vertex c
and vertices u1 and u2 do not participate in any minimal feedback vertex set of G. How-
ever, any pair of vertices (vi, wj), 1 ≤ i, j ≤ 9, is a minimal feedback vertex set of size
two. Therefore, if the two cycles in G were each of size n, the total number of possible
minimal feedback vertex sets of size two is a function of n, not a function of k. Instead of
enumerating all those solutions, we can “compactly” represent them using only two sets
B1 = {v1, . . . , v9} and B2 = {w1, . . . , w9}, which we call equivalence sets. The general
idea is that B1 and B2 are disjoint and picking one vertex from each set always produces
a minimal solution of size two, i.e. vertices in the same equivalence set are “equivalent”,
and each minimal feedback vertex set of G of size two is contained in those sets. Hence,
a compact representation of all minimal feedback vertex sets of G of size at most two can
be described by:
Cfvs(G, 2) =
{ C2 = {B1 = {v1, . . . , v9}, B2 = {w1, . . . , w9}}
C1 = {B1 = {c}}
}
(5.1)
That is, G has a unique minimal feedback vertex of size one, the vertex c, and every
minimal feedback vertex set of size two can be obtained by picking exactly one vertex from
each equivalence set in the collection C2.
Generally, given an instance (I, k) of a k-subset problem Q, we consider the multiset
CQ(I, k), i.e. a family of collections of subsets. Each collection Cji ∈ CQ(I, k), 1 ≤ i ≤ k
and j ≥ 1, consists of exactly i pairwise disjoint subsets {B1, . . . , Bi} of the domain D. A
“visual representation” of CQ(I, k) is shown in Equation 5.2.
Definition 5.2.1. We say a k-subset problem Q admits a compact representation if for
each instance I there exists a multiset CQ(I, k) satisfying the following properties:
(1) For any minimal solution S of size at most k, there exists a collection Cji ∈ CQ(I, k),
1 ≤ i ≤ k and j ≥ 1, such that S ∩ Bp 6= ∅, for all 1 ≤ p ≤ i and Bp ∈ Cji . We say
S is represented by the collection Cji and we write S @ Cji .
(2) For any collection Cji ∈ CQ(I, k), 1 ≤ i ≤ k and j ≥ 1, if we pick exactly one vertex
from each set B ∈ Cji to form the set S, then S is a minimal solution of size i.
(3) |CQ(I, k)| ≤ f(k) and CQ(I, k) can be computed in O∗(g(k)) time, for some com-
putable functions f and g.
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CQ(I, k) =

C1k = {B1, . . . , Bk}
C2k = {B1, . . . , Bk}
. . .
C1k−1 = {B1, . . . , Bk−1}
C2k−1 = {B1, . . . , Bk−1}
. . .
C1k−2 = {B1, . . . , Bk−2}
C2k−2 = {B1, . . . , Bk−2}
. . .
C11 = {B1}

(5.2)
Note that the size of individual equivalence sets need not be bounded by a function of k, as
otherwise generating compact representations amounts to enumerating all minimal solu-
tions. In other words, problems such as Bounded Hitting Set trivially admit a compact
representation where each collection C corresponds to a minimal solution and each equiva-
lence set B ∈ C contains exactly one element from the domain. Moreover, equivalence sets
in different collections are not related (they might intersect). For a set S such that S @ C,
we let S|C denote the restriction of S to C, i.e. S|C is of size |C| and contains exactly one
vertex from each equivalence set in C (picked arbitrarily). We say two (not necessarily
minimal) solutions S and S ′ are equivalent with respect to CQ(I, k), S ≡ S ′, if there exists
a collection C ∈ CQ(I, k) such that S, S ′ @ C. We now discuss why compact representations
are helpful when dealing with reachability and bounded reachability problems.
Lemma 5.2.2. If S, S ′ ∈ RQ(I, 0, k) and S ≡ S ′ then either S and S ′ are isolated nodes
in RQ(I, 0, k) or there exists a reconfiguration sequence between the two whose length is at
most 4k.
Proof. Since S ≡ S ′, we know that there exists a collection Ci ∈ CQ(I, k), |Ci| ≤ k and
1 ≤ i ≤ k, such that for each set Bj ∈ Ci, 1 ≤ j ≤ i, we have S ∩ Bj 6= ∅ and S ′ ∩ Bj 6= ∅.
If |Ci| = i = k, then |S| = |S ′| = k and both S and S ′ are minimal solutions and their
corresponding nodes in RQ(I, 0, k) have degree zero, i.e. both are isolated. Moreover, if
either S or S ′ is minimal and of size k then clearly |Ci| = k and again both are isolated
nodes in RQ(I, 0, k). We claim that in all other cases, we can always find a reconfiguration
sequence of length at most 4k between S and S ′.
To see why, consider the sets S|Ci and S ′|Ci. Both of these sets have size exactly
i < k and are minimal solutions (Definition 5.2.1). Therefore, it is possible to add an
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element to S without violating the maximum capacity. Now consider any set Bj ∈ Ci,
1 ≤ j ≤ i, such that (S|Ci) ∩ Bj 6= (S ′|Ci) ∩ Bj. If no such set exists then S|Ci = S ′|Ci.
Otherwise, we modify S|Ci by adding the element in (S ′|Ci)∩Bj and removing the element
in (S|Ci) ∩ Bj. Repeating this procedure for every Bj transforms S|Ci to S ′|Ci in at most
2k steps. Reaching S|Ci from S and S ′ from S ′|Ci can be accomplished in at most 2k steps
as well; k removals for the former and k additions for the latter case.
Lemma 5.2.3. If a k-subset problem Q admits a compact representation then the diameter
of each connected component of RQ(I, 0, k) is bounded above by a function of k.
Proof. We let σ = 〈S0, . . . , S`〉 denote a reconfiguration sequence in RQ(I, 0, k). Every set
Si, 0 ≤ i ≤ `, contains at least one minimal solution and can therefore be represented by
at least one collection in CQ(I, k). Hence, if ` ≥ (4k+ 1)|CQ(I, k)| then there exist at least
4k+1 sets in σ which can be represented by the same collection in CQ(I, k). We let Sp and
Sq, 0 ≤ p < q ≤ `, denote the first and last such sets in σ. By Lemma 5.2.2, there exists
a reconfiguration sequence between Sp and Sq whose length is at most 4k, as Sp and Sq
are not isolated nodes in RQ(I, 0, k). Therefore, there exists a reconfiguration sequence σ′
from S0 to S` whose length is at least one less than |σ|. As the size of CQ(I, k) is bounded
by a function of k, we get the desired result.
Having established a bound on the length of any reconfiguration sequence, we can now
consider the bounded reachability problem parameterized by k + `, as ` is bounded by a
function of k. For instance, the treewidth of any graph that has a feedback vertex set of
size k is at most k. If FVS-Bound parameterized by ` were fixed-parameter tractable
on graphs of bounded treewidth, Lemma 5.2.3 immediately implies that FVS-Bound
parameterized by k is also fixed-parameter tractable. To see why, assume an algorithm
which solves FVS-Bound in O∗(f(`, tw(G))) time existed, for some computable function
f . Then the same algorithm would solve the general problem in O∗(f(g(k), k)) time, where
g is the function whose existence was shown in Lemma 5.2.3. We give such an algorithm
for FVS-Bound in the next section. For now, we prove a somewhat stronger result.
Theorem 5.2.4. If a k-subset problem Q admits a compact representation then Q-Reach
and Q-Bound parameterized by k are fixed-parameter tractable.
Proof. We let D+ = D∩⋃C∈CQ(I,k)⋃B∈C B denote the set of all elements in the domain that
appear in some equivalence set of the compact representation. Using the same arguments
made in the proof of Theorem 5.1.2, it is not hard to see that, for an instance (I, Ss, St, k, `)
of Q-Bound, there exists a reconfiguration sequence from Ss to St of length at most ` in
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RQ(I, 0, k) if and only if there exists a reconfiguration sequence of length at most ` that
touches only elements of Ss ∪ St ∪ D+. However, as the size of D+ need not be bounded
by a function of k, our goal is to construct a set D− of bounded size.
To that end, we construct a bipartite graph G+ with bipartition (X+, Y +). For every
element in D+ there exists a corresponding vertex in X+ and for every equivalence set B
in some collection C there exists a corresponding vertex in Y +. We add an edge between
a vertex u ∈ X+ and a vertex v ∈ Y + whenever the element corresponding to u is in the
equivalence set corresponding to v. The size of Y + is at most k|CQ(I, k)|. We partition
the vertices of X+ into at most 2k|CQ(I,k)| subsets, where two vertices u, v ∈ X+ belong to
partition PZ if and only if NG+(u) = NG+(v) = Z ⊆ Y +. We construct the graph G−,
with bipartition (X−, Y −), by deleting from X+ all but k vertices from every partition of
X+ of size greater than k and we let Y − be a copy of Y +. Note that the total number
of vertices in G− is at most |Y −| + |X−| ≤ k|CQ(I, k)| + k2k|CQ(I,k)|. Finally, we let D−
consist of all elements having corresponding vertices in X− and we delete from the compact
representation CQ(I, k) all elements which are not in D− to obtain C−Q(I, k). C−Q(I, k)
might no longer be a compact representation as property (1) of Definition 5.2.1 might not
be satisfied. We show however that C−Q(I, k) retains enough information in order to solve
the bounded reachability problem. That is, we show that if there exists a reconfiguration
sequence from Ss to St of length at most ` in RQ(I, 0, k) then there exists a reconfiguration
sequence of length at most ` that touches only elements of Ss∪St∪D− (the other direction
trivially holds).
We simulate any reconfiguration sequence from Ss to St on the bipartite graph G
+ in
the following sense. Since every element in D+ has a corresponding vertex in X+, any
set S in a reconfiguration reconfiguration sequence from Ss to St corresponds to a subset
of the vertices in X+ ∪ Ss ∪ St. Moreover, as |S| ≤ k, S intersects each partition PZ of
X+, Z ⊆ Y +, in at most k elements. Therefore, combining the fact that X− retains k
elements from each partition (when they exist) and that those elements belong to the same
equivalence sets with the definition of compact representations (i.e. vertices in the same
equivalence sets are “equivalent”), we can simulate any reconfiguration sequence from Ss
to St on the bipartite graph G
−. Since the number of vertices in G− is bounded by a
function of k, the statement of the theorem follows.
An interesting consequence of Theorem 5.2.4 is that it allows us to assert the non-
existence of compact representations for problem Q by showing that either Q-Reach or
Q-Bound are W-hard parameterized by k. This is trivially true for problems such as
Dominating Set but for some problems, e.g. Odd Cycle Transversal, we do not
know whether they admit compact representations. Another challenging problem would be
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to determine whether the converse of Theorem 5.2.4 also holds, i.e. if being able to solve
reconfiguration efficiently implies the existence of a compact representation. Going back
to the Feedback Vertex Set problem, Guo et al. [71] proved the following theorem.
Theorem 5.2.5. [71] FVS admits a compact representation.
Combining Theorems 5.2.4 and 5.2.5, we obtain:
Corollary 5.2.6. FVS-Reach and FVS-Bound parameterized by k are fixed-parameter
tractable.
5.3 Reconfiguration over tree decompositions
5.3.1 Dynamic programming algorithms
In this section we show how known dynamic programming algorithms [12] for problems on
graphs of treewidth at most t can be adapted to bounded reachability problems parame-
terized by `. We reuse the notions of signatures and operations defined on edit sequences
defined in Section 4.5.3 and 4.1, respectively. The general idea is to maintain a view of
the reconfiguration sequence just as we did for VC-Bound (Section 4.5.3) and in addition
check if every reconfiguration step gives a solution, which can be accomplished by main-
taining (independently for each step) any information that the original algorithm would
maintain. We present the details for OCT-Bound as an example.
In a dynamic programming algorithm for VC on graphs of bounded treewidth, it is
enough to maintain information about how the solution intersects with a bag of the tree de-
composition. This is not the case for OCT. One algorithm for OCT runs in O∗(3t) time by
additionally maintaining a bipartition of the bag (with the solution deleted) [59, 62]. That
is, at every bag Xi, i ∈ V (T ), we maintain a list of assignments Xi → {used, left, right}
with the property that there exists a subset S of Vi and a bipartition (L,R) of G[Vi \ S]
such that Xi∩S,Xi∩L, and Xi∩R are the used, left, and right vertices, respectively. A
signature for OCT-Bound will hence additionally store a bipartition for each step (except
for the first and last sets Ss and St, as we already assume them to be solutions).
Definition 5.3.1. An OCT-signature τ over a set X ⊆ V (G) is an edit sequence τ such
that vertex-τ [i] ∈ X ∪ {used, unused}, 1 ≤ i ≤ |τ |, together with an entry τ [i][v] ∈
{left, right} for every 1 ≤ i ≤ `− 1 and v ∈ X \ V (Ss ∩X, τ [1, i]).
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There are at most (t + 3)`2t` different OCT-signatures. In the definition of feasibility,
we replace the last condition of Definition 4.5.29 with the following, stronger one:
- For all 1 ≤ i ≤ ` − 1, the sets {v | τ [i][v] = left} and {v | τ [i][v] = right} give a
bipartition of G[X \ V (Ss ∩X, τ [1, i])].
In the definition of the join operation (Definition 4.5.33), we additionally require two
signatures to have equal τ [i][v] entries (whenever defined) to be considered joinable; the
operation copies them to the new signature. In the definition of the forget operation
(Definition 4.5.32), we delete any τ [i][v] entries where v is the vertex being forgotten. In
the introduce operation (Definition 4.5.31), we consider (and check the feasibility of) a
different copy of a signature for each way of replacing unused markers with v markers and
each way of assigning {left, right} values to new τ [i][v] entries, where v is the vertex being
introduced. As before, to each node we assign an initially empty table of OCT-signatures
and fill them bottom-up using these operations.
The proof of correctness proceeds very similarly as for VC-Bound. We only need
to argue that the strengthened last condition for feasibility (which uses the additional
information about bipartitions in an essential way) is now strong enough to carry through
the main inductive proof.
Lemma 5.3.2. If an OCT-signature τ over X is obtained from a feasible OCT-signature
by replacing all vertex markers not in X by used or unused markers, then τ is feasible as
well.
Proof. Let τ be obtained from a feasible OCT-signature τ ′ over X ′ by replacing all vertex
markers in X ′ \ X by used or unused markers. First note that V (Ss ∩ X, τ [1, i]) =
V (Ss ∩X ′, τ ′[1, i]) ∩X. The first three conditions of Definition 4.5.29 follow immediately.
Moreover, if G[X ′ \ S] has a bipartition (L,R), then (L ∩ X,R ∩ X) is a bipartition of
G[X \ (S ∩X)], hence the fourth condition also follows.
Lemma 5.3.3. Let G be a graph S,X1, X2 be subsets of V (G) such that every edge of
G[X1∪X2] is contained in G[X1] or G[X2]. Let L,R be subsets of X1∩X2. If (L∩X1, R∩X1)
is a bipartition of G[X1 \S] and (L∩X2, R∩X2) is a bipartition of G[X2 \S], then (L,R)
is a bipartition of G[(X1 ∪X2) \ S].
Proof. Let uv be an edge of G[(X1 ∪ X2) \ S]. Then it is contained in G[Xi] for some
i ∈ {1, 2}. It has no endpoint in S ∩ Xi, hence it is an edge of G[Xi \ S]. Thus one
endpoint is in L∩Xi and the other in R∩Xi. In particular every edge of G[(X1 ∪X2) \S]
has one endpoint in L and the other in R.
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Corollary 5.3.4. Let τ, τ1, τ2 be OCT-signatures over X,X1, X2 respectively, such that
X = X1∪X2 and every edge of G[X] is contained in G[X1] or G[X2]. Assume furthermore
that for all i ≤ `:
- τ [i] = τ1[i] whenever τ [i] ∈ X1 or τ1[i] ∈ X1,
- τ [i] = τ2[i] whenever τ [i] ∈ X2 or τ2[i] ∈ X2,
- τ [i][v] = τ1[i][v] whenever v ∈ X1 and τ [i][v] is defined and
- τ [i][v] = τ2[i][v] whenever v ∈ X2 and τ [i][v] is defined.
If τ1 and τ2 are feasible, then so is τ .
Proof. The assumptions above imply that τ and τ1 agree over all changes within X1,
that is, V (Ss ∩ X1, τ1[1, i]) = V (Ss ∩ X, τ [1, i]) ∩ X1 (and similarly for τ2). The first
three conditions of feasibility for τ follow as for VC-Bound. For the last condition, it
suffices to use Lemma 5.3.3 for S = V (Ss ∩ X, τ [1, i]), L = {v | τ [i][v] = left}, and
R = {v | τ [i][v] = right}.
The following lemma is proved by induction exactly as for VC-Bound, only with
Lemma 5.3.2 and Corollary 5.3.4 used when feasibility needs to be argued.
Lemma 5.3.5. For i ∈ V (T ) and an OCT-signature τ over Xi, τ ∈ Ai if and only if τ
can be extended to an OCT-signature over Vi that is feasible.
Theorem 5.3.6. OCT-Bound and IBS-Bound can be solved in O∗(2t`4`(t + 3)`) time
on graphs of treewidth t.
Proof. The correctness of our dynamic programming algorithm follows from Lemma 5.3.5.
It only remains to consider the running time. The number of possible OCT-signatures is
(t+ 3)`2t` (instead of the (t+ 3)` for VC-Bound). In the join operation, we required the
new τ [i][v] entries to be equal and thus the running time is again 2` times the number of
possible OCT-signatures. In the forget operation the algorithm does only a polynomial
number of calculations for each of the OCT-signatures. In the introduce operation, for
each of the OCT-signatures we consider in the worst case 2` possible subsets of unused
markers and 2` possible assignments of left or right to new τ [i][v] entries. The total
running time is thus O∗(4`(t+ 3)`2t`).
Combining the same complementing technique we used for VC-Bound and IS-Bound
with Proposition 2.4.9, the result for IBS-Bound follows.
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Similarly, using the classical O∗(2O(t log t)) algorithm for FVS and IF (which maintains
what partition of Xi the connected components of Vi can produce), we get the following
running times for bounded reachability variants of these problems.
Theorem 5.3.7. FVS-Bound and IF-Bound can be solved in O∗(t`t4`(t+ 3)`) time on
graphs of treewidth t.
5.3.2 A meta-theorem
We now show that a host of bounded reachability problems definable in monadic second-
order logic (MSOL) become fixed-parameter tractable when parameterized by `+ t. First,
we review the syntax and semantics of MSOL over graphs. The reader is referred to the
excellent survey by Grohe [68] for more details.
We have an infinite set of individual variables, denoted by lowercase letters x, y, and
z, and an infinite set of set variables, denoted by uppercase letters X, Y , and Z. A
monadic second-order formula (MSOL-formula) φ over a graph G is constructed from
atomic formulas E(x, y), x ∈ X, and x = y using the usual Boolean connectives as well
as existential and universal quantification over individual and set variables. We write
φ(x1, . . . , xr, X1, . . . , Xs) to indicate that φ is a formula with free variables x1, . . . , xr and
X1, . . . , Xs, where free variables are variables not bound by quantifiers.
For a formula φ(x1,. . . ,xr,X1,. . . ,Xs), a graph G, vertices v1, . . . , vr, and sets V1, . . . , Vr,
we write G |= φ(v1, . . . , vr, V1, . . . , Vr) if φ is satisfied in G when E is interpreted by the
adjacency relation E(G), the variables xi are interpreted by vi, and the variables Xi are
interpreted by Vi. We say that a vertex-subset problem Q is definable in monadic second-
order logic if there exists an MSOL-formula φ(X) with one free set variable such that
S ⊆ V (G) is a feasible solution of problem Q for instance G if and only if G |= φ(S). For
example, an independent set is definable by the formula φis(X) = ∀x∀y(x ∈ X ∧ y ∈ X)→
¬E(x, y).
Theorem 5.3.8 (Courcelle [30]). There is an algorithm that given a MSOL-formula φ(x1,
. . . , xr, X1, . . . , Xs), a graph G, vertices v1,. . . ,vr ∈ V (G), and sets V1,. . . ,Vs ⊆ V (G)
decides whether G |= φ(v1, . . . , vr, V1, . . . , Vs) in O(f(tw(G), |φ|) · n) time, for some com-
putable function f .
Theorem 5.3.9. If a vertex-subset problem Q is definable in monadic second-order logic
by a formula φ(X), then Q-Bound parameterized by ` + tw(G) + |φ| is fixed-parameter
tractable.
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Proof. We provide a proof for Q a minimization problem as the proof for maximization
problems is analogous. Given an instance (G,Ss, St, k, `) of Q-Bound, we build an MSOL-
formula ω(X0, X`) such that G |= ω(Ss, St) if and only if the corresponding instance is a
yes-instance. Since the size of ω will be bounded by a function of ` + |φ|, the statement
will follow from Theorem 5.3.8.
As MSOL does not allow cardinality constraints, we overcome this limitation using
sign-sequences. That is, we let L ⊆ {−1,+1}` be the set of all sequences of length ` over
{−1,+1} which do not violate the maximum allowed capacity. In other words, given Ss
and k, a sequence σ is in L if and only if for all `′ ≤ ` it satisfies |Ss| +
∑`′
i=1 σ[i] ≤ k,
where σ[i] is the ith element in sequence σ. We let ω =
∨
σ∈L ωσ and
ωσ(X0, X`) = ∃X1,...,X`−1
∧
0≤i≤`
φ(Xi) ∧
∧
1≤i≤`
ψσ[i](Xi−1, Xi)
where ψ−1(Xi−1, Xi) meansXi is obtained fromXi−1 by removing one element and ψ+1(Xi−1,
Xi) means it is obtained by adding one element. Formally, we have:
ψ−1(Xi−1, Xi) = ∃x x ∈ Xi−1 ∧ x 6∈ Xi ∧ ∀y (y ∈ Xi ↔ (y ∈ Xi−1 ∧ y 6= x))
ψ+1(Xi−1, Xi) = ∃x x 6∈ Xi−1 ∧ x ∈ Xi ∧ ∀y (y ∈ Xi ↔ (y ∈ Xi−1 ∨ y = x))
It is easy to see that G |= ωσ(Ss, St) if and only if there is a reconfiguration sequence
from Ss to St (corresponding to X0, X1, . . . , X`) such that the i
th step removes a vertex if
σ[i] = −1 and adds a vertex if σ[i] = +1. Since |L| ≤ 2`, the size of the MSOL-formula ω
is bounded by an exponential function of `+ |φ|.
5.4 Reconfiguration and irrelevant vertices
The IS-Reach problem parameterized by k is W[1]-hard on general graphs (Theorem 4.2.2).
Ito et al. [83, 84] showed that the problem becomes fixed-parameter tractable for graphs
of bounded degree, planar graphs, and graphs which exclude K3,d as a (not necessarily
induced) subgraph, for any constant d. Using the notion of irrelevant vertices, we sim-
plify these earlier results and push the boundary further by showing that the problem
remains fixed-parameter tractable for graphs of bounded degeneracy and nowhere-dense
graphs (Figure 2.2). As a corollary, we answer positively an open question concerning the
parameterized complexity of the problem on graphs of bounded treewidth.
Clearly, the main open question is whether IS-Reach remains fixed-parameter tractable
on graphs excluding Kd,d as a subgraph. Intuitively, and in contrast to Theorem 3.3.11,
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one would not expect a sparse graph to have “too many” dominating sets of fixed small
size k as n becomes larger and larger. For independent sets, the situation is reversed. As
n grows larger, so does the number of independent sets of fixed size k. So it remains to
be seen whether some structural properties of graphs excluding Kd,d as a subgraph can
be used to settle our open question or whether the problem is W[1]-hard. Another open
question is whether we can adapt our results to IS-Bound parameterized by k, i.e. can we
find shortest reconfiguration sequences or strongly irrelevant vertices in the same running
time.
In what follows, we will consider a slightly different formulation of the IS-Reach
problem, which we call TJ-IS-Reach.
TJ-IS-Reach
Input: A graph G, positive integer k, and two independent sets
Is and It of G of size exactly k
Question: Is there a path from Is to It in RIS(G, k, k + 1)?
The TJ-IS-Reach can be seen as the reachability variant of the Independent Set
problem under the token jumping model since the input independent sets must be of the
same size and any vertex addition must be followed by a vertex removal; the minimum and
maximum allowed capacities are k and k + 1, respectively. We note that for an instance
(G, Is, It, k) of IS-Reach, we can construct an instance (G, I
′
s, I
′
t, k) of TJ-IS-Reach
where I ′s ⊆ Is and I ′t ⊆ It are both of size exactly k (picked arbitrarily). Proposition 5.4.1,
which is due to Kaminski et al. [90], immediately implies that our results for TJ-IS-Reach
can be extended to IS-Reach.
Proposition 5.4.1 ([90]). Given a graph G, integer k, and two independent sets Is and It
of G of size exactly k, there exists a reconfiguration sequence from Is to It in RIS(G, k, n)
if and only if there exists a reconfiguration from Is to It in RIS(G, k, k + 1).
5.4.1 Graphs of bounded degeneracy
To show that the TJ-IS-Reach problem is fixed-parameter tractable on d-degenerate
graphs, for some constant d, we will proceed in two stages. In the first stage, we will show,
for an instance (G, Is, It, k), that as long as the number of low-degree vertices in G is “large
enough” we can find an irrelevant vertex (Definition 3.3.9). Once the number of low-degree
vertices is bounded, a simple counting argument (Proposition 5.4.2) shows that the size of
the remaining graph is also bounded and hence we can solve the instance by exhaustive
enumeration.
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Proposition 5.4.2. Let G be an n-vertex d-degenerate graph, S1 ⊆ V (G) be the set of
vertices of degree at most 2d, and S2 = V (G) \ S1. If |S1| < s, then |V (G)| ≤ (2d+ 1)s.
Proof. The number of edges in a d-degenerate graph is at most dn and hence its average
degree is at most 2d (Proposition 2.1.6). If |V (G)| = (2d + 1)s + c, for c ≥ 1, then
|S2| = |V (G) \ S1| > 2ds + c,
∑
v∈S2 |NG(v)| > (2ds + c)(2d + 1), and we obtain the
following contradiction:∑
v∈S1 |NG(v)|+
∑
v∈S2 |NG(v)|
|V (G)| >
(2ds+ c)(2d+ 1)
(2d+ 1)s+ c
=
4d2s+ 2ds+ 2dc+ c
(2d+ 1)s+ c
=
2d(2ds+ s+ c) + c
2ds+ s+ c
> 2d.
To find irrelevant vertices, we make use of the following classical result of Erdo˜s and
Rado [51], also known in the literature as the Sunflower Lemma. We first define the
terminology used in the statement of the theorem. A sunflower with k petals and a core
Y is a collection of sets S1, . . . , Sk such that Si ∩ Sj = Y for all i 6= j; the sets Si \ Y are
petals and we require none of them to be empty. Note that a family of pairwise disjoint
sets is a sunflower (with an empty core).
Theorem 5.4.3 (Sunflower Lemma [51]). Let A be a family of sets (without duplicates)
over a universe U, such that each set in A has cardinality at most d. If |A| > d!(k − 1)d,
then A contains a sunflower with k petals and such a sunflower can be computed in time
polynomial in |A|, |U|, and k.
Lemma 5.4.4. Let (G, Is, It, k) be an instance of TJ-IS-Reach where G is d-degenerate
and let B be the set of vertices in V (G)\{Is∪It} of degree at most 2d. If |B| > (2d+1)!(2k−
1)2d+1, then there exists an irrelevant vertex v ∈ V (G) \ {Is ∪ It} such that (G, Is, It, k) is
a yes-instance if and only if (G′, Is, It, k) is a yes-instance, where G′ is obtained from G by
deleting v and all edges incident on v.
Proof. Let b1, b2, . . ., b|B| denote the vertices in B and let A = {NG[b1], NG[b2], . . .,
NG[b|B|]} denote the family of sets corresponding to the closed neighborhoods of each
vertex in B and set U =
⋃
b∈B N [b]. Since |B| is greater than (2d + 1)!(2k − 1)2d+1, we
know from Theorem 5.4.3 that A contains a sunflower with 2k petals and such a sunflower
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can be computed in time polynomial in |A| and k. Note that we assume, without loss of
generality, that there are no two vertices u and v in V (G)\{Is∪It} such that NG[u] = NG[v],
as we can safely delete one of them from the input graph otherwise, i.e. one of the two is
(strongly) irrelevant. Let vir be a vertex whose closed neighborhood corresponds to one
of those 2k petals. We claim that vir is irrelevant and can therefore be deleted from G to
obtain G′.
To see why, consider any reconfiguration sequence σ = 〈Is = I0, I1, . . . , It = I`〉 from
Is to It in RIS(G, k, k + 1). Since vir 6∈ Is ∪ It, we let p, 0 < p < `, be the first index in
σ at which vir is added, i.e. vir ∈ Ip and vir 6∈ Ii for all i < p. Moreover, we let q + 1,
p < q+ 1 ≤ ` be the first index after p at which vir is removed, i.e. vir ∈ Iq and vir 6∈ Iq+1.
We will consider the subsequence σs = 〈Ip, . . . , Iq〉 and show how to modify it so that it
does not touch vir. Applying the same procedure to every such subsequence in σ suffices
to prove the lemma.
Since the sunflower constructed to obtain vir has 2k petals and the size of any in-
dependent set in σ (or any reconfiguration sequence in general) is at most k + 1, there
must exist another free vertex vfr whose closed neighborhood corresponds to one of the
remaining 2k − 1 petals which we can add at index p instead of vir, i.e. vfr 6∈ NG[Ip].
We say vfr represents vir. Assume that no such vertex exists. Then we know that ei-
ther some vertex in the core of the sunflower is in Ip, contradicting the fact that we are
adding vir, or every petal of the sunflower contains a vertex in Ip, which is not possible
since the size of any independent set is at most k + 1 and the number of petals is larger.
Hence, we first modify the subsequence σs by adding vfr instead of vir. Formally, we have
σ′s = 〈(Ip \ {vir}) ∪ {vfr}, . . . , (Iq \ {vir}) ∪ {vfr}〉.
To be able to replace σs by σ
′
s in σ and obtain a reconfiguration sequence from Is to It,
then all of the following conditions must hold:
(1) |(Iq \ {vir}) ∪ {vfr}| = k + 1.
(2) (Ii \ {vir}) ∪ {vfr} is an independent set of G for all p ≤ i ≤ q,
(3) |(Ii \ {vir}) ∪ {vfr}∆(Ii+1 \ {vir}) ∪ {vfr}| = 1 for all p ≤ i < q, and
(4) k ≤ |(Ii \ {vir}) ∪ {vfr}| ≤ k + 1 for all p ≤ i ≤ q.
It is not hard to see that if there exists no i, p < i ≤ q, such that σ′s adds a vertex in
N [vfr] at position i, then all four conditions hold. If there exists such a position, we will
modify σ′s into yet another subsequence σ
′′
s by finding a new vertex to represent vir. The
length of σ′′s will be one greater than the length of σ
′
s.
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We let i, p < i ≤ q, be the first position in σ′s at which a vertex in u ∈ N [vfr] (possibly
equal to vfr) is added. Using the same arguments for finding vfr, and since we constructed
a sunflower with 2k petals, we can find another vertex v′fr such that N [vfr] ∩ Ii−1 = ∅.
This new vertex will represent vir instead of vfr. We construct σ
′′
s from σ
′
s as follows:
σ′′s = 〈Ip \{vir}∪{vfr}, . . . , Ii−1 \{vir}∪{vfr}, Ii−1 \{vir}∪{v′fr}, Ii \{vir}∪{v′fr}, . . . , Iq \
{vir} ∪ {v′fr}〉. If σ′′s now satisfies all four conditions then we are done. Otherwise, we
repeat the same process (which can occur at most q − p times) until we obtain such a
subsequence.
Theorem 5.4.5. TJ-IS-Reach on d-degenerate graphs is fixed-parameter tractable pa-
rameterized by k + d.
Proof. For an instance (G, Is, It, k) of TJ-IS-Reach, we know from Lemma 5.4.4 that
as long as V (G) \ {Is ∪ It} contains more than (2d + 1)!(2k − 1)2d+1 vertices of degree
at most 2d we can find an irrelevant vertex and reduce the size of the graph. After
exhaustively reducing the graph to obtain G′, we known that G′[V (G′)\{Is∪It}], which is
also d-degenerate, has at most (2d+ 1)!(2k − 1)2d+1 vertices of degree at most 2d. Hence,
applying Proposition 5.4.2, we know that |V (G′)\{Is∪ It}| ≤ (2d+ 1)(2d+ 1)!(2k−1)2d+1
and |V (G′)| ≤ (2d+ 1)(2d+ 1)!(2k − 1)2d+1 + 2k.
5.4.2 Nowhere dense graphs
Nesetril and Ossona de Mendez [113] showed an interesting relationship between nowhere-
dense classes and a property of classes of graphs introduced by Dawar [34, 35] called quasi-
wideness. We will use quasi-wideness and show a rather interesting relationship between
TJ-IS-Reach on graphs of bounded degeneracy and nowhere-dense graphs. That is,
our algorithm for nowhere-dense graphs will closely mimic the previous algorithm in the
following sense. Instead of using the sunflower lemma to find a large sunflower, we will use
quasi-wideness to find a “large enough almost sunflower” with an initially “unknown” core
and then use structural properties of the graph to find this core and complete the sunflower.
We first state some of the results that we need. Given a graph G, a set S ⊆ V (G) is called
r-scattered if N rG(u) ∩N rG(v) = ∅ for all distinct u, v ∈ S.
Proposition 5.4.6. Let G be a graph and let S = {s1, s2, ..., sk} ⊆ V (G) be a 2-scattered
set of size k in G. Then the closed neighborhoods of the vertices in S form a sunflower
with k petals and an empty core.
Definition 5.4.7. A class C of graphs is uniformly quasi-wide with margin sC : N → N
and NC : N × N → N if for all r, k ∈ N, if G ∈ C and W ⊆ V (G) with |W | > NC(r, k),
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then there is a set S ⊆ W with |S| < sC(r), such that W contains an r-scattered set of size
at least k in G[V (G) \ S]. C is effectively uniformly quasi-wide if sC(r) and NC(r, k) are
computable.
Theorem 5.4.8 ([36]). A class C of graphs is effectively nowhere dense if and only if C is
effectively uniformly quasi-wide.
Theorem 5.4.9 ([36]). Let C be an effectively nowhere-dense class of graphs and h be the
computable function such that Kh(r) 6rm G for all G ∈ C. Let G be an n-vertex graph in
C, r, k ∈ N, and W ⊆ V (G) with |W | ≥ N(h(r), r, k), for some computable function N .
Then in O(n2) time, we can compute a set B ⊆ V (G), |B| ≤ h(r)− 2, and a set A ⊆ W
such that |A| ≥ k and A is an r-scattered set in G[V (G) \B].
Lemma 5.4.10. Let C be an effectively nowhere-dense class of graphs and h be the com-
putable function such that Kh(r) 6rm G for all G ∈ C. Let (G, Is, It, k) be an instance of
TJ-IS-Reach where G ∈ C and let R be the set of vertices in V (G) \ {Is ∪ It}. Moreover,
let P = {P1, P2, . . .} be a family of sets which partitions R such that for any two distinct
vertices u, v ∈ R, u, v ∈ Pi if and only if NG(u) ∩ {Is ∪ It} = NG(v) ∩ {Is ∪ It}. If there
exists a set Pi ∈ P such that |Pi| > N(h(2), 2, 2h(2)+1k), for some computable function
N , then there exists an irrelevant vertex v ∈ V (G) \ {Is ∪ It} such that (G, Is, It, k) is a
yes-instance if and only if (G′, Is, It, k) is a yes-instance, where G′ is obtained from G by
deleting v and all edges incident on v.
Proof. By construction, we known that the family P contains at most 4k sets, as we par-
tition R based on their neighborhoods in Is ∪ It. Note that some vertices in R have no
neighbors in Is ∪ It and will therefore belong to the same set in P.
Assume that there exists a P ∈ P such that |P | > N(h(2), 2, 2h(2)+1k). Consider
the graph G[R]. By Theorem 5.4.9, we can, in O(|R|2) time, compute a set B ⊆ R,
|B| ≤ h(2) − 2, and a set A ⊆ P such that |A| ≥ 2h(2)+1k and A is a 2-scattered set
in G[R \ B]. Now let P′ = {P ′1, P ′2, . . .} be a family of sets which partitions A such that
for any two distinct vertices u, v ∈ A, u, v ∈ P ′i if and only if NG(u) ∩ B = NG(v) ∩ B.
Since |A| ≥ 2h(2)+1k and |P′| ≤ 2h(2), we know that at least one set in P′ will contain at
least 2k vertices of A. Denote these 2k vertices by A′. All vertices in A′ have the same
neighborhood in B and the same neighborhood in Is ∪ It (as all vertices in A′ belonged
to the same set P ∈ P). Moreover, A′ is a 2-scattered set in G[R \ B]. Hence, the sets
{NG[a′1], NG[a′2], . . . , NG[a′2k]}, i.e. the closed neighborhoods of the vertices in A′, form
a sunflower with 2k petals (Proposition 5.4.6); the core of this sunflower is contained in
B ∪ Is∪ It. Using the same arguments as we did in the proof of Lemma 5.4.4, we can show
that there exists at least one irrelevant vertex v ∈ V (G) \ {B ∪ Is ∪ It}.
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Theorem 5.4.11. TJ-IS-Reach restricted to any effectively nowhere-dense class C of
graphs is fixed-parameter tractable parameterized by k.
Proof. If after partitioning V (G)\{Is∪It} into at most 4k sets the size of every set P ∈ P is
bounded by N(h(2), 2, 2h(2)+1k), then we can solve the problem by exhaustive enumeration,
as |V (G)| ≤ 2k+4kN(h(2), 2, 2h(2)+1k). Otherwise, we can apply Lemma 5.4.10 and reduce
the size of the graph in polynomial time.
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Chapter 6
Reconfiguration of constraint
satisfaction problems
In this chapter, we study reconfiguration questions related to graph coloring, and more
generally constraint satisfaction problems. In Section 6.2, we explore how the complexity
of the bounded reachability variant of the Coloring problem depends on the parameters
k (the number of colors) and ` (the length of reconfiguration sequences). Recall that Col-
Reach and Col-Bound are known to be in P for k ≤ 3 [25, 27, 87] and PSPACE-complete
for k ≥ 4 [18]. Therefore, both problems parameterized by k ≥ 4 are para-PSPACE-
complete, i.e. PSPACE-complete for every value of the parameter, and are not likely to be
solvable in O(f(k)nO(1)) time (not in FPT), for any computable function f . We show that
Col-Bound is W[1]-hard (but in XP) when parameterized only by `. On the positive
side, we give an O(f(k, `)nO(1)) time algorithm for the problem, for a computable function
f . Hence, we show that the problem is fixed-parameter tractable when parameterized by
k + `.
In Section 6.3, we show that the more general problem CSP-Bound is fixed-parameter
tractable parameterized by k+ `+ r, where r is the maximum constraint arity (maximum
number of variables participating in a single constraint) and k is the maximum domain
size (maximum number of permissible values for each variable). Moreover, we show that
in some sense this result is the best possible, i.e. dropping any of the three values in
the parameter makes the problem hard. In particular, we show that for parameter ` the
problem is W[2]-hard, even for k = 2. For p the number of variables with different values
in the two given assignments, we show that the problem is W[2]-hard when parameterized
by `− p, even for k = 2 and r = 3.
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Finally, we consider weighted constraint satisfaction problems with Boolean domains
in Section 6.4 in an attempt to combine results from earlier chapters with our results on
CSP-Bound. We provide a series of classifications under Schaefer’s [125] framework using
known results from the literature along with some of the results proved throughout this
work.
6.1 Notation and definitions
In contrast to previous chapters, feasible solutions to a Coloring or CSP instance assign
a color/value to every vertex/variable of the input and we therefore require additional ter-
minology. We define notions related to graph coloring here and defer the formal definitions
related to constraint satisfaction problems to Section 6.3.
A k-color assignment for a graph G is a function α : V (G) → {1, . . . , k} of colors to
the vertices of G. It is a proper k-coloring, or a k-coloring for short, if there are no edges
uv ∈ E(G) with α(u) = α(v). On the other hand, if there exists such an edge uv, then this
edge is said to give a color conflict. A graph that admits a k-coloring is called k-colorable.
The minimum k such that G is k-colorable is called the chromatic number of G, denoted
by χ(G). For a k-coloring α of G, the set of colors used by α is {α(v) | v ∈ V (G)}.
For any graph G and integer k, the vertex set of RCOL(G, 0, k) corresponds to all k-
colorings of G and two colorings are adjacent if and only if they differ on exactly one vertex.
The integer k is called the number of admissible colors. Walks in RCOL(G, 0, k) from α
to β are also called k-recoloring sequences from α to β. If there exists an integer k such
that α0, . . . , αm is a k-recoloring sequence, then this is called a recoloring sequence from
α0 to αm. Clearly, if there exists a k-recoloring sequence from α to β of length `, then
RCOL(G, 0, k) contains a path from α to β of length at most `.
A k-color list assignment for a graph G is a mapping L that assigns a color list L(v) ⊆
{1, . . . , k} to each vertex v ∈ V (G). A k-coloring α of G is an L-coloring if α(v) ∈ L(v) for
all v. By RCOL(G,L) we denote the subgraph of RCOL(G, 0, k) induced by all L-colorings
of G and walks in RCOL(G,L) are called L-recoloring sequences. We are now ready to
define the following problems:
Col-Bound
Input: A graph G, positive integers k and `, and two k-colorings α and β of G.
Question: Is there a path of length at most ` from α to β in RCOL(G, 0, k)?
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L-Col-Bound
Input: A graph G, positive integers k and `, a k-color list assignment L of G,
and two L-colorings α and β of G.
Question: Is there a path of length at most ` from α to β in RCOL(G,L)?
For a positive integer k ≥ 1, we let [k] = {1, . . . , k}. For a function f : D → I and
subset D′ ⊆ D, we denote by f |D′ the restriction of f to the domain D′. The (unique)
trivial function with empty domain is denoted by f ∅. Note that for any function g, g|∅ = f ∅.
We use poly(x1, . . . , xp) to denote a polynomial function on variables x1, . . . , xp.
6.2 Graph recoloring
In this section we explore fully how the complexity of the Col-Bound problem depends
on the problem parameters k and `. Firstly, Col-Bound is easily observed to be PSPACE-
hard in general, for k ≥ 4: Since there are at most kn different k-colorings of a graph on n
vertices, a path from α to β exists if and only if there exists one of length at most kn. So set-
ting ` = kn yields a trivial reduction from the PSPACE-hard Col-Reach to Col-Bound.
Nevertheless, this only establishes weak PSPACE-hardness, since the chosen value of ` is
exponential in the instance size. In other words, if we require that all integers be encoded
in unary, then this is not a polynomial reduction. And indeed, the complexity status of
the problem changes under that requirement: in that case, Col-Bound is easily observed
to be in NP. If (G, k, `, α, β) is a yes-instance, then a path of length ` in RCOL(G, 0, k) from
α to β is a polynomial certificate. Bonsma et al. [19] showed that Col-Bound is in fact
NP-complete when ` is encoded in unary, or in other words it is strongly NP-hard.
We show that the problem can be solved in O(2k(`+1) ·`` ·poly(n)) time. This establishes
that Col-Bound is fixed parameter tractable when parameterized by k+ `. One may ask
whether the problem is still in FPT when parameterized only by `. We show that this
is not the case (unless W[1]=FPT). We observe however that a straightforward branching
algorithm can solve the problem in time nO(`), hence in polynomial time for any constant
`. In other words, Col-Bound is in XP, parameterized by `.
The complexity status of Col-Bound is summarized in Table 6.1. Our main results
are marked by (*). Unmarked results follow immediately from results in an adjacent row
or column. We note that the FPT result was also obtained very recently and independently
by Johnson et al. [87], although they use an algorithm very different from ours.
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Table 6.1: Complexity landscape of the Col-Bound problem.
` as binary variable ` as unary variable ` as parameter
k as input variable PSPACE-complete NP-complete W[1]-hard (*)
(unary or binary) XP
k as parameter (para-)PSPACE-complete (para-)NP-complete FPT (*)
k ≥ 4 as constant PSPACE-complete [18] NP-complete [19] FPT
k ≤ 3 P [87] P P
6.2.1 W[1]-hardness
We give a reduction from the Independent Set problem, known to be W[1]-hard [46, 62]
when parameterized by solution size. We will also use the following result, which was
shown independently by Cereceda [24], Marcotte et al. [102] and Jacob [86]: There exists a
graph G such that for every pair of k-colorings α and β of G, there exists a path from α to
β in RCOL(G, 0, 2k− 1), and there are examples where at least 2k− 1 colors are necessary.
The graphs constructed to prove the latter result [24, 86, 102] are in fact very similar. We
will use these graphs for our reduction, though we will need a slightly stronger claim, so
we need to restate the proof.
For any integer k ≥ 1, we let Bk = Kk ×Kk (the complement of the Cartesian product
graph of two complete graphs on k vertices). More precisely, we let V (Bk) = {bij | i, j ∈
{1, . . . , k}}, and two vertices bij and bi′j′ are adjacent if and only if i 6= i′ and j 6= j′. We
define two k-colorings αk and βk for Bk by setting α
k(bij) = i and β
k(bij) = j for all vertices
bij.
Theorem 6.2.1. For every integer k ≥ 1, there exists Bk, αk, and βk as defined above,
such that every recoloring sequence from αk to βk contains a (2k − 1)-coloring. Moreover,
there exists a (2k − 1)-recoloring sequence of length at most 2k2 from αk to βk.
Proof. We consider a recoloring sequence γ0, . . . , γ` from α
k to βk. For i ∈ {1, . . . , k}, the
vertex set Ri = {bij | j ∈ {1, . . . , k}} is called a row of Bk. For every i, the coloring αk
colors the vertices of row Ri all with the same color, and β
k colors them all differently. So
we may choose the lowest index p such that γp colors all vertices of at least one row Ri
differently. The choice of p guarantees that, for γp, there exists a color that is used for at
least two different vertices in every row other than Ri, and thus is not used in any other
row (this follows easily from the definition of Bk). We conclude that γp uses at least 2k−1
different colors in total, which proves the first statement.
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To obtain a (2k − 1)-recoloring sequence from αk to βk, we can apply the following
general method (which applies in fact to any two k-colorings of any k-colorable graph):
We choose an arbitrary k-coloring γ of Bk. For every vertex v ∈ V (Bk) with γ(v) ≤ k− 1,
we recolor v to the color k+γ(v) (this is a color in {k+1, . . . , 2k−1}, so it is not used by αk
or βk). Next, we recolor all vertices v to their target color β(v), starting with those vertices
v with γ(v) = k. It can be verified that this way, a k-coloring is maintained throughout,
and that every vertex is recolored at most twice.
We remark that the distance from αk to βk in RCOL(Bk, 0, 2k − 1) is strictly smaller
than 2k2, but we do not need to know or prove the exact distance. We can now state the
reduction from Independent Set to Col-Bound that we use to prove W[1]-hardness.
Given an instance (G, t− 1) of Independent Set, where V = {v1, . . . , vn}, we construct
a graph G′ in time polynomial in n+m+ t as follows. G′ contains a copy of G and a copy
of Bt with all edges between them. In addition, G
′ contains n+ t+ 1 independent sets C1,
. . ., Cn+t+1, each of size 2t + 2t
2. We say that Ci (for 1 ≤ i ≤ n + t + 1) is a color-guard
set, as it will be used to enforce some coloring constraints: In the colorings we define,
and all colorings reachable from them using at most |Ci| − 1 recolorings, Ci will contain
at least one vertex of color i. We let VG = {g1, . . . , gn}, VB = {bij | i, j ∈ {1, . . . , t}},
VC = C1 ∪ . . .∪Cn+t+1, and hence V (G′) = VG ∪ VB ∪ VC . The total number of vertices in
G′ is therefore n + t2 + (n + t + 1)(2t + 2t2). For every vertex gi ∈ VG, we add all edges
between gi and the vertices in VC \ (Ci ∪ Cn+t+1). Similarly, for every vertex b ∈ VB, we
add all edges between b and the vertices in Cn+t+1. We define α as follows. For every
vertex gi ∈ VG, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, we set α(gi) = i. For every i ∈ {1, . . . , n + t + 1} and every
vertex c ∈ Ci, we set α(c) = i. For every vertex bij ∈ VB (with i, j ∈ {1, . . . , t}), we choose
α(bij) = n+ i.
Proposition 6.2.2. For G′ and α as constructed above, from a graph G on n vertices, if
k = n + t + 1 and α0, . . . , α` is a k-recoloring sequence of length at most 2t + 2t
2 starting
from α, then for all gi ∈ VG and 0 ≤ x ≤ `, we have αx(gi) ∈ {i, n+ t+ 1}. Moreover, for
all b ∈ VB and 0 ≤ x ≤ `, we have αx(b) 6= n+ t+ 1.
Proof. Since every vertex gi ∈ VG is adjacent to all vertices in VC \ {Ci ∪ Cn+t+1}, and
|Cj| = 2t+2t2 for all j, 1 ≤ j ≤ n+t+1, it follows that if gi receives a color j 6∈ {i, n+t+1},
then all vertices in Cj must have been recolored earlier, which contradicts the fact that we
consider a recoloring sequence of length at most 2t+ 2t2. Similarly, every vertex b ∈ VB is
adjacent to all vertices in Cn+t+1. Therefore, if b receives color n + t + 1 then all vertices
in Cn+t+1 must have been recolored first.
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Finally, we define the target coloring β: for every vertex v ∈ VG∪VC we set β(v) = α(v).
For every vertex bij ∈ VB (with i, j ∈ {1, . . . , t}), we choose β(bij) = n+ j. In other words,
the goal is to change from a ‘row coloring’ to a ‘column coloring’ for VB, while maintaining
the same coloring for vertices in VG ∪ VC . The corresponding Col-Bound instance is
denoted by (G′, k, `, α, β) with k = n+ t+ 1 and ` = 2t+ 2t2.
Lemma 6.2.3. For G′, k, `, α, and β as constructed above, from a graph G on n vertices,
if G has an independent set of size at least t− 1, then RCOL(G′, 0, k) contains a path from
α to β of length at most ` = 2t+ 2t2.
Proof. We let S be an independent set of size t−1 in G. The following recoloring sequence
is an (n+ t+ 1)-recoloring sequence from α to β of length at most 2t+ 2t2:
- We assign the vertices in G′ corresponding to the vertices in S with color n + t + 1
(one by one). Since by construction vertices in VG are not connected to vertices in
Cn+t+1, none of these steps will introduce any color conflicts.
- From Theorem 6.2.1, we can recolor the vertices in VB using 2t−1 colors and at most
2t2 recoloring steps. Since t− 1 vertices have been recolored in the previous step, we
can now use the corresponding t− 1 colors to apply the (2t− 1)-recoloring sequence
to VB.
- We recolor the t − 1 vertices that were initially recolored by assigning them their
original color again (which is also their target color in β). None of these steps will
introduce any color conflicts since at this point every vertex in VB is again assigned
a color greater than n.
Clearly, the described recoloring sequence consists of at most 2(t− 1) + 2t2 < 2t+ 2t2
recoloring steps.
Lemma 6.2.4. For G′, k, `, α, and β as constructed above, from a graph G on n vertices,
if RCOL(G
′, 0, k) contains a path from α to β of length at most ` = 2t+ 2t2, then G has an
independent set of size at least t− 1.
Proof. We assume that there exists some k-recoloring sequence from α to β of length at
most ` = 2t + 2t2. Theorem 6.2.1 shows that this sequence contains a coloring γ that
assigns at least 2t− 1 different colors to VB. Let U = {γ(b) | b ∈ VB} denote this color set
with |U | ≥ 2t− 1. Vertices in VB cannot be assigned color n + t + 1 in a sequence of this
length (Proposition 6.2.2), so |U ∩ {1, . . . , n}| ≥ t− 1.
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Since G′ contains all edges between VB and VG, all vertices in S = {gi ∈ VG | i ∈ U}
must have γ(gi) 6= i, and thus γ(gi) = n+ t+ 1 (Proposition 6.2.2). It follows that S is an
independent set of G of size at least t− 1.
Theorem 6.2.5. Col-Bound is W[1]-hard when parameterized by `.
Proof. Given an instance (G, t − 1) of Independent Set, we construct the correspond-
ing Col-Bound instance (G′, k, `, α, β), where k = n + t + 1 and ` = 2t + 2t2. From
Lemma 6.2.3, we know that if G has an independent set of size t − 1 then there exists a
k-recoloring sequence from α to β of length at most `. From Lemma 6.2.4, if there exists
a k-recoloring sequence from α to β of length at most ` then G has an independent set of
size at least t − 1. Combining Lemmas 6.2.3 and 6.2.4 with the fact that Independent
Set parameterized by t is W[1]-hard yields the statement of the theorem.
6.2.2 FPT algorithm
For any constant `, the Col-Bound problem can be solved in polynomial time using
the following simple branching algorithm. We denote the given instance by (G, k, `, α, β),
with |V (G)| = n. Starting with the initial k-coloring α, for each coloring generated by
the algorithm, we consider all possible k-colorings that can be obtained from it using one
recoloring step. We recurse on these choices, up to a recursion depth of at most `. We
have a yes-instance if and only if in one of the recursion branches the target coloring β is
obtained. Clearly, this algorithm yields the correct answer. For one coloring, there are at
most kn possible recoloring steps, so branching with depth ` implies that at most O((kn)`)
colorings will be considered. This shows that for parameter `, the problem is in XP.
Because Col-Bound is NP-hard for every constant k ≥ 4, a similar result cannot be
obtained for the parameter k unless P = NP. Since the Col-Bound problem is W[1]-
hard when parameterized by `, we also do not expect to obtain any algorithm solving the
problem in O(h(`)(kn)O(1)) time (for some computable function h). However, we shall see
in this section that the problem is fixed-parameter tractable when parameterized by k+ `;
it can be solved in O(f(k, `)nO(1)) time, for some computable function f .
We first give a high-level description of the algorithm. We let S = {v ∈ V (G) | α(v) 6=
β(v)} denote the set of vertices assigned different colors in α and β. Clearly, when |S| > `
we have a no-instance and when |S| = 0 we have a trivial yes-instance. In what follows, we
assume 0 < |S| ≤ `. The main challenge that we need to overcome is that the number of
vertices that potentially need to be recolored cannot easily be bounded by a function of `;
in particular, there may be too many vertices at distance at most ` from S. However, once
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we know which vertices will be recolored, the problem can be solved using a branching
algorithm similar to the one above.
We let R = α0, . . . , α` be a recoloring sequence for a graph G. For every vertex
v ∈ V (G), the used-color lists for R are defined as U(v) = {αi(v) | i ∈ {0, . . . , `}}. Note
that a vertex v is recolored at least once in R if and only if |U(v)| ≥ 2. In addition, we
have the following simple but useful proposition.
Proposition 6.2.6. If R is a recoloring sequence for G of length ` and U is the used-color
lists for R, then
∑
v∈V (G)(|U(v)| − 1) ≤ `.
Our main algorithm to solve the Col-Bound problem is Algorithm 7, which uses the
subroutine given in Algorithm 6. The Recolor algorithm (Algorithm 7) consists of a
two-stage branching algorithm. The first stage of the algorithm ignores the ordering of
recoloring steps and simply tries to “guess” the used-color lists for each vertex, assuming
that a recoloring sequence R from α to β of length at most ` exists. These guesses are
stored in the lists L(v). Clearly, {α(v), β(v)} ⊆ L(v) should hold. To construct these lists,
the algorithm maintains two disjoint sets of vertices A and B as follows. All vertices in
A ∪ B will be recolored at least once, according to our current guess. Vertices are in B if
we have already guessed a used-color list for them. Initially, we have A = S and B = ∅.
While A is not empty, we pick a vertex v ∈ A and branch on all possible lists L(v). We
then delete v from A and add it to B. Before continuing with the next vertex from A, we
inspect the neighbors of v. If there exists u ∈ NG(v) \ (A ∪ B) such that α(u) ∈ L(v), we
add u to A since u must also be recolored at least once, assuming that v will indeed receive
all colors in L(v).
If we reach a state where
∑
v∈B(|L(v)|−1) > `, then the current branch is ignored since
these lists cannot correspond to used-color lists of a recoloring sequence of length at most `.
On the other hand, when A = ∅ and ∑v∈B(|L(v)| − 1) ≤ `, we have a “possible solution”.
That is, we still need to make sure that there exists a feasible ordering of the recoloring steps
that transforms α to β. This is handled by the ListRecolor subroutine (Algorithm 6),
which is a branching algorithm similar to the one sketched in the beginning of this section,
although we only assign colors from the lists L(v). Since
∑
v∈B(|L(v)| − 1) ≤ `, according
to the lists at any time there are at most ` different ways to recolor a vertex. So, branching
up to a depth of `, this yields an FPT algorithm for (such instances of) the L-Col-Bound
problem, parameterized by `. Combined with Algorithm 7, which generates all relevant
guesses for the used-color lists, this yields an FPT algorithm for the Col-Bound problem,
parameterized by k + `. We now present the details of these algorithms, starting with the
ListRecolor subroutine (Algorithm 6).
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Algorithm 6 ListRecolor(G,L, α, β, `)
Input: A graph G, nonnegative integer `, color lists L(v) for all v ∈ V (G),
and two L-colorings α and β of G.
Output: “YES” if and only if there exists an L-recoloring sequence
from α to β of length at most `.
1: return ListRecolorRecurse(α, `);
Subroutine ListRecolorRecurse(γ, `′):
2: if γ = β and `′ ≥ 0 then return “YES”;
3: if `′ ≤ 0 then return “NO”;
4: for each L-colorings δ that can be obtained from γ by changing the
color of a single vertex x to a different color in L(x):
5: if ListRecolorRecurse(δ, `′ − 1) = “YES” then return “YES”;
6: return “NO”;
Lemma 6.2.7. For input (G,L, α, β, `) and p =
∑
x∈V (G)(|L(x)|− 1), Algorithm 6 decides
in time O(p` · poly(|V (G)|)) whether there exists an L-recoloring sequence from α to β of
length at most `.
Proof. An easy induction proof shows that a recursive call ListRecolorRecurse(γ, `′)
in Algorithm 6 returns “YES” if and only if there exists an L-recoloring sequence from γ
to β of length at most `′: Line 4 guarantees that every new δ that is generated is again an
L-coloring, which is adjacent to γ in RCOL(G,L). This shows that the algorithm is correct.
For every L-coloring γ, there are p ways to change the color of some vertex x ∈ V (G)
to a different color in L(x). Thus, at most p new L-colorings are generated in one recursive
call. Obviously, the recursion depth is at most `, so this shows that at most O(p`) recursive
calls are made in total. One recursive call takes time poly(|V (G)|), so this yields the stated
complexity bound.
Lemma 6.2.8. For α and β two k-colorings for a graph G and ` ∈ N, the following
conditions hold for every recursive call RecolorRecurse(A,B,L) made by Algorithm 7
on this input:
1. A and B are disjoint subsets of V (G).
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2. For every u ∈ V (G) \B: u ∈ A if and only if
(a) α(u) 6= β(u), or
(b) there exists an edge uv ∈ E(G) with v ∈ B and α(u) ∈ L(v).
Proof. The first time the subroutine RecolorRecurse is called (in Line 4), B = ∅, and
A contains exactly those vertices that have different colors in α and β, so clearly the above
conditions are satisfied.
We now consider a call RecolorRecurse(A,B,L) where the arguments satisfy the
given conditions. We need to show that for an iteration of the for-loop in Line 9, where a
subsequent call RecolorRecurse(A′, B′, L′) is made, all conditions still hold. Lines 8, 13
and 15 show that A′ and B′ are again disjoint (in Line 15, only vertices outside of B′ are
added), so Condition (1) is satisfied. For vertices in A \ {v}, it still holds that at least
one of the Conditions (2a) and (2b) is satisfied (also with respect to the new lists L′).
Lines 14 and 15 show that the newly added vertices in A′ are exactly those that now
satisfy Condition (2b), since L′(v) = U and v is the only new vertex in B′. We conclude
that both Conditions (1) and (2) are maintained for A′, B′, and L′. By induction, it follows
that for every recursive call RecolorRecurse(A,B,L), the above conditions hold for A,
B, and L.
Lemma 6.2.9. For α and β two k-colorings for a graph G and ` ∈ N, if Algorithm 7
returns “YES” then there exists a k-recoloring sequence for G from α to β of length at
most `.
Proof. Consider a recursive call RecolorRecurse(A,B,L). If “YES” is returned in
Line 6, then A = ∅, and there exists an L-recoloring sequence for G[B] from α|B to β|B of
length at most `. Since A = ∅, this also yields a valid recoloring sequence for the entire
graph G, starting from α, of the same length. This is because any color that is assigned
to a vertex v ∈ B is chosen from L(v) ⊆ [k], and therefore does not conflict with the color
α(w) of any vertex w ∈ V (G) \ B (by Condition (2b) from Lemma 6.2.8). In addition,
Condition (2a) shows that the recoloring sequence that we obtain for G this way ends with
β. We conclude that there exists a k-recoloring sequence from α to β for G, of length at
most `. If “YES” is returned by a subsequent recursive call in Line 16, then the claim
follows by induction.
Lemma 6.2.10. For α and β two k-colorings for a graph G and ` ∈ N, if there exists
a k-recoloring sequence for G from α to β of length at most ` then Algorithm 7 returns
“YES”.
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Algorithm 7 Recolor(G, k, `, α, β)
Input: A graph G, nonnegative integers k and `, and
two k-colorings α and β.
Output: “YES” if and only if there exists a k-recoloring sequence
from α to β of length at most `.
1: S := {v ∈ V (G) | α(v) 6= β(v)};
2: if |S| > ` then return “NO”;
3: if |S| = 0 then return “YES”;
4: return RecolorRecurse(S, ∅, {f ∅});
Subroutine RecolorRecurse(A,B,L):
5: if
∑
v∈B(|L(v)| − 1) > ` then return “NO”;
6: if A = ∅ then return ListRecolor(G[B], L, α|B, β|B);
7: Choose v ∈ A;
8: B′ := B ∪ {v};
9: for each U ⊆ [k] with 2 ≤ |U | ≤ ` and {α(v), β(v)} ⊆ U :
10: L′(v) := U ;
11: for each u ∈ B:
12: L′(u) := L(u);
13: A′ := A \ {v};
14: for each u ∈ N(v) \ (A ∪B) with α(u) ∈ U :
15: A′ := A′ ∪ {u};
16: if RecolorRecurse(A′, B′, L′) = “YES” then return “YES”;
17:return “NO”;
Proof. We prove by induction that for every call RecolorRecurse(A,B,L), “YES” is
returned if (i) there exists a k-recoloring sequence R from α to β for G, of length at most
`, such that for every vertex v ∈ B, L(v) is (exactly) the set of colors used by R for v.
Applying this statement to the initial call RecolorRecurse(S, ∅, {f ∅}) in Line 4 proves
the lemma.
We show that if Condition (i) is satisfied for A, B, and L, then “YES” is returned.
Let R be a corresponding recoloring sequence from α to β, of length at most `, which uses
exactly the colors L(v) for each v ∈ B. First, Proposition 6.2.6 shows that “NO” is not
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returned in Line 5. If there are no vertices u ∈ V (G)\B that satisfy Condition (2a) or (2b),
then A = ∅ (Lemma 6.2.8), so a call to ListRecolor is made in Line 6. Restricting all
colorings in R to B yields a k-recoloring sequence of length at most ` for G[B] from α|B
to β|B that uses exactly the colors in L for each vertex, so in this case, “YES” is returned.
In the remaining case, we may assume that A is nonempty, and hence a vertex v ∈ A
is chosen in Line 7. We let U be the set of colors used for v by the sequence R. Thus,
{α(v), β(v)} ⊆ U . In addition, we argue that |U(v)| ≥ 2. If α(v) 6= β(v), this is obvious.
Otherwise, by Condition (2) from Lemma 6.2.8, v has a neighbor u ∈ B with α(v) ∈ L(u).
Since R uses exactly the colors L(u) for u, v must be recolored at least once, and thus
|U | ≥ 2. We conclude that U will be considered in an iteration of the for-loop in Line 9. Let
L′, A′, and B′ be the lists and sets constructed in this iteration. We observe that R satisfies
the properties from Condition (i), with respect to this L′ and B′. Indeed, B′ = B ∪ {v},
and L′(v) = U , which is exactly the set of colors used by R for v. For all other vertices
w ∈ B′, L(w) = L′(w). So we may use induction to conclude that “YES” is returned by
the call RecolorRecurse(A′, B′, L′), and thus in Line 16, “YES” is returned.
Lemma 6.2.11. The Recolor algorithm (Algorithm 7) runs in O(2k(`+1) · `` · poly(n))
time, where n = |V (G)|.
Proof. The search tree produced by the Recolor algorithm has depth at most `+1, since
every branch increases the quantity
∑
v∈B(|L(v)| − 1) by at least 1 (Line 9) and the base
case is reached whenever
∑
v∈B(|L(v)| − 1) > ` (Line 5). The number of sets considered
in the for loop in Line 9 is at most 2k, so every node in the search-tree has at most 2k
children. We conclude that at most O(2k(`+1)) recursive calls are made in total.
We now argue that for every recursive call, we spend at most O(`` · poly(n)) time in
total. For Line 6, this follows from Lemma 6.2.7, noting that whenever this line is reached,
p =
∑
v∈B(|L(v)| − 1) ≤ ` holds (Line 5). All other lines can easily be implemented to run
in time poly(n). (Note that we may assume without loss of generality that k ≤ n + 1.)
We attribute the time spent in Lines 10–16 to the resulting recursive call in Line 16. This
shows that the entire complexity can be bounded by O(2k(`+1) · `` · poly(n)).
Combining Lemmas 6.2.9, 6.2.10, and 6.2.11 yields the main result of this section:
Theorem 6.2.12. Col-Bound is fixed-parameter tractable when parameterized by k+ `.
Proof. It follows from Lemmas 6.2.9 and 6.2.10 that the Recolor algorithm (Algorithm 7)
is correct and returns “YES” if and only if the corresponding Col-Bound instance is a
yes-instance. Moreover, the Recolor algorithm runs in O(2k(`+1) · `` · poly(n)) time
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(Lemma 6.2.11), hence Col-Bound is fixed-parameter tractable when parameterized by
k + `.
6.3 General CSPs
An instance (X, k, C) of the Constraint Satisfaction Problem (CSP) consists of a
set X of n variables, which all can take on the values in D = [k], and a set C of constraints.
The set D is called the domain of the variables. For B ⊆ X, a function f : B → D is
called a value assignment from B to D. A set U of value assignments from B to D is called
a VA-set from B to D. In what follows, we will consider a fixed set X of variables, and
consider VA-sets U for many different subsets B ⊆ X, but always for the same domain D,
so we will omit D from the terminology and simply call U a VA-set for B, and elements
of U value assignments for B. Every constraint C ∈ C is a tuple (T,R), where T ⊆ X,
R is a VA-set for T , and |T | ≤ r, i.e. constraints have arity at most r. The VA-set R is
interpreted as the set of all value combinations that are allowed for the variables in T . A
value assignment f : X → D is said to satisfy constraint C = (T,R) if and only if f |T ∈ R.
If f satisfies all constraints in C, f is called valid (for C).
A Coloring instance can be seen as a CSP instance, where variables correspond to
vertices and edges correspond to binary constraints, stating that the two incident ver-
tices/variables cannot have the same color/value. CSP is a decision problem where the
question is, given (X, k, C), to determine whether there exists a valid value assignment
to all variables in X. For many problems that can be formulated as CSP problems, the
constraints (T,R) ∈ C are not explicitly given, since R would usually be prohibitively
(exponentially) large. Instead, a simple and efficient algorithm is given that can verify
whether the constraint is satisfied. The factor g(C) in our complexity bounds accounts for
this fact.
In order to study reconfiguration questions for CSP, we define two distinct value as-
signments α : X → D and β : X → D to be adjacent if they differ on exactly one variable
v ∈ X, i.e. if there exists a v ∈ X such that α|X\{v} = β|X\{v}. For a CSP instance
(X, k, C), the reconfiguration graph Rcsp(X, C, k) has as vertex set all value assignments
from X to [k] that are valid for C, with adjacency as defined above. We consider the
following problem.
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CSP-Bound
Input: A CSP instance (X, k, C) where every constraint has arity at most r,
two valid value assignments α and β, and an integer `.
Question: Is there a path of length at most ` from α to β in Rcsp(X, C, k)?
Our main result, which we present in Section 6.3.1, is an FPT algorithm for CSP-
Bound, parameterized by ` + k + r. This result has many implications, besides the fact
that it generalizes our result for Col-Bound. For instance, it follows that the PSPACE-
complete SAT-Bound problem, as defined by Gopalan et al. [67], is FPT parameterized by
` + r (k = 2). In addition, it implies that Shortest Path-Bound is FPT parameterized
by ` + k (r = 2), where k is an upper bound on the number of vertices in one distance
layer [16, 17, 90], i.e. vertices at distance d from some fixed vertex in the graph.
This positive result prompts two further questions: Firstly, is it possible to also obtain
an FPT algorithm for CSP-Bound for parameter ` + k? Secondly, clearly any reconfig-
uration sequence from α to β has length at least p, where p = |{x ∈ X | α(x) 6= β(x)}.
Is it also possible to obtain an FPT algorithm for CSP-Bound for the above-guarantee
parameter (`− p) + k + r? In Section 6.3.2, we give two W[2]-hardness results that show
that the answer to these questions is negative (unless FPT = W[2]). These W[2]-hardness
results hold in fact for the restricted case of SAT instances with only Horn clauses. To-
gether, these hardness results show that our FPT result for CSP-Bound is tight (assuming
FPT 6= W[1]). To obtain an FPT algorithm, all three variables `, k, and r need to be part of
the parameter. Table 6.2 summarizes our results and shows the complexity status of CSP-
Bound for all different parameterizations in terms of `, k, r and p (omitted parameter
combinations follow directly from the given rows).
Table 6.2: Complexity landscape of the CSP-Bound problem.
parameter complexity
k + `+ r FPT
k + r para-NP-complete (` unary) / para-PSPACE-complete (` binary)
(already for k = 4 and r = 2)
k + ` W[2]-hard (already for k = 2), in XP
r + ` W[1]-hard (already for r = 2), in XP
k + r + `− p W[2]-hard (already for k = 2 and r = 3)
6.3.1 FPT algorithm
Our algorithm for CSP-Bound will closely follow the algorithm for Col-Bound, except
here we need to bound the number of variables that potentially need to be reassigned
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different values from the domain. As every node in Rcsp(X, C, k) has at most kn neighbors,
it follows that the CSP-Bound can be solved in O((kn)`) time via the same simple
branching algorithm discussed in Section 6.2.2 for the Col-Bound problem. Hence, the
problem is in XP.
We let S = {x ∈ X | α(x) 6= β(x)}. For a reconfiguration sequence S = γ0, . . . , γ` and
a set B ⊆ X, the set of B-variable combinations used by S is Used(S, B) = {γi|B : i ∈
{0, . . . , `}}. For U a VA-set for B, we say that S follows U if Used(S, B) ⊆ U . We now
give a branching algorithm for the following variant of CSP-Bound, which is restricted
by choices of B and U and in some sense mimics the L-Col-Bound problem.
Lemma 6.3.1. Let (X, k, C, α, β, `) be an instance of CSP-Bound, and let g(C) be the
complexity of deciding whether a given value assignment for X satisfies C. Let B ⊆ X, and
U be a VA-set for B. Let L(x) = {f(x) | f ∈ U} for all x ∈ B, and p = ∑x∈B(|L(x)|− 1).
Then there exists an algorithm ListCSPBound (Algorithm 8) with complexity O(p` ·g(C)·
poly(|U |, |X|)), that decides whether there exists a reconfiguration sequence S for (X, k, C)
from α to β of length at most ` in which only variables in B are changed and such that
Used(S, B) ⊆ U .
Proof. A recursive call ListCSPBoundRecurse(γ, `′) in Algorithm 8 returns “YES” if
and only if there exists a reconfiguration sequence from γ to β of length at most `′ that
follows U and changes variables only in B. To see why, it suffices to note that Lines 6
and 7 ensure that for a given value assignment γ, all value assignments δ that satisfy C,
are adjacent to γ in Rcsp(X, C, k), follow U , and only differ from γ on variables in B, are
considered. Hence, the algorithm is correct.
Now we consider the complexity of Algorithm 8. For each value assignment γ, there are
exactly p ways to change a single variable x ∈ B to a value in L(x) \ {γ(x)}. (Recall that
p =
∑
x∈B(|L(x)|−1).) Therefore, for every recursive call ListCSPBoundRecurse(γ, `′)
with `′ > 0, at most p adjacent value assignments δ are considered in the for loop in Line 6.
Since the recursion depth is at most `, the total number of times that Line 7 is visited
during the entire computation is therefore bounded by O(p`). For every time that Line 7
is visited while considering a value assignment δ, all computations related to this δ can
easily be implemented to run in time g(C) · poly(|U |, |X|). (This includes the construction
of δ, testing the conditions in Line 7, and testing the condition in Line 4 in the subsequent
recursive call.) Together, this yields the stated complexity bound.
It remains to give a branching algorithm that, if there exists a reconfiguration sequence
S of length at most `, can determine a proper guess for the sets B of variables that are
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Algorithm 8 ListCSPBound(X, k, C, α, β, `, B, U)
Input: A variable set X with domains [k], a set C of constraints on X,
value assignments α : X → [k] and β : X → [k], an integer `, subset B ⊆ X,
and a VA-set U for B.
Output: “YES” if and only if there exists a reconfiguration sequence for (X, k, C),
from α to β, of length at most `, in which only variables of B are changed,
that follows U .
1: for each x ∈ B:
2: L(x) := {f(x) | f ∈ U};
3: return ListCSPBoundRecurse(α, `);
Subroutine ListCSPBoundRecurse(γ, `′):
4: if γ = β and `′ ≥ 0 then return “YES”;
5: if `′ ≤ 0 then return “NO”;
6: for each value assignments δ that can be obtained from γ by changing the
value of a single variable x ∈ B to a different value in L(x):
7: if δ|B ∈ U and ∀(T,R) ∈ C: δ|T ∈ R then
8: if ListCSPBoundRecurse(δ, `′ − 1)=“YES” then return “YES”;
9: return “NO”;
changed in S such that U = Used(S, B). Clearly, S ⊆ B should hold, so we start with
B = S and we first consider all possible VA-sets U for this B. We will say that a constraint
C = (T,R) is critical for B, U , and α, if there exists an f ∈ U such that the (unique)
value assignment g : X → D that satisfies g|B = f and g|X\B = α|X\B does not satisfy C.
Note that in this case, if we assume that the combination of values f occurs at some point
during the reconfiguration, then for at least one variable in T \ B the value must change
before this point, so one such variable should be added to B, which yields a new set B′.
We let B ⊆ B′ ⊆ X, and let U and U ′ be VA-sets for B and B′, respectively. We say that
U ′ extends U if U = {f |B : f ∈ U ′}. In other words, if U and U ′ are interpreted as guesses
of value combinations that will occur during the reconfiguration, then these guesses are
consistent with each other.
For a given B ⊆ X and VA-set U for B, we let L(x) = {f(x) | f ∈ U} for all x ∈ B.
If
∑
x∈B(|L(x)| − 1) > ` then the set U cannot correspond to the set Used(S, B) for a
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Algorithm 9 CSPBound(X, k, C, α, β, `)
Input: A variable set X = {x1, . . . , xn} with domains [k], a set C of constraints
on X, valid value assignments α : X → [k] and β : X → [k], and integer ` ≥ 0.
Output: “YES” if and only if there exists a reconfiguration sequence of length at most `
from α to β.
1: S := {x ∈ X | α(x) 6= β(x)};
2: if |S| > ` then return “NO”;
3: if |S| = 0 then return “YES”;
4: return CSPBoundRecurse(∅, {f ∅}, {f ∅});
Subroutine CSPBoundRecurse(B,U, L):
5: if
∑
v∈B(|L(v)| − 1) > ` then return “NO”;
6: if S ⊆ B and there are no critical constraints for U , B and α then
7: return ListCSPBound(X, k, C, α, β, `, B, U);
8: if not S ⊆ B then
9: Let i be the lowest index such that xi ∈ S \B;
10: NewVar := {xi};
11:else
12: choose a critical constraint (T,R) ∈ C for U , B and α;
13: NewVar := T \B;
14: for each x ∈ NewVar:
15: B′ := B ∪ {x};
16: for each VA-setU ′ for B′ that extends U , with |U ′| ≤ ` and {α|B′ , β|B′} ⊆ U ′:
17: L(x) := {f(x) | f ∈ U ′};
18: if |L(x)| ≥ 2 then
19: if CSPBoundRecurse(B′, U ′, L)=“YES” then return “YES”;
20:return “NO”;
reconfiguration sequence S of length at most `, so this guess can be safely ignored. On
the other hand, if a guess of B and U is reached where
∑
x∈B(|L(x)| − 1) ≤ ` and there
are no critical constraints, then the aforementioned ListCSPBound algorithm can be
used to test whether there exists a corresponding reconfiguration sequence. Using these
observations, it can be shown that Algorithm 9 correctly decides the CSP-Bound problem.
It is easy to see that the total number of recursive calls made by this algorithm is
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bounded by some function of `, k and r, where r = max(T,R)∈C |T |. Indeed, Line 18
guarantees that for every recursive call, the quantity
∑
v∈B(|L(v)|−1) increases by at least
one, so the recursion depth is at most ` + 1 (see Line 5). The number of iterations of
the for-loops in Lines 14 and 16 is bounded by r − 1, and by some function of ` and k,
respectively. This shows that Algorithm 9 is an FPT algorithm for parameter k + `+ r.
We first give three lemmas that together establish that Algorithm 9 returns “YES” if
and only if there exists a reconfiguration sequence of length at most ` from α to β.
Lemma 6.3.2. For every recursive call CSPBoundRecurse(B,U, L) made by Algo-
rithm 9 and all variables v ∈ B, it holds that L(v) = {f(v) | f ∈ U} and |L(v)| ≥ 2.
Proof. Considering Lines 15–19, we see that the conditions hold for every new vertex x
that is added to B. Furthermore, for VA-sets U and U ′ for B and B ∪ {x} respectively, if
U ′ extends U , then for all y ∈ B, {f(y) | f ∈ U} = {f(y) | f ∈ U ′}. So by choice of U ′
(Line 16), the recursive calls maintain the conditions.
Lemma 6.3.3. If Algorithm 9 returns “YES” on input (X, k, C, α, β, `), then there exists
a reconfiguration sequence from α to β of length at most `.
Proof. If α = β, then this is clearly a yes-instance (since ` ≥ 0), hence Line 3 is correct.
For a recursive call CSPBoundRecurse(B,U, L), if “YES” is returned in Line 7, then
Lemma 6.3.1 shows that there exists a reconfiguration sequence from α to β of length at
most `. If “YES” is returned by a subsequent recursive call in Line 19, then the claim
follows by induction. That is, every such subsequent call will return “YES” only when
Line 7 returns “YES”.
Lemma 6.3.4. For input (X, k, C, α, β, `), if there exists a reconfiguration sequence from
α to β of length at most `, then Algorithm 9 returns “YES”.
Proof. We assume that there exists such a reconfiguration sequence S. Then |S| ≤ ` holds
for the set S constructed in Line 1, so Line 2 does not return “NO”. Assuming that |S| ≥ 1
(otherwise Line 3 returns “YES”), we show that the initial recursive call in Line 4 returns
“YES”. To this end, we prove the following proposition by induction. This yields the
lemma statement, since any reconfiguration sequence S satisfies Used(S, ∅) = {f ∅}.
Proposition 6.3.5. For every recursive call CSPBoundRecurse(B,U, L), if there exists
a reconfiguration sequence S from α to β of length at most ` with Used(S, B) = U , then
“YES” is returned.
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We consider a recursive call CSPBoundRecurse(B,U, L) and a corresponding re-
configuration sequence S = γ0, . . . , γp, as stated above. For every v ∈ X, we let LS(v) =
{γi(v) | i ∈ {0, . . . , p}}. Since p ≤ `, it follows that
∑
v∈X(|LS(v)| − 1) ≤ `. From the fact
that Used(S, B) = U and from Lemma 6.3.2, it follows that for all v ∈ B, L(v) = LS(v).
So it also holds that
∑
v∈B(|L(v)| − 1) ≤ `, and thus “NO” is not returned in Line 5.
Suppose that there are no critical constraints for U , B and α, and that S ⊆ B (recall
that S = {x ∈ X | α(x) 6= β(x)}). Then for every i ∈ {0, . . . , p}, we define γ′i to be the
unique value assignment with γ′i|B = γi|B and γ′i|X\B = α|X\B. We argue that the sequence
S ′ = γ′0, . . . , γ′p is also a reconfiguration sequence from α to β. Since there are no critical
constraints, all these value assignments are valid, and because S ⊆ B, γ′p = β. Clearly,
Used(S ′, B) = Used(S, B). Consequently, S ′ satisfies the conditions from Lemma 6.3.1,
and thus “YES” is returned in Line 7.
Next, if S 6⊆ B, then a new variable x ∈ S \ B is chosen in Lines 9 and 10, and
B′ = B ∪ {x} is assigned in Line 15. We let U ′ = Used(S, B′). Then it is easily seen
that U ′ extends U = Used(S, B) and that U ′ satisfies the other conditions in Line 16, so
U ′ is considered in an iteration of the for-loop in Line 16. By our choice of x, |{f(x) |
f ∈ U ′}| ≥ 2 (this set contains α(x) and β(x), which are distinct by the definition of S).
Therefore, the condition in Line 18 is satisfied, and Line 19 is reached for these choices of
x and U ′. By induction, it follows that “YES” is returned in this line.
Finally, if S ⊆ B and there exists a critical constraint, we let (T,R) ∈ C be such a
constraint chosen in Line 12. For some f ∈ U , the value assignment g : X → D that
satisfies g|B = f and g|X\B = α|X\B does not satisfy (T,R). Since Used(S, B) = U , there
exists an i ∈ {0, . . . , p} such that γi|B = f . However, since γi satisfies the constraint (T,R),
there exists a variable x ∈ T \B with γi(x) 6= α(x). Consider the iteration of the for-loop
in Line 14 where this variable x is considered. Let U ′ = Used(S, B ∪ {x}). Again, it is
easily seen that U ′ is considered in an iteration of the for-loop in Line 16. By our choice
of x, |{f(x) | f ∈ U ′}| ≥ 2 and α(x), γi(x) ∈ {f(x) | f ∈ U ′}. Therefore, the condition in
Line 18 is satisfied, and it follows again by induction that “YES” is returned in Line 19
for these choices of x and U ′.
We conclude this section with our main result.
Theorem 6.3.6. For an instance (X, k, C, α, β, `) of CSP-Bound, it can be decided in
time O((r−1)` ·k`(`+1) ·`` ·g(C)·poly(k, `, n)) whether there exists a reconfiguration sequence
from α to β of length at most `, where r = max(T,R)∈C |T | and n = |X|, and where g(C)
denotes the time to find a constraint in C that is not satisfied by a given value assignment,
if such a constraint exists.
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Proof. Lemmas 6.3.3 and 6.3.4 show that Algorithm 9 yields the correct answer. It remains
to bound the complexity. We will first bound the number of recursive calls, which is
the main challenge. To do so, we define a leaf of the recursion tree as a recursive call
CSPBoundRecurse(B,U, L) that terminates by returning an answer in Line 5 or 7 (i.e.
that does not make any further recursive calls). We will bound the number of leaves.
First, we note that there may be distinct leaves CSPBoundRecurse(B,U, L) and
CSPBoundRecurse(B′, U ′, L′) with B = B′, U = U ′ (and thus L = L′). This can
happen when the variables have been added to B and B′ in different orders. Because of
this, for every leaf CSPBoundRecurse(B,U, L), we define the tuple B∗ to consist of
all elements of B, in the order in which they have been added during the recursion. For
every such leaf we have a VA-set U for B. We use this to define a standardized VA-set
U∗ from [p] to [k], where p = |B|, as follows. If B∗ = (x1, . . . , xp), then every f ∈ U is
translated to a value assignment f ∗ ∈ U∗ with f ∗(i) = f(xi), for all i ∈ [p]. Doing this
for all f ∈ U yields the VA-set U∗ for [p] (with |U∗| = |U |). We observe that two dis-
tinct leaves CSPBoundRecurse(B1, U1, L1) and CSPBoundRecurse(B2, U2, L2) can-
not satisfy both B∗1 = B
∗
2 and U
∗
1 = U
∗
2 , because these tuples and VA-sets completely
determine all branching choices that are made during the computation (that is, they de-
termine the next variable x chosen in Line 14 and the next VA-set U ′ chosen in Line 16).
Thus, the number of leaves is bounded by the maximum number of possible combinations
of B∗ and U∗. For a given p ∈ {1, . . . , `}, there are kp possible value assignments from
[p] to [k], and therefore O(kp`) possible VA-sets U∗ from [p] to [k] with |U∗| ≤ `. Since
|L(x)| ≥ 2 holds for every x ∈ B, Line 5 guarantees that |B| ≤ ` + 1 for every B that
is considered. Consequently p ≤ ` + 1, and thus there are O(k`(`+1)) possible VA-sets U∗
in total that can be considered in leaves. The total number of possible tuples B∗ cannot
easily be bounded by a function of k + ` + r, but for every U∗, we can bound the total
number of tuples B∗ such that B∗ and U∗ can belong to a leaf together. Consider a (non-
leaf) recursive call CSPBoundRecurse(B,U, L). If S 6⊆ B then B is extended with the
variable xi ∈ S \ B chosen in Line 9. This gives a unique choice for the next element in
B∗, and this occurs |S| times. On the other hand, if S ⊆ B, then there exists a critical
constraint for U , B, and α. We let (T,R) be the constraint chosen in Line 12. Since this
constraint is critical, |T ∩B| ≥ 1 and there are at most r− 1 possible choices for the next
variable x to add to B∗ (Lines 13,14). The recursion depth is at most ` + 1 (Line 5 and
Lemma 6.3.2), therefore such a variable choice is made at most ` − |S| + 1 times. This
shows that for every U∗, there are at most (r− 1)`+1−|S| possible tuples B∗ that can occur
together with U∗ in a leaf. We conclude that the total number of leaves is bounded by
O((r− 1)`+1−|S| · k`(`+1)). Since every leaf has at most ` ancestors in the recursion tree, at
most O(` · (r− 1)`+1−|S| · k`(`+1)) ⊆ O(` · (r− 1)` · k`(`+1)) recursive calls are made in total.
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We now argue that for every recursive call, we spend at most O(`` · g(C) · poly(k, `, n))
time in total. For Line 7 this follows from Lemma 6.3.1, noting that |U | ≤ ` always holds
and p ≤ ` holds whenever Line 7 is visited. Lines 6 and 12 can be executed in time g(C) by
definition. We attribute the time spent in Lines 16–19 to generate new VA-sets U ′ to the
resulting recursive call (This estimation is justified since only a small fraction of the newly
generated VA-sets U ′ does not satisfy the condition in Line 18, so we lose only a constant
factor). Using a proper implementation, these VA-sets can be generated and tested in time
poly(`, k) per VA-set. This yields the stated complexity bound.
6.3.2 Hardness results
In this section, we show that if we drop any of the three parameters `, k, or r, then CSP-
Bound is no longer in FPT. To do so, we give two W[2]-hardness results which hold for
very restricted types of CSP instances. A CSP instance (X, k, C) is called a Horn-SAT
instance if k = 2 and every constraint in C can be formulated as a Boolean clause that uses
at most one positive literal. (As is customary in Boolean satisfiability, we assume in this
case that the variables can take on the values 0 and 1.) The Horn-SAT-Bound problem
is the CSP-Bound problem restricted to Horn-SAT instances. The even more restricted
problem where all clauses have three variables is called Horn-3SAT-Bound.
In both proofs, we give reductions from the W[2]-hard Hitting Set problem. Recall
that a Hitting Set instance (U ,F , p) consists of a finite universe U , a family of sets
F ⊆ 2U , and a positive integer p. The question is whether there exists a subset U ⊆ U of
size at most p such that for every set F ∈ F we have F ∩U 6= ∅. This problem is W[2]-hard
when parameterized by p [46].
Theorem 6.3.7. Horn-SAT-Bound is W[2]-hard when parameterized by `.
Proof. Given an instance (U ,F , p) of Hitting Set, we create a variable xu for each
element u ∈ U and two additional variables, y1 and y2, for a total of |U|+ 2 variables. For
each set {u1, u2, . . . ut} ∈ F , we create a Horn clause (y1∨y2∨xu1 , xu2 , . . . xut). Finally, we
add an additional clause (y2∨ y1). These clauses constitute a Horn formula H with |F|+ 1
clauses. Let α be the satisfying assignment for H that sets all its variables to 1, and β be
the satisfying assignment for H that sets y1 = y2 = 0 and all other variables to 1.
We show that F has a hitting set of size at most p if and only if there is a reconfiguration
sequence of length at most 2p + 2 between α and β. Before we can set y2 to 0, y1 has to
be set to 0. Before y1 can be set to 0, some of the x variables (i.e. variables corresponding
to elements of the universe U) have to be set to 0 to satisfy all the clauses corresponding
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to the sets. If F has a hitting set of size at most p, we first set the (at most p) variables
corresponding to the elements of the hitting set to 0 one by one, then set y1 to 0, followed
by setting y2 to 0, and then revert back the (at most p) variables from 0 to 1, resulting in
a reconfiguration sequence of length at most 2p+ 2.
To show the converse, suppose there is a reconfiguration sequence of length at most
2p + 2 from α to β. At most 2p of these steps will involve x variables. Consider the
first time the value of y1 is changed from 1 to 0. In the previous assignment, and hence
in the resulting assignment, y2 must be 1 to satisfy the clause (y2 ∨ y1). Hence, in the
resulting assignment all clauses corresponding to the sets are satisfied by x variables set to
0. Clearly, the set of these variables intersects every clause, and hence the corresponding
elements of U form a hitting set of F . Combining the fact that at most 2p reconfiguration
steps will involve x variables with the fact that such variables have to be set back to 1 in
β, it follows that F has a hitting set of size at most p.
Theorem 6.3.7 implies (in particular) that for CSP-Bound, there is no FPT algorithm
when parameterized only by k + `, unless FPT = W[2]. Next, we consider the above-
guarantee parameterization of CSP-Bound. Given two valid value assignments α and β
for X and [k], we let S = {x ∈ X | α(x) 6= β(x)}. Clearly, the length of any reconfiguration
sequence from α to β is at least |S|. Hence, in the above-guarantee parameterization of
the problem, instead of allowing the running time to depend on the full length ` of a
reconfiguration sequence, we let ¯` = ` − |S| and allow the running time to depend on ¯`
only. However, the next theorem implies that no FPT algorithm for CSP-Bound exists,
when parameterized by ¯`+ k + r, unless FPT = W[2].
Theorem 6.3.8. Horn-3SAT-Bound is W[2]-hard when parameterized by ¯` = ` − |S|,
where S = {x ∈ X | α(x) 6= β(x)}.
Proof. Starting from a Hitting Set instance (U ,F , p), we first create a variable xu for
each u ∈ U . We let F = {F1, F2, . . . , Fm} and {u1, u2, . . . , ur} be a set in F . For each such
set in F , we create r new variables y1, y2, . . . , yr and the clauses (y1∨xu1∨y2), (y2∨xu2∨y3),
. . ., (yr ∨xur ∨ y1). We let α be the satisfying assignment for the formula with all variables
set to 1, and let β be the satisfying assignment with all the xu, u ∈ U , variables set to 1
and the rest set to 0.
Consider the clauses corresponding to a set {u1, u2, . . . , ur} in F , with variables y1, . . . , yr.
None of the y variables can be set to 0 before we set at least one x variable to 0. More-
over, after setting any x variable to 0, we can in fact set all y variables to 0, provided
this is done in the proper order. Combining the previous observations with the fact that
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|S| = ∑mi=1 |Fi|, we show that F has a hitting set of size at most p if and only there is a
reconfiguration sequence of length at most
∑m
i=1 |Fi|+ 2p from α to β.
Consider the clauses corresponding to a set {u1, u2, . . . ur} in F . There exist (y1∨xu1 ∨
y2), (y2 ∨ xu2 ∨ y3), . . ., (yr−1 ∨ xur−1 ∨ yr), (yr ∨ xur ∨ y1), and none of the y variables can
be set to 0 before we set at least one x variable to 0. Moreover, after setting any x variable
to 0, we can set all y variables to 0 in the following order: Assume we set xur to 0 first.
Then, yr can be set to 0 followed by yr−1, yr−2, and up to y1. Hence, if F has a hitting set
of size at most p, we can set (one by one) the x variables corresponding to the elements
of the hitting set to 0, then set all y variables to 0, and finally set back the x variables
to 1. It is not hard to see that this corresponds to a reconfiguration sequence of length∑m
i=1 |Fi|+ 2p from α to β.
For the converse, assume that there is a reconfiguration sequence of length at most∑m
i=1 |Fi|+ 2p from α to β. At most 2p of these steps will involve x variables. Since all x
variables are set to 1 in β, the value of each x variable must change at least twice. Moreover,
the value of at least one x variable is required to change for setting all y variables in the
clauses corresponding to each set in F . Putting it all together, we know that the number
of x variables whose values will change is at most p and the corresponding elements of U
must form a hitting set of F of size at most p.
6.4 Classification under Schaefer’s framework
In Theorem 4.2.2, we have seen that for a large number of graph vertex-subset problems
the bounded reachability problem parameterized by ` is hard. In contrast, Theorem 6.3.6
states that the problem is easy (in the fixed-parameter tractable sense) for CSP. Intu-
itively, the main difference between those two theorems is that in the latter we do not
impose any restrictions on how many variables can take the same value from the domain.
In this section, we consider the CSP problem with such restrictions and a domain of size
two. Namely, we will consider the Boolean SAT problem augmented with “weights”
and show that the complexity landscape changes completely when weights come into play.
Using a combination of known results from the literature combined with some of our earlier
results, we will provide a classification of different instances of the problem under Schae-
fer’s framework [125]. Schaefer’s framework provides a way to classify Boolean formulas
and was first used by Schaefer to show that for any class that can be defined using the
framework, deciding whether a formula of that class has a satisfying assignment is either
in P or NP-complete. Schaefer’s framework has previously been used by Gopalan et al. [67],
Schwerdtfeger [126], and Mouawad et al. [108] to provide similar characterizations for the
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reachability and bounded reachability variants of the Boolean SAT problem under clas-
sical complexity assumptions.
We start with the required notation and definitions. We use terminology originally
introduced by Schaefer [125] and adapted to reconfiguration by Gopalan et al. [67] and
Schwerdtfeger [126]. An r-ary Boolean logical relation (or relation for short) R is defined
as a subset of {0, 1}r, where r ≥ 1. Each i ∈ {1, . . . , r} can be interpreted as a variable
of R such that R specifies exactly which assignments of values to the variables are to be
considered satisfying. Every element v ∈ R is an r-bit vector and we denote such vectors
using bold lowercase letters.
For any r-ary relation R and positive integer r′ ≤ r, we define an r′-ary restriction of
R to be any r′-ary relation R′ that can be obtained from R by substitution with constants
and identification of variables. More precisely, let X : {1, . . . , r} → {1, . . . , r′}∪{c0, c1} be
a mapping from the variables of R to the variables of R′ and the constants 0 and 1. Any
such X defines a mapping fX : {0, 1}r′ → {0, 1}r as follows. For v ∈ {0, 1}r′ , let fX(v)
be the r-bit vector whose ith bit is 0 if X(i) = c0, 1 if X(i) = c1, and equal to the X(i)
th
bit of v otherwise. We say that an r′-ary relation R′ is a restriction of R with respect to
X : {1, . . . , r} → {1, . . . , r′} ∪ {c0, c1} if v ∈ R′ ⇔ fX(v) ∈ R.
A Boolean formula φ over a set {x1, . . . , xn} of variables defines a relation Rφ as follows.
For any n-bit vector v ∈ {0, 1}n, we interpret v as the assignment to the variables of
φ where xi is set to be equal to the i
th bit of v. We then say that v ∈ Rφ if and
only if v is a satisfying assignment. The Hamming weight of v, hw(v), is equal to the
number of bits set to 1 in v. The Hamming distance between two n-bit vectors u and v,
hd(u,v), is equal to the absolute value of the difference of their Hamming weights, i.e.
hd(u,v) = |hw(u)− hw(v)|.
A CNF formula is a Boolean formula of the form C1∧. . .∧Cm, where each Ci, 1 ≤ i ≤ m,
is a clause consisting of a finite disjunction of literals (variables or negated variables). A
rCNF formula, r ≥ 1, is a CNF formula where each clause has at most r literals. A CNF
formula is Horn (dual Horn) if each clause has at most one positive (negative) literal.
A CNF formula is monotone (anti-monotone) if each clause has only positive (negative)
literals.
For a finite set of relations S, a CNF(S) formula over a set of n variables {x1, . . . , xn}
is a finite collection {C1, . . . , Cm} of clauses. Each Ci, 1 ≤ i ≤ m, is defined by a tuple
(Ri, Xi), where Ri is an ri-ary relation in S and Xi : {1, . . . , ri} → {1, . . . , n}∪{c0, c1} is a
function. Each Xi defines a mapping fXi : {0, 1}n → {0, 1}ri and we say that an assignment
v to the variables satisfies φ if and only if for all i ∈ {1, . . . ,m}, fXi(v) ∈ Ri. For any
variable xj, we say that xj appears in clause Ci if Xi(q) = j for some q ∈ {1, . . . , ri} and
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for any assignment v to the variables of φ, we say that fXi(v) is the assignment induced
by v on Ri.
For example, to represent the class 3CNF in Schaefer’s framework, we specify S as fol-
lows. LetR0 = {0, 1}3\{000}, R1 = {0, 1}3\{100}, R2 = {0, 1}3\{110}, R3 = {0, 1}3\{111},
and S = {R0, R1, R2, R3}. Since Ri can be used to represent all 3-clauses with exactly i
negative literals (regardless of the positions in which they appear in a clause), clearly
CNF(S) is exactly the class of 3CNF formulas.
Below we define some classes of relations used in the literature and relevant to our
work. Note that componentwise bijunctive, OR-free, and NAND-free were first defined by
Gopalan et al. [67]. Schwerdtfeger [126] later modified them slightly and defined safely
component-wise bijunctive, safely OR-free, and safely NAND-free. We reuse the names
componentwise bijunctive, OR-free, and NAND-free for Schwerdtfeger’s safely component-
wise bijunctive, safely OR-free, and safely NAND-free respectively.
Definition 6.4.1. For a k-ary relation R:
- R is bijunctive if it is the set of satisfying assignments of a 2CNF formula.
- R is Horn ( dual Horn) if it is the set of satisfying assignments of a Horn (dual Horn)
formula.
- R is affine if it is the set of satisfying assignments of a formula xi1 ⊕ . . . ⊕ xih ⊕ c,
with i1, . . . , ih ∈ {1, . . . , k} and c ∈ {0, 1}. Here ⊕ denote the exclusive OR operation
which evaluates to 1 when exactly one of the values it operates on is 1 and evaluates
to 0 otherwise.
- R is componentwise bijunctive if every connected component of the reconfiguration
graph of R and of the reconfiguration graph of every restriction R′ of R induces a
bijunctive relation.
- R is OR-free ( NAND-free) if there does not exist a restriction R′ of R such that
R′ = {01, 10, 11} (R′ = {01, 10, 00}).
- R is Horn-free if there does not exist a restriction R′ of R such that R′ = {0, 1}3 \
{011}, or equivalently, R′ is the set of all satisfying assignments of the clause (x∨y∨z)
for some three variables x, y, and z.
- R is dual-Horn-free if there does not exist a restriction R′ of R such that R′ =
{0, 1}3 \ {100}, or equivalently, R′ is the set of all satisfying assignments of the
clause (x ∨ y ∨ z) for some three variables x, y, and z.
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Definition 6.4.2 ([67, 108]). A set S of relations is tight if at least one of the following
three conditions holds:
(1) Every relation in S is component-wise bijunctive.
(2) Every relation in S is OR-free.
(3) Every relation in S is NAND-free.
A set S of relations is navigable if at least one of the following three conditions holds (note
that if S is navigable then it is also tight):
(1) Every relation in S is component-wise bijunctive.
(1) Every relation in S is OR-free and Horn-free.
(2) Every relation in S is NAND-free and dual-Horn-free.
Note that under Schaefer’s framework, we can assume without loss of generality that all
relations have the same constant arity r. In the SAT(S) problem, given a CNF(S) formula
φ, the goal is to determine if φ is satisfiable. Using his framework, Schaefer [125] showed
that SAT(S) is in P if every relation in S is bijunctive, Horn, dual Horn, or affine, and is NP-
complete otherwise. Since Schaefer’s original paper, a myriad of problems about Boolean
formulas have been analyzed, and similar divisions into equivalence classes obtained [31].
We will also consider the following weighted variants of the problem. In the MIN-ONES-
SAT(S) problem, given a CNF(S) formula φ and integer k, the goal is to determine if φ
has a satisfying assignment with at most k variables set to 1. In the MAX-ONES-SAT(S)
problem, given a CNF(S) formula φ and integer k, the goal is to determine if φ has a
satisfying assignment with at least k variables set to 1.
Given a CNF(S) formula φ, the node set of the reconfiguration graph Rsat(φ, 0, n) con-
sists of all satisfying assignments of φ whose Hamming weight is between 0 and n and two
nodes are adjacent whenever the Hamming distance between the two corresponding assign-
ments is exactly one. In other words, there exists a corresponding node in V (Rsat(φ, 0, n))
for every v ∈ Rφ such that 0 ≤ hw(v) ≤ n; u,v ∈ V (Rsat(φ, 0, n)) share an edge whenever
hd(u,v) = 1. A reconfiguration sequence in Rsat(φ, 0, n) corresponds to a sequence of flips
of variables from 1 to 0 or 0 to 1 and is therefore also called a flip sequence. Flips that
change the value of a variable from 1 to 0 (0 to 1) are called negative flips (positive flips).
We will denote a flip sequence in which all positive flips precede all negative flips by a pos-
itive canonical sequence. A negative canonical sequence is defined similarly. We call a path
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in Rsat(φ, 0, n) monotonically increasing if the Hamming weights of the nodes on the path
increase monotonically, and define a monotonically decreasing path similarly. We represent
flip sequences as edit sequences, where vertex markers are replaced by variable markers
and addition/removal markers are replaced by positive/negative flips in the obvious way.
For a tuple t = (xi, . . . , xj) of variables, 1 ≤ i ≤ j ≤ n, and an n-bit vector v, we use vt to
denote the bit-vector restricted to xi, . . . , xj.
S-REACH
Input: A CNF(S) formula φ and two satisfying assignments vs and vt.
Question: Is there a path from vs to vt in Rsat(φ, 0, n)?
S-BOUND
Input: A CNF(S) formula φ, integer `, and two satisfying assignments vs and vt.
Question: Is there a path of length at most ` from vs to vt in Rsat(φ, 0, n)?
Theorem 6.4.3 is due to Gopalan et al. [67] and Theorem 6.4.4 is due to Mouawad et
al. [108]. We refer the reader to the thesis of Pathak for a detailed exposition of the latter
result [118].
Theorem 6.4.3 ([67]). S-REACH is in P if S is tight and PSPACE-complete otherwise.
Theorem 6.4.4 ([108]). S-BOUND is in P if S is navigable, NP-complete if S is tight but
not navigable, and PSPACE-complete otherwise.
The additional reachability and bounded reachability problems we consider are:
- S-MIN-ONES-REACH: Given a CNF(S) formula φ, integer k, and two satisfying
assignments vs and vt of weight at most k, determine if there is a path from vs and
vt in Rsat(φ, 0, k).
- S-MAX-ONES-REACH: Given a CNF(S) formula φ, integer k, and two satisfying
assignments vs and vt of Hamming weight at least k, determine if there is a path
from vs and vt in Rsat(φ, k, n).
- S-MIN-ONES-BOUND: Given a CNF(S) formula φ, integers k and `, and two sat-
isfying assignments vs and vt of Hamming weight at most k, determine if there is a
path of length at most ` from vs and vt in Rsat(φ, 0, k).
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- S-MAX-ONES-BOUND: Given a CNF(S) formula φ, integers k and `, and two
satisfying assignments vs and vt of Hamming weight at least k, determine if there is
a path of length at most ` from vs and vt in Rsat(φ, k, n).
We present four lemmas which, combined with Theorems 6.4.3 and 6.4.4 above and
Theorems 4.2.2, 5.1.2, 6.3.6, and 6.3.8, will be enough to prove most of our results. The
following lemmas have appeared (in a slightly different form) in the work of Gopalan et
al. [67] and Mouawad et al. [108].
Lemma 6.4.5. For r ≥ 3 and R an r-ary relation, if R is OR-free then it is dual-Horn-free.
Similarly, if R is NAND-free then it is Horn-free.
Proof. Assume that R is OR-free but not dual-Horn-free. Then there exists a restriction
R′ of R such that R′ = {0, 1}3 \ {100}. It is easy to see that, from R′, one can obtain
R′′ = {01, 10, 11} by setting one of the three variables inR′ to 0, resulting in a contradiction.
A similar proof shows that NAND-free relations are Horn-free.
Lemma 6.4.6. Let φ be a CNF(S) formula, vs and vt be two satisfying assignments
of φ, and σ = f1 . . . f` be a flip sequence from vs and vt in Rsat(φ, 0, n), where fi ∈
{x+1 , . . . , x+n } ∪ {x−1 , . . . , x−n }, 1 ≤ i ≤ `.
(1) If every relation in S is OR-free and there exists i ∈ {1, . . . , `−1} such that fi = x+ is
a positive flip and fi+1 = y
− is a negative flip (x 6= y), then σ′ = f1 . . . fi−1fi+1fi . . . fq
is also a flip sequence from vs and vt in Rsat(φ, 0, n).
(2) If every relation in S is NAND-free and there exists i ∈ {1, . . . , ` − 1} such that
fi = x
− is a negative flip and fi+1 = y+ is a positive flip (x 6= y), then σ′ =
f1 . . . fi−1fi+1fi . . . fq is also a flip sequence from vs and vt in Rsat(φ, 0, n).
Proof. We will prove only case (1) as the other case follows by reversing the roles of positive
and negative flips. Let u be the n-bit vector right before applying fi, v be the n-bit vector
after applying fi but before applying fi+1, and w be the one right after applying fi+1. Thus
it is clear that u(x,y) = 01,v(x,y) = 11, and w(x,y) = 10. Also, notice that since no other
variables are flipped between u,v, and w, the values of all variables other than x and y
remain the same in u, v and w. Let t be the n-bit vector whose value is the same as u,v,
and w on all variables except x and y and t(x,y) = 00. If t is not a satisfying assignment of
φ, then there exists a clause in φ which contains variables x and y and is no longer satisfied
if x and y are both set to 0 but is satisfied for the remaining three value combinations for
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x and y. Hence, the substitution described above gives us the relation {10, 01, 11} on x
and y in this clause, which is precisely the OR relation. Since R is OR-free, t must be a
satisfying assignment of φ and thus we can swap the flips fi+1 and fi.
Using similar arguments we can show that case (2) holds, as otherwise it would imply
the existence of a NAND relation.
Lemma 6.4.7. For φ a CNF(S) formula and vs and vt two satisfying assignments of φ, if
every relation in S is OR-free (NAND-free), then any reconfiguration sequence σ of length
` from vs and vt can be converted into a negative (positive) canonical sequence of length
at most `.
Proof. If σ is not a negative (positive) canonical sequence, it must have a negative (positive)
flip followed by a positive (negative) flip. If both flips act on the same variable, we cancel
them out; otherwise, we swap them using the proof of Lemma 6.4.6. Doing this repeatedly
gives us the required canonical sequence. Note that the order among the flips of the same
sign is preserved since we never swap two flips of the same sign.
Lemma 6.4.8. If every relation in S is OR-free and φ is a CNF(S) formula, then the
diameter of each connected component of Rsat(φ, 0, n) is at most 2n and the diameter of
each connected component of Rsat(φ, 0, k) is at most 2k. If every relation in S is NAND-free
and φ is a CNF(S) formula, then the diameter of each connected component of Rsat(φ, 0, n)
is at most 2n and the diameter of each connected component of Rsat(φ, k, n) is at most
2(n− k).
Proof. We call a node v in a connected component of the reconfiguration graph locally
minimal (maximal), if there exists no u in the same connected component such that
hw(u) ≤ hw(v) (hw(u) ≥ hw(v)). When every relation in S is OR-free (NAND-free),
it follows from Lemma 6.4.7 that there is exactly one locally minimal (maximal) assign-
ment in each connected component of the reconfiguration graph. Moreover, there is a
monotonically decreasing (increasing) path from every other node in the connected com-
ponent to the locally minimal (maximal) assignment. Hence, the statement of the lemma
follows.
6.4.1 Classical complexity results
Lemma 6.4.9. S-MIN-ONES-REACH is in P if every relation in S is OR-free and it is
PSPACE-complete otherwise.
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Proof. If some relation in S is not OR-free, then the problem is PSPACE-complete due to
the PSPACE-completeness of the VC-Reach problem. That is, we can reduce VC-Reach
to S-MIN-ONES-REACH where φ is a 2CNF monotone formula.
Given a CNF(S) formula φ and two satisfying assignments vs and vt of weight at most
k, if every relation in S is OR-free, then S is tight and we can use Gopalan et al.’s algorithm
(Theorem 6.4.3) to find a reconfiguration sequence from vs to vt in Rsat(φ, 0, n) (if one
exists). To make sure that the maximum weight constraint is not violated, i.e. to show
that Rsat(φ, 0, k) also contains a reconfiguration sequence form vs to vt, it is enough to
note that since every relation is OR-free, we can convert any reconfiguration sequence into
a negative canonical one (Lemma 6.4.7).
Lemma 6.4.10. S-MAX-ONES-REACH is in P if every relation in S is NAND-free and
it is PSPACE-complete otherwise.
Proof. If there exists a relation in S that is not NAND-free, then the problem is PSPACE-
complete due to the PSPACE-completeness of the IS-Reach problem. That is, we can
reduce IS-Reach to S-MAX-ONES-REACH where φ is a 2CNF anti-monotone formula.
If every relation in S is NAND-free, then S is tight and we can use Gopalan et al.’s
(Theorem 6.4.3) algorithm to find a reconfiguration sequence (in Rsat(φ, 0, n) if one exists).
Since every relation is NAND-free, we can convert any reconfiguration sequence into a
positive canonical sequence (Lemma 6.4.7) and hence the minimum weight constraint is
not violated.
Lemma 6.4.11. S-MIN-ONES-BOUND is in P if every relation in S is both OR-free and
Horn-free, it is NP-complete if all relations in S are OR-free but some are not Horn-free,
and it is PSPACE-complete otherwise.
Proof. If some relation in S is not OR-free, then the problem is PSPACE-complete (VC-
Bound). When all relations are OR-free but some are not Horn-free the problem becomes
NP-hard due to Theorem 6.3.8. NP-completeness follows from the fact that the diameter of
the reconfiguration graph is polynomial (Lemma 6.4.8).
If every relation in S is OR-free and Horn-free, then we can use the algorithm of
Mouawad et al. (Theorem 6.4.4) to solve the problem. Because of OR-freeness, we can
convert any reconfiguration sequence of length ` into a negative canonical sequence of
length at most ` that does not violate the maximum weight constraint (Lemma 6.4.7).
Lemma 6.4.12. S-MAX-ONES-BOUND is in P if every relation in S is both NAND-free
and dual-Horn-free, it is NP-complete if all relations in S are NAND-free but some are not
dual-Horn-free, and it is PSPACE-complete otherwise.
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Proof. If some relation in S is not NAND-free, then the problem is PSPACE-complete (IS-
Bound). When all relations are NAND-free but some are not dual-Horn-free then the
problem is NP-complete again due to Theorem 6.3.8 combined with the fact that the diam-
eter of the reconfiguration graph is polynomial (Lemma 6.4.8).
If every relation in S is OR-free and Horn-free, then we can use the algorithm of
Mouawad et al. (Theorem 6.4.4) to solve the problem. Because of NAND-freeness, we
have a positive canonical sequence and the minimum weight constraint is never violated
(Lemma 6.4.7).
6.4.2 Parameterized complexity results
Lemma 6.4.13. S-MIN-ONES-REACH parameterized by k is in P (and hence FPT) if
every relation in S is OR-free and it is FPT (but PSPACE-complete) otherwise.
Proof. The fact that the problem is FPT follows from Theorem 5.1.2 combined with the
fact that under Schaefer’s framework all relations have constant arity.
Lemma 6.4.14. S-MAX-ONES-REACH parameterized by k is in P (and hence FPT) if
every relation in S is NAND-free and it is W[1]-hard otherwise.
Proof. As IS-Reach parameterized by k is W[1]-hard (Theorem 4.2.2), it follows that
S-MAX-ONES-REACH parameterized by k is W[1]-hard whenever some relation in S is
not NAND-free.
Lemma 6.4.15. S-MIN-ONES-BOUND parameterized by ` is in P (and hence FPT) if
every relation in S is both OR-free and Horn-free, it is FPT (but not in P) if every relation
is OR-free but some are not Horn-free, and it is W[1]-hard otherwise.
Proof. The W[1]-hardness of S-MIN-ONES-BOUND parameterized by ` when some rela-
tion is not OR-free follows from Theorem 4.2.2, i.e. VC-Bound parameterized by ` is
W[1]-hard.
Otherwise, given a CNF(S) formula φ and two satisfying assignments vs and vt of
weight at most k, if every relation is OR-free but some relation is not Horn-free, then
we can solve the problem using our fixed-parameter tractable algorithm for CSP-Bound
(Theorem 6.3.6) and find a reconfiguration sequence from vs to vt in Rsat(φ, 0, n) (if one
exists). To make sure that the maximum weight constraint is not violated, i.e. to show
that Rsat(φ, 0, k) also contains a reconfiguration sequence from vs to vt, it is enough to
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note that since every relation is OR-free, we can convert any reconfiguration sequence into
a negative canonical one (Lemma 6.4.7).
Lemma 6.4.16. S-MAX-ONES-BOUND parameterized by ` is in P if every relation in S
is both NAND-free and dual-Horn-free, it is FPT if every relation is NAND-free but some
are not dual-Horn-free, and it is W[1]-hard otherwise.
Proof. The fact that S-MAX-ONES-BOUND parameterized by ` is W[1]-hard when some
relation is not NAND-free follows from Theorem 4.2.2, i.e. IS-Bound parameterized by `
is W[1]-hard.
When every relation is NAND-free but some relation is not Horn-free, we can solve the
problem using our fixed-parameter tractable algorithm for CSP-Bound (Theorem 6.3.6)
and then transform any reconfiguration sequence into a positive canonical one (Lemma 6.4.7).
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Chapter 7
Conclusion and directions for future
work
Reconfiguration, as a framework, is a relatively new area and several interesting questions
remain unanswered. We summarize what we believe to be some of the most interesting
open problems below.
In Chapter 3, we showed that the DS-Reach problem is PSPACE-complete on planar,
split, bipartite, bounded degree, and bounded treewidth graphs, and solvable in polynomial
time on paths and trees. Referring back to Figure 2.2, we note that the number of remaining
“familiar” graph classes where one can hope for polynomial-time algorithms is not too large.
One particularly interesting class is that of series-parallel graphs, i.e. graphs of treewidth at
most two. Since DS-Reach is PSPACE-complete on graphs of treewidth t, for some t > 1,
and solvable in polynomial time when t = 1, can we find the exact value of t for which the
classical complexity status of the problem changes from “easy” to “hard”? The problem
is open for t = 2 and the same question holds for the VC-Reach (or IS-Reach) problem
(Chapter 4). Similarly, it is not hard to see that DS-Reach is solvable in polynomial
time whenever the input graph has a dominating set of size one (e.g. threshold graphs
and cliques). Can we find an integer constant c such that DS-Reach is PSPACE-complete
on graphs having a dominating set of size c? Or equivalently, can we find the boundary
separating hard instances from easy instances by considering the other side of the density
spectrum, i.e. the “dense side”? While studying structural properties of the reconfiguration
graph (Section 3.2), we demonstrated infinite families of planar, bounded treewidth, and
b-partite graphs, b > 2, for which RDS(G, 0,Γ(G)+1) is not connected. Interestingly, all of
our proofs break if we consider RDS(G, 0,Γ(G) + 2). Hence, it remains to be seen whether
RDS(G, 0,Γ(G) + 2) is connected for all graphs. Finally, as the class of biclique-free graphs
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is the largest class on which the Dominating Set problem is known to be fixed-parameter
tractable parameterized by solution size, establishing fixed-parameter tractability results
beyond biclique-free graphs seems like a challenging task (Section 3.3.2). However, our
work on reconfiguration problems has so far been “catching up” with known results in
parameterized complexity. Hence, it would be very appealing if we can instead use insights
from reconfiguration to find a “new” graph class on which both Dominating Set and its
reconfiguration variants are fixed-parameter tractable.
Given the rather intriguing structure of nice reconfiguration sequences, we believe that
they deserve a more careful study (Section 4.1). For instance, finding a biclique of size k in
a graph is a notoriously hard problem whose parameterized complexity was only recently
settled (after being open for more than two decades), the problem is W[1]-hard [99]. Can
we, combining the fact that add-remove segments induce bicliques in a graph with the
W[1]-hardness of VC-Bound parameterized by `, find an alternative, maybe easier, proof
of this result? Moreover, we believe that bicliques as induced subgraphs are replaced by
bicliques as minors when we consider hereditary properties other than that of edgeless
graphs. For example, if we consider Π as the collection of all forests, then, intuitively,
every pair of added and removed vertices in an add-remove segment must belong to some
cycle in the graph. Contracting some of these edges should again produce a biclique (as a
minor). Can we relate the complexity of finding such structures to the complexity of the
reconfiguration variants of a problem?
More generally, a fundamental problem is to try to establish a connection between the
(parameterized) complexity of reconfiguration problems and the (parameterized) complex-
ity of the underlying decision problem. We know that this relationship is more subtle then
“P implies P”, “NP-complete implies PSPACE-complete, “FPT implies FPT”, and “W-hard im-
plies W-hard”. However, all of our results suggest a pattern relating the parameterized
complexity of a problem and the parameterized complexity of its reachability variant (and
the diameter of the reconfiguration graph): whenever a problem that is W-hard in general is
fixed-parameter tractable parameterized by solution size on a graph class C, then the reach-
ability version of the problem (with the same parameter) is also fixed-parameter tractable
on C. We think that either proving or disproving this pattern would be quite interesting;
IS-Reach on biclique-free graphs is the best contender we know of so far (Section 5.4).
The reconfiguration variants of the (s, t)-Cut problem, i.e. the security problem in-
troduced in Chapter 1, have not been studied yet and we believe they might lead to some
interesting results. First, are these problems in P, NP-complete, or PSPACE-complete? We
believe they are PSPACE-complete, which would provide another example of a “natural”
problem in P whose reconfiguration variants are PSPACE-complete. If this turns out to
be the case, then are the problems fixed-parameter tractable? Note that the number of
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s t
Figure 7.1: A graph illustrating why finding irrelevant vertices might be hard for cut
problems.
minimal (s, t)-cuts of size at most k in a graph can be exponential in n, and therefore our
“reconfiguration via enumeration” technique fails. Moreover, it is not known whether the
problem admits a compact representation. Also, finding irrelevant vertices, at least using
the same strategies we used in Sections 3.3.2 and 5.4, does not seem to apply. Consider a
2×n grid where s is connected to the first two vertices of the grid and t is connected to the
last two (Figure 7.1). It is not hard to see that if we set our source solution to the neigh-
bors of s and our target solution to the neighbors of t then any reconfiguration sequence
between those two solutions must touch almost every vertex (a function of n, not k) in
the graph. Several algorithmic techniques have been developed to deal with parameterized
graph separation problems [103]. Can we adapt these techniques as well and add them to
our toolkit for parameterized reconfiguration problems?
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Appendix
Problem definitions in alphabetical order
Bounded Hitting Set (BHS)
Input: A finite universe U , a constant c, a family of sets F ⊆ 2U each
of size at most c, and an integer k
Question: Is there H ⊆ U such that |H| ≤ k and for every set F ∈ F
we have F ∩ U 6= ∅?
BHS-Bound
Input: A finite universe U , a constant c, a family of sets F ⊆ 2U each
of size at most c, integers k and `, and two hitting sets Hs and Ht
of F of size at most k
Question: Is there a path of length at most ` from Hs to Ht in Rbhs(F , 0, k)?
BHS-Reach
Input: A finite universe U , a constant c, a family of sets F ⊆ 2U each
of size at most c, an integer k, and two hitting sets Hs and Ht
of F of size at most k
Question: Is there a path from Hs to Ht in Rbhs(F , 0, k)?
Coloring (COL)
Input: A graph G with vertex set V (G) and edge set E(G) and an integer k.
Question: Does G admit a proper k-coloring?
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Col-Bound
Input: A graph G, positive integers k and `, and two k-colorings α and β of G.
Question: Is there a path of length at most ` from α to β in RCOL(G, 0, k)?
Col-Reach
Input: A graph G, positive integer k, and two k-colorings α and β of G.
Question: Is there a path from α to β in RCOL(G, 0, k)?
Dominating Set (DS)
Input: A graph G and a positive integer k
Question: Is there D ⊆ V (G) such that |D| ≤ k and N [D] = V (G)?
DS-Bound
Input: A graph G, positive integers k and `, and two dominating sets
Ds and Dt of G of size at most k
Question: Is there a path of length at most ` from Ds to Dt in RDS(G, 0, k)?
DS-Reach
Input: A graph G, positive integer k, and two dominating sets
Ds and Dt of G of size at most k
Question: Is there a path from Ds to Dt in RDS(G, 0, k)?
Feedback Vertex Set (FVS)
Input: A graph G and a positive integer k
Question: Is there S ⊆ V (G) such that |S| ≤ k and G[V (G) \ S] is a forest?
FVS-Bound
Input: A graph G, positive integers k and `, and two feedback vertex sets
Ss and St of G of size at least k
Question: Is there a path of length at most ` from Ss to St in Rfvs(G, 0, k)?
FVS-Reach
Input: A graph G, positive integer k, and two feedback vertex sets
Ss and St of G of size at least k
Question: Is there a path from Ss to St in Rfvs(G, 0, k)?
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Independent Set (IS)
Input: A graph G and a positive integer k
Question: Is there I ⊆ V (G) such that |I| ≥ k and G[I] is edgeless?
IS-Bound
Input: A graph G, positive integers k and `, and two independent sets
Is and It of G of size at least k
Question: Is there a path of length at most ` from Is to It in RIS(G, k, n)?
IS-Reach
Input: A graph G, positive integer k, and two independent sets
Is and It of G of size at least k
Question: Is there a path from Is to It in RIS(G, k, n)?
Induced Bipartite Subgraph (IBS)
Input: A graph G and a positive integer k
Question: Is there S ⊆ V (G) such that |S| ≥ k and G[S] is bipartite?
IBS-Bound
Input: A graph G, positive integers k and `, and two sets Ss and St of size
at least k such that G[Ss] and G[St] are bipartite
Question: Is there a path of length at most ` from Ss to St in Ribs(G, k, n)?
IBS-Reach
Input: A graph G, positive integer k, and two sets Ss and St of size
at least k such that G[Ss] and G[St] are bipartite
Question: Is there a path from Ss to St in Ribs(G, k, n)?
Induced Forest (IF)
Input: A graph G and a positive integer k
Question: Is there S ⊆ V (G) such that |S| ≥ k and G[S] is a forest?
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IF-Bound
Input: A graph G, positive integers k and `, and two sets Ss and St of size
at least k such that G[Ss] and G[St] of G are forests
Question: Is there a path of length at most ` from Ss to St in RIF(G, k, n)?
IF-Reach
Input: A graph G, positive integer k, and two sets Ss and St of size
at least k such that G[Ss] and G[St] of G are forests
Question: Is there a path from Ss to St in RIF(G, k, n)?
Multicolored Independent Set (MIS)
Input: A graph G, a positive integer `, and a
vertex-coloring c : V (G)→ {c1, . . . , c`} for G
Question: Does G have an independent set of size `
including exactly one vertex of each color?
Odd Cycle Transversal (OCT)
Input: A graph G and a positive integer k
Question: Is there S ⊆ V (G) such that |S| ≤ k and G[V (G) \ S] is bipartite?
OCT-Bound
Input: A graph G, positive integers k and `, and two odd cycle transversals
Ss and St of G of size at least k
Question: Is there a path of length at most ` from Ss to St in Roct(G, 0, k)?
OCT-Reach
Input: A graph G, positive integer k, and two odd cycle transversals
Ss and St of G of size at least k
Question: Is there a path from Ss to St in Roct(G, 0, k)?
Red-Blue Dominating Set (RBDS)
Input: A bipartite graph G with bipartition (R,B) and a positive integer k
Question: Is there D ⊆ R such that |D| ≤ k and N [D] = B?
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RBDS-Bound
Input: A bipartite graph G with bipartition (R,B), positive integers k and `,
and two red-blue dominating sets Ds and Dt of G of size at most k
Question: Is there a path of length at most ` from Ds to Dt in RRBDS(G, 0, k)?
RBDS-Reach
Input: A bipartite graph G with bipartition (R,B), positive integer k, and
two red-blue dominating sets Ds and Dt of G of size at most k
Question: Is there a path from Ds to Dt in RRBDS(G, 0, k)?
Unbounded Hitting Set (UHS)
Input: A finite universe U , a family of sets F ⊆ 2U , and an integer k
Question: Is there H ⊆ U such that |H| ≤ k and for every set F ∈ F
we have F ∩ U 6= ∅?
UHS-Bound
Input: A finite universe U , a family of sets F ⊆ 2U , integers k and `,
and two hitting sets Hs and Ht of F of size at most k
Question: Is there a path of length at most ` from Hs to Ht in Ruhs(F , 0, k)?
UHS-Reach
Input: A finite universe U , a family of sets F ⊆ 2U , an integer k,
and two hitting sets Hs and Ht of F of size at most k
Question: Is there a path from Hs to Ht in Ruhs(F , 0, k)?
Vertex Cover (VC)
Input: A graph G and a positive integer k
Question: Is there S ⊆ V (G) such that |S| ≤ k and G[V (G) \ S] is edgeless?
VC-Bound
Input: A graph G, positive integers k and `, and two vertex covers
Ss and St of G of size at most k
Question: Is there a path of length at most ` from Ss to St in RV C(G, 0, k)?
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Vertex Cover Local Search (VC-Local-Search)
Input: A graph G, a vertex cover S of G, and integer ` ≥ 1
Question: Does G have a vertex cover S ′ such that |S ′| < |S| and |S ′∆S| ≤ `?
VC-Reach
Input: A graph G, positive integer k, and two vertex covers
Ss and St of G of size at most k
Question: Is there a path from Ss to St in RV C(G, 0, k)?
Vertex Cover Walk (VC-Walk)
Input: A graph G, a vertex cover S of G, and an
unlabeled edit sequence σ of length ` ≥ 1
Question: Can we apply σ to G and S?
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